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Abstract 
This study investigates the processes through which attendance at a community school 
affects the development of cultural and academic identities of Greek/Greek-Cypriot and 
Pakistani ethnic minority young people who live in the United Kingdom. The development 
of cultural and academic identities by community school students is a relatively 
underesearched and undertheorized area. The theoretical framework of this study draws 
on developments in cultural developmental theory (Valsiner, 2000a) and the dialogical 
self theory (Hermans, 2001 a) to understand the cultural and dialogical nature of the 
processes through which ethnic minority young people develop their identities in 
community schools. Both theories are influenced by dynamic perspectives on 
development and have tried to explain psychological phenomena in relation to the 
sociocultural context. Episodic interviews, drawings and group work were the tools for 
data collection and multiple perspectives (students', parents' and teachers') were 
investigated. This small-scale research took place in a Greek and a Pakistani community 
school. The pupils, both girls and boys, were adolescents aged 13 to 18 years. The 
findings suggest that the young people in both groups were moving towards multiple, 
hybrid identities through a dialogical negotiation of aspects of differences! similarities and 
belonging within their majority and minority communities as well as living in a multicultural 
society. This negotiation resulted in a multivoiced hybrid identity which emerged through 
a constant positioning and re-positioning within their communities and school contexts. 
For the participants in the Pakistani school this negotiation was a struggle shaped by 
issues of racism and religious discrimination. In this context, the Pakistani school mainly 
aimed to increase self-confidence and strengthen the students' sense of minority cultural 
identity, especially the religious aspect of it, whereas the Greek school mainly aimed to 
preserve the community's cultural identity which was considered to be threatened by 
assimilation. In both community schools, a strong academic identity was endorsed which 
had a double function - to foster the acquisition of both knowledge and skills relevant to 
community education and those relevant to mainstream and higher education. This study 
demonstrated the value of examining community schools within contrasting communities, 
and its findings have implications for Psychology and Education. 
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Introduction 
Chapter one: Introduction 
" ... education should not be viewed as something like filling a 
vessel with water but, rather, assisting a flower to grow in its 
own way ... " (Chomsky, 2000, p.38; cited in Knoester, 2003, 
p.266) 
1.1. 	 Community schools in Britain: exploring a controversial arena of 
definitions and pOlicies 
Community schooling is extra voluntary education developed and run by ethnic minority 
communities outside of mainstream provision. Community schools are organized mainly 
on Saturdays and Sundays but can be held on weekdays after mainstream school. These 
schools are to be found mainly in mainstream school settings, community centres, 
mosques or churches. Although community schools have been an important component 
of the educational experience of many ethnic minority children for as long as each ethnic 
minority community has been settled in Britain, they only gained governmental 
recognition in the 1970's and 1980's (Robertson, 2005). Today, DfES estimates to be at 
least 5,000 community schools operating nationally (DfES, 2006) although there is no 
national community schools' directory so no one actually knows the accurate number of 
community schools in Britain (Strand, 2002). 
However, this ambiguity regarding the number of community schools that operate in 
Britain is not the only one which characterizes the arena of community-based education. 
The second ambiguity has to do with the terminology used to describe and classify these 
schools. The absence of a general agreed term for this type of school has led to a variety 
of terms being used to refer to community schools (e.g. supplementary, complementary, 
Saturday I Sunday schools, bilingual tutoring classes, after school classes, VOluntary 
language classes and community language schools) that reveals the complexity 
surrounding the activities and purposes of these schools as well as the community ­
based character of the schools; each community may define their own schools differently. 
However, both this complexity and the central agency of the ethnic minority communities 
in these schools have been ignored by the majority of authors who have been studying 
this underesearched area in the last 10 years, as it concerns the terminology of these 
socio-cultural and educational institutions. Consequently, the terms usupplementary" and 
"complementary" are the ones that are gaining official acceptance (Robertson, 2005) 
both within the academic and governmental arena (see for example, Reay and Mirza, 
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1997; Zulfiqar, 1998; Hall et aI., 2002; Strand, 2002; DfES, 2006 for the use of the term 
"supplementary" and Martin et ai, 2003 for the use of the term "complementary") and 
thus, both define community schools as always being in relation to the mainstream 
school sector. Thus, as the terms "supplementary" and "complementary" suggest, such 
schools have been officially regarded as an addition Isupplement and lor complement to 
the mainstream education sector (Zulfiqar, 1998; Reay and Mirza, 1997; Hall et ai, 2002). 
Martin et al. (2003) for example, have used the term complementary because they 
wanted to emphasize the positive complementary function between these schools and 
the mainstream schools for children and young people who attend these schools. 
However, Strand (2002) has used the term supplementary in order to stress the same 
function of the schools, something that indicates an overall confusion regarding the 
terminology of these community-based schools with most of the researchers adopting 
single- model definitions. For example, Zulfiqar (1998) used the term "supplementary" to 
describe these community schools and classified them into four main groups: mother 
tongue, religious, schools that supplement mainstream school teaching and schools that 
teach culture and history. Mother tongue schools teach the home language with the aim 
of preserving cultural identity and awareness and facilitating relationships with significant 
others "back home". Religious schools aim to reinforce religious values and practices 
whereas supplementary schools that supplement mainstream school teaching aim to 
reinforce self-respect and self-confidence. Finally, schools that teach culture and history 
also aim towards building a positive identity by providing an alternative to the mainstream 
view of history and culture. 
The Swann Report (1985) identified the communities as the ones which should take care 
of their mother tongue classes while mainstream schools should support this effort: 
LEAs should offer support for community- based language provision, by making 
school premises available free of charge to community providers, by fostering links 
between community 'teachers' and mainstream school, by offering grants for the 
purchase of books and the development of teaching materials, and by making 
available to the community their advisory services for short in-service courses (p. 
772). 
Robertson (2005) argued that this kind of support was never actually established. In fact, 
it was not until the 2003 that the educational value of community schools has started to 
be acknowledged by governmental authorities as is evident in the following quote from a 
government document (DfES, 2003) which refers to the possible benefits for ethnic 
minority pupils of attending community-based education: 
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Successful schools reach out to their communities. They often make premises 
available for community use, which can build bridges and develop dialogue. Many 
pupils have also benefited greatly from out-of-school-hours learning in community­
run initiatives such as supplementary schools. Some supplementary schools focus 
on the curriculum, others on cultural, mother tongue or religious faith instruction. 
Attendance can enhance pupils' self-respect, promote self-discipline and inspire 
pupils to have high aspirations to succeed (DFES, 2003; 2:36). 
More recently, Schools Minister, Andrew Adonis (DfES, 2006) praised the work of 
supplementary-as he called them- schools as is evident in the following quotes: 
"Supplementary schools playa hugely important role in developing the education 
of children from widely diverse backgrounds. Generations of young people have 
benefited from the selfless dedication of those who have given up time and energy 
to set up and run these schools". 
And he added: 
"A national survey found that eight out of ten pupils who attended supplementary 
schools said it helped them with their mainstream school work. Supplementary 
school activities can bring a tremendous sense of achievement, and can increase 
confidence and motivation in and out of school" (mES, 2006). 
Although, it is widely accepted that this support is much needed by some1 ethnic minority 
communities to support their community schools and ensure their survival, we have to 
point out a main characteristic of the mainstream-community education relationship: the 
requirement of the mainstream sector that community schools have to contribute to 
raising the achievement of ethnic minority pupils in National Curriculum in order to be 
awarded with grants (Strand, 2002). This relationship is graphically depicted in figure 1 
and places the mainstream schooling as the reference point for community - based 
education. 
'There are community schools like the Greek, Finnish and Portuguese which are 
supported by the Ministries of Education of their home countries. 
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Figure 1. Mainstream schools as reference pOints for community schools 
They have to support 
mainstream schooling Support is provided only when 
the mainstream school is the 
reference point 
An example can be given by discussing Luton Borough Council's criteria and guidelines 
(2003) for grant application for supplementary schools. They have defined supplementary 
schools as falling into three categories. Supplementary schools which primarily help 
children to improve academic achievement in their mainstream school and are either held 
in mainstream school premises or have their own centres. Supplementary mother-tongue 
schools which combine the use of mother tongue and English to support children with 
their homework and learning while also providing the teaching of mother tongue and 
aspects of their cultural heritage such as music, dance and literature. Finally, mother­
tongue community schools are primarily focused on the teaching of mother tongue 
language combined with the teaching of the community's religious practices and beliefs 
and are usually part of religious buildings such as mosques. Luton Borough Council 
makes very clear in its guidelines for funding for supplementary schools that only schools 
focused on developing links with mainstream schools with the aim to increase 
achievement in national curriculum subjects will be considered. Even by the definitions 
given, it is clear that this fragmented conceptualization of community schools is 
problematic and raises issues of discrimination and inequity. Although they argue that the 
goal is to build a productive relationship with the community schools with joint 
responsibilities, it is clear that it is the mainstream school (see figure 1) which has the 
power to set the guidelines, provide the premises and financial support whereas the 
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"supplementary" schools should serve the aims of mainstream schooling because this 
type of education "supplements" the mainstream dominant one. This attributed 
institutional identity on the community schools raises issues regarding the impact of 
social, political and institutional structures of power and privilege, domination and 
subordination on community schooling. 
The complexity that characterizes these socioeducational institutions is one of the 
reasons for avoiding single model definitions and adopting the term "community" schools 
in this research. The other one is based on the conceptualization of all schools, including 
community schools, as having a political dimension; the word political is used not to 
describe them as being run by political parties but involving an expression of an idea 
about the position of each ethnic minority community in the wider society. Thus, every 
one of these schools carries with it -in this sense of the word-a political idea. For many of 
the African-Caribbean schools, for example, the political idea was that their community 
schools were a response to racism and exclusion from the wider British society and 
consequently from the mainstream educational system and through empowering 
children's self-esteem and cultural identity children will manage to combat negative 
stereotyping in British society and underachievement in mainstream schools (e.g. Dove, 
1993; Sewell, 1996; Mirza, 1996; Mirza and Reay, 2000). 
Taking all the above reasons into consideration, this study perceives ethnic minority 
communities as the reference point (Robertson, 2005) for these schools. Community 
schools are established by members of the communities such as parents and teachers 
who hold the responsibility for running these institutions in accordance with each 
community's values, cultural practices and needs. By adopting terms such as 
"supplementary" or "complementary" we-as researchers- might empower the dominant 
mainstream educational and political system and further marginalise the status of the 
ethnic minority communities within the British society. Similarly, Robertson (2005) 
rejected the above terms and adopted the term community language schools because 
she wanted to stress the needs and aims of these schools as perceived and set by the 
communities themselves and relocate the centre of this kind of education from the 
mainstream education system to the communities or their languages and their cultures. 
To support this argument, we can take the example of the Greek schools in Britain2 
where they do not set as their aim to reinforce the achievement of their pupils in the 
mainstream schools because the need of the community is mostly for the preservation of 
the Greek identity of the children and young people of their community who were born in 
Britain. 
2 For a detailed account of the Greek schools in Britain refer to appendix 7.2. 
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1.2. Why study cultural and academic identities in community schools? 
As never before in our world's history, most individuals and groups live in multicultural 
contexts and more and more people from various cultural groups are constantly crossing 
cultural boundaries and coming to intercultural contact through travelling, immigrating, etc 
(see Hermans and Kempen, 1998; Rassool1999; Dien, 2000; Ferdman, 2000; Hermans, 
2001a; Bhatia and Ram, 2001; Anthias, 2001; Bhatia and Ram, 2004). In this context, 
the concept of cultural identity and questions regarding its development within such 
multicultural contexts has been the focus of many theorists in the last two decades. 
Britain, for example, has experienced the growth of diverse immigrant groups, especially 
Commonwealth immigrants, who came over during the post-war period, and their 
children comprise the successive generations of British-born young people from ethnic 
minority backgrounds who in turn are now an important and permanent feature of the 
contemporary British society (Anthias, 2001). Rassool (1999) emphasized the 
heterogeneity of ethnic minority groups in Britain who as he argues "comprise a rich 
tapestry of cultural, linguistic and historical experiences grounded in different diasporas 
that, in turn, have developed within specific socio-historic contexts" (p.26). 
Moghaddam (2002) argues that for the ethnic minority people who come to live in a new 
host society, the construction of a new identity is fundamentally important for them and 
part of a process of integration within the mainstream society. In the same line of 
argument we can argue that second or third generation young people- that is, "children of 
immigrants born and brought up in host countries" (Vertovec, 2001, p.577) and children 
of children of immigrants born and raised in their grandparents' host countries 
respectively- the constant construction and re-construction of their cultural identities 
through their interaction with the multiple cultural communities they belong in, is of equal 
paramount importance. Given the fact that ethnic minority groups3 account for 4.6 million 
or 7.9 percent of the total UK population (Census, 2001) questions related to cultural 
identities become a central and vital issue. 
3 Indians were the largest minority group, followed by Pakistanis, those of mixed ethnic 
backgrounds, Black Caribbeans, Black Africans and Bangladeshis. Other ethnic groups 
each accounted for less than 0.5 per cent but together accounted for a further 1.4 per 
cent of the UK population. People from minority ethnic groups- mostly Pakistanis and 
Bangladeshis (60%) - were more likely than White people to live in low-income 
households (Census, 2001). 
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Within that context, many authors had conducted empirical studies that explored the 
importance of cultural identities and their impact on ethnic minority children's learner 
identities in the multiethnic classrooms of British mainstream schools (e.g. Cline et aI., 
2002; Abreu, 2003; Abreu and Cline, 2003; O'Toole, 2004). According to the 2001 
census Indian pupils have better GCSE results than most other ethnic groups (66% of 
Indian girls and 54 % of Indian boys doing so in 1999), On the other hand, only 37 % of 
Pakistani and Bangladeshi girls and 22% of Pakistani and Bangladeshi boys got these 
qualifications. In addition, 46 % of black girls and only 31 % of black boys got GCSE 
qualifications. These statistics saw that there is a variety of experience as it concerns the 
educational lives of ethnic minority pupils. Rassool (1999) pOinted out that pupils 'from 
ethnic minority backgrounds have been historically regarded as underachieving due to 
language differences/deficits, cultural differences, family practices and problems of 
integration within the British society. According to Rassool (1999) this has resulted in 
homogenized culturally determinist views that have socially pathologized the lives of 
immigrants and provided the basis for defining the ethnic minority young people's 
educational and social experiences. Deficits within the mainstream school system were 
not mentioned although there has been a continuing debate in education regarding the 
formal curriculum and its value for minority pupils' learning. For example, Parker-Jenkins 
(1995) argued that mainstream schools should include language options that are more 
relevant to Muslim students such as Urdu, Arabic or Gujarati while a greater inclusion of 
Asian and African-Caribbean history would enhance multiculturalism. In addition, Parker­
Jenkins (1995) argued that another reason for the underachievement of ethnic minority 
children can be found in the low expectations teachers hold of them. 
In this study, we argue that community schools are socioeducational institutions 
established and run by ethnic minority communities and have a diverse and distinctive 
pedagogy and aims influenced by the community's needs within speCific political and 
sociocultural contexts. From that perspective, both cultural and academic identities are 
perceived as being of equal importance and cannot be separated because they are 
highly interrelated and interdependent, constantly constructed and reconstructed in a 
dialogical negotiation and as Nasir and Saxe (2003) argued cannot be seen as distinct 
variables that can be manipulated. 
There has been very little research4 conducted in the arena of community schools, and 
despite their importance they are still an underresearched and undertheorised area (Hall 
et ai., 2002; Martin et aI., 2003). However, a common characteristic of all the research 
4 In order to accurately depict the whole picture of research conducted in the area of 
community schooling the terminology used by each author will be used. 
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conducted to date is that all of the studies referred to these schools' contribution both to 
education and to the sociocultural development of ethnic minority children and young 
people. 
To begin with, many authors (e.g. Dove, 1993; Sewell, 1996; Mirza, 1996; Mirza and 
Reay, 2000) have produced interesting insights into the ways community schools 
influence the development of their pupils' identities by viewing supplementary schooling 
as a kind of community activism and the formation of supplementary schools as a 
response to racism, exclusion from the mainstream educational system, and 
underachievement. For instance, Dove (1993) explored the historic nature of the need for 
the establishment of Black supplementary5 schools in Britain and argued that their 
emergence was a response to racism embedded within the mainstream schooling which 
was perceived as reinforcing and maintaining the eXisting relations of power. The 
findings of her study in nine supplementary schools showed that both the children and 
parents expressed a satisfaction with their supplementary school's ethos, teaching 
methods and teachers. More specifically, parents believed that the supplementary 
schools increased their children's achievement and particularly appreciated the teaching 
of Black history and culture in the schools' curriculum. Given the historical background of 
the emergence of these supplementary schools Dove (1993) argued that classroom 
activities should not be studied separately from social organization. In a similar vein, by 
describing Black supplementary schools as "grassroots social movements" for 
educational change, Mirza and Reay (2000) revealed a very intense interest and care 
about the communities in which they -as researchers- were embedded. For instance, 
Mirza (1996) calls on black lecturers and teachers to work towards the development of an 
educational praxis for social change in order to facilitate black pupils' voice and agency. 
Their line of argument was that the development of supplementary schools was a result 
of the failure of the mainstream education system to acknowledge the background and 
interests of the ethnic minority children. According to Sewell (1996) this has a direct 
effect on minority pupils' underachievement and he concludes that "the key to successful 
learning is to direct curricula to the perspective of the child" (p.10) and that this can be 
done by providing new supplementary schools that would be connected to mainstream 
schools and supported further by the governmental authorities. 
5 It was in the 1960's that a new type of community schools introduced as "supplementary 
school" was established by the African-Caribbean community with the main aim to 
increase achievement in the mainstream school by supporting African-Caribbean children 
with their National Curriculum subjects and also teaching them aspects of Black history 
and culture (Dove, 1993; Robertson, 2005). 
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Within a different research focus, other researchers (e.g. Wong, 1992; Jackson and 
Nesbitt, 1993; Parker- Jenkins, 1995; Kahin, 1997; Ali, 2001) viewed the formation of 
community schools as a response to ethnic minority communities' concern that their 
children were losing touch with their cultural, especially religious and linguistic traditions 
and emphasized the need for ethnic minority communities to develop cultural 
maintenance strategies. Jackson and Nesbitt (1993) point out that "by attending Hindu 
supplementary classes, children gained a conscious cultural identity as part of a peer 
group whose 'ethnicity', religion and mother tongue they shared" (p. 150). This set of 
ideas, from an educational perspective, was based on theoretical assumptions about 
self-concept, self-esteem and cultural and social deprivation as explanatory factors of 
different levels of educational achievement from minority pupils. This tradition of analysis 
gives a rather descriptive account of the complex nature and activities of community 
schools and the absence of any attempt of theorizing might makes it appear as 
superficial from a psychological perspective. 
Moreover, there have been studies (e.g. Gregory,1993/1994/1998; Strand, 2002; Martin 
et aI., 2003; Cousins, 2005; Mustafa and Begum, 2005; Robertson, 2005; Bhatt et aI., 
2004; Creese and Martin, 2006) which provided evidence on the positive role of 
community schools in raising academic achievement in their mainstream schools. Creese 
and Martin (2006) see complementary schOOling as a response to a historically 
monolingual ideology established in Britain, while Robertson (2005) examined the 
process through which these schools supported children's multilingualism and 
multiliteracy and although she argued that reinforcing the achievement of ethnic minority 
children is very important, she also asserted that the other purposes of the schools 
should not be overlooked. Strand (2002) in his study -which he claimed is the first 
research to systematically explore the attitudes of pupils attending supplementary 
schools in England on a large scale- distributed questionnaires to a total of 772 pupils 
attending 63 supplementary schools in four major cities in England. The findings showed 
that in general, pupils were very positive in their attitudes to supplementary schools and 
reported that their supplementary school helped them with their educational outcomes in 
their mainstream school. These participants particularly valued the learning of their 
mother tongue and a culture-specific curriculum which helped them with the learning of 
their national curriculum subjects as well as social activities and the positive support of 
their supplementary school teachers. In addition, Gregory (1993; 1994; 1998) 
investigated the effects of the home culture on minority children's interpretations of 
reading in school. She reached the conclusion that a discontinuity between the language 
and the different practices of reading and learning between the home culture and the 
mainstream school may have a powerful effect on children's school attainments. Thus, 
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acknowledging the children's home culture could be a good way for teachers to help 
ethnic minority children to improve their achievements. 
Hall et al. (2002) conducted a study that explored the scale of provision, variety of 
purpose and the nature of pedagogy in four supplementary schools in Leeds and Oslo. 
By employing a phenomenological approach they analyzed the data obtained- through 
interviews and observation- in terms of group solidarity, curriculum, pedagogy, links with 
the mainstream schooling and community versus individual interests. Their findings 
revealed that all four supplementary schools provided their partiCipants (pupils, teachers, 
and parents) with a sense of group solidarity that supported them 'practically, culturally, 
socially, emotionally and spiritually" (p. 410). This sense of belonging to a community 
was achieved by the participants' commitment to community interest. Many of the 
teachers perceived themselves as community activists who wanted to serve and "give 
something back" (p. 410) to their communities. Moreover, all the teachers, regardless 
whether their curricular focus was mother tongue teaching or supplementary mainstream 
teaching, expressed their willingness to help the children to promote their achievements 
in the mainstream school, something that was appreciated by children who said that 
attendance at their supplementary school reinforced their learning in their ordinary 
school. The authors' overall conclusion was that supplementary schooling offers "a 
learning environment that is conducive to the reclamation of individual and collective 
senses of sociocultural identity and power" while at the same time it "communicates 
notions of traditional authority, self-regulation and knowledge" (p. 415). 
Recently, Martin et al. (2003) conducted a study with the aim to investigate the 
contribution of complementary schools to the political, social and economic life in the 
community of Leicester in enhancing learning (by supporting and sustaining languages 
and literacies) and the nature of identities of young persons. In the first phase of the 
study, the authors conducted a survey that provided quantitative information regarding 
the number and types of the complementary schools as well as describing their aims, 
resources, syllabuses, materials and methods of assessment and their links with the local 
communities and the mainstream schools. In the second phase of the study, the authors 
conducted ethnographic case studies of two Gujarati schools in Leicester. By drawing on 
anthropological linguistics and the ethnography of communication frameworks they 
analyzed the data obtained through interviews, observation and parent questionnaires in 
terms of educational pedagogies and classroom discourses, adding value and enhancing 
learning, links between complementary schools with other community organizations and 
mainstream agencies and forming and sustaining ethnic identities. Their overall 
conclusion was that the bilingual practices employed by the two schools enabled 
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participants to develop different identities and enhanced learning both in the classroom 
and in other contexts. 
In a recent paper (Creese et ai, 2006) this research group analysed students', teachers' 
and parents' perspectives in two Gujarati schools in Leicester in order to explore the role 
of bilingualism, as encouraged by complementary schools, on the production of 
multicultural, heritage and learner identities. Drawing on sociolinguistic and sociological 
perspectives and employing a linguistic ethnographic approach, they argued that the 
students who attend these schools have the opportunity, through flexible bilingualism, to 
explore their ethnic and linguistic identities and to enact successful learner identities in a 
safe bilingual haven. The authors considered heritage and learning identities as being 
institutionally developed and encouraged by the schools. Thus, the learning of Gujarati 
was perceived as mediating the development of heritage identities6 in community schools 
through the use of texts, classroom material and interaction. Parents' responses to the 
question of why their children learn Gujarati linked the learning of Gujarati to an 
understanding of cultural traditions and maintenance of the community language and 
family links in India. Similarly, students' responses to a question about what the Gujarati 
language meant to them revealed the importance of learning Gujarati in complementary 
schools in order "to capture a more 'pure' ethnic and linguistic identity not available to 
them in other English dominant domains of their lives" (p.34). The second identity 
category, learner identity, is concerned with how the school constructs a successful 
learner. Thus, the learning of Gujarati was perceived as rnediating the development of 
successful learner identities in community schools through attaining successful early 
examination results in Gujarati and gaining a qualification through success in national 
examinations. Finally, they argue that multicultural identity is allowed rather than 
institutionally encouraged by complementary schools. Thus, linguistic sophistication, that 
is, "the ability to move between languages and between essentialist ethnicity positions" 
(p. 36), was perceived as mediating the development of multicultural identities in 
complementary schools. For the authors, moving between languages shows a 
sophistication which is not available in monolingual and monocultural settings. An 
interesting finding was that the students in these two schools seemed to have internalised 
a dominant ideology concerning language which marginalised their Gujarati language and 
heritage. The authors concluded that bilingualism becomes a key resource in negotiating 
the above mentioned complex identities and that complementary schooling provides and 
encourages a bilingual context for identity negotiation. 
6 Heritage identity, in this paper, was linked to ethnicity. 
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1.3. Discussion 
As seen above Creese et al (2006) provided a very interesting sociolinguistic account on 
how complementary schools, as bilingual contexts, reinforce the emergence of different 
identities' positions. However, by focusing only on bilingualism as the medium for the 
production and negotiation of these identities and by conducting their study within a 
single ethnic minority community they offer a selective and partial analysis of the 
complexities that underline identities' development in these socioeducational institutions. 
They talked about heritage/community identities as being institutionally developed. But 
young ethnic minority people not only move between languages but also between 
multiple cultural contexts. Taking into consideration the high level of complexity that 
underlies identities' development and the heterogeneity that characterises cultural 
communities, a psychological framework that will study community schools at multiple 
levels, including pupils, parents, teachers, communities and their bi-directional influences 
could contribute significantly to the study of community schools. The gap in the analysis 
of the processes of identities' formation and the lack of models to describe these 
processes leaves the way open for more analytical conceptual developments which will 
enable this study to make an original contribution to the theorizing of how community 
schools influence the development of children's cultural and academic identities in a 
multiethnic society. By drawing on recent theoretical approaches in developmental and 
cultural psychology (Valsiner, 2000a; Hermans, 2001a) this research, which will be the 
first to employ a psychological approach in this field, aims to explore and promote 
understanding of the processes through which attendance at a Pakistani or Greek school 
affects the development of cultural and academic identities of Pakistani and Greek­
Cypriot pupils respectively and propose models that can be used for further research in 
this area. The choice of studying those two communities was based on the findings of an 
exploratory study that included 11 supplementary schools within 8 different ethnic 
minority communities in a small multiethnic town and in a metropolitan area in the south 
of England. 7 The most important differences in the pupils' perceptions were identified 
between a group including the Greek-Cypriot and a group including the Pakistani 
children. Drawing on the analysis of the survey data and the theoretical thinking derived 
from them, a poster (Prokopiou, 2003) and a conference paper (Prokopiou, 2004a) have 
been presented at conferences as well as a web publication (Prokopiou, 2004b). 
In the following chapter the theoretical framework proposed for this study will be 
presented. 
7 A report of this survey is presented in appendix 7.1. 
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Chapter two: Utilizing cultural developmental and dialogical theories to 
understand cultural and academic identities' development in diverse contexts 
"Cultural identity [ ... ] is a matter of 'becoming' as well as of 
'being'. It belongs to the future as much as to the past. It is 
not something which already exists, transcending place, 
time, history and culture. Cultural identities come from 
somewhere, have histories. (Hall, 1997, p. 52). 
2.1. Introduction to the theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework of this study utilises current dynamic psychological 
developments in cultural developmental theory (Valsiner, 2000a) and the dialogical self 
theory (Hermans, 2001 a) to understand the cultural and dialogical nature of the 
processes through which ethnic minority young people develop their identities in 
community schools. These complementary and highly interrelated theories are both 
influenced by dynamic perspectives on development and have tried to explain 
psychological phenomena in relation to the sociocultural context. 
Cultural psychology has provided alternative directions in the field of psychology for more 
than 15 years. Drawing mainly on Lev Vygotsky's (1896-1934) propounded cultural­
historical theory, cultural psychology has further developed and transformed his ideas by 
promoting understanding of the ways culture helps the construction of a person's 
psychological world (e.g. Valsiner 2000a). Within this framework, culture is described as 
a non static or fixed system whose elements-including its signs and symbols-are 
undergoing continuous transformations and are embraced by new meanings based on 
the various intra- and inter-group contacts (Ferdman, 2000). In this line of argument, 
Nagel (1994) provided the following definition of culture: 
Culture is not a shopping cart that comes to us already loaded with a set of{ 
historical, cultural goods. Rather we construct culture by picking and choosing 
items from the shelves of the past and present...ln other words, cultures 
change: They are borrowed, blended, rediscovered, and reinterpreted (Nagel, 
1994;p.162; cited in Ferdman, 2000, p.20). 
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The model of the dialogical self is a new development in psychology which is closely 
related to cultural psychology by sharing the same principles on the inseparability of the 
individuals and their social worlds. By drawing on the ideas of Bakhtin (1895-1975) and 
James (1890), the theory of the dialogical self emphasizes the multivoiced nature of self 
or identity. In this study, it is argued that the concept of the dialogical self situated within 
a cultural developmental realm provides a constructive medium for theorizing community 
schools. 
2.2. Co-constructivist cultural developmental theory 
The co-constructivist cultural developmental theory views a person's psychological 
development as co-constructed by individuals and their sociocultural worlds or jOintly 
constructed by the two (Valsiner, 2000a). For Valsiner (1989), the developmental process 
can be distinguished into the social and the individual level which "proceed over time in a 
mutually interdependent way" (p. 507) and change can be promoted by their transaction. 
He points out that it is necessary to examine the history of complex psychological 
phenomena in order to understand how they have come to be developed in their present 
forms and how they may be developed in the future. This perspective views human 
development as a dynamic process that involves multiple levels of bi-directional 
transactions between individuals and their multiple heterogenous contexts in which they 
belong. 
Even before the emergence of cultural psychology as a movement Urie Bronfenbrenner 
(1979) had tried to explain how these multiple contexts for human development are 
organized when he proposed his ecological model of human development, a multi-level 
system which describes how individuals relate with their multiple social contexts. This 
model perceived the societal influences as a set of four nested mutually inclusive 
systems. The microsystem represents what an individual experiences in a specific 
setting. For a child, for example, one microsystem may be the school environment with 
teachers and peers. Another microsystem may be the home environment with parents 
and siblings. At the next level is mesosystem which refers to links amongst given settings 
in which the individual directly participates. For example, if a child does not speak the 
mother tongue with parents in the home environment, this might affect his/her 
achievement at the language course at his community school. The third level is the 
exosystem which refers to links to given settings in which the individual does not 
participate directly but which have an impact on the individual. For example, the decision 
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of the local council to ban funding for a community school may lead the child to be 
ignorant of his/her mother tongue. Finally, the fourth level, the macrosystem, refers to the 
wider ideology, belief systems, laws etc and organization of social institutions in the 
society the individual is in. For example, if the dominant ideology endorses 
monolingualism, parents and children may be affected by factors such as negative social 
attitUdes attached to multilingualism. Bronfenbrenner's model explains how a change in 
the macrosystem may affect the exosystem and hence a child's mesosystem and 
microsystem. This is a systemic model which illustrates how individuals move from lower 
to greater levels of complexity and make the ways persons- contexts are connected 
visible (Smith and Cowie, 1991; Ratner, 1991; Valsiner, 2000a). 
Ratner (1991) argued that although Bronfenbrenner's model has been widely valued for 
including many societal influences or layers in relation to the individual, it gives the 
misleading impression that these social layers are outside the individual and not related 
to each other. Thus, he proposed a modified depiction of Bronfenbrenner's basic point in 
which the layers are pictured as interpenetrating and illustrated how the macrosystem 
passes through an individual's exosystems and microsystems and how the impacts of all 
these systems influence the development of an individual (see figure 2). 
Figure 2. Representation of the individual and social relations (Ratner, 1991, p.173). 
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Both versions of the model illustrate well how individuals are connected with their multiple 
contexts and even though Ratner's adaptation offers a fuller depiction of 
Bronfenbrenner's model it is still a model that has a monolithic image of society. What 
happens in the case of ethnic minority children and young people and who are members 
of a pluralistic society? There is a need for models that will offer a more appropriate 
conceptualization for a diverse society by illustrating that for an ethnic minority child a 
macrosystem is not only the practices represented by the dominant society but also the 
practices (e.g. religion, language), values and beliefs represented by the minority 
community that also have an impact on his/her development. Similarly, for an ethnic 
minority child who attends both a mainstream and community school (microsystems) 
his/her educational worlds are even more complex. 
Identity from a cultural psychological perspective and the emergence of cultural 
identity 
For Ferdman (2000), cultural identity can be conceptualised both at a group and 
individual level. At the group level, cultural identity is the image of the elements that are 
symbolic of the group and shared by its members whereas at the individual level, cultural 
identity is the mirroring of culture as it is constructed by the persons themselves. In this 
way Ferdman (2000), defined cultural identity as: 
One's individual image of the behaviours, beliefs, values and norms -in short, 
the cultural features-that are thought to characterise one's group(s), together with 
one's feelings about those features and one's understanding of how they are (or 
are not) reflected in oneself (p.20) 
The above definition provides a well articulated conceptualization of cultural identities' 
development in multicultural societies because as Ferdman (2000) points out the process 
through which individuals personalise their group or groups does not take for granted in­
group homogeneity and it can promote understanding of the cultural changes that 
accompany immigration. Suarez-Orozco and Suarez-Orozco (2001) maintain that 
immigrant children construct and reconstruct many different identities because they 
follow a number of different pathways. The writers argue that there are three styles that 
influence the adaptation process of immigrant children to a new social and academic 
context: First, some immigrant children tend to identify themselves strongly with the 
dominant host culture; this style is referred to as "ethnic flight". Second, some immigrant 
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children may adopt the so-called "adversarial identities"; children empower their sense of 
belonging to their own ethnic group and adopt an adversarial stance towards the host 
society. Finally, many immigrant children may develop so-called "transcultural identities"; 
children develop a sense of self that fuses and integrates aspects of both cultures. 
Cultural developmental theory holds a dynamic view on identity development by paying 
attention to the interaction of individuals and their sociocultural environments. Scholars 
within this tradition were critical toward the Western conceptualisation of identity as an 
ahistorical, bounded, integral, unified, static and self-contained entity. Holland (2000), for 
example, referred to the 'double-sidedness' of identity, which means that identity is at the 
same time both "a social phenomenon and a phenomenon of the person" (p.1). Their 
mutual transactions are ones characterized by bi-directionality (Holland, 2000; Valsiner, 
2000a) and interdependency and it is this bi-directionality that characterizes the 
interaction of our personal and social identities. For Holland (2000) social identities are 
"a key means by which collective life is organized, coordinated, and controlled" (p. 2) 
while "personal identities [ ... Jare a key means by which people organize, coordinate, and 
attempt to control their own daily lives and intimate experiences" (p.4). According to this 
line of argument, it is imperative to study the development of personal identities in 
relation to cultural identities and vice versa (Holland, 2000). In this sense, an individual 
constructs his/her identity by partiCipating in social groups (e.g. family, community, 
educational institutions etc) as well as from his/her experiences in the wider socio­
historical processes particular to a specific society. This multiplicity of personal identities 
includes people's personal characteristics and feelings along with their social roles and 
status (Hermans and Kempen, 1993) and therefore we talk of identities in the plural since 
there are many domains to which individuals have access as well as many historically 
situated sociocultural practices in which individuals participate. 
Several scholars (e.g. Dien, 2000; Ferdman, 2000; Holland, 2000; Lewis, 2000; Skinner, 
Valsiner and Holland, 2001; Valsiner, 2000a; Abbey, 2004) have reconceptualised 
identity by outlining a well-articUlated critical theory which perceives identity in terms of 
dynamic processes, and is seen as relating to society at large with an emphasis of the 
inseparability of an individual from his/her socio-cultural contexts1 and both identity and 
1 Even back to 1934 George Herbet Mead perceived self as a social structure which 
emerges through social experiences and its development is a result of a person's 
relations to his/her processes of social experiences and activities and to other persons 
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culture are perceived as highly interdependent and interrelated systems. Thus, from a 
sociocultural and historical psychological perspective identity was conceptualised as 
constructed in dialogical and narrative terms. For example, Skinner, Valsiner and Holland 
(2001) explored the construction of individuals' identities and situation within cultural 
words as they are emerged in narratives. I n their analysis of a Nepali adolescent's 
narrative they adopted a co-constructivist and dialogic approach that defines the 
relationship of person and culture as one in which persons are not only constituted in and 
through social practices, but are at the same time the constitutors of cultural meaning. 
This approach was based on Bakhtin's ideas of a dialogic nature of self and culture and 
views the analysis of narratives as a mean of revealing the dialogic development of 
identity and culture specific to historically changeable culturally composed worlds. The 
researchers have demonstrated the ways in which individual and culture develop 
interdependently and the ways in which new forms of identity at both a personal and a 
collective level emerge through their construction. 
Another demonstration of the interaction between persons and their social worlds was 
given by Abreu and Cline (2003) who by drawing on sociocultural theory and on 
Duveen's (2001) work on social representations studied identity development in 
multicultural communities. By analysing findings from their research in multiethnic 
primary schools in England (see Cline et aI., 2002) they explored three processes 
through which identity is developed. The first process was through identifying the other 
where persons construct an understanding of social identities of others provided by the 
society at large. The second process, a mixture of community and personal identity, was 
through being identified where person come to understand identities extended to them by 
others. Finally, the third process was through self-identification where persons have 
negotiated the previous processes and have internalized them at the individual level of 
their identity. 
within that processes. In his theoretical model of I and the ME social environment 
dynamic relations: " 'I' is the response of the organism to the attitudes of the others; the 
'me' is the organized set of attitudes of others which one himself assumes. The attitudes 
of the other constitute the organized 'me', and then one reacts toward that as 'I' (Mead, 
1934, p.17S). For Mead, one's personal identity or the self is not only influenced by the 
sociocultural context in which it is situated but also it is co-constructed by others' 
perceptions of him or her and through their social interactions. 
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As has been already mentioned, examining the role of history in the development of 
psychological phenomena is one of the main aims of cultural developmental psychology. 
Examining the past history of individuals' identities can play a crucial role in 
understanding their future potential for their identities' development. Dien (2000), for 
example, perceived self-identity's construction as a life-story which an individual 
constantly constructs and reconstructs through an ongoing dialogue between the person 
and others; a process characterized by being subject to changes in the sociocultural as 
well as historical contexts. In a similar vein, she conceptualized a group's cultural identity 
as being subject to constant change through historical time in a similar way. In her own 
words: 
The story of a cultural group is maintained by a tapestry of customs, religion, 
geography, philosophy, and narratives (myths, legends and historical texts) told 
in a common language. The shared story provides the individuals with an 
understanding of cultural norms and values and, most important of all, what 
constitutes a good person (p. 5). 
By drawing on Vygotsky's model of levels of history as modified by Scribner (1985/1997) 
she portrayed identity as evolving at four levels of history: the general history of 
humanity, the history of individual societies, the life story of the individual in society and 
the history of a particular psychological system. By utilizing her own experiences as 
being a native of Taiwan and interacting with the Chinese, Japanese and American 
cultures Dien analyzed the process of her own identity construction as being influenced 
by elements of both societal history and her own place in that social and historical 
context when moving from one cultural context to another. Others such as her parents 
and teachers and the larger society also played an important role in her identity 
development through her internalizing their values. Dien's work could provide an 
interesting arena for discussion around aspects of historicity and its impact on 
educational policies. For example, in his commentary on Dien's work, Lewis (2000) 
pointed out that we need to understand how the processes through which the values 
communicated by schools or other social institutions are transmitted. By the processes of 
transmission Lewis (2000) means "the efforts to meet children'S basic human needs (for 
example, for autonomy, belonging and competence) so that children are disposed to care 
about societal values" (p.25). Lewis's (2000) comments are particularly interesting for this 
research as it concerns understanding the ways through which parents and teachers at 
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the community schools help students create a positive strong bond with the school and 
the ways through the schools meet the basic needs of their pupils. 
In a similar vein, Ferdman (2000) argued that the construction of identities should be 
studied in a framework of specific historic and cultural realities. In this sense, Ferdman 
(2000) set the task of not only asking "who am I" but also "why am I who I am? This 
point is particularly important for this study in order to make sense of why ethnic minority 
individuals from different groups make sense of themselves in the way they do and what 
are the implications for the cultural realities of these ethnic minority groups. In other 
words, why did they come to have the identities that they do? In which ways do those 
individuals' place in a specific history channel influence the way they make sense of 
themselves? (Ferdman, 2000) as well as how do individuals cope with rapid historical 
change? Do positive and negative cultural or personal events affect identity? (Lewis, 
2000) 
Ferdman (2000) pointed out that most research treats ethnicity and culture as mutually 
exclusive entities that one might have or not. Such a categorization becomes 
dysfunctional (as Dien's article proved) in multicultural communities where these labels 
are characterized by fluidity and flexibility (see also Rassool, 1999). Thus, Ferdman 
(2000) suggests that research should focus on the subjective meaning of these aspects. 
But does this mean that identities in such terms are characterized by ambivalence? 
Ferdman (2000) argued that although in Dien's case they appear as ambivalent, they are 
not, but form coherent and integrated identities. Dien (2000) indeed has managed to 
successfully integrate all aspects of her cultural identity. But do all people who move 
between countries and cultures go through this developmental pathway? 
Abbey (2004) argued that the issue of ambivalence in the process of identity construction 
is a major one as individuals struggle to define who they are. This struggle takes place 
when the person faces already established meanings called projective contextuaUzations 
(p. 333) and they project this internalized general social knowledge into a current context. 
For example, I think of myself as a proper British girl but some may think I am not a 
proper British girl if I am wearing my hijab while I am at my English schooL For a Muslim 
girl within a Muslim country this ambivalence would not have been present because it is 
proper to wear a hijab. In Britain however, a girl is projecting the general attitude towards 
her situation which creates the classifications "proper" and "improper" (Abbey, 2004). 
Thus, this girl in that context feels the ambivalence in her identity construction through 
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going back and forth with different suggestions about her identity" I am a proper British 
girl, I am going to the same school as everybody, yeah I think I am... but maybe I am not 
too proper ... " and so on. Abbey (2004) identified two processes in how individuals deal 
with ambivalence; the first process is characterized by monologicalization where the 
individual eliminates one of the competing projective contextualizations, a process in 
which usually meanings become strict or stereotypical because the tension was not 
resolved. In our example, this young girl may say "I will never wear a hijab again at 
school because I must be a proper British student". The other process is a process 
characterized by circumvention where the individual integrates the personal meaning with 
the social one; in our example, the girl might reduce her ambivalence by saying: "I am not 
viewed as improper because although I am wearing a hijab, my school is a multicultural 
one and there are so many other Muslim girls in my school". In this example, the girl does 
not eliminate one projective contextualizated idea but rather has integrated both in a 
reconstructive way. 
The above ideas can be proved to be very constructive when exploring the identities of 
the young people in the community schools. Do these schools help ethnic minority young 
people in Britain to deal with their ambivalence in terms of their developing identities? In 
what ways do ethnic minority young people internalize the general social knowledge into 
their current context? Abbey's (2004) work may be useful when applied in the arena of 
minority subordinated groups within a dominant society when minority communities tend 
to internalise or appropriate (Tappan, 2005) negative or positive prOjections applied to 
them by the dominant society. 
At this point, Abbey's (2004) idea of projective contextualizations gives an alternative 
dimension to the issue of stereotyping in the same way that Valsiner (2000b) provided a 
very useful model of the ways we conceptualise differences. He argued that people, 
psychologically, are set up to create distinctions - extremely determined by their 
interpretations within the context in which they live. These interpretations are both value 
and action-oriented. Thus, according to Valsiner (2000b) when a distinction appears, the 
valuation given by individuals could be positive, neutral or negative. When the valuation 
is positive or neutral there is no action suggested or there is no need to consider action 
(acceptance). When the distinction is valued as negative, action needs to be considered. 
Valsiner (2000b) identified three types of action: (a) eradicate the unfavourable 
(intolerance) (b) change the unfavourable into the favourable and eliminate the distinction 
(intolerance) and (c) eliminate contrast from the distinction (tolerance). This model 
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provides a much broader conceptualization of the collective aspects of stereotypes 
(Jahoda, 2001) and can be very useful to explain emerging conflicts between different 
cultural groups in a specific context (see discussion in chapter six). 
Identities development and their socia-institutional guidance: Identity chaining and 
the emergence of academic identity in community schools 
Earlier work on academic identity, that is, children's sense of themselves as learners in a 
school setting- has not been helpful for the purpose of this study. One line of 
development (e.g. Muijs, 1997; Burden, 1998; Burnett and Proctor, 2002) in the 
discussion of academic identity and development of the academic self concept has been 
stimUlated by the needs of professionals in education for developing tools for assessing 
learners. The empirical work in this research tradition may have contributed usefully to 
professional practice but has limited value for the purposes of this thesis. This is because 
it offers no theoretical analysis of the concept of academic identity, simply an assumed 
distinction between aspects of identity that relate to school learning and other aspects of 
identity. Another tradition (e.g. Youdell, 2003; Crozier, 2005; Mirza, 2006) has explored 
the academic identity of ethnic minority pupils in terms of their sense of themselves in 
relation to the dominant society. This approach fails to encompass the impact of pupils' 
engagement with their own minority community on their overall sense of themselves as 
learners. 
Talking from a cultural developmental perspective which perceives academic identity as 
developing within institutions situated in specific socio-cultural contexts and taking into 
consideration Wardekker's and Miedema's (2001) argument that the main tasks of 
education include not only the acquisition of knowledge and skills but also the 
empowerment of identity processes as they related to cultural processes and traditions, 
this study sees Valsiner's (2000a) ideas of the socio-institutional guidance of identities as 
being fertile for the purposes of this study. 
Valsiner (2000a) referred to education as having a double function; the first function is 
the above mentioned acquisition of skills and knowledge and the second is an indirect 
guidance of persons towards socially expected ways of acting, thinking and feeling 
towards the others. More specifically, he argued that formal education has the effect of 
distanCing young people from their cultural contexts and reinforces the development of 
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their identities in accordance with values and ways of thinking relevant to the 
expectations of the society at large by bonding persons' identities to the social goals of 
the social institutions. 
Thus, for Valsiner (2000a) "personal identity is an ideologically valued way of potentially 
bonding the person to a social system-the identity is most usually linked with a social role 
that is simultaneously an organizer of the personal culture and part of the socio­
institutional definition of the role" (p. 253). In this sense, for instance, a pupil in a Muslim 
school has a specific social role2 and the institution holds specific expectations of that 
role. The chain of identity promotion continues if these expectations socially suggest that 
this child by being a good pupil is at the same time a good Muslim in general. 
This model assumes that each of the different value orientations can be present together 
or separately in a dialogical relationship. Children belong at the same time to different 
social groups and they assume different roles. Socioeducational institutions- such as 
community schools- may guide the chaining of these roles according to a pre-determined 
role hierarchy set by the community's social values. Chaining of these different roles 
hierarchically leads to identity fusion which means that the "subordinate identities are 
fused into the hierarchically superior ones (see figure 3). They are not lost in the process, 
they merely become subordinate parts of a larger whole" (Valsiner, 2000a, p.253). 
2 However, for this research, the notion of voice (Wertsch, 1991; Hermans, 2001 a) was 
adopted rather than that of role for the reason that developmental processes such as the 
development of identities are characterized by a dialogicality of voices and positions and 
thus voice is a more flexible concept that can address adequately the dialogicality of the 
young persons' positions within their community schools (Wertsch, 1991). 
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Figure 3. Hierarchization of the identity chaining and fusing process (Source: Valsiner, 
2000a). 
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In the above figure, the developing identity of a child emerges in the home context and 
consolidates (transition from step 1 to step 2). When the child enters school a new 
identity notion emerges since the child takes the role of a student (step 3). A further 
hierarchically superior identity emerges which subsume the other two (step 4). 
Valsiner's (2000a) notion of identity chaining is particularly useful when trying to 
understand ethnic minority children's experiences in community schools since identity 
chaining mechanisms are in place at these schools, Thus, it would be important in this 
research to understand the ways in which teachers and parents guide children's 
development within these schools and how the hidden3 or informal curriculum in 
3 A hidden curriculum is defined as the "curriculum offered by schools through the ethos 
which they present and their attitudes and policies towards what may broadly be termed 
the 'pastoral' needs of their pupils at the interfaceQHhe home and the schoo'" (Swann, 
1985, p. 340). 
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community schools entails purposeful promotion of identification with the 
socioeducational goals and values of these institutions. In this sense, it is useful to 
perceive community school classrooms as a microscopic picture of the communities in 
which particular schools are situated and as a medium for reducing the contrast- which is 
usually emphasized in mainstream schools- between home and school environment 
(Valsiner, 2000a). 
In this model, identity development is seen as a combination of both personal 
construction and social suggestions by the social institutions in which the persons 
belong. Even though people have the choice to create their own identities they still are 
dependent on the suggestions given by "others" in order to make the right choices 
(Valsiner, 2000c). However, as Valsiner (2000c) points out "it is through the personal 
reconstruction of feelings, meanings and of (perhaps limited) actions that a person 
changes her or his social world" (p.499). Thus, the person has to personally reconstruct 
the field from the social demands set by the social rules and it is at this point where 
"identity processes become central for organizing person-environment relations" (p. 499). 
In this study, it is of great importance to understand (a) how the young pupils' choices of 
their identities' construction is bounded by the "right choices· given by the others 
(teachers and parents) (b) how community schools "align their goal-oriented actions· 
(Valsiner, 2000c, p. 500) in order to promote purposeful identification with the minority 
community's values and beliefs and (c) how community schools influence the 
development of their students' academic identities. 
2.3. Dialogical self theory 
The notion of dialogicality is based on the idea of indivisible interdependency between 
the self and others. In this sense, the dialogical self is multivoiced and creates and 
maintains social reality in terms with others (Markova, 2004). 
For dialogical epistemology it was the monumental work of the Russian scholar Mikhail 
Bakhtin and William James which considerably influenced Hermans and Kempen (1993) 
to write their pioneering book and start the theoretical movement of the dialogical self. 
The Russian literary scholar Mikhail Bakhtin (1895-1975) viewed culture in a holistic and 
systemic way, as a living organism characterized by heterogeneity and contradictions 
(Valsiner, 2000a). His main interest was in literature and most specifically in the novel 
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rather than in human development and thus his studies were focused on the 
'multivoiceness of discourse' although his contribution to psychological theoretical 
thinking is because of his ability to relate issues around the role of language to issues 
related to social life (Valsiner, 2000). 
Bakhtin, by analyzing Dostoyevsky's work, introduced the metaphor of the polyphonic 
novel which consisted of various independent and mutually-opposing viewpoints 
embodied by the characters involved in dialogical relationships characterized by 
agreements, disagreements and negotiations. For Bakhtin, each character in 
Dostoyevsky's novels is considered as ideologically authoritative and independent 
(Hermans and Kempen, 1993; Hermans, 2001a; Hermans, 2001c; Hermans, 2003; 
Tappan, 2005) which means that each character is perceived as the author of his or her 
own view of the world and not an object of Dostoyevsky's vision. Among all these 
interacting characters Dostoyevsky is only one of many (Hermans and Kempen, 1993). In 
this sense, the conception of the self as a polyphonic novel implies that the same person 
lives in a multiplicity of contexts with each context having its own author to tell a story 
relatively independent from the authors of the other contexts but at times these authors 
may enter into dialogue with each other (see Hermans and Kempen, 1993; Hermans, 
2001 c). Consequently, self or identity are conceptualised "as a multiplicity of positions 
that are located at different places in an imaginal landscape" (Hermans and Kempen, 
1993, p. 58) and being multivoiced since this positioning creates different voices which 
are engaged into dialogical relationships between each other. According to Hermans and 
Kempen (1993) "it is in the dialogical relation that the possibility of coherence is given. 
The different positions cohere as far as they are dialogically related; they are separate as 
far as one and the same person is like 'different characters', resisting any final 
unification" (p. 58). 
The dialogical self theory has then theoretically integrated Bakhtin's notions of the 
polyphonic novel into the Jamesian concepts of the I and Me (Hermans and Kempen, 
1993; Hermans, 2003; Hermans, 2001a). For James (1890) the two main components of 
self could be distinguished into the I (the self -as- knower) and the Me (the self -as­
known). The I is characterised by continuity through time -a sense of personal identity, 
distinctness in the sense of having a separate existence from others or individuality, and 
volition as reflected in acceptance or rejection of an individual's own thoughts. The Me is 
characterised by material characteristics (body, possessions), spiritual characteristics 
(thoughts, consciousness) and social characteristics (relations, roles); all these elements 
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are considered as belonging to oneself. In James' terms, the self is composed of all of 
these that a person can call as his/her own (Hermans, 2001a; Hermans, 2001c), thus, in 
this sense, the self is conceptualised as extended to the environment and the interplay 
between the I and the Me is a process that takes place both within the individual and in 
relation with the others. 
To sum up, the dialogical self theory as formulated by Hermans and Kempen (1993) 
combines James I-Me relationships with Bakhtin's polyphonic novel. From James they 
have adopted the notion of "I" which assures self and identity's continuity through time 
whereas from Bakhtin they have adopted his emphasis on discontinuity by focusing on 
the polyphony of multiple opposing voices. In this sense, Herman and Kempen (1993) 
suggested that there are distinct I-positions which create the voices for each of the Me's 
(self -as- know, or self in context). These voices (real or imagined) speak for significant 
others and groups with whom the person is in dialogical relation and have an impact on 
the person's identity development. James focused on the social elements of the self 
whereas Bakhtin was focused on the notions of voice and dialogue in order to deal with 
the nature of external and internal dialogical relationships and their mutual influence 
(Hermans, 2003). 
From the polyphonic novel to the multivoiced self or identity 
From a dialogical self theoretical perspective, a theory of personal and cultural 
positioning, Hermans (2001 a) conceptualized self or identity and culture in terms of a 
multiplicity of voiced positions among which dialogical relationships can develop. In his 
account, internal positions are positions that are perceived by the individuals as part of 
themselves and external positions are positions that are perceived by the individuals as 
part of the environment. External positions refer to other people and objects in the 
environment that the individuals perceive as relevant from the perspective of some of 
their internal positions and they usually are considered as mine (Hermans, 2003). In the 
same sense, internal positions receive their relevance from their relation to some of the 
external positions. All these internal and external positions are part of the self (1­
positions) and their significance is derived from their mutual transactions over time (see 
figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Positions in a multivoiced self (Hermans, 2001 a; Hermans, 2003) 
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In the above figure, dots represent the multiplicity of selfs positions: internal positions are 
depicted by dots within the inner circle whereas external positions are depicted by dots 
within the outer circle. The large dots indicate that internal and external positions are 
relevant to one another as part of a dialogical process. Positions that are outside the self 
as part of the wider society may enter the self-space (internal and external) when 
changes in the situation allow it. In this way, every position may mediate access to any of 
the other positions. 
From this standpoint, the self is not a static linear entity that can be described only in 
terms of internal positions but it is of great importance that it is described in accordance 
with other positions and groups of positions which are influenced by cultural changes. 
Hermans (2001 b) referred to the historical nature of human experience and its spatio­
temporal orientation: "A person lives in the present and is therefore oriented toward the 
past and the future from a particular reference point that changes over the course of 
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time" (p. 556). This perspective involves the possibility of studying identity and culture as 
a composite of parts, which in turn enables the researcher to move from theory to 
empirical evidence and vice versa. Within the dialogical self model - a theory of personal 
and cultural positioning- self is perceived as an open system, highly permeable, with 
open and highly permeable boundaries between the internal and external positions of the 
self and between the self and the outside world (Hermans, 2001a; 2003). Thus, in such 
terms, the self is (a) constructed within the landscape of self-in-relations both internal and 
external and populated by other people's voices (Hermans, 2003; Valsiner, 2004a; Ho et 
aI., 2001) (b) divided into functional constituent parts of mutually related components (1­
positions) (Valsiner, 2004a); (c) these I-positions (a theoretical construct) create voices 
which relate to other voices which in turn are linked with other I-positions; (d) within this 
dialogical arena, I-positions are constantly constructed, reconstructed and relocated by 
the individual within a specific space-time field which is historically and culturally 
contextualized and characterized by power differences (Hermans and Kempen, 1993; 
Hermans, 2003, Valsiner, 2004a). 
I-Positions and voices 
I-positions are theoretical constructs used to express the idea that the "I" is always 
positioned in space and time (Hermans, 2003). Self or identity is conceptualized as a 
multiplicity of different and even opposed I-positions which are able to move from one 
spatial position to another influenced by changes in time and situation (Hermans, 2003). 
We need to stress here that I-positions are both internal and external positions and from 
a dialogical self standpoint the traditional identity question of "who am IT should be 
rephrased as "Who am I in relation to the other?" and "Who is the other in relation to 
me?" (Hermans, 2003, p. 104). These rephrased questions imply that one's sense of 
identity is influenced by his/her relationships with others and this influence is increased 
when the importance of others in one's sense of identity is acknowledged and explored 
as being in the external part of one's self-system (Hermans, 2003). As Hermans argued 
"the self-in-relation-to-the-other is a form of social exploration and discovery as part of an 
unfinished dialogue, both external with the actual other and internal with the imagined 
other" (p.104). The "I" is capable of giving each position a voice so that dialogical 
relationships between the different positions can be established (Hermans, 2003). The 
voice is a phenomenological construct with theoretical implications which allows us to 
identify the various relations between parts, I-positions, with the whole, self (Valsiner, 
2004a). Thus the voices act as characters interacting in a story, unfolding their 
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experiences from their own standpoint while they agree, disagree and negotiate with 
each other (Hermans, 2003). All these oppositions and conflicts indicate the discontinuity 
of self but at the same time they are still part of the same continuous self (Hermans, 
2003). Wertsch (1991) pointed out the need to use the notion of voices in the plural 
because (a) individuals represent reality through a multiplicity of ways when they 
approach a problem and (b) Bakhtin' s emphasis on dialogicality presupposes multiple 
voices. He also argued that we must understand and explain why some voices take 
central stage in a particular situation. 
Collective voices 
But there are not only the individuals who are engaged in dialogical relationships. As 
Hermans (2003) argued, the highly permeable boundaries between the external and 
internal domains of the self acknowledge any fusion between the internal and external 
positions to represent the experience of "we" which might be a group, culture or 
community. Hermans (2001c) pointed out a shift from investigating how individuals 
behave within a group to how groups behave within individuals, assuming that there is 
an important impact of the social categories (e.g. I as a student, I as a Muslim, I as an 
ethnic minority) to which individuals perceive themselves as belonging. Bakhtin paid 
attention to the notion of collective voices through his interest in social languages. In 
Bakhtin's thinking, novels are characterized by multivoicedness (heteroglossia) 
expressed in dialogue between the author's different social languages (Valsiner, 2000a). 
From that standpoint: 
The internal multi-Iayeredness of the unified national language into social dialects, 
group styles, professional jargons, languages of genre, languages of generations 
and age cohorts, languages of [ideological] directions, languages of experts, 
languages of groups of people and passing fashions, languages of social-political 
days and even hours (every day has its own slogan, its own lexicon, and accents)­
this internal multi- layered ness of each language at each moment of its historical 
existence is the necessary assumption of the genre of the novel (Bakhtin, 19341 
1975, p.76; cited in Valsiner, 2000a, pA5). 
But can the notion of multi-voicedness be applied in society at large? Valsiner (2000a) 
certainly believes so, since he views the heterogeneous collective culture as "a dynamic 
hierarchy of social languages" (p.45) which is constituted of opposite forces which are 
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moving both towards the unification of this heterogeneous whole and towards its 
fragmentation. According to Valsiner (2000a), Bakhtin viewed these tendencies as 
leading to "individualized heteroglossic speech" which in turn is characterized by "internal 
dialogicality- different 'voices' of different languages of the whole are in dialogue with one 
another" (p. 46). In a dialogue people do not focus only on what it is said but also on 
what might be about to be said, something that means that "the person actively 
encounters the word of the others, and creates his or her own personal understandings" 
(p. 46) which are created by responding in a dialogue. 
Bakhtin's multivoicedness refers to the simultaneous existence of individual voices but 
also the simultaneous existence of an individual voice and the voice of a group (Wertsch, 
1991).The collective voice corresponds to the notion of "we" and in this sense, cultures, 
groups and societies as collective voices are engaged in dialogical relationships which 
often are differentiated in terms of power (Hermans, 2003). In this way, the Jamesian 1­
Me distinction which represents individual voices talking about themselves can be 
broadened to the we-us distinction which represents the collective voices talking about 
themselves (Hermans, 2003). According to Hermans (2003) this distinction "allows 
groups, communities, and cultures to be incorporated as collective voices in the self. 
Collective voices are not simply outside the self as an external community, but they are 
part of the individual self and, at the same time, transcend it as part of the broader 
historical and social community" (p.105). Societal relationships are governed by polar 
opposites reflecting social dichotomies (Sampson, 1993; cited in Hermans, 2001c), as for 
example, white versus black. These social dichotomies imply that there is a dominant 
term (e.g. white) which is defined as having specific features which the opposite term 
(e.g. black) does not have. In this way, the latest is often negatively defined rather that 
being defined in its own right. These social dichotomies are filled with power differences 
which influence which group's voices are more heard that others (Hermans, 2001c). 
For theoretical and economical reasons, Hermans (2003) included within the arena of 1_ 
positions, along with the external and internal positions, the experience of a "we". He 
argued that the model of the dialogical self allows us to observe that a person within a 
specific culture sometimes talks as "I" and sometimes as "we", and this depends on the 
positions involved in the self-system. What is interesting, however, is to explain when and 
why these shifts are happening within the system. Does a person from a specific culture 
shift to a "we" when he/she wants to emphasize similarity? Does a person shift to a "we" 
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when he/she wants to form a kind of a dialogic coalition in order to support a voice? 
When do we need the "we" position? 
Minority identities' development in dialogical terms 
Many authors (e.g. Wertcsh, 1991; Hermans and Kempen, 1998; Helfrich, 1999; 
Anthias, 2001; Bhatia and Ram, 2001; Verkuyten and de Wolf, 2002; Bhatia and Ram, 
2004) from both a cultural developmental and dialogical perspective have argued that 
much of the literature on immigrant identity has tended to see ethnic minority young 
people as being in between their two cultures (minority and host), and immigrant identity 
has been investigated under the topic of "acculturation" in cross -cultural psychology. 
Within this mainstream tradition many scholars (e.g. Markus and Kitayama, 1991; Berry 
and Sam, 1997; Kagitcibasi, 1997; Kim, et ai, 1994; Triandis, 2001) have studied 
immigrant identity as an ahistorical, static, fixed, bounded and distinct entity separated 
from its sociocultural context whereas culture, history and relations have been treated as 
independent variables that can be manipulated and investigated in terms of dependent 
variables. In this way identity and culture were treated as mutually exclusive categories 
vvhich were studied within the realm of the cultural dichotomies of individualism and 
collectivism and through universal linear models which assumed that all immigrant 
groups undergo the same kind of psychological acculturation process. 
These cultural dichotomies have conceptualised identity as formulated, on the one hand, 
as a western type of identity (individualistic dimension) in which individuals are stable 
entities who seek consistency and self-enhancement in a constantly changeable 
environment which must be changed in order to fit their needs. On the other hand, there 
is a non-western type of identity (collectivistic dimension) in which individuals perceive 
themselves as interdependent in their in-groups that provide for them a stable social 
context to which they must adjust (Triandis, 2001). In contrast to the self oriented 
individualistic western cultures, individuals from non-western cultures are more group­
oriented and place more emphasis on harmony, family orientation, and close personal 
relationships (Markus and Kitayama, 1991). These ideas represent a core assumption of 
cross-cultural psychology, that is, the perception of culture as geographically related. 
However, in an increasingly interconnected world (see also chapter one, p. 9) with an 
increasing flow of migration and a growth of diasporas we have to think about identities in 
relation to globalization. The phenomenon of hybridization is a result of a broader 
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interconnected social and cultural system and is based on the insight that "intercultural 
processes lead to the recombination of existing forms and practices into new forms and 
practices" {Hermans, 2001 a, p. 267}. According to Hermans and Kempen (1998) 
globalization and postcolonialism have led to hybrid phenomena resulting from the 
transformation of existing cultural practices into new ones and creating "multiple 
identities" such as: 
... Mexican schoolgirls dressed in Greek togas dancing in the style of Isadora 
Duncan, a London boy of Asian origin playing for a local Bengali cricket team 
and at the same time supporting the Arsenal football club, Thai boxing by 
Moroccan girls in Amsterdam, and Native Americans celebrating Mardi Gras 
in the United States (p. 1113). 
Postcolonial theorists (e.g. Bhabha,1994; 1996; Hall, 1996/1997) have referred back to 
pre-colonial forms of history and culture and tried to explain the construction of new 
national and cultural identities based on specific and local knowledges and histories. 
This process of identity construction reveals that patterns of migration, both the 
movement of colonizers into the colonized area and immigration from the colonies to the 
colonial power, result in a national identity being much more hybrid than was originally 
understood. Indeed, hybridity is a concept of main interest in postcolonial theory and 
along with ethnicity and location indicate the heterogeneity of postcolonial cultural 
identity. Bhabha (1994; 1996), influenced by the work of Mikhail Bakhtin and his concepts 
of hybrid and dialogicity, approaches the term of hybridity as "the construction of cultural 
authority within conditions of political antagonism or inequity" (Bhabha, 1996, p. 58). 
According to him, negotiation between the minority and the larger group (which is neither 
assimilation nor collaboration) makes possible the emergence of hybrid agencies that 
deny the "binary representation of social antagonism" and "find their voice in a dialectic 
that does not seek cultural supremacy and sovereignty' (p.58). In his own words, such 
hybrid agencies "deploy the partial culture from which they emerge to construct visions of 
community, and versions of historic memory, that give narrative form to the minority 
positions they occupy; the outside of the inside: the part in the whole" (Bhabha, 1996, p. 
58). Identity in such terms is seen, as historically and culturally constructed, which is not 
a property of individuals, but rather is constructed in discourse, shaped by a range of 
social, cultural and historical forces. In this sense, individuals construct and reconstruct 
themselves in light of these forces and discourses (Burr, 1998). 
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From this perspective culture is seen "as a political and historical construct created and 
sustained by ideological struggles, a fluid product of power clashes and contested 
meanings" (Wainryb, 2004, p.133). According to Hall (1996) cultural identities "are never 
singular but multiply constructed across different, often intersecting and antagonistic, 
discourses, practices and positions. They are subject to a radical historicization, and are 
constantly in the process of change and transformation ... " ( p.4). In this sense, Hall 
(1997) saw cultural identities as subject to a never ending interaction of history, culture 
and power always in context and positioned. As Grossberg (1996) argues "identities are 
always relational and incomplete, in process" (p. 89). In the same sense, Robins (1996) 
points out that identities should not be viewed in isolation; in his view it is only through 
our cultural relationships and interactions with others that we become aware of "who we 
are". 
Similarly, cultural developmental theory holds a dynamic view which does not turn the 
tensions or oppositions "into a rating scale [ ... ] [which] entails the elimination of all the 
psychological complexity that exists between the two polar opposites in favor of a 
superimposed linear interval scale" (Valsiner, 2004b, p.10) as ontological theories usually 
do (e.g. individualism vs. collectivism). For example, the different beings of an ethnic 
minority pupil cannot be accumulated as quantified data in a linear relationship as is 
depicted in the following figure. 
Figure 5. A linear approach to the various beings of an ethnic minority young person 
(adapted from Valsiner, 2004b, p.11) 
AT TIMES AT TIMES 
I FEEL AS A PAKISTANI/GREEK and I FEEL AS A BRITISH 
Becomes transformed into a rating task: 
I FEEL AS A 
PAKISTANI/GREEK 1 ..... 2 .•..• 3 ..•.. 4@.. 6 ..... 7 ..•... a........9 ........ 10 
BRITISH 1 .... 2 •..•. 3 .••.•. 4 ...5 .••.•.. 6 •.. Q.a........9 .••••.• 1 0 
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On the contrary, cultural psychological theories recognise that the phenomena are 
complex and are organised in a non-linear way. So, studying them should entail process­
oriented theories which create "multi-level models of mutually interdependent processes" 
(Valsiner, 2004b, p.12). This standpoint entails a dynamic and systemic perspective on 
the identities of ethnic minority young persons. From this standpoint, their identities 
should not be studied just as static comparisons between various "beings" (Valsiner, 
2004b, p.9) i.e. "Being a Pakistani or Greek" versus "Being a British" because it is not 
only a matter of their national perceptions but a "dialogic opposition" (Valsiner, 2004b) 
between their "inherited" identity and their "transformed" hybrid identity. From this stance, 
young ethnic minority persons construct their identity as a 'unity of two opposite 
processes' (Valsiner, 2004b, p.10). On the one hand, they hold a respect for and 
dedication to their parents' identity and on the other hand they look forward to their new 
hybrid identities. It is of paramount importance that these tensions or differences be 
understood in all their complexity. 
The theoretical framework of this research challenge linear universal assumptions on 
minority identity by viewing culture as an integral part of human behaviour, a fluid, 
unfinished process not a static entity, a process which is constantly created and renewed 
within historical, political and economic discourses. In this view, and as we have 
mentioned earlier in this chapter, we can not understand identity development unless we 
contextualise it, that is locate it within a specific historical and cultural time and space 
(Hermans and Kempen, 1993; Hermans, 2003; Valsiner, 2000a; Valsiner, 2004b). In this 
study for example, we can only understand a specific community school by 
understanding the situation of the community in the context of wider British society. But 
can we say that community schools could be seen also as a historical phenomenon? 
This study believes they can. In the previous chapter we talked about the emergence of 
the African-Caribbean community schools as a response to racism by offering the means 
to identify alternative histories, cultural traditions and knowledges which conflicted with 
the representations of colonial discourses. Thus, there is a need to understand the 
historical process of the groups in this country, that is, how they have developed in their 
present form and how they are coming to be developed in the future; how these 
communities have constituted and reconstituted themselves by an engagement with the 
host society; how their identities are shaped by everyday interactions. From a dialogical 
standpoint, cultures are perceived as collective voices which operate as social positions 
in a historically situated self which is on the interfaces of different cultures, constantly 
engaged in dialogical relationships with other voices and being subjected to differences 
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in power. Indeed, as Hermans (2003) argued the notions of power or social dominance 
are essential for the understanding of multiple and hybridized identities, such as being a 
Black-British or British Muslim. 
There is a still relatively small but growing amount of empirical research in the dialogical 
development of minority identities (e.g. Rassool, 1999; Bhatia and Ram, 2004; Tappan, 
2005). From cultural psychology, Bhatia and Ram (2004) have challenged the traditional 
cross-cultural approaches of acculturation by emphasizing the heterogeneity of the 
psychological processes that operate during acculturation for different groups (not the 
same for all groups). Because different groups come from different historical 
backgrounds, identity and culture cannot be treated as variables, mutually exclusive, 
bounded and self-contained entities. By employing a dialogical approach they have 
attempted to understand how second-generation South Asian-American women in the 
diaspora negotiate their multiple cultural identities. They have utilized the concept of 
voice to explore different forms of dialogicality (Valsiner, 2000d). By exploring these 
women's continuous negotiations with their minority and majority communities they have 
shown that these women's acculturation process was a struggle shaped by issues of 
race, sexuality and gender. This is an illustration of the acculturation process which for 
many nonlWhite, non/EuropeanlWestern immigrants is a difficult and complex process in 
which developmental trajectories are negotiated and even opposed. 
In a similar vein, Rassool (1999) explored, through life histories, the individual and 
collective voices of first and second generation immigrant pupils at a comprehensive 
school regarding (a) their status as citizens (b) their cultural identities and (c) their 
dreams, aspirations and hopes for their future. His overall aim was to explore in what 
ways pupils from ethnic minority communities identify themselves culturally and 
educationally within the British SOCiety. A" of the pupils interviewed expressed high 
ambitions educationally and professionally and saw education as a medium which would 
enable them to participate effectively in the society. They all expressed positive feelings 
about their cultural backgrounds (although they acknowledged difficulties) and they saw 
their cultures, communities and families as being very important for their development. 
Although all of the pupils expressed the belief that they benefited by living in a 
multicultural community which gave them a sense of belonging and security, they still 
perceived the dominant society as a potentially hostile and exclusionary context. This 
was sometimes expressed within the school context by teachers' racial, cultural and 
national stereotyping. A strategy that was common for all the participants for responding 
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to discrimination from the dominant society was their expressed need to become 
integrated members of the British society. Another one was their need to return to their 
cultural and religious roots, something that as Rassool pOinted out was a way of 
distancing themselves from the dominant culture as a way to reject "the culture of those 
who reject and marginalize them as other"(p.30). For Asian pupils religion was a unifying 
factor and constituted the cultural basis of their family life. Pupils were also in a usually 
conflictual process of "conscious hybridization", being aware that they were adopting new 
cultural elements alongside the already existing cultural domain. For example, one of the 
pupils said: " I've taken a bit of my parents' background [Sikh] and I'm changing it a little 
bit because of the influences where I live ... 1 don't think it's the religion that is 
constraining, I think it's more the tradition, for example, arranged marriages" (Rassool, 
1999, p.28). This cultural hybridization, according to Rassool (1999) "has historically 
formed an integral part of the need to adapt to new ways of living, to develop a sense of 
belonging, and to negotiate from the margins, social (as well as cultural, political and 
economic) space to inhabit within the country of adoption" (p.27). Rassool (1999) pointed 
out that immigrant identities, especially of those from former colonies, are characterized 
by discontinuity and difference and these identities are created in an ongoing dialogue 
between past and present and they are always in the process of becoming. In such 
terms, 'immigrant' or 'ethnic minority' identities cannot be viewed as stable states of 
being because "they are continually being shaped within and through everyday 
interactions with the social world" (p. 27). The author highlighted the need for education 
to provide the pupils with the necessary skills to function in a SOCiety which is still 
exclusionary and to cope with societal racism. 
From a moral developmental perspective, Tappan (1999) argued that moral identity is 
neither psychologically nor socially situated, but dialogically. As he points out, moral 
identity development is constantly constructed and reconstructed through an ongoing 
dialogical interaction between self and others. The same author, Tappan (2005) by 
analyzing the autobiography of Malcolm X, has attempted to explore the impact of social, 
cultural, political and institutional structures of power and privilege, domination and 
subordination on identities' dialogical development. He utilized Penuel's and Wertsch's 
(1995) notion of mediated action which implies that when we want to understand the 
relationship between the individual and his/her sociocultural, historical and institutional 
contexts we need to consider that there is an agent, the person who acts and cultural 
tools which are the instruments used by the agent to perform the act. He then, combined 
the notion of mediated action with Bakhtin's notion of ideological becoming, the process 
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through which the individual appropriates others' words, language and forms of 
discourse, either through an authoritative (distanced, rigid, non-dialogical discourse) or 
internally persuasive discourse (flexible, dynamic and dialogical) as he/she constructs 
his/her own ideological perspective on the world. An example of this process through an 
authoritative discourse was given when Tappan (2005) referred to Malcolm X's self 
description as being a bright student, something that Tappan (2005) argued made him to 
identity with the oppressor and ignore consciously his subordinate status in his school, 
until the moment he told his teacher that he wanted to become a lawyer. This is how he 
described his teacher's reaction: 
"Mr Ostrowski looked surprised, I remember ... he kind of half -smiled and said: 
'Malcolm, one of life's first needs is for us to be realistic. Don't misunderstand 
me, now. We all here like you, you know that. But you've got to be realistic 
about being a nigger. A lawyer-that's no realistic goal for a nigger. You need to 
think about something you can be. You're good with your hands-making things. 
Everybody admires your carpentry shop work. Why don't you plan on 
carpentry?" (p.36; cited in Tappan, 2005, p. 62). 
According to Tappan (2005), from a dialogical approach, these words are "externally 
authoritative" for Malcolm and had a big impact on him because they were filled with the 
power and privilege that was associated with his teacher's whiteness. For Tappan (2005) 
domination and subordination are highly interdependent and the one requires the 
existence of the other in order to exist. 
One of the main contributions of dialectical epistemology to social sciences is the fact 
that it challenges the notion of stability in knowledge by presupposing its continuous 
change. In this way it functions as a well-articulated dynamic theory, an altemative to the 
traditional and static individualistic epistemology of social sciences which are interested 
in studying 'voiceless' objects rather than processes and are preoccupied with the 
accuracy of objective knowledge rather than reflective understanding or dialogical 
knowledge (Markova, 2000). Thus, in contrast to static theories, dialogical understanding 
is concerned with "the study of ideas, meanings and significations of others' ideas as well 
as of those belonging to one's own mind" (Markova, 2000, p. 426). In this sense, 
Markova (2000) argues that knowledge is not just a property of the individual but rather it 
is historically and socia-culturally situated. 
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The dialogical development of identities in community schools 
The purpose of this section is to propose a dialogical view of identities, both academic 
and cultural, in community schools. Hermans (2001c) argued that the identity of an 
institution is a combination of more elemental identities influenced by political, national, 
historical, economical and geographical dimensions. He proposed that its dynamics can 
be understood in terms of a multiplicity of positions which are associated with these 
dimensions which together function as parts of a compOSite whole. From a dialogical 
perspective, the unfts of analysis (Wertsch, 1991) are the various interdependent 
relations that take place in community schools which are not objects that can be studied 
outside their socio-cultural context. Markova (2004) referred to these relationships as 
forming various dialogical-dynamic triads (see figure 6). The concept of the dialogical 
triad is very useful for this study because relationships in community schools and their 
impact on young people's identities can be studied when two dialogical triads are 
analyzed: (a) community schools-dominant society- minority community and (b) teachers­
parents-young people (see figure 6). 
Figure 6. Examples of dialogical triads found in community schools 
Dialogical triad A Dialogical triad B 
Community Teachers 
schools 
Minority 
community Parents 
Majority 
community Pupils 
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As was mentioned earlier, from a dialogical self theoretical perspective, Hermans (2001 a) 
conceptualized identity and culture in terms of a multiplicity of positions or voices among 
which dialogical relationships can develop. In a community school, young peoples' 
internal positions (i.e. positions that are perceived by the children as part of themselves) 
could include among others "I as an ethnic minority young person", "I as a pupil". 
External positions (Le. positions that are perceived by the children as part of the 
environment) could include "my teaChers", "my classmates" and "my parents". External 
positions refer to other people and objects in the environment that the children perceive 
as relevant from the perspective of some of their internal positions (e.g. my teacher in the 
community school becomes important to me because he/she helps me to become a 
better pupil). In the same sense, internal positions receive their relevance from their 
relation to some of the external positions (e.g. I feel a pupil because I am attending a 
school). All these internal and external positions are part of the self and their significance 
is influenced by their mutual transactions over time. In this sense, the self is not a static 
linear entity that can be described only in terms of internal positions but it is of great 
importance that it is described in accordance with other positions and groups of positions 
which are influenced by cultural changes. Herman's view of identity provides a holistic, 
dynamic and systemic model for the understanding of identity development within 
community schools which through their ethos aim to empower the development of 
multiple identities. This theory is particularly useful when trying to understand how 
children develop their cultural and academic identities through the dialogical interaction of 
their external and internal positions within themselves and with their surrounding world. 
2.4. Discussion 
This study utilises these theoretical perspectives because the complexity that 
characterizes the nature of community schools demands frameworks that set as their 
objective to become theories of interdisciplinary scope and leave the way open for new 
holistic conceptual developments with multidirectional influences that cross many levels 
of analysis, including the child, the family, the school, and the wider cultural communities. 
The goal is to interpret the whole process of identities construction in these schools, and 
cultural psychological theories are appropriate because they can "take on the challenges 
that are posed by the culturally enhanced variability of the phenomena" (Lawrence et aI., 
2004, p. 460) by examining how people's relations with themselves and others are 
organised by the cultural meanings people receive by others and from within themselves. 
According to Lawrence et aI., (2004), "meanings are reconstructed by every person 
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functioning within the phenomenon" (p.470), something that indicates the multiplicity and 
diversity of positions and ideas. These theories are highly interrelated and 
interdependent; they all share the same principles on identity development regarding its 
dynamic, heterogeneous, historical and dialogical character. 
The rationale for studying the development of cultural identities in this research arises 
from the context in which this study is situated: a diverse ethnic society with different 
ethnic minority groups who define themselves as culturally different from-and/or similar 
to- the dominant society. In addition, one of the most important findings of the exploratory 
study which was conducted during the first phase of this research (see appendix 7.1.) 
was that many ethnic minority pupils in that sample expressed an appreciation for their 
community schools as improving their self-esteem and thus, their sense of themselves as 
learners in both school settings. 
So, it is of paramount importance to promote understanding of the impact these 
socioeducational institutions have on the development of cultural identities in relation to 
young persons' identities as learners and vice versa. In this sense, we can view identity 
and leaming as unified in a dynamic interdependent relationship. For example, an ethnic 
minority pupil's identity as a learner may be influenced by the reported beliefs or 
stereotypes with his/her group has been associated. In this sense, it is useful to 
conceptualize personal identity as interacting with cultural identity and academic identity; 
all of these identities are perceived as constituting parts of a larger whole, and whose 
dynamic interactions and contradictions lead to unavoidable change in the whole system. 
For example, personal identity affects cultural identity which in turn affects academic 
identity and vice versa. By drawing on these notions, this study conceptualizes personal, 
cultural and academic identities as a highly interdependent and interrelated system of 
development (see figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Bi-directional transactions between personal, cultural and academic identities 
Personal 
identity 
Academic 
identity 
In the following chapter the methodology proposed for this study will be presented. 
Cultural 
identity 
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Chapter three: Methodology 
Making identities' dialogical processes visible 
Ta mlVTa PEl (Everything flows) 
Heracleitos, 460 BC 
3.1. Main objectives and research questions 
The overall aim of the study was to explore and promote understanding of the processes 
through which attendance at a community school affects the development of cultural and 
academic identities of Greek-Cypriot and Pakistani ethnic minority young people who live 
in the United Kingdom. In particular, the main objective of this stUdy was to describe ways 
in which attendance at a community school influences the construction of pupils' identities 
and to provide and describe models applied to ethnic minority pupils who partiCipate in 
both mainstream and community education. In order to attain these objectives, the 
following research questions were posed: 
a) 	 What does it mean to the young people to attend their community school and 
how do they perceive themselves as participants in their school's academic and 
cultural context? 
b) How do the young people perceive themselves as ethnic minority pupils in both 
community and mainstream education? 
c) What are young people's modes of engagements with their cultural communities 
and what is the impact of that on their developing cultural identities? 
d) 	 In what ways do parents' and teachers' expectations of the young people's 
academic and cultural development influence the construction of young people's 
identities? 
3.2. The research approach 
This research study employed a flexible developmental qualitative research design which 
can provide information with the primary aim to reach the meanings and understanding of 
the phenomenon under study and make the processes of identities' development visible. 
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The need for qualitative methodology in identity research has been the focus of many 
authors in recent studies (e.g. Gaskell and Bauer, 2000; Valsiner, 2004). Several 
researchers viewed identity as a distinct, linear entity and thus they focused for many 
years on studying identity development by using very structured and focused 
methodological instruments. However, this approach failed to acknowledge two very 
important issues in identity development: the ·subjective importance of self experience" 
and the importance of focusing on processes (Kraus, 2000). Moreover, focusing on 
processes and various transactions and bi-directional relationships in identity 
development enables the researcher to create a model of dialogical analysis through 
which all the above mentioned relationships can be understood and explained. In the 
same line of argument and talking from a theoretical standpoint which conceptualizes 
identity development as an "ongoing" dialogical process with constant constructions and 
reconstructions, it is qualitative methodology that can best describe the characteristics of 
this process and make them visible (Kraus, 2000). Many authors (e.g. Valsiner, 2004; 
Guillemin, 2004) argued that it is imperative for researchers to strive for consistency 
between theory and methods which are both highly interrelated parts of the whole 
methodological circle. Especially, when we try to understand identity- a culturally 
organized psychological phenomenon-we need to construct general theoretical 
frameworks and fitting tools for data collection (Valsiner, 2004) or in other words, utilizing 
dynamic theories requires the employment of a dynamic methodology. Moreover, another 
argument on behalf of a flexible qualitative research design for this study comes from this 
project's ultimate aim which is to understand the various interdependencies and dialogical 
interactions of the different systems of development and their impact on the young 
people's developing identities within their community schools. 
A multi-method (episodic interviews, drawings and group work) and a multi-theoretical 
approach (see chapter two) as well as a multi-level analysis (pupil's, parent's and 
teacher's perspectives) were employed for the purposes of this study. However, the aim 
of this study was not to use these multiple methods, theories and levels of analysis to 
validate findings, assuming there is a 'fixed' point at which truth can be triangulated or in 
other words, testing one source against the other-a phenomenon referred as triangulation 
(Gaskell and Bauer, 2000). The overall aim of employing the specific research design 
was to approach the characteristics of the development of young persons' identities from 
many positions, revealing the multiplicity of the meanings, their cultural character and 
their interdependenCies as well as the subjective realities of those involved. The following 
table depicts the methodological tools employed along with their objectives and focus of 
inquiry. 
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Table 1: A description of the research process 
Methodological Objective Focus of inquiry 
tool 
Pupils' episodic To explore their representations of their Focus on the individual-
interview (60 community education and how they psychological system 
minutes perceive themselves as ethnic minority and young people's 
approximately) young people within the dominant perspectives 
society. concerning the topic. 
Parents' episodic To explore in what ways their Focus on the 
interview (60-90 expectations regarding their children's interpersonal and 
minutes academic and cultural development as community system and 
approximately) well as their own experiences within the the mediating role of 
dominant society influence young others. 
people's developing identities. 
Teachers' To explore in what ways their Focus on the 
episodic interview expectations regarding their pupils' interpersonal and 
(60-90 minutes academic and cultural development community system and 
approximately) influence young people's developing the mediating role of 
identities. 	 others. 
Future projected To complement the interview findings Focus on the individual 
drawing task for through a non-verbal medium and person and his/her 
pupils (10 further explore how young people future projections. 
minutes perceive themselves and their cultural 
approximately) worlds. 
Group process To complement the interview findings Focus on the 
work for pupils through a group- oriented medium individuals as a group 
(60 minutes) which gives space to young people's and their collective 
collective voice. 	 representations of their 
community school. 
3.2.1. Selection of schools 
The aim was to find a Greek and a Pakistani school in order to understand and compare 
the experiences of young people, their teachers and their parents within these two 
cultural contexts. In order to approach the Greek schools I had to get permiSSion from the 
inspector- consultant of Greek schools (Cypriot Educational Mission)1. Access to both 
case study schools was granted by the head-teachers of the schools. The criteria for 
selecting these case study schools were the following: 
1 The inspector- consultant of the Greek schools in the UK gave me permission to 
approach the Greek schools. In our meeting he also gave me a detailed account of the 
history of the Greeks school in the UK (see appendix 7.2). 
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(a) They were well-established schools running for over 10 years 
(b) They had a sufficient number of pupils in the target age-group 
(c) They had a sufficient number of teachers 
(d) They were accessible2 
Finally, their aims were both similar and diverse (e.g. they both shared the aim of mother­
tongue and culture teaching but only the Pakistani aimed at improving pupils' 
achievement in the mainstream school, a provision that is almost absent from the great 
majority of the Greek schools3. In the following section a more detailed account of the 
case study schools is outlined. 
3.2.1.a. The Greek school 
The Greek school was founded over 20 years ago with the support of the Cypriot 
Educational Mission and initially operated in a small mainstream school in a metropolitan 
area in England with a student population less than 50 pupils. The change in premises (it 
is currently operating in a big mainstream school) coupled with the long-term service of 
the present head teacher contributed to the expansion of the schooL Today almost 300 
children from 4-17 years of age attend the school. 
The teachers come from Cyprus and Greece and there are classes starting from Nursery 
all way up to A Level classes (Greek literature and language). The school follows the 
Syllabus which has been prepared by the Ministry of Education of Cyprus and Greece 
designed specifically for Greeks who live abroad. The leaving certificates issued by the 
school are recognised by the Ministries of Cyprus and Greece. The school runs every 
Saturday from 10:00 to 14:00 and on a weekday from 18:00 to 20:00. Moreover, it is a 
private school which is run by the Unified Forum for the Greek Education in the United 
Kingdom (E<t>.E.n.E.) in which the school participates as a member of AES.A. 
(Independent Greek School of England). Thus, the school is partially self-funded through 
tuition fees but mainly supported, especially in terms of teaching staff by the Greek and 
Cypriot Educational Missions. 
2 Access to schools proved a very important and sensitive factor for conducting research 
in supplementary provision, especially if the researcher is not a member of the school 
context. 
3 For a fuller account of the history and characteristics of Greek and Pakistani community 
schools in the United Kingdom refer to appendix 7.2. 
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The school is incorporated under the Companies Act 1985, as a company Limited by 
Guarantee and is also a registered charity institution; it has a governing body elected 
each year by the parents at the Annual General Meeting which is responsible for the 
administration of the school. The main aims of the school are to teach children the Greek 
language and help them to understand Greek culture and history and to bring the 
community together. The school has a very good reputation regarding exam achievement 
with the majority of its pupils to achieve A and A* in their GCSE and A-Level 
examinations in Modern Greek Language. 
3.2.1.b. The Pakistani school 
The Pakistani school was founded more than 10 years ago and is based at a big 
mainstream school in a small multiethnic south midlands town in England with a stUdent 
population of over 60 pupils. The school works with 4-18 year old pupils, mainly from 
Pakistani origin but also from other Muslim backgrounds such as Bangladeshi, Turkish, 
Somali etc. It offers Arabic, GCSE Urdu, GCSE Islamic Studies and a range of 
mainstream curricular subjects, mainly English and mathematics as well as preparation 
for 11+ entrance exams and SATs. Additional subjects include arts and crafts, study skills 
and a variety of PSE topics all pitched within a culturally relevant context. The school 
runs every Saturday from 10:00 to 14:00. A team of 10-12 teachers and volunteers make 
up the staff team, supported by an active management and parents' committee. 
Attendance, punctuality and the behavior of the young people is monitored and parents 
are kept informed. The school was partially funded through a local educational authority 
that supported the work of other ethnic minority voluntary and community based schools 
and classes in this town. The main aim of the school is to enhance the development of 
confident, independent learners by fostering self identity and personal development 
through positive role models. Among the reported school's achievements is the entrance 
of some pupils in Grammar schools and their contribution to GCSE and A-Level 
examinations. 
3.2.2. Selection of participants 
Gaining access to the research participants is a process always bounded by social norms 
(Gunther, 1998) and in school-based research through to the personal decisions of the 
authorities of the schools to cooperate with the researcher. Decisions on the selection of 
students, parents and teachers to participate were made by the head teachers who were 
asked to choose the participants according to the following criteria: 
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(a) 	 the students would need to be adolescents of Greek/Greek-Cypriot or Pakistani 
origin with a long term attendance at community schools 
(b) 	 the parents of the above selected adolescents would need to be of Greek/Greek­
Cypriot (in the Greek school) or of Pakistani origin (in the Pakistani school) 
(c) 	 the teachers would need to be teachers of the interviewed adolescents and of 
Greek/Greek-Cypriot (in the Greek school) or of Pakistani origin (in the Pakistani 
school) with a long term teaching experience at community schools. 
All the students met the criteria with the exception of one girl (Lydia)4 in the Greek school 
and one girl (Nahid) in the Pakistani school (see tables 2 and 3 respectively). All of the 
parents met the selection criteria. In both schools the teachers of the age group under 
study participated in the study along with a small sample of other teachers who had been 
in the community schools for some time. The teachers who were selected for analysis all 
met the criteria for this study set out above. 
The pupils, both girls and boys, were adolescents aged 13 to 18 years. I worked with 8 
pupils from each school (total number of pupils: 16). In total, 9 teachers, 8 parents and 16 
pupils were interviewed for this research. In addition, a subset of 2 pupils in the Pakistani 
school took place in the group work. The total number of participants for this research 
was 35 individuals. 
Why Adolescents? 
The decision to work with adolescents was based on the assumption that adolescents are 
long-term participants in community and mainstream schools and therefore they have 
already a considerable number of learning and social experiences in both educational 
settings. Another argument on behalf of this decision comes from this study's 
conceptualization of adolescence as a life phase in which one of the major concerns for 
young people is the search for a meaningful identity through a negotiation of their own 
perceptions of themselves and future aspirations and by providing a dialogical syntheSis 
of their own concept of identity with what the others think of them. These negotiations do 
not necessarily lead to conflicts; they can also lead to a meaningful integration through 
search and re-evaluation of existing assumptions. For ethnic minority adolescents, for 
example, this search is done in the context of parental expectations, in the diverse 
educational systems in which they partiCipate (e.g. mainstream and community 
4 All the participants' names presented in this chapter and for the rest of the thesis are 
pseudonyms 
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education) and in the diverse cultural contexts to which they belong (e.g. majority and 
minority communities). 
3.2.2.a. Introducing the pupils 
Greek school 
Of the 8 participants, 2 were second generation and 2 were third generation ethnic 
minority young persons while for 2, one of the parents was bam in England and the other 
in Greece and for the rest 2, one of the parents was born in England and the other in 
Cyprus. 
These generational data are graphically depicted in the Figure 8. 
Figure 8. Parents' place of birth - Greek school 
Parents' place of birth 
Both born in UK 

25% 

One born in UK, one 

born overseas 

50% 

Both born overseas 
25% 
I~g.~e bo~n in UK, one born overseas 11 Both born overseas 9 Both born in UK I 
The following table provides a descriptive account of the young people who partiCipated 
in the study. The table details some demographic data as well as pupils' participation in 
the three methodological tasks of the study (interviews, Future Projected Drawing Task 
(FPDT), and group work). 
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Table 2. Pupils of the Greek school 
Demographic Ellie Stathis Thalia Lydia Stella Oreatis Manos Sotirls 
data & tasks 
Sex Female Male Female Female Female Male Male Male 
Age 14 15 15 16 16 14 14 14 
Ethnic Greek Cypriot Greek Cypriot Greek Cypriot Greek Cypriot Greek Cypriot Greek Cypriot Greek! Greek Greek!Greek 
background Cypriot Cypriot 
Country of birth UK, England UK. England UK, England UK, England UK, England UK, England UK, England UK, England 
No of years lived N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 4 years on and 
overseas off (from 2-7) 
Mother's country Cyprus UK, England Cyprus UK, England UK, England Cyprus UK, Eng/and UK, England I 
Iof birth (G/C) (G/C) 
Father's country UK, England UK, Eng/and Cyprus Cyprus UK, England Cyprus Greece Greece 
of birth 
Mother's Teacher, Greek Family business Housewife Housewife Advertising Housewife Office Bank employee 
occupation school company 
Father's Greek food Businessman Barber Retired solicitor. Translator Waiter Office Builder 
occupation company Currently work 
into propertY. 
Years in the case 10 years 11 2 years 2 years 12 years 1 year 6-7 years 6 years 
study Greek (Since nursery) (Since nursery) (Since nursery) 
school 
Years in other N/A N/A Since nursery On and off in N/A Since nursery N/A Since 7 years 
in Greek Greek schools. in Greek old. He didGreek schools 
schools Private tutoring schools Year 1 in 
for 12 years until Greece and the 
present. rest in UK. 
.,/ .,/ .,/ .,/ ./ ./ ./ ./Interview 
./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 
-
./FPDT 
./ ./ ./ ./ ./Group work - - ­
./ ./ .,/Parent interview - - - - ­
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Pakistani school 
Of the 8 participants, for 5 both parents were born overseas while for 3 of them one of the 
parents was born in England and the other overseas. These generational data are 
graphically depicted in the following figure. 
Figure 9. Parents' place of birth - Pakistani school 
Parents' place of birth 
One born in UK, 

one born 

overseas 

38% 

Jiii One born in UK, one born overseas II Both bom """"",as 
The following table provides a descriptive account of the young people of the Pakistani 
school who participated in the study. 
Both born 
overseas 
62% 
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Table 3. Pupils of the Pakistani school 
Demographic Fahlm Azra Jehan Blbi Arub Fareeda Nahid Zafar 

data & tasks 

Sex Male Female Female Female Female Female Female Male 

Age 18 13 17 19 14 13 12 Y2 15 

Ethnic Pakistani Pakistani Pakistani Pakistani Pakistani Pakistani Kashmiri- Kashmiri­
background Pakistani Pakistani 

Country of birth UK~England UK-England UK-England UK-England UK, England UK, England UK, England UK, England 

! 	 No of years lived N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
overseas 
Mother's country UK UK Kotli, Pakistan Kotli, Pakistan Punjab, Pakistan Punjab, Pakistan Kashmir, Kashmir, 
of birth Pakistan Pakistan 
Father's country Kashmir, Kashmir, Kotli, Pakistan Kotli, Pakistan Nairobi, Kenya Nairobi, Kenya Kashmir, UK, England 
of birth Pakistan Pakistan Pakistan 
Mother's Teacher Teacher Unemployed Unemployed Housewife Housewife Teacher assistant Health 
occupation (self- definition) (self-definition) (self-definition) (self-definition) (PIT) promoter & 
family learner 
co-ordinator 

Father's Taxi-driver Taxi-driver Unemployed Unemployed Chauffeur Chauffeur Restaurant owner Private hire 

occupation company 

Years in the case 8 years 10 years 10 years 10 years 4 years 4 years 2 Y2 years 1 year 

study school 

Years in other N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10 years in 

Pakistani schools Mosquel 

Madrassa 
.,I ..( 	 .,I .,I .,I
.,I .,I ,fInterview 
.,I .,I ..( .,I .,I 	 .,I .,IFPT 	 ­
.,I ..( ..( .,I .,I ..( 	 .,IGroup Work 	 ­
.,I ..( 	 .,I .,I .,I ..(Parent interview 	 - ­
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3.2.2.b. Introducing the parents 
Greek school 
The head teacher of the school introduced me to two of the parents while I was at the 
school and we had our interviews on that day. The third mother was approached after the 
head teacher gave me her phone number and I contacted her personally and we had the 
interview at her home. The following table provides a descriptive account of the parents 
of the Greek school who participated in the study. 
Table 4. Parents of the Greek school 
Demographic Melina 
data 
Parental role Mother 
Child's name Sotiris 
Age 39 
Ethnic Greek-Cypriot 
background 
Country of birth UK, England 
No of years N/A 
lived in UK 
Occupation Bank employee 
Nellie 
Mother 
Thalia 
48 
Greek-Cypriot 
Cyprus 
30 years 
Housewife 
(Self-definition) 
Katerina 
Mother 
Lydia 
44 
Greek-Cypriot 
UK, England 
N/A 
Housewife 
(self-definition) 
Pakistani school 
The head teacher had provided me with a list of names of parents who were then 
telephoned and a meeting was arranged. All of the parents chose to be interviewed at 
home with the exception of one mother who was interviewed at school. The following 
table provides a descriptive account of the parents of the Pakistani school who 
participated in the study. 
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Table 5. Parents of the Pakistani school 
Demographic Benazir Saba Zahra Imran & 
data Salima 
Parental role Mother Mother Mother Father! Mother 
Child's name Nahid Zafar 	 Fahim & Arub & 
Azra Fareeda 
Age 30 34 	 39 41/38 
Ethnic 	 Kashmiril Kashmiril Pakistani Pakistani 
background 	 Pakistani Pakistani 
Country of birth 	 Pakistan, Pakistan, UK, Kenya! 
Kashmir Kashmir England Pakistan, 
Punjab 
No of years lived 27 years 16 years 	 N/A 35 yearsl 
in UK 	 16 years 
Occupation Part-time Health 	 Teacher Chauffeur1 
teacher promoter & Housewife 
assistant family learner (self-definition) 
co-ordinator 
3.2.2.c. Introducing the teachers 
Greek school 
The head teacher had provided me with a list of names of teachers of the school who 
were meeting the criteria mentioned earlier (see section 3.2.2.). The teachers then were 
approached at the school and a meeting was arranged. All the interviews with the 
teachers were conducted at the school. All the teachers were salaried (three from the 
school and one, Alexis, by the Greek Educational Mission). 
The following table provides a descriptive account of the teachers of the Greek school 
who participated in the study. 
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Table 6. Teachers of the Greek school 
I Demographic data Demetra Alexis Petros Leonidas 
Sex Female Male Male Male 
Age 26 38 65 34 
Ethnic background Greek·Cypriot Greek Greek-Cypriot Greek- Cypriot 
Country of Birth Cyprus Greece Cyprus UK, England 
No of years lived in UK 3 years 8 months 41 years N/A 
Occupation Secondary school teacher (Cyprus) I Primary school teacher Secondary LEA School Lecturer in Englishl 
Postgraduate student lUK) (Greece) Teacher teacher (UK) 
Educational background Greek literature (Greece), Pedagogic Academy Secondary school teacher English literature (UK) 
Postgraduate studies in Human (Greece) (Cyprus), 
Resources Management (UK) Postgraduate stUdies in 
Economics (UK) 
Years in the case study school 1 8 months 3 years 4-5 years 
Years in other Greek schools 2 N/A 15 years N/A 
-------­
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Pakistani school 
The head teacher had provided me with a list of names of teachers of the school who 
were meeting the criteria mentioned earlier (see section 3.2.2.). The teachers were then 
telephoned and a meeting was arranged. Three of them chose to be interviewed at home 
and two were interviewed at the school. 
The following table provides a descriptive account of the teachers of the Pakistani school 
who participated in the study_ All the participants defined themselves as being 
volunteers, receiving only a symbolic modest monthly payment. 
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Table 7. Teachers of the Pakistani school 
Demographic data Shamim Saeeda Roshan Fayza Uncu 
Sex Female Female Female Female Female 
Age 21 39 34 39 20 
Ethnic background Pakistani Pakistani Kashmiri-Pakistani Pakistani Pakistani (Rawpindi) 
(Punjabi) 

Country of birth UK Ravaalpindi, Pakistan UK UK UK 

No of years lived in UK N/A 17 years N/A N/A N/A 

Occupation Student Housewife- Teacher in Housewife Solicitor Student 

AA PIT 

Educational background Student - Medicine Secondary school Some teaching Law Student - Business 

teacher (Pakistan) experience - not qualified 

teacher 

Years in the case study school 1 year 3 years 6 years 4 years 4 years 

Years in other schools N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

... ­~---
---- - -- - -- --- -
--_
­
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3.2.3. Methodological toolbox 
Episodic interviewing was the main tool for data collection which used to assess the pupils' 
experiences and perceptions and understand the underlying dynamics of their community 
schools and their impact on pupils' developing identities. Individual drawings and group 
process work were used as complementary, to the interviews, tools for data collection. 
3.2.3.a. Interviews 
Three in-depth, episodic interviews with open-ended questions were used for interviewing 
pupils, teachers and parents. This technique was used because it was expected to 
encourage the participants to express their views in a flexible designed interview situation 
(Flick, 1998; 2000). The selection of this method was based on the assumption that 
participants' experiences within their community schools "are stored and remembered in 
forms of narrative-episodic and semantic knowledge" (Flick, 1998, p. 106). Episodic 
knowledge is relevant to experiences and specific situations (narratives of meaningful 
experiences) while semantic knowledge is based on assumptions and perceptions, which are 
abstracted from these experiences and generalised. 
One of the main assumptions of episodic interviewing is that it allows the researcher to 
analyse participants' everyday knowledge. Thus, the interviewees were invited, for example, 
to recount a day with reference to the issue (e.g. could you please recount a typical day at 
this school?). Members of specific social groups share some common knowledge about a 
specific issue. In this research, for example, the parents of both groups had their children in 
community schools and they were expected to share some understanding about the impact 
of these schools on their children'S development of identities and thus, share some 
knowledge about this issue. Episodic interviewing facilitates comparisons between different 
social groups (Flick, 2000). For example, it was expected that parents would refer to 
experiences, values, understandings and expectations that would share similarities with the 
other parents of the same ethnic minority group but also with parents from the different ethnic 
minority groups. In the same way, the teachers share some common knowledge about 
community education since they are all teachers at community schools teaching ethnic 
minority children, and their different cultural and educational backgrounds would also 
produce diverse and/or similar accounts on the topic under investigation. In the same line of 
argument, all the pupils are attending community schools, but it was expected that when the 
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groups were compared, their different cultural backgrounds and experiences would give 
diverse and/or similar accounts. 
The most important strength of using an episodic interview is that it utilises the advantages of 
both narrative and semi-structured interviews (Flick, 1998). The participants were free to 
select the situations they wanted to recount and they had the choice to present them in any 
form they wanted (e.g. some participants chose to just give descriptive accounts and others 
gave narratives which usually incorporated past and present characteristics of the situation). 
Moreover, episodic interviewing is a technique that facilitates the participants to recount 
concrete situations and give their subjective definitions of concepts relevant to the topic (their 
opinions) by giving concrete examples of relevant experiences they had in the past (e.g. Do 
you think that your participation in this school affected in any way your performance in your 
English school? Would you give me an example?). 
For all the above reasons, episodic interviewing was considered as the most appropriate 
technique to explore the complex phenomenon of identities' construction in community 
schools by revealing its dialogical character. By conceptualizing interviews as "dialogues", the 
aim was to invite the interviewees to talk about themselves and articulate their own 
representations through various positions (Kraus, 2000). For example, a young person talked 
about his representations of being an ethnic minority pupil by talking through the position of 
being both similar to and different from the mainstream society. This is a process of "making 
identities talk", as Kraus (2000) described it. My ultimate aim was to reveal the underlying 
processes of participants' constructed realities. In other words, I aimed to explore the ways 
that specific experiences influence the construction of specific concepts and perceptions and 
vice versa and their impact on pupils' identities. 
The interviews were semi-structured, something that enabled me first, to explore possible 
gaps and contradictions during the interview and second, to ask more probing questions that 
were not part of the interview schedule by responding to participants' comments and issues 
raised by them (Burman, 1994). The interview questions were developed using previous 
studies as well as the theoretical frameworks and research questions of this studl. 
5 Please refer to appendices 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 for a full description of the interview schedules. 
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Procedure 
The interviews with parents and teachers lasted between one and two hours approximately 
and the young people's interviews tended to last between 40 to 60 minutes approximately. 
Interviews in both schools took place both at schools' premises and at participants' homes. 
Although, as a researcher I had a preference for conducting the interviews at the participants' 
homes in order to further ensure the anticipated privacy and also have more available time. 
The participants and the school authorities were asked to freely tell their preference. All the 
participants of the Greek school-except one mother- chose to be interviewed in the school 
while all pupils and parents- except one mother- and 3 out of 5 teachers of the Pakistani 
school were interviewed outside the school hours, mostly in the home environment of the 
participants. 
The interviews started by familiarizing the interviewee with this specific form of interview - Le. 
"In this interview, I will ask you to recount situations in your community school" (Flick, 2000) 
and a clarification of the interview procedure including information regarding the duration of 
the interview and ethical issues such as confidentiality, anonymity and the right to withdraw6 
(ethical issues are discussed later in the chapter in detail). As an interviewer, I had an active 
role and in many instances, the interviewees were encouraged to comment and correct or 
confirm the impressions of the interviewer in an attempt to find out as accurately as possible 
what they meant (Kraus, 2000). 
In almost all cases7 , I started the interviewing process with the parents in order to establish a 
trusting relationship and then I asked their permission to interview their children. Then I 
conducted the interviews with the teachers and pupils following a flexible schedule designed 
to accommodate the school's needs. The head-teachers of both schools were informed that 
the parents and teachers could select the language in which they wished to be interviewed. A 
Pakistani interpreter was available in case the Pakistani parents wished to be interviewed in 
Urdu. However, this never became an issue since all the participants of the Pakistani school 
talked to me in English and in the Greek school as a native Greek speaker I had no difficulty 
in conducting some interviews in Greek. More specifically, from all the participants of the 
Greek school, 4 interviews were conducted in Greek, one with a mother born in Cyprus and 3 
6 See the consent forms in appendix 7.10 
7 Only Zahra from the Pakistani school and Katerina from the Greek school chose to be 
interviewed after their children's interviews. 
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with teachers; one was a teacher of the Greek Educational Mission who had come one year 
earlier to the UK, another one was a teacher from the Cypriot Educational Mission who was a 
student in the UK and 'finally one was a Greek-Cypriot teacher who had come to the UK 
almost 30 years earlier but preferred to talk to me in Greek. All interviews were tape-recorded 
with the consent of the participants. Only one mother from the Pakistani school didn't want 
her interview to be tape-recorded; in that case note-keeping was employed which resulted in 
a prolonged interview of 3 hours. In the following section a more detailed account of 
participants' interviews is given. 
The pupil interview 
The pupil interview8 was divided into three main parts in relation to their community school. In 
the first part, questions relating to their general background such as their name, sex, age, 
country of birth, ethnic background, parents' country of birth and occupation, years of 
attendance at the case study school, information regarding their mainstream school as well 
as any accounts of visits to their parents' home countries. In the second and third the 
questions were designed to reveal the following themes: 
(i) Young people's representations of their community schools and of themselves as leamers 
This part of the interview invited the young people to talk about their community schools (e.g. 
what does it mean for you to attend this school? Could you please recount a typical day at 
your community school? What does it mean to you to learn your mother tongue?) and their 
expectations (e.g. what do you expect to achieve by coming here?). This section aimed to 
reveal their own representations about their community schools as well as their own 
expectations from those schools. Then, it focused on revealing what they thought others 
(teachers and parents) expected from them as participants in their community school (e.g. 
What do you think your teachers expect from you? What to you think your mother/father 
hopes you will achieve at the community school?) 
(ii) Pupils' representations of their mainstream school 
In this section the young people were invited to outline their representations of their 
mainstream schools (e.g. If you look back, could you tell me about your first experiences, 
8 For a full account of the interview schedule please refer to appendix 7.6. 
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when you were younger, in the English school? Is there anything you would like to change in 
your mainstream school?) and their expectations (e.g. what do you expect to achieve by 
coming here?) as well as their own perceptions of what they thought others expected from 
them as participants in their mainstream school (e.g. What do you think your teachers expect 
from you?). 
(iii) Young people's representations of themselves as ethnic minority young people in the 
school context 
The third theme aimed to reveal pupils' representations of themselves as ethnic minority 
young people in both community and mainstream school contexts (e.g. what are the other 
young people in your community/mainstream school like? To be of Greek-Cypriot! Pakistani 
background in my community school is... ?) as well as their future hopes and fears regarding 
their academic life (e.g. When you think about what really matters for you as a student what 
are your wishes and hopes for the future? Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears 
and worries about your academic future)? 
(iv)Young people's representations of themselves as ethnic minority young people in the 
communities' context 
The final theme explored pupils' representations and feelings of being ethnic minority young 
people within their majority and minority communities (e.g. who are you? How do you feel 
living in this country? In what ways do you feel different (if you feel different) from British 
society? To be of Greek-Greek/Pakistani background in British society is.... ? In what ways do 
you feel similar (if you feel similar) to the British society? How to you think people in British 
society think of Greek/ Pakistani people?) as well as their future aspirations for their lives 
(Imagine that we are meeting again after many years and we have another interview, who 
would you like to be then?). 
The parent interview 
Similarly, the parent interview9 was divided into three main parts in relation to community 
schools. In the first part, questions relating to their general background were asked such as 
their name, age, parental role, country of birth, ethnic background, a brief history of the 
9 For a full account of the interview schedule please refer to appendix 7.7. 
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family's migration, occupation, information regarding their children (age, name, years of 
attendance at the community school), and accounts of their own experiences of community 
education, if any . In the second and third the questions were designed to reveal the 
following general themes: 
(i) Parental representations of their children's community school and their levels of 
involvement in the school community. 
In this part of the interview, questions about parents' representations of their children's 
community school were asked (e.g. what does it mean to you that your child attends the 
community school? What do you expect from this school?) as well as questions that aimed to 
explore parental involvement in the school system as well as the nature of the relationships 
established by the parents with other parents and the teachers and the influence of these 
relationships on the school ethos in general (e.g. Could you please tell me about your 
contacts/ relationships with teachers/parents in the school? What should be the role of the 
parents?). 
(ii) Parental representations of their children as pupils at their community school 
The second theme was aimed to reveal parents' representations of their children as pupils at 
their community schools (e.g. How should your child be at this school? Do you think that the 
learning of his/her mother tongue is important and why?) as well as their expectations in 
relation to their children's participation in the school (e.g. What do you expect from your child 
as a pupil in the community school? What do you hope your child will achieve at this 
school?). 
(iii) Parental representations of their children's mainstream school and their interpretations of 
the relationship between community and mainstream education. 
In this section questions about parents' expectations of their children's mainstream school 
community and their children themselves as pupils there were included (e.g. what do you 
expect from your child's English school? What do you expect from your child as a pupil in the 
English school?). Then, it focused on how parents interpret the relationship between 
community and mainstream education (e.g. Do you think that your child's participation in the 
community school has affected in any way his/her performance in the English school? Would 
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you give me an example? Do you think that the school should also aim to improve children's 
performance in the English school? Why?) 
(iv) Parental hopes and fears for their children's academic development. 
The questions that were asked in this section invited parents to talk about their hopes and 
fears regarding their children's academic development in general (e.g. when you think about 
your child as a student, what are your wishes and hopes for hislher academic future? Now, 
imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about his/her 
academic future?). 
(v) Parental representations of their children as ethnic minority young people and their hopes 
and fears for their future in general. 
Section five explored parents' feelings and representations of their children as young people 
from an ethnic minority background (e.g. How do you think your child feels as a member of 
the Greek-Cypriot/Pakistani community in the UK?) as well as their hopes and fears for their 
future in general (When you think about your child's life in general, as a child of 
Greek/Pakistani origin who was born here, what are your wishes and hopes for his/ her 
future? Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about 
your child's future? Imagine your child in 20 years or when she/he grows up; who would you 
like your child to become in the future?). 
(vi) Understanding parents' own modes of engagement with the mainstream society and 
exploration of their impact on their children's cultural identities. 
The final section of the interview was designed to reveal parents' own experiences as 
belonging to an ethnic minority group and their modes of engagement with the minority and 
majority communities (e.g. how could you characterise the Greek-Cypriot/ Pakistani 
community in this town? How do you feel as a member of the Greek-Cypriot/Pakistani 
community in this town? How do you feel living in the UK? In what ways do you feel different/ 
similar with the British society? How do you think people in British society think of Greeksl 
Pakistanis?). The ultimate aim was to explore the impact of these experiences and 
representations on their children'S developing cultural identities. 
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The teacher interview 
As with the other interviews, the episodic interview for teachers10 was divided into three main 
parts. In the first part, questions relating to their general background were asked such as 
their name, age, country of birth, ethnic background, occupation and educational 
background, years of attendance at the community school and if they had a professional or 
volunteer status in the school. In the second and third part the questions were designed to 
reveal the following general themes: 
(i) Teachers' representations of themselves as teachers in the community school 
In this part of the interview, questions about teachers' representations of themselves as 
teachers in a community school were asked (e.g. what does it mean to you to be a teacher in 
this school? What do you expect from this school?) as well as questions regarding their own 
experiences in these schools (e.g. Could you please recount a typical day at the community 
school? What are the three most important issues in teaching pupils (whose first language is 
English) Urdu! Greek in this school or schools like this?). 
(ii) Teachers' representations of their community school and their levels of involvement in the 
school community. 
The questions in this section aimed to explore teachers' representations of their community 
school (e.g. What do you think are the three most important things that the school offers to 
the Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot community in this town?) and their levels of involvement in the 
school system as well as the nature of the relationships established by the teachers with 
other teachers and the parents and the influence of these relationships on the school 
organisation and ethos in general (e.g. Could you please tell me about your contacts! 
relationships with teachers/parents in the school? Who is a good teacher for a community 
school? What should be the role of the parents?). 
(iii) Teachers' representations of their pupils at their community school 
The third theme aimed to reveal teachers' representations of their pupils (e.g. a good pupil in 
a community school is ... ? How should the children be at this school? What do you think are 
10 For a full account of the interview schedule please refer to appendix 7.8. 
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the reasons for children for attending this school?) as well as their expectations in relation to 
their pupils' participation in these schools (e.g. What do you expect from the children as 
pupils in this school?). 
(iv) Teachers' understandings of their pupils' mainstream school context 
In this section questions about teachers' understanding regarding their pupils' mainstream 
school were asked (e.g. Do your pupils talk to you about their experiences in their English 
school? Could you give me an example? Do you think that participation in the community 
school affected in any way some children's performance in their English school? Would you 
give me an example?). 
(v) Teachers' hopes and fears for their pupils' academic development. 
The questions that were asked in this section invited teachers to talk about their hopes and 
fears regarding their pupils' academic development in general (e.g. when you think about 
your pupils as students, what are your wishes and hopes for their academic future? Now, 
imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about their academic 
future?). 
(vi) Teachers' representations of their children as ethnic minority young people and their 
hopes and fears for their future in general. 
In this section the questions explored teachers' feelings and representations of their pupils as 
young people of an ethnic minority background (e.g. How do you think your pupils feel as 
members of the Greek-Cypriot! Pakistani community in the UK?) as well as their hopes and 
fears for their future in general (When you think about your pupils' life in general, as children 
of Greek! Pakistani origin who were born here, what are your wishes and hopes for their 
future? Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about 
your pupils' future?}. 
(vii) Understanding teachers' own modes of engagement with the host society and 
exploration of their impact on their pupils' cultural identities. 
The final theme of the interview was focused on revealing teachers' own experiences as 
belonging to an ethnic minority group and their modes of engagement with the host and 
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cultural communities (e.g. how could you characterise the Greek-Cypriot/ Pakistani 
community in this town? How do you feel as a member of the Greek-Cypriot/Pakistani 
community in this town? How do you feel living in the UK? In what ways do you feel different/ 
similar with the British society? How do you think people in British society think of Greeks! 
Pakistanis?). The ultimate aim was to explore the impact of these experiences and 
representations on their pupils' developing cultural identities. 
3.2.3.b. Projected future drawing task 
One of the limitations of using only interviews to explore identity issues is the degree of 
openness of the interviewees as well as that sometimes they may lack words to express their 
beliefs and feelings (Kraus, 2000). In an attempt to "unlock" any lack of openness and 
spontaneity from the side of the participants in order to reach the participants' 'subjective 
truth" which as Kraus (2000) argues is not even conscious to the participants themselves and 
approach identity from as many meaningful "angles" as possible, at the end of the interview 
session the young people were administered the projected future drawing tasl<11. Another 
reason for including this task was based on the belief that this task could complement the 
interview findings through a non-verbal medium which would permit us to further explore how 
young people perceive themselves and their cultural worlds. 
Several writers (e.g. Guillemin, 2004; Kearney and Hyle, 2004; Kuhn, 2003) have seen the 
use of drawings as a research method that is rich in meanings and offers unique insights that 
helps the researchers to understand how people make sense of themselves and their social 
worlds. In a similar vein, for the present study, I suggest that the use of drawings offered 
another medium, a non-verbal one, that enabled the young people to "talk" in a different way 
about their identities and enriched the whole research methodology. 
The rationale for this task was to explore the participants' future visions for themselves and 
more specifically their envisioned roles and expectations which they see available and 
11 The prOjected future drawing task is a research and therapeutic tool developed by the 
Athenian Institute of Anthropos (A.I.A.) which is the centre for research, training and the 
development of applications in the behavioural-social sciences of the Society for the 
Advancement of Human Relations Research (S.A.H.R.R.), a professional, non-profit 
association in Athens, Greece. 
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desirable for themselves. In addition, participants' perceptions of how they think significant 
others perceive them developing in the future provide an opportunity to compare their own 
expectations for themselves and the assumed expectations of others. A discrepancy between 
the two would be an indication of internal conflict. This task was complementary to the 
interview questions related to what they think their parents are expecting from them. 
Guillemin (2004) points out that drawings, especially when they are additional to other 
research methods, such as individual interviews, offer "a way of exploring both the multiplicity 
and complexity that is the base of much social research interested in human experience" 
(p.273). Thus, the reasons that the drawing task was administered to the participants after 
the completion of the individual interview were the following: first, I conceptualized the task as 
a continuation of the interview, as an integral part of the whole process where the participants 
have the opportunity to unfold their sense of identities with a drawing which is perceived as a 
continuation of their narratives (Guillemin, 2004). Second, studies employing drawings (e.g. 
Dunn, O'Connor and Levy, 2002; Guillemin, 2004; Kearney and Hyle, 2004) argue that 
drawing methods are more efficient when used as an adjunct to other research methods such 
as interviews for reasons of efficiency and validity. Third, along with the interview I had the 
opportunity to establish a trusting relationship with the participant which I found very 
important for the completion of the drawing task as well, something that is also emphasized 
as an important issue by Guillemin (2004). 
Participants' future visions of their identities can reveal roles and expectations that could be 
of a more individualistic or collectivistic orientation or both and would reflect the socio­
economic and educational standards of the family. Guillemin (2004) argues that drawings 
"are intricately bound up with power relations, social experiences, and technological 
interactions" (p.275). It is necessary, when we analyze the content of the drawings to 
describe the wider socio-cultural world of the drawer. Guillemin (2004) argued that "drawings 
are visual products and, at the same time, produce meanings" (p. 274) and we should focus 
on both "the process of meaning making through the act of drawing and the drawing itself as 
a product" (p.247). Moreover, by emphasizing the use of the word "drawing" as both a noun 
and a verb, she emphasizes the use of the drawings as both a product and a process. In her 
own words, "through the process of producing a drawing, the drawer is simultaneously 
constructing knowledge about the drawing" (p.274). 
Another reason for employing drawings asa research method is the theoretical thinking 
underpinning this research. My research stems from a dialogical epistemology in which 
identities (cultural and academic) are flexible rather than static entities, which are co­
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constructed by the dialogical interactions of individuals and their social worlds and this co­
construction is highly influenced by the socia-cultural and historical context in which people 
are situated. In the same sense, drawings also are described as not fixed entities, which are 
created in a specific space and historical time (Guillemin, 2004). A pupil asked to draw how 
he/she imagines him/herself in the future, if asked to do the same task a week, a month, or a 
year later is unlikely to create the same thing. From that standpoint, the participants draw 
their future selves but at the same time they unfold their past and present dreams and 
aspirations. Shotter (2000) argues that traditional data collection methods are guided by the 
conception of time as linear with discrete points: past, present and future. On the contrary, I 
argue that drawings as a research method treat time as non-linear, that is, as Slife (1995) 
postulated, the three dimensions can co-occur in the present; the past as memory and the 
future as anticipation. (Slife, 1995; cited in Sarbin, 2000). Thus, this task offers to the 
participants the opportunity to project their identities into a future stage of development while 
at the same time they transcend their past and present since identity construction is an 
ongoing process (see figure 10). 
Figure 10. The time triangle of identities' construction 
I will 
lam 
I was 
Although the use of drawings as a research tool is gradually expanding and becoming more 
highly valued within social science research, they are still considered a non-traditional 
methodological tool (Kearney and Hyle, 2004) and they have been narrowly used and 
confined mostly to children and to use as therapeutic tools (Guillemin, 2004). For Guillemin 
(2004) the reasons for this restricted use of drawings could be both the perception of 
drawings as suitable to young children who are unable to fully articulate their thoughts and 
emotions verbally or in writing and also, the use of drawing as mainly therapeutic tools in 
psychological research. Moreover, as some authors (Guillemin, 2004; Dunn, O'Connor and 
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Levy, 2002) point out, much of the critique of the use of the drawings as a research tool 
focuses on the issue of validity and more specifically addresses the issue of the subjective 
interpretation of the images. Guillemin (2004) meets this crrticism by arguing first, that the 
validity of the drawings can be enhanced when used in combination with other research 
methods as, for example, when the drawings can be compared to and analysed alongside 
interview data as a complement orland comparison. In the same line of argument, Kearney 
and Hyle (2004) point out that, drawings can be used as 'catalysts" for open-ended 
interviews by giving the participants the opportunity to unfold their own representations by 
eliminating the impact of the researcher's biases about the phenomenon under study. While 
during the interview the questions that were asked were created because they were relevant 
to the research questions of this study and were considered as appropriate for the 
participants and their cultural background, during the drawing task, it is the drawing itself that 
is produced by the participant and is given meaning by him/her. That leads to the second 
argument in favour of the use of drawings as a methodological tool, that it is not only the 
drawing itself that is analysed but also the participants' interpretation of it and finally, the 
drawings give the opportunity to participants who do not feel very comfortable to express 
themselves verbally another way to express their thoughts and feelings through another 
medium. In the same line of argument, this research is not designed to produce the only, 
"true" identity construction process but rather to reveal the complexity of these processes and 
to explore the many ways that young ethnic minority people's identities are constructed. In 
the case of drawing I consider subjectivity as one of the virtues of this research rather than a 
limitation because the more interpretations are made the more "truths" are discovered. 
At this point, it is important to highlight that this limited use of drawings in social research is 
especially evident in the studies of identity. However, studies which employed drawings -like 
Guillemin's (2004) study on mid-age women's understandings of their illness, Kearney's and 
Hyle's (2004) study on the emotional impact of change on adults in educational institutions 
and Dunn's, O'Connor's and Levy's (2002) exploration of different types of families through 
children's drawings of their families, have demonstrated that the use of drawings in social 
research offers a valuable resource that can be used for many different purposes. For this 
research, the use of drawings as a methodological tool enriched my understanding of the 
multiplicity of identities' construction processes. 
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Procedure 
The drawing task was administered to the 16 pupils (8 from each school) after the completion 
of their individual interviews and 14 pupils consented to produce drawings whereas two 
participants (1 male from the Greek school and one female from the Pakistani school) 
expressed their unwillingness to draw. Each participant was provided with a blank, unlined'2 
page of A4 paper and a set of different coloured crayons. The time allotted for the drawing 
task was approximately 10 minutes. The projected future drawing task was divided into three 
parts and the participants produced three drawings each. The following instructions were 
given verbally: 
(a) 	 Draw yourself as you imagine yourself in 20 years (or when you will grow up). 
(b) 	 Draw yourself as you think your father imagines you in 20 years (or when you will 
grow up). 
(c) 	 Draw yourself as you think your mother imagines you in 20 years (or when you will 
grow up). 
The above instructions were met with a variety of reactions. For example, some pupils 
responded with hesitation, accompanied with nervous laughter and a comment like "I can't 
draw!!" whereas others were particularly interested in the use of drawings. During the drawing 
production process, the young people were prompted to draw how they imagined themselves 
in the future i.e. family, profession, social life, others etc and how they thought their parents 
imagined them in the future. Some participants described what they were drawing at the 
same time that they were producing the image whereas others preferred to give the context 
of their drawings at the end of the task. Asking the partiCipants to describe the context of their 
drawings is considered an essential part of this method as it elicits from the partiCipants the 
content and their own reflections on their drawings as well as the meaning of their drawings 
in relation to their narratives that have been previously elicited during the interviews 
(Guillemin, 2004). A tape-recorder was used for this task with the consent of the participants. 
12 Guillemin (2004) emphasises the importance of giving unlined paper because when a 
sheet of paper is lined the participants might assume that they have to write something as 
well. 
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3.2.3.c. Group process work 
The students who participated in the group process work were from the group of young 
people who were interviewed individually (except two new members in the Pakistani group). 
The session involved the production of drawings which revealed evolving thematic units 
regarding pupils' experiences within their community schools. During group transactions the 
intrapersonal processes and interpersonal transactions within the group were unfolded as 
well as the group as a whole within its cultural context. Each pupil brought his/her own views 
regarding his/her school which revolved around a ·central collective theme, the Group 
Theme" (Vassiliou and Vassiliou, 1983, p. 371) regarding their experiences in their 
community school. In this research, the group theme was elicited through the application of a 
group technique called the Synallactic Collective Image Technique (Vassiliou and Vassiliou, 
1966; 1974; 1981). 
The Background of the SynaJlactic Col/ective Image Technique (S.C. I. T.) 
The Synallactic Image Technique was developed by Drs George and Vasso Vassiliou 13 in the 
early sixties and since then it has been extensively applied for clinical and socioeducational 
purposes both in Greece and internationally. The term synal/actic is the Greek equivalent for 
the term 'transactional' and it means that this technique fosters the free multilateral 
transaction of all the participants taking part in the group; each participant is in process with 
all the other participants, something that indicates the inter-relational character of this 
technique (Vassiliou, 1966). 
The Synallactic Col/ective Image Technique (S.C.I. T.) as used in this research. 
In the modified version of this technique 14, the members of the group were asked to refer to 
their experiences in their community schools, to bring their own perspectives, memories and 
emotions that were generated from the recollection of these experiences. This offered the 
participants the chance to create their own narratives in terms of the shaping past- present 
13 Drs Vassiliou were among world's pioneers in general systems theory psychotherapy and 
were the founders of the A.I.A. when it was first established in Athens, Greece in 1963. 
14 The classic version of this technique was modified- in order to accommodate the needs of 
this research- through a personal communication with Dr. Vasso Vassiliou in February 2004. 
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and the anticipated future, gIvIng an account of their personal and cultural histories 
(Todoulou-Polemi et aI., 1998). 
My role was that of the facilitator of the group process. At the beginning of the meeting I 
explained to them about my role in the group and the objectives of the meeting. During the 
meeting I was responsible for setting the time limits of the meeting and bringing them back to 
focus, if it was needed. 
Procedure 
1. Each pupil was given a white sheet of paper and a set of different colored crayons, and 
then they were given the following instructions: 
"Think about your community school and choose one feeling. When you feel ready, I would 
like you each to choose whatever colors you want and try to express this feeling on the 
paper". 
2. The pupils were asked to vote on which individual drawing they wanted to focus upon 
during the session. The selected drawing was placed in a place where everyone could see it 
and their recollections were drawn from that chosen drawing. 
3. Then the pupils were given another white sheet of paper and they were asked to describe 
what they saw in the drawing. If the drawing was abstract they were encouraged to use their 
imagination. Second, I asked them to try to recall what this drawing reminded them of from 
their life in the community school. I invited them to write a specific recollection (e.g. I 
remember one Saturday 1...). Third, I asked them to write down how they were feeling when 
they had this experience. Fourth, I asked them to write how they were feeling at that time. 
Finally, each pupil gave a title to the drawing. 
4. The pupils read the written accounts of their experiences to the whole group and at the 
end, each one was asked to tell what they had learned about their school and their fellow 
pupils by listening to the others 15. At this stage, a tape-recorder was used with the consent of 
the participants. 
15 Due to time constraints this was possible only in the Greek school. 
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When the meeting reached its end, I collected their written recollections and I thanked the 
pupils for their participation in this research. At this point, I also gave to them my own 
reflections on the whole research process. The duration of the whole meeting was 1 hour. 
Collective image 
As mentioned above the collective image emerged from pupils' spontaneous projections and 
the drawing that was chosen (through majority vote) was the one around which the process 
of the group unfolded. Vassiliou (1966) pointed out a transformation process of the drawing 
into the collective image which starts with the joint task of projection by the participants of the 
group and results in the emotional loading and cognitive structuring of the drawing, 
something that transforms the drawing into a collective image. 
Usefulness of the Synallactic Collective Image Technique (S.C.!. T) 
My decision to employ and adapt this technique in this research was based on two reasons: 
first, the pupils had the opportunity to participate in a joint task of projecting, relate these 
projections to personal experiences in their community school and compare communalities 
and differences in these experiences. In addition, the young people through the collective 
image- which emerged in a spontaneous and uninhibited way- were given the opportunity to 
indicate the central collective theme they wanted to focus on and the individual elements of 
this theme (Vassiliou and Vassiliou, 1974). It is of great importance for the researcher to 
observe the synthesis that emerges during the whole group process- which starts from 
explicit presented individual themes- and which "as a group theme, illuminates, enriches and 
complements, in turn, each one's individual variations" (Vassiliou and Vassiliou, 1981, p. 
227). At the analytical level, the role of the researcher is to find out the implied meanings of 
these projections and the participants' personal and cultural histories that emerge and 
consequently the meanings underlying the collective image of their community school. At this 
point, it is imperative to state that both the transactions and the artistic creations of the 
groups must be examined within the cultural context to which each group belongs (Vassiliou, 
1966). Thus, the use of this task was expected to complement the interview findings through 
a group-oriented medium in order to give space for the young people's collective 
representation of their school to be developed. The second reason was a personal one. As a 
trainee in group and family dynamics at the Athenian Institute of Anthropos (A.I.A.) I had the 
opportunity to experience personally the effectiveness of this technique and appreciate its 
flexibility in being applicable to various settings and for diverse applications. 
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3.3. The pilot study 
The research approach described above was tested in a pilot study involving 14 participants 
(8 pupils, 3 parents and 3 teachers) which took place in a Pakistani school in a small South 
Midlands multiethnic town which I visited during the exploratory study of this research and a 
Greek school in a small town in the south of England. Following the pilot study the draft 
interview schedules underwent a number of changes. Some of the interview questions were 
left out because either they were evoking abstract answers or the answers that were 
generated were not relevant to the research questions of this study. In addition, many new 
questions that were derived from the discussions with the participants were added to enrich 
and improve the initial interview schedules. For example, in the revised interview schedule for 
the pupils the questions became shorter in length and simpler to ensure understanding by 
them. The order of some questions was changed and some questions were added such as a 
question exploring the value they attributed to their mother tongue and how they thought 
people in mainstream society perceived their ethnic minority group. The revised interview 
schedule worked very well for the last participant in the pilot study and was considered 
satisfactory for the main research. The participants gave a positive response when I asked 
them if the questions were clear and gave them motivation to talk. Both the future projected 
drawing task and the group work situation worked out well in the pilot and thus no changes 
were made in the draft instructions for these tasks. 
3.4. Ethical considerations 
This research strictly followed the Code of Conduct and Ethical Guidelines of the British 
Psychological Society (2000). More specifically, I sought permission from the school 
authorities in order to conduct the research in the schools. Head teachers were informed 
about the nature of the research and they distributed an informative letter to parents asking 
their consent for their children'S participation in the research. Thus, through head-teachers, 
parental consent for the students' interviews was sought prior to the interviews. The head­
teachers understood that informed consent was required from parents of the children and 
from the teachers and pupils themselves prior to their taking part in the study. This procedure 
relied on the full-cooperation of the head-teachers. So, before the administration of the 
administration of the tools for data collection the participants were informed about the 
objectives of the research and of their right to withdraw from the research at any time. 
Confident.iality of both participants and schools was my primary responsibility at all times and 
assurances were given about the confidentiality with which reports of this study would be 
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treated. All the names used within the report are pseudonyms. Full feedback will be given to 
the school authorities after the completion of this research. 
3.5. Methods of analysis 
3.5.1. Interviews 
The main weight of the analysis was placed on the perspectives expressed by the young 
people in their interviews. All the interviews were transcribed word by word, including 
paraverbal signs ("hmm", "err"), emotional comments (laughter) and identification of longer 
interview pauses. When the transcribed text is underlined the emphasis was given by the 
participant, whereas when italics are used in this report, the emphasis was given by the 
researcher. Then, the analytical process involved the selection of key sections in the 
interviews and the 'understanding' of the text in relation to the main research questions, 
focusing on different themes, and examining the data for similarities and differences between 
participants of the same groups and between groups (intra and intergroup partiCipant 
variability). The general themes were established according to a pre-existing theoretical 
framework. 
Several methods have been developed for the study of dialogical self (e.g. the Personal 
Positions RepertOire of Hermans, 2001d; the Personality Web of Raggatt, 2000/2002; the 
Social Atom method of Deneve-Verhofstadt, 2003). All of these methods offered an important 
contribution to the methodology of the dialogical! multivoiced self but none of these was 
considered as appropriate for the purposes of this research because their focus was on 
single individuals whereas in this study the focus is on the collective voices of the groups (or 
the community school) through analyzing the individual voices of the participants. 
Thus, an analytical procedure developed which was considered suitable for the analysis of 
young people's interviews and was designed to examine the dialogical processes of 
identities. The main objective of this procedure is to interpret the processes through which 
young persons' identities are constructed and reveal their dialogical character. The analytical 
procedure is graphically illustrated in the following figure. 
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Figure 11. The dialogical arena of identities- an analytical model 
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In this analytical model, the first step involved the identification of the material which was 
relevant to an "imposed" I-position aimed to address this study's research questions. For 
instance, one "imposed" I-position was "representations of being an ethnic minority young 
person in the community school". Then, the interview extracts or participants' statements that 
were meaningful in terms of each participant's process and which were addressing the 
specific I-position- were identified. 
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The next step was to identify within these statements, the voices 16 created through that 
positioning which in turn were related to other I-positions (i.e. internal and external positions) 
which created other voices, which for reasons of analytical transparency were called sub­
voices. All the I-positions theoretically meet at the next step where by utilizing Valsiner's 
(2000d) conceptualization of the meeting point of these I-positions as an arena for dialogue, 
the I-positions were brought together in the so-called dialogical arena of I-positions. The aim 
is that at the end all the I-positions will be compared and explained in the so-called dialogical 
arena of identities where the processes of "negotiation. cooperation. opposition, conflict, 
agreement and disagreement" (Hermans, 2001 a, p. 253) that influence the construction of 
pupils' identities will be unfolded as a chain of meanings. In figure 11. the dialogical arena of 
identities' development is represented as a space reflected or mirrored by the multiplicity of 
young peoples' I-positions. This model allows the study of the relationship between positions 
in the three ways that Hermans (2003) proposed: (a) between internal and external (b) 
between internal and internal positions (c) between different external positions. The internal­
external dialogue is considered by Hermans (2003) as the most central one. 
3.5.2. Future projected drawing task 
The open-ended coding of drawings was based on the fundamental assumptions of the 
theoretical frameworks. As we saw in chapter two, the theoretical frameworks of this research 
conceptualise the individual as inseparable from his/her socio-cultural context and a person's 
psychological development as co-constructed by individuals and their social worlds (Valsiner. 
2000a). In this sense, I argue that participants' drawings reflect their own expectations for 
themselves which are guided by the values and aspirations of the cultural communities they 
belong to. 
As already mentioned in chapter two. I conceptualize identity and culture in terms of a 
multiplicity of positions and voices among which dialogical relationships can develop 
(Hermans, 2001 a). Thus. when in the first part of the drawings task I asked the participants to 
draw how they imagine themselves in 20 years I expected that the analysis would reveal their 
internal positions- positions that are perceived by the children as part of themselves (e.g. I 
imagine myself as .... ). Similarly. when in the second and third part of the task I asked the 
16 Theoretically speaking, in this study. a voice talks "through" a position rather than "from" a 
position because emphasis is placed on the dynamic nature of the term "voice". 
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participants to draw how they think their mother and father respectively imagine them in 20 
years I expected that the analysis would reveal their external positions- positions that are 
perceived by the children as part of the environment (e.g. my motherlfather imagines me 
as ... ). In this study, my goal was not to analyse the participants' drawings through the 
analysis of signs such as the colour and the size of the drawings, which might have given 
important information regarding the participants' inner world and feelings. Rather my aim was 
to examine whether young people's' future projections of themselves- envisioned roles and 
expectations which they saw as available and desirable for themselves- would reveal the 
cultural values of the context in which they lived (Todoulou-Polemi, 1985) as well as to 
understand the interaction of their internal and external positions which are both part of the 
self and engaged in bi-directional transactions. I argue that a discrepancy between their own 
expectations for themselves and the assumed expectations of others would be an indication 
of internal conflict in relation to their developing identities. 
In analysing the drawings I focused on the drawings themselves as visual products and the 
participants' descriptions of the context of their drawings which, as I will show in the analytical 
chapter (see chapter four), gave important insights both regarding the meaning of the 
drawings and the method itself. The drawings themselves and the description given by the 
drawers as well as the transcripts of the interviews contributed to the qualitative analysis of 
the drawings. 
3.5.3. Group process work 
For the analysis of the group process work activity I used the thematic sequence analysis, 17 
a technique developed at A.IA by Vasso Vassiliou and her associates (see Vassiliou and 
Vassiliou,1966; 1974; 1981; Todoulou-Polemi et aI., 1998) and has been used for over 40 
years at the Athenian Institute of Anthropos (A.I.A.) mainly in clinical research. The aim of this 
technique is to abstract the import of each story and arrange these imports in sequence. This 
technique offers to the researcher the opportunity to present the reality of the storytellers, to 
produce the 'imports' of young people's memories. 
More specifically, the import is the minimum description of the recollection, which preserves 
the essence of the recollection. Thus, by "import" we mean the storyteller's view rather than 
17 I was personally trained in this technique as a trainee in group therapy techniques at the 
A.I.A. 
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the researcher's interpretation or in other words, the recollection's "real" meaning. The only 
assumption that I made was that there is a sequence connecting the one memory with the 
other. Theoretical assumptions were not included during the abstraction of each story's 
imports but only at the later stage of further analysing the sequence of meanings that were 
revealed. 
Through the application of the Synallactic Collective Image Technique (S.C.I.T.) each pupil 
brought his/her own views regarding their school and each of them was in process with all the 
other participants, and the inter-relational character of this group technique had revealed the 
central collective theme, the Group Theme. Through their individual views, the group level of 
these children was revealed and the group itself was perceived as a process. 
Thus, the group theme emerged from pupils' spontaneous projections and the drawing that 
was chosen (through majority vote) was the one around which the discussion of each group 
unfolded, The analysis of this tool refers to the understanding of the transformation process 
of the drawing into the collective image or group theme, which started with the joint task of 
projections by the participants of the group and resulted in the emotional loading and 
cognitive structuring of the drawing, something that transformed the drawing into a collective 
image, the group theme. 
The first step of the analytical procedure was to identify the evolving thematic units revealed 
within pupils' projections on the drawing by producing the "imports", preserving the essence 
of the recollection. In many cases, the title and the reported emotions were included because 
they were also embedded within the recollection. The second step was to synthesize the 
thematic units and present the group theme. Finally, the implied meanings underlying the 
group theme as well as information about the larger social context in which the school is 
situated were revealed. 
The analytical process begins with chapter four where the young people's perspectives are 
discussed. Chapter five focuses on parents' and teachers' perspectives while chapter six 
brings together the findings of the previous two chapters and utilizes the findings of this study 
in order to revise the theoretical frameworks and propose models of cultural and academic 
identities' development in community schools. 
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Chapter four: Analysis and discussion of young persons' perspectives: exploring 
the dialogical arena of their developing identities 
u ••• there can be neither a first nor a last meaning; [anything 
that can be understood] always exists among other meanings 
as a link in the chain of meaning, which in its totality is the only 
thing that can be real." (M.M. Bakhtin, from 'Notes Made in 
1970-71'). 
4.1. Mapping the dialogical character of identities' development: analysis and 
discussion of the findings 
This analytical chapter commences with the exploration of the interview findings, then 
moves on to the young people's projected cultural identities by bringing together young 
peoples' interviews and drawings and finally discusses the findings of the group process 
method. 
4.2. Analysis of interviews 
As already mentioned in the previous chapter, the procedure that is used for the analysis 
of young people's interviews was developed on the basis of this study's theoretical 
framework, with the main aim to explore the dialogical arena of young persons' I-positions 
and the dialogical character of their identities' development. The findings were analysed 
in the following sequence: 
4.2.1. Young persons' I-positions in relation to their community school 
4.2.2. Young persons' I-positions in relation to the other stakeholders in their community 
school 
4.2.3. Young persons' 1- pOSitions of being ethnic minority students in their school 
contexts 
4.2.4. Young persons' I-positions of being of an ethnic minority background within their 

cultural communities 
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4.2.1. Young persons' I-positions in relation to their community school 
As was mentioned in chapter two, formal education was seen as "an act of purposeful 
social distancing of children 'from their background collective-cultural contexts" (Valsiner, 
2000a, p.256). As is evident from the following findings community education is oriented 
towards the young persons' development of their personal-cultural identities in 
accordance with the expectations of their minority community. In this section, the aim is to 
explore an internal position of these young persons - "I as a student"- and its relation to 
their external position - "my community school" -and identify the other I-positions that are 
related to this positioning and promote understanding of the important processes that 
take place within the arena of dialogue of those I-positions. 
At the beginning of the presentation of the findings for each school two brief accounts 
describing a typical day in their community school are given with the aim to set the 
context for each school. 
4.2.1.a. Pakistani school 
"... go in the morning, get to school, sit in the assembly room for 10-12 minutes 
... urn ....go upstairs to the classroom, get set up [ ... ] the teacher tell us 
instructions and the first lesson is Islamic Studies, then we do our stuff and 
then we write up our homework and we pack up and then we have a break but 
we stay in the same room and then, the next session we have it's Arabic ... and 
then ... also a bit of reading and then translation and then .... then we have 
another break and then we stay there for our last lesson which is Urdu and 
then we just stay there and learn and then after that we get upstairs and then 
make our Urdu and then do our prayers ... " (Azra) 
"I just go to the school in the morning and then I'd go ... urn... my first lesson 
would be... would be... urn ... Arabic and there, we justlike read, get home-work 
that we have to learn, maybe a Sura something which is a verse from the 
Our'an, our Holy Book [ ... ] then I'd have Islamic Studies and we'd learn about 
the background of our religion like what people do in different countries [ ... ] 
and then it'd be Urdu which helps us to speak the language [ ... ] I don't know 
Urdu... l'm ... cause I wasn't born there and I wasn't brought up there so I don't 
know much Urdu, I mainly know English ... (Nahid)n 
All of the participants talked through their I-positions of being students in their community 
school which were linked to a multiplicity of other I-positions which as shown in the 
following figure created the following main voices: 
(a) The competent Muslim 
(b) The academic student 
(c) The mother tongue speaker 
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Figure 12. I-positions and voices of being a student in my Pakistani school 
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The competent Muslim 
As will be seen, for these young persons the voice of being a competent Muslim emerged 
as a powerful voice. This voice was created through the I-positions of those young 
persons "I as a Muslim" and created the following sub-voices: 
(a) Community school as a place which offers a sense of belonging and of minority 
identity 
What participants had to say on the impact of their attendance at the community school 
on constructing and empowering their minority cultural identity is illustrated in the 
following table: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Jehan 	 (a) 
1= and, if you look back. could you please tell me about your 'first 
experiences. when you were younger, in X. schooL .. you've been there for 
10 years ... ? 
P= .... um ... yeah ... my first experiences there .... is ... because I remember 
being surrounded by so many Muslims it's kind of ... yeah ... like a little gang 
and little [ ... ] need to be part of and then ... yeah ... [italics added] 
(b) 

1= can you imagine how your life would be if you had never been there? 

P= ... um ... 1 guess I wouldn't be quite involved in the society, what's 

happening in the Muslim society may be ... because we have discussions 

with other children and stuff and it really helped. 

Arub 	 1= why it's important for you to go that school? 
P=it helps me learn, it helps me learn about my religion ... err ... it's 
just... everybody is around are all Muslims 50... 1 don't know ... 1 don't 
know ... 
Fareeda 	 I=... okay ... so what does it mean for you to attend this school? 

P= ... um ... learn more about Islam ... um ... learn to read Arabic ... 

Fahim 	 (a) 
I=and what to you expect to achieve by going to the X. school? 
P= ... um ... expect to come out with like a sound understanding of 
... of... my religion and be able to speak Urdu as well ... and it's the same for 
like qualifications and all... 
(b) 

P= ... umm... it gives me like a .. .. I'm sort like a sense of identity maybe .... 

1= sense of identity .... how you would define that...umm ... in which terms, 

identity? 

P=okay, like a religious and cultural identity ... umm ... probably ... 

umm ... and also gives me like a place where I can go if I have any 

questions or stuff like that, I can get some answered ... 

1= what kind of questions? 

1 I=interviewer and P=participant 
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p- Iike ... 1 don't know... religious questions something like that ... and 
importantly give me like I learn about my religion and culture [italics added] 
Nahid (a) 
1= Can you ... can you imagine how your life would be if you've never been 
in the school? 
P= I think it would be ... cause I wouldn't know of many Muslims, what I like 
about X. [name of school] is this ... those of like, Muslims, they're all from 
different backgrounds and we can all like say what it feels like to be like 
outwards like in countries with no many Muslims and I like that because I 
always look forward to Saturdays thinking that there'll be other Muslims 
you know, I could like... think that I can learn ... Iearn bit amongst 
Muslims ... so I think ... it wouldn't be that [ ... ] 
(b) 
What do you think are the three most important things that the X. school 
offers to you? 
P=umm ... 
I=what you will choose to say? 
P= Urn '" the fact that I can learn something is very important and also 
there's one ... 
1= Learn what? 
p= Umm, learn ... learn about my religion, yeah ... that's important. There's 
the fact that they [ ... ] like show, like, other Muslims as well in that, 
because there are so many kids there and then you think that you're not 
that the only one, alone, you just feel a bit more like, you have someone to 
talk to .... so, I think the fact that there's other kids there as well, it's quite 
important.. ... if ' ... I'd rather be like, [. . .] 'won't be a ... 1 would think as 
being a bit weird like ... no other like you in there and then I think the other 
thing is that you have, so many like people to turn to when you go 
there ... because there's so ... like many teachers ... [ ... ] 
As seen above, for Jehan community school was perceived as a place which offers her 
the opportunity to be part of and involved with a community of other Muslim young 
persons. In a similar vein, Fareeda, Arub and Fahim emphasised the importance of their 
community school as a place where they can learn about their religion whereas Fahim, 
specifically, further expanded this sense of belonging by representing his community 
school as a place which offers him a sense of religious and minority cultural identity. 
Finally, for Nahid, her community school was perceived as a place that offers her the 
opportunity to learn and share common experiences and feelings with other young 
Muslims who are coming from different backgrounds but are all in the same position, that 
of being members of a minority group. She explained in her second extract that it is this 
sense of belonging to a community that helps her not to feel alone and weird. In the same 
line of argument, three young persons approached the subject of belonging to a religious 
community through their representations of their community school as a place which 
offers them the "space" for sharing their religious practices with other Muslims. 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
Nahid 	 \=If you try to recall, what was a day or moment in the X. school that you 
will never forget? 
p= I think ... it was on... not the Eid party that we had this year, the Eid party 
that we had last year and we [ ... ] covering my face with this hairspray, 
blue one, and it was at the end of the party when in the toilets we dyed the 
ends of our hair and then we went to the party and it was funny cause we 
had blue hairs (laugh) we looked so funny ... 
Fahim 	 I=So, again if you try to remember, what was a day or moment in this 
school that you will never forget? I know there must be many, choose the 
most important for you ... the first that comes to your mind ... 
P=I'm not sure ... umm... [pause]1 don't have a specific moment in my mind 
[ .... ] like celebrations of Eid sort of parties and something, they're quite 
enjoyable, it's like with my friends and stuff there're just. .. umm ... 
I=why it is important for you? What does it mean for you to attend the 
celebrations in the school, the Eid celebrations ... ? 
P= ... umm ... sort of like ... umm ... it's like... umm ... they gives ... it's like 
something that you don't celebrate normally in life or in .. .it's like in 
England, it's normally spent with your family, so it's something different to 
spent with other people that are alike .. . that you don't like personally know, 
but in the school [ ... ] people I've been met a few times, it's like ... it's quite 
different... it's normally like when you spent Eid, it's like with close family or 
with close friends so when we have our Islamic school... um ... party it's 
like ... um ... .it's like ... it's like .. .it's a bit... it's like that sort of feels like actual 
holiday rather than it's like a really just a festival... [italics added] 
Zafar 	 1= umm ... and now, if you try to remember what was a day or moment in 
this school that you will never forget? There're must be many ... 
[ ... J 
P= when it was Eid ... 

1= Eid? 

P= yeah ... [ ... ] well, we've started having our ... some subjects and after 

that we had a break and had a party and... yeah ... and they're all the 

mothers and fathers of different kids so it. .. at the celebration. 

1=1 see ... 1 see ... so why for you... you know, you mentioned a festival, 

right? Eid is a celebration, why it is important for you? 

P=well, usually we ... when we have an Islamic festival, we use just 

celebrate it at home but this festival I celebrated it with different kind 

of... other .... you know, with other students and kids ... 

As seen above, in the first extract, Nahid described the rituals during an Eid celebration in 
her community school whereas for Fahim and Zafar, the community school was identified 
as a place where they have the opportunity to extend their religious practices from the 
family context to the school context. 
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These extracts speak of the importance for these young people of their community school 
as a place where they can learn about their minority culture and gain an understanding of 
their own minority cultural identity. It seems that these young people construct their 
minority cultural identity through participation in the school's religious practices and 
celebrations, and socialization with other members of the similar background. Through 
these mediums the young people talked about constructing a more solid religious and 
minority cultural identity. 
(b) Community school as a place which guides one's way of life in accordance with 
religious values 
For Azra, community school was perceived as a place which, in addition to providing 
academic qualifications, influences her towards a correct way of living. In her own words: 
I=and what to you expect to achieve by going to the X. school? 
P= ... urn.... well, I expect to learn more about my religion, have more experience, 
meet the people that I should be like ... good influence and I should be more focused 
on my religion and on my duties and maybe do a couple of A-levels or GCSE's on 
like Islamic Studies or stuff so it's good on my CV and also having the experience of 
an extra activity, go good on your. .. like school boards or CV's and stuff so that's 
about it. .. [italics added] 
In the following example, Azra further explained how her community school guides her 
towards a correct way of life in accordance with her religious values in contrast to her 
mainstream school context: 
I=So, what do you enjoy more in the school? 
P=okay ... um ... 1 enjoy learning, the experience, the .... it was have lots of school trips 
and you get to enjoy yourselves and it's... in breaks there's ... there's a lot of the 
social side [ ... ]1 said lots before and also ... I'm ... what helps me a lot is studies and 
helps my way of life to be correct and help, influences me in the correct way because 
sometimes English schools can be quite bad influences and stuff and... [ ... J 
The following three examples provided interesting insights into the ways in which the 
community school was perceived as guiding young people's identity formation through 
social activism and religious values and influencing their way of life as well as the kind of 
persons or citizens they became in the wider society: 
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Bibi 	 1= can you imagine how your life would be if you had never been there? 
P= ... umm ... 1 don't think I would be as in__... I wouldn't have that much 
contact with Muslims so I might just be a bit ignorant of what other people 
thought as well and, and also, it's also that [ ... ]like they do a lot of charity 
stuff and they have fund days and stuff so I'd have missed that and a lot 
of that and so I wouldn't be, you know, sociable in that sort of aspect with 
other Muslims and yeah I wouldn't have learned as much about my 
religion as I would have some ... might be ignorant in that aspect as 
welL .. and that could let to problems though ... 
Zafar 	 1= so if you try to remember now, could you tell me a moment at the X. 
schooL .. ah... that you have achieved something important for you? What 
ever is important for you? 
P= oh! ... It was during the Tsunami, that's it .... and everyone had to go 
home and raise money and... 1 went home and raised quite a lot of... that 
was just. .. that was a good memory for me... cause it shows ... how I can 
achieve goals and stuff ... 
1= so the school organised a kind offundraising ... ? 
P= Yeah ... so we all raised the money and they'd get the money and sent it 
to the ... sent it to somewhere ... (smiling) 
1= so, how did you feel .... ? 
P= I was quite happy doing that. .. cause doing charity work is my 
re/igion. .. and ... it shows that I can actually work with charities ... and for 
future ... for future jobs or just community work I can .... 1 would find it quite 
easy ... to do that [italics added] 
Nahid 	 1= so, if you try to remember, could you tell me a moment in this school 
that you have achieved something important for you? You just said that 
you have achieved some things, you know at the school ... but could you 
tell something important that you have achieved? 
P=I think I have achieved for a start, the 5 Pillars in our religion because 
we have 5 Pillars...1 think is that... what I've achieved is that... that with 
them I've learnt more about it because before I knew what the 5 Pillars 
were ... I knew what the 5 Pillars were but we're not quite ... I've learnt like 
when it says you have to give into charity, I've learned like what we need 
to give to charity, why we need to give it, and how we should do it and 
what's the purpose and stuff so I think I've learnt more in-depth. 
1= and how did you feel then when you have achieved that? 
P= happy .... 1 felt happy ... 
I=Now you're telling me about this? How do you feel now? 
P= I feel quite happy ... l feel quite proud that I've been going there, you 
know ... 
These extracts speak of the importance for these young people of being students in a 
school setting which offers them guidance towards a way of life which is in accordance 
with the religious values of their minority cultural community. 
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(c) Community school as a place which empowers minority identity in the mainstream 
school 
What participants had to sayan the impact of their attendance at the community school 
on their performance in mainstream school is illustrated in the following table: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Jehan 	 I=Do you think that your partiCipation in the X. school affected in any way 
your performance in your mainstream school? 
p= ... umm ... yeah, I mean when you're younger you get all these peer 
pressure from ... you ... from ... "do this, do that", I think X. [name of the 
school] made me strong at saying "No, I don't want to do that, ifs against 
my religion and I won't do itfl so it made me kind of more focused on what I 
was doing ... yeah, it was good to have that. .. the background ... 
Nahid 	 1= so, do you think that the fact that you are going to X. school affected in 
any way your performance in your mainstream school? 
P= I think because before I thought like ... cause I didn't know many 
Muslims and a lot of things, I thought they're like [ ... Jprobably about 5 in 
X. [town] (whispering) I know ... 1 knew my relatives and stuff [ ... Jbecause 
I've gone there [community school] and I've seen more Muslims and I've 
heard about all these things you know, it's made me a lot more confident 
in school, just made me feel like I can like say, if someone says something 
like racist or something like that I can say, well "why are you saying that? 
it's like ... is mean { ... ] that these people [live] in this country as well so 
Britain is a country for everyone' feel more confident and stuff ... the stuff I 
said ... 
Azra 	 I=Do you think that your partiCipation in the X. school affected in any way 
your performance in your English school? 
P=um .... yeah it does helped it... balances out because 
[Interruption by someone] 
P=anyway ... sorry what was the question again ... ? 
1= okay .... 
P=oh yeah, yeah I remembered I think .... 1 think it helps to balance out 
because our. .. my religion is ... is a way of life that we believe that we have 
set out and be a good example but not get too carried away in your actions 
and in bad teams so I think it helps me understand more but if you want to 
go for questions you have just ask them and they can explain and they tell 
you with the right way ... 
When the young persons above were asked if they thought that their participation in their 
community school affected in any way their performance in their mainstream school they 
focused on the contribution of their community school in empowering their minority 
identity by making them more resistant to bad influences which are against their religious 
beliefs and reinforcing their confidence in order to combat racism. 
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To sum up, the voice of the competent Muslim, as was expressed by the young people in 
the extracts presented in this section, indicates the impact of their community school on 
developing 	 their minority cultural identity. The young people valued the role the 
community school played in helping them to become competent Muslims by empowering 
the religious aspect of their minority cultural identity both within their minority and majority 
communities. 
The academic student 
As will be seen, another important voice that was created through the young persons' 
positioning as students in their community school was that of being an academic student. 
This time the young persons talked through their I-positions of being learners in their 
community school and this positioning created the following sub-voices: 
(a) Developing skills useful for work and higher education 
What participants had to sayan the impact of their attendance at the community school 
on developing skill useful for their future education and career is illustrated in the 
following table: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Jehan 	 1= and what does it mean for you to attend the X. school? 
p= ... umm ... well, since I [ .... j going to university, it's an extra qualification 
I could getfrom there [ .... j in Urdu which is a good point... 
1= so you've got... have you already got this .... ? 
P= no ... we're [ ... j doing our GCSE's .... so it maybe something extra can 
put on my UCAS and ... um... it's also somewhere I can have a number of 
good friends, just Muslim good friends I can talk to and talk about religion 
and stuff that are happening around at the moment in society ... 
Zafar 	 1= you mentioned before that you wanted to learn to speak Urdu ... right? 
So I'll ask you what does it means to you to learn Urdu. Why do you want 
to learn Urdu? 
[ ... j 
P= I've been speaking ... I've been speaking as I was ... since I was 2, 
3 ... because I used to speak it at home with my mum, my grandparents, 
my dad ... and ... umm ... now that I've grown older. .. umm ... l have a more of 
a need to know your own mother tongue and now it's just come to a 
GCSE, kind of stage .... and I want to take that subject or as a 
GCSE. .... and if I ... umm ... can study that subject more it'll be lot easier ... 
1= ok, so, apart from the GCSE which is very important, why do you think 
learning the mother tongue ... so, what are the reasons ... I mean? 
P= Oh, if you learn your mother tongue or learn another language, it's ... it's 
quite good cause you get extra, kind of skills ... and ... umm ... .if you ... if you 
ever write a ... if you ever write a kind of document or CV or anything about 
yourself, you can mention that you know a couple of languages ... know 
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your language ... know your mother tongue. 
Bibi 	 1=ln order to sum up our discussion about your school, what do you think 
are the three most important things that the X. school offers to you? 
P= ... um... 1 think it offers me the opportunity to do things outside the 
school which I normally wouldn't be able to do, like the hold charity 
fundraising things and I wouldn't usually be able to do in mainstream 
school but they help me, like with the University application I could write 
that on my personal statement 'I do this as part of my community 
education' and also the whole social meet and you make friends with 
people, you meet all kind of people, it's not just people in the school and 
have functions and things so you meet people outside the school as well 
and making new friends and whatever, talk to if you have problems and 
things and it's also just the whole spirit that's there because they give you 
qualifications but then you're also there as ... about friends, people ... tell 
and laughing ... so yeah ... these are the 3 things ... [italics added] 
As seen above, Jehan referred to her community school as a place where she can meet 
other Muslims and talk about their religion and about SOciety at large. At the same time by 
learning Urdu she is gaining an extra qualification useful for her higher education. In a 
similar vein, Zafar perceived his learning of Urdu as an important qualification for his 
GCSE exams as well as a qualification for later work opportunities. Finally, Bibi 
highlighted the importance of her community school as helping her develop skills that 
would be useful for work and higher education and offering her a space for developing 
new social relationships. 
(b) The student who uses time well 
What participants had to say on the impact of their attendance at the community school 
on developing into industrious young people is illustrated in the following table: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Zafar 	 (a) 
1= so, from a very young age ... umm ... you ... you know, you had this kind of 
community education, can you imagine your life if you've never been, you 
know, in these kind of schools, centres or. .. 
P= ... um... it's ... it's hard to explain ... 
I=you are 15 now ... 1 mean ... can you? 
P=if I've never attended these schools then I'd probably just sitting at 
home playing and having fun, enjoying myself but take life seriously, take 
more part, discussions and chats and stuff. 
I=do you think that this school in a way influence you to take life more 
seriously? 

P=(nods positively) 

I=(nods positively) 

P=plus, on a Saturday which is... which I QO to my school, I used to iust sit 
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around the house ... also leave or... you know, if I'll going to the school 
then I'm ... gives me more time to do stuff and ... [italiCS added] 
(b) 
1= Yeah, you told me quite a lot before about X. school and what it offers 
to you ... just asking in a way to summarise ... what do you think from all 
those discussion are the 3 most important. .. . 
p= yeah ... yeah ... itjust gives young students an opportunity to learn more 
about their own culture and their own religion ... their own ethnic 
... ethnic ... (pause) ... ethnicitv! ... origin ... about where they're from and 
.....yeah ... that's one of them ... the other ... the other opportunity is 
that.. . .it's gives students more time .. . more time ... in like .... umm ... how 
should I say it...uh ... well yeah .... umm .. .instead of students and kids 
wasting their time ..... it gives them an opportunity to not waste their time 
and do something ... yeah ... something good .. .peaceful ... [italics added] 
(c) 
1= that's very good .... you gave me an example which is very clear 
... and ... umm... SO what do you enjoy more in X. school? 
P= Well, I enjoy meeting people ... 1 enjoy ... spending my.... spending time 
on something useful, rather not useful, so I usualJy wake up at about 11 
o'clock on Saturday ... and usually ... now we wake up at 10 o'clock to go to 
school and ... umm... well, that's it... 
Azra 	 1= okay ... all right then so, what does it mean for you to attend this school? 
p= well, is hard, is so hard and [ ... ] secondary school and we have lot of 
homework and we also get extra homework from there so ... but also 
means quite a lot to me because it's an extra activity that I enjoy because I 
get to meet my friends, have a bit offun, learn stuff that I didn't know, I 
have to learn something about my religion, learn stuff that interests me 
and it's quite fun and it's enjoyable even though is quite hard to get up in 
the morning .. .(laughs) but. . .it's quite fun. 
1= and can you imagine how your life would be if you had never been 
there? 
P=I think I had ... I'd be very lazy if I weren't... if I didn't go there because I 
find it quite hard to get up and I think that I wouldn't really have much of a 
social life out school as I wouldn't be able to meet some of my friends 
and ... um... I think Saturdays would be a waste of time but I think I may be 
a little bit more organised because I have the Saturday free and have 
more time for fun and stuff ... and that's about it [italics added] 
As is evident in the above extracts these young persons described their community 
school as a socioeducational institution that offers them the opportunity to develop as 
persons who don't spend their Saturdays doing nothing or being lazy but rather are 
engaged in 	purposeful activities and are developing into industrious young persons who 
will do something useful with their life. 
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(c) Developing skills useful for mainstream school 
In the following extracts the young people talked about the impact of their attendance at 
the community school on developing skills useful for mainstream school: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Zafar 	 I=Do you think the fact that you are attending the X. school affected in any 
way your performance in your mainstream school? 
P= Yeah !. .. umm ... 
1= Could you tell me in which ways you think ... ? 
P= WelL .. umm ... since I've been going to my X. School... I've been taking 
part in discussions and '" umm... we've been answering essay type 
questions ... to GCSE books .... those same GCSE books we study them in 
our ... umm .. . 
I=mainstream? 
P=yeah ... in our grammar schooL ... that's ... that's I found it more ... 1 found 
that more easier for me .... cause I've answered the questions in my 
Saturday schooL .. which if I get a 'B' or 'c' grade in that, then I will want to 
improve on my .... my ... the next that I'll do ... essay ... 
Azra 	 1= practically, does it help you to improve in maths, English, science ... 
P= we don't ... we used to have that but... because we worked in year 6th 
and we worked practical entrance exams for our secondary schools so we 
did like verbal reading, get extra papers and it helped me a lot, extra work 
and tuition and that's how I've gone ... that's how I've gone to my school 
because I learned so much from that school when all teachers they really 
helped every single student and they brought them up a level and they 
gave extra papers and they put all the time effort in helping us and we 
were really glad that I got into my school that I wanted to, it was my first 
choice so I was quite happy about that. 
Jehan 	 1= and in terms of academic, let's say, improvement, do you think that your 
community school helped you ... to improve ... or? 
P= yeah ... um ... [ ... ] the teacher used to teach us English that helped with 
the English I was doing at. .. at school because around our exam times, 
GCSE's times especially actually helped you as about essay structures 
and reading .... 
1= your teacher in X. school? 
P=yeah, they ... they used to teach us English for a little while ... 
Nahid 	 1= But actually it helps you children ... you know pupils ... with your English, 
Maths, science ... have you ever attended such a class? 
P= Yeah, in umm ..... when we were ... when we're lower. .. in like ... in lower 
classes they helped us, you know, at the end of Year 6 when we have 
uh ... exams we're like [ ... ] doing SAT's ... they helped us... 1 did 
learn .... they used to give me maths sheets to do and English essays 
but. .. but they used to like say ... write an essay on about something to do 
with our religion, we could like ... we'd be learning stuff about [ ... ], bringing 
down papers [ ... j writing in English using alterations and stuff so they 
taught.. .. I did learn a bit of English in that and now I've gone up here, I 
don't learn that much, English and that stuff, as I get older I think they're 
gonna teach me more like about religious work for our GCSE and that 
stuff. ~.----~~~------------------------------------------------~ 
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1- How do you feel about that? 
P= I feel ... good 
1= Can you see that there is an impact on your ... ? 
P= Yeah ... like before when I... when I went to uh... like when I went there 
they used to teach me English about... . because when I went to do my 
exams the SAT's then .... when we were dOing our mocks and everything I 
remembered something that the teacher said like - "make it longer" - or ­
like, "don't focus on putting too much detail to one thing and give some 
time to finish that thing off" so I did work on that a lot and I did get quite a 
high[ ... ] 
Arub 	 I-Do you think that your participation in the X. school affected in any way 
your performance in your mainstream school? 
P= not really, just... I was in a language school, H. [school] is a language 
school, so it helped me with that... 
1= is it a language school? 
P= yeah ... 
1= so you are doing Urdu as well there? 
P= yeah ... I've been doing Urdu at the school so it helped me with that as 
well. .. 
1= and what about except languages, what about other subjects, maths, 
science, English? 
P= yeah ... with SAT's, when we had SAT's in year six they helped us with 
that so that really made a difference .. , 
1= it made a difference, you saw a difference, can you tell me about this 
difference? 
P= yeah ... they just ... it has helped because in the ... err. .. give us more 
practice and revision and stuff. 
Fahlm 	 I=Do you think that your participation in the X. school affected in any way 
your performance in your English, mainstream school? 
P=yeah, I think it's giving me more confidence ... umm ... it's giving 
me ... because .... you know like research say that bilingual students 
perform better than monolingual students so maybe .... 1 don't know ... it's 
giving me like a boost or something ... umm ... 
I=would you give me an example? 
P= what kind of? 
1= you know, you said "yes, I think that has positively affected my 
performance" ... 
P=yeah 
I=do you have an example? 
P=umm ... well, it's just generally given me more confidence ... um... some 
ski! ... like ... um... we do a lot of projects at school so it maybe 
it's ... helped ... I was given best project skills like at school [ .... ] course 
mainly .... um ... the organization skills ... um ... can't really name any specific 
examples like 'I was in school one day, and I did this and it helped in 
that' .... probably it's just generally helped me, that's it. 
As is evident in the above interview extracts, for these young persons their community 
school was perceived as an educational institution which helped them to develop study 
and organizational skills useful for the mainstream school by reinforcing their confidence 
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and helping them with their SAT's exams when they were younger and later on with their 
GCSE exams. 
(d) The student who has hopes and fears about hislher future education and career 
In the following extracts the young people talked about their hopes and fears about their 
future academic and professional development: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Fahim 	 (a) 
I just need to ... um ... get ... just get good A-levels results, do my A-levels 
and I' m taking a gap year, next year. .. [interviewer: so, right now you're 
dOing you A-Levels .. . ]P=yeah ... it's at my final year. .. [..]yeah, so I just 
need spend the next few months studying like 20 hours per day it's like 
a ... hopefully I gonna get A's and take on ... taking a gap year, next year so 
I'll go to Europe sort of do some travelling or maybe find a job, it's like 
[ ..... J someone to do, and then next year I'll be in University or year after I'll 
be in University [interviewer: what you wanna do?} I wanna go to the ... one 
of the London's Universities, studying Medicine ... 
(b) 

... my worst fear would be flop my A-levels and I don't get into 

University ... [ .. ] yeah ... f1op my A-level and I don't get into University, that 

would be quite bad, I'd probably stuck at home actually. 

Jehan 	 (a) 
.. , first of all [I hope] to pass my exams and the exams this year and go to 
a good university, get a good career like anybody wants ... yeah ... [ ... ] give 
some back to society ... yeah ... 
(b) 

[I am afraid of] failing, not get into a good university, being in a career that 

I wouldn't be enjoying and being stuck in the around world I wouldn't be 

able to move anymore ... 

Zafar 	 (a) 
Oh, I just hope that I do well at my exams and studies ... 1 hope to pay more 
attention in class ... umm .... give my full attention in my homework and 
... class .... you know .... give my best to get the work done to get the work 
over and done ... 
(b) 

Oh, my worries are ... my worries are ... .for me to find I do bad in my 

exams ... I worry about my future ... of [ ... J happened .... I worry about my 

parents who ... [ ... ] hope for me ... and yeah ... 

Arub 	 I like, I might like to work with languages or computers ... I don't know ... 
Nahid 	 (a) 
I hope to like ... take a GCSE in Islamic stUdies [ ... ] and from there I think 
I'd like to be like ... I hope to be a teacher then, one day, hopefully, so I'd 
be... like teach there [community school] '" . like once I've done my 
GCSE's I'm gonna try and .... .I'm gonna do [ ... ]my GCSE's and then try 
and get another job but I'd also like to be a teacher there to teach other 
kids because of what I know [ ... ] knows this much now it'd be a bit like, a 
shame cause there'd be no one else there to teach me, so I think, I'd be 
happy to like go there, and work there and teach other children. like, what 
they taught me. So I think, that's really what I hope. 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
(b) 
Umm .... I think maybe [I am afraid of] failing GCSE's but if I do then I'll 
probably go back for [ ... ] and I'll learn. And I think ... I haven't so much 
worries (laugh). 
Azra 	 (a) 

... 1 feel that I would probably carry on in 6 form in my school, if not, go to 

college and then go to University but I don't ... people say that "you should 

go into Medicine' and stuff but I feel that it's not the job for me cause, I do 

like looking after people and stuff but I just think that it's too much hard 

work and as a woman you not meant to do too much hard work because 

you're meant to bring up your children, bring up the household and I think 

that it's not very good life style to be in, because you'll be like up twenty-

four seven [24/7]and I think that my future would be good as if you have a 

home business maybe or something, brought up a good business and a 

University ... and ... when I go University I think it would be quite hard to 

con_...to do the work and concentrate but also be easy because you'd 

be living there and I'll pick out... I find it more easy to concentrate if I was 

far away from home ... 

(b) 
umm ... to ... well, I feel that maybe [I am afraid to] do bad in future, do like 
teenagers, they get a bit moody and they get out their work and I have ... I 
have a bad feeling that that's gonna happen, and I'm gonna ... um ... my 
exam results aren't gonna be as good as they could have been and that I'll 
do my ... I will be disturbed from my studies and I won't be able to get a 
good future and a good job but I also feel that if I just put my mind to on "I 
can do it' [ ... J to my own special time so my worries .... my main worries is 
ruining my future in the years that I am young and vulnerable. 
Fareeda 	 umm ... that.. .. um... [pause1... um... 1 hope [t01 read and write Urdu properly 
and speak it and read the Qur'an and finish it and that's it. 
Bibi 	 ... umm ... well hopefully I'll be a very good student (laughs), I'll be able to 
get my work and be able to do it [ ... J wherever, you know, like more 
students wishes and also ... but at the same time not being too serious of 
that work, because there're some people who just work, work, work, all the 
time so it's like interact with people while you're doing your work so it's like 
you get a healthy balance of work and fun (laugh) 
As is evident above, the hopes of these young persons revealed a respect in higher 
education with realistic planning. For Fahim the choice of a high profile profession such 
as medicine is accompanied by his value of exploring and investigating through traveling 
and also by his value of getting a job. Arub wanted to be trained in modern skills such as 
computer and languages whereas Jehan's hope of getting a higher education is 
accompanied by her value to give something back to the society. In a similar vein, Azra 
and Bibi expressed their hopes of finding a way to balance student/professional life and 
their commitments to others, family and friends. Two more young persons, Nahid and 
Fareeda projected themselves to their future through their community education and 
Nahid specifically saw her community education as an opportunity to be useful to her 
minority community. Finally the participants in this group revealed fears related to a 
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failure in their exams for higher education something that was perceived as resulting for 
them to stuck at their homes or as Azra said to ruin her future in the years she is young 
and vulnerable. 
To sum up, the young people valued the role the community school played in helping 
them to empower their academic identities. As the extracts in this section indicate, the 
community school offers to these young people the opportunity to construct a strong 
academic identity through obtaining extra qualifications useful for their future education 
and career and helping them develop into useful and industrious young people who look 
forward to an anticipated successful professional development. 
The mother tongue speaker 
As will be seen, for these young persons the voice of being a mother tongue speaker 
emerged as a very important voice. This voice was created through the I-positions of 
those young persons "I as a learner of my mother tongue" and created the following sub­
voices: 
(a) Mother tongue as a facilitator of intracommunity and intrafamily communication 
The following table illustrates the participants' representations of the learning of their 
mother tongue as an important medium through which relations with their family and 
minority community were facilitated: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Bibi 	 (a) 
I=so what does it mean to you to learn Urdu? 
p= ... um ... it's just means that I can ... .my dad reads Urdu newspapers 
and it's like so if he's talking about something I can understand or when 
we went to Pakistan and had some friends with my mum we spoke Urdu 
because they did in that part ofPakistan so it was like I can go and 
understand what they're saying and also it's just good to have a second 
language because I don't have like French and German like, you know, 
most of other people do when they done their GCSE's so it was just learn 
another language as well [italics added] 
(b) 
p= [ .... ] we have a grandmother who is in B. [town] and she comes to visit 
and you know sometimes she finds it difficult to, you know, go to the 
doctor and stuff so it's just, you know, translator or something so you 
know, it can help from that level as well, for instance, like you know going 
to the shops and something helpful ... 
1= how to you feel when you translate for your grandmother? 
p= '" um ... 1 don't know, I suppose it makes me ... 1 think it makes me so 
defensive actually, like I [baby]sitting the grandmother. .. she can't speak a 
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Student 
Zafar 
Nahid 
Arub 
Fareeda 
Jehan 
Fahim 
Interview extracts 
bit properly so... [ ... ] [italics added] 
1= So it's important for what? I'm asking again [laughs] about Urdu? 

P= umm ... 

1= Apart from the academics ... 

P= For me ... for me, it's important...because I can speak to my 

cousins ... or relatives in Urdu ... they might know ... they might not know 

English and they might know Urdu and they won't quite understand .... my 

plans ... if I can learn Urdu I can speak to them in a proper manner ... 

1= Yeah ...but you are leaming ... so what does it mean for you to speak at 

least 2 languages? 

P= I think I like it a lot because my grandparents usually speak Urdu, as 

well and then when I go to Pakistan, we're looking ... um... we should be, 

you know ... we can go next year as well and when I went when I was 7 I 

didn't know anything you know, felt [ ..] left out cause everyone else was 

talking this language I felt like I don't know anything they're saying ... so I 

think it's like ... [ ... ] to like say if I went there next time then I can 

understand everything they're saying and I can communicate ...that I think 

will be good. 

1= why? What does it mean to you to learn Urdu? 

P=... err. .. well, before I couldn't really read or write and now that I can, I 

feel more happy and it's easier for me....so... yeah ... 

I=why? Why do you feel so happy .... ? (laughs) I know I'm asking you ... 

P= Oh ... (laughs) ... 1 don't know ... because is my home language and my 

mum speaks it so.... it helps to ... and it gets my grandparents happy also ... 

1= if I'll tell you in a different way ... do you want to learn Urdu? 

P= yeah 

1= why? 

P=because ... my whole family speaks Urdu at home and ... so like when 

you ... write to someone ... 

I=so what does it mean to you to Jearn Urdu? 

P=.... urn ... well .... we speak Punjabi at home but I'm writing letters, for 

instance, to Urdu because at the holiday we've made friends and my 

cousins again so it's nice to write to them and... and interact with them in 

that level ... [ ... ] 

1= what does it mean to you, you know ... for you ... [to speak two or three 

languages]? 

P=... umm ... say when we have learned Urdu, for example, then I can feel 

that when I go home in Pakistan or something or I'll see family then I'll feel 

comfortably, like so ... speak to other people and ... so now we get more 

intimate ... 

I=what did you say? 

P=get more intimate thing I think is important ...... then it's like .....is my 

Iike ... umm .... what's you call it, it's like where we're from Originally so it 

could be quite embarrassing if couldn't speak the language [...] 

1= do you have relatives in Pakistan? 

P=... umm ... yeah... but lot... most of my family is here ... so probably in the 

future I... probably I only go there for good only [italics added} 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
Azra 	 I=so, what does it mean to you to learn Urdu? 
p= well, I' m not really bothered about that because I don't even know 
hardly anything myself and it doesn't really mean much to me because I'm 
not reaJ/y bothered cause J don't really go ... I don't really Jive in Pakistan 
where you need to know it, I just five in England ... main subjects I do by 
now is German, French and English, I'm just concentrating on them 
because I don't think that Urdu will help me in my life now at all; it maybe 
where I could learn it a little bit but I don't think we should be concentrated 
on them as the German and the French and the English also [ ... ] like my 
GCSE's and A-levels and then I think will really help me but also can help 
me in the social side so you can mix more with your community and your 
races and all these kind ofpeople ... [ ... ] 
As seen above, for these young persons, mother tongue was perceived as an important 
facilitator of intracommunity and intrafamily communication. To begin with, for Bibi, in 
addition to providing an extra qualification, the learning of Urdu offers her the opportunity 
to enhance her communication with her family members and friends in Pakistan whereas 
as seen in extract b, when Bibi talked through her position of being both an English and 
Urdu speaker, she described her feelings when she was taking the position of being a 
translator for her grandmother- a very important role, that of facilitating her grandmother's 
life in England, something that makes her defensive because she is taking an unusual 
adult role for her age. For Zafar, learning Urdu is important because he can be 
understood by his relatives whereas for Nahid the learning of her mother tongue is 
important because it enhances her communication with family members and it contributes 
to feeling involved in the community when she visits Pakistan. In a similar vein, Arub 
shared the above mentioned perceptions and also described how the learning of her 
mother tongue makes her family happy whereas for Fareeda also, the learning of her 
mother tongue is important because it is the language used by her family. In a similar 
way, Jehan considered the learning of Urdu as an important facilitator for her interaction 
with relatives and new friends in Pakistan. For Fahim the learning of his mother tongue 
enhances intimacy between members of the same minority community and family 
members overseas, and the lack of it is considered an embarrassing thing because 
language is related to his ethnic background. Finally, in the last extract, Azra approached 
the voice of the mother tongue speaker through two different I-positions. When she talked 
through the position of a young person who lives in England and who is learning English 
and other European languages, the learning of her mother tongue becomes less 
important. However, when she talked through the position of belonging to her minority 
community, the learning of her mother tongue becomes important because it helps her to 
mix with the rest of her community. 
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(b) Mother tongue as a route to cultural understanding 
Fahim, in the following example, perceives his mother tongue as a route to cultural 
understanding of his background and thus personal cultural awareness. In his own words: 
I:::so, if I'll ask you what does it mean to you to learn Urdu? 
p::: okay ... what does it mean? (laugh) ... um ... personally, I think because I don't really 
speak Urdu at home or like both of my parents speak English so I don't have time to 
use them much but saying that, Urdu is not just a language, it's like a culture as 
well ... [ ... ] but also like the way it's talked it gives you a cultural understanding of 
Pakistan, I think that's important, to like know where you came from and what your 
culture is. 
To sum up, the voice of the competent Muslim was expressed through their I-position "I 
as a Muslim". These young persons highlighted the importance of their community school 
as a place where they felt that they belong to a community and they can learn about the 
religious aspect of their minority cultural identity as well as being influenced towards a 
correct way of life in accordance with their religious values, something that was perceived 
as particularly important within their mainstream school context. Moreover, the voice of 
the academic student was expressed through their 1- positions "I as a learner at my 
community school". These young persons highlighted the importance of their community 
school as a place where they can gain extra qualifications useful for higher education and 
work, develop skills that can be transferred to their mainstream school context and valued 
its contribution to help them develop into useful and industrious adults. Many of these 
young people have expressed hopes to succeed in both higher and community education 
whereas fears of failing in their exams for higher education were also voiced. Finally, the 
voice of the mother tongue speaker in the Pakistani school was expressed by these 
students through talking through their I-positions "I as a learner of my mother tongue". 
These young persons highlighted the importance of their mother tongue as a facilitator of 
their communication with family and community members and represented language 
symbolically as a route to cultural understanding of one's family's place of origin. 
I n the following section the findings of the young persons' I-positions in relation to their 
Greek community school are presented. 
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4.2.1.b. Greek school 
... we start with an assembly and some people go, some people don't 
(laugh) ... hmm ... and then, straight away we go to our lessons. In our 
lesson what we mostly do is translation and vocabulary and then we go 
to break, come back from break, do some more lesson and then some 
times we have an overall assembly for the whole school (Ellie) 
... we get here about 9:30, we go to assembly, then KOpio K. (Kirio K. 
=Mr. K.) [the head teacher] ... speaks a while about the events of the 
day and then we go to our classroom and we start our lesson, and it's 
only about 5 of us in our class so it's a small class and we've got an 
excellent teacher that's really understanding and he is very helpful and 
we do a lot of activities together, he is not so much personal work on 
your own and ... and it's not..we don't just speak about Greek school 
and the Greek syllabus, we speak about everyday life in general as 
well so it's helpful because our teacher, is a teacher at the English 
school as well, he is a math teacher so if we have any problems with 
maths' homework or something we can always take it to him as well 
.... (Thalia) 
All of the participants talked through their I-positions of being students in their community 
school which were linked to a multiplicity of other I-positions which as shown in the 
following figure created the following main voices: 
(a) The competent Greek 
(b) The academic student 
(c) The dissatisfied student 
(d) The mother tongue speaker 
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Figure 13. I-positions and voices of being a student in my Greek school 
I as a student in my 

community 
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The competent Greek 
As will be seen, for these young persons the voice of being a competent Greek emerged 
as a powerful voice. This voice was created through the I-positions of those young 
persons "I as a learner of my minority background" and created the following sub-voice: 
Community school as a place which offers a sense of belonging and of minority identity 
What participants had to sayan the impact of their attendance at the community school 
on constructing and empowering their minority cultural identity is illustrated in the 
following table: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Ellie 	 (a) 
I=and ... hmm ... If you try to recall, what was a day or moment in the Greek 
school that you will never forget? 
P= probably, my first dinner and dance when we had a dinner and dance 
and I had to do a Greek dance in front of all the parents ... [ ... ] 
I=could you please tell me about this? 
p= I don't know... 1 felt... 
1=... how you were feeling ... 
P= it made me feel more Greek ... more like .. .cos I live in England and 
most of my friends are English [ ... ] do a Greek dance in front of Greek 
people it made me feel more part of the community and it was fun to do 
stuff that they do in Cyprus. 
1= so ... danCing what it was ... 
P= it was a dancing in like ... jusLhmm... 
I=what does it mean for you to dance Greek ...you know dance? 
P= I don't know... hmm ... it's I don't know ... it's just one like ... my mum used 
to do it and my YlaYla (yiayia =grandmother in Greek) so it's just like I'm 
dOing it as well now ... [italics added] 
(b) 
I= ... and what does it mean for you to attend the Greek school? 
P= it makes me like not forget where I'm coming from ... like it makes me 
remember where I'm coming from and that I'm Greek and just because 
living in England it doesn't make me English cos I'm [ ... ]1 learn Greek and 
then when I go on holidays to see my family I can talk it more and it's 
just. ..just proves I'm Cypriot [italics added] 
(c) 
I=and, what do you think now, in order to sum up our discussion for the 
Greek school, what do you think are the three most important things that 
the Greek school offers to you? 
P= ... umm ... it offers children something to like, remember their 
background and where they're coming from and it offers other Greek 
students to like meet other Greek people as well so they just they got 
Greek friends like from the same background and also some ... socialize 
really with other Greek people as well. 
Stathis 	 I=what does it mean for you to attend this school? 
P=it's ... like means like / learn more about my culture, not just say I'm 
Greek and that's the end of it and plus it helps me to get another GCSE as 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
well but it's good, I like so found out more about where I am from and 
when I get there I'm Greek ... (smiling) [italics added] 
Stella 	 (a) 
I=so, if you look back, could you please tell me about your first 
experiences, you know, when you were younger, in the Greek school. .. ? 
P= oh ... 
I=you've been here since you were 4 .... 
P=yeah ... 1. .. 1 remember I never used to like coming to Greek school but 
when I was here it wasn't that bad ... it's like ... 1 used .... 1 used to enjoy 
break a lot (laugh) I used to look forward to break ..... 
1= this is a very common answer from most young people (laugh) .... 
P= (laugh) yeah ... 1 enjoyed it. .. 
1= as you were growing up... ? 
P=yeah ... it was... I enjoyed coming more because I've got to meet my 
.... see my friends and there is nice to meet similar .. .Greek people, the 
same sort of background ... spending time with them ... [italics added] 
(b) 
I= ... and if ... if I'll ask you now, what does it mean for you to attend the 

Greek school? 

P= it's ... it's sort of gives me an opportunity to mix with Greek people 

which probably wouldn't do as much if I didn't come here and I've learned 

a lot more about my history which I definitely wouldn't have learned and 

dancing and singing ... I really enjoying like the dancing ... 

I=why do you like dancing .... what does it mean to you? 

P=I don't know ... it's ... the whole Greek culture ... .it's just make me feel like 

... that I enjoy it... it's fun ... 

I=so when are you dancing how do you feel? 

P=I feel ... 1 feel good .. .is enjoyable like learning all the Greek ... it makes 

me feel more Greek (laugh) ... [italics added] 

Lydia 	 I= ... and what does it mean for you to attend the Greek school? 
P= umm ... it's quite nice because it means I can Jearn a bit more about my 
culture and like how to speak the languages of my ethnicity properly ... sort 
of.. . 
1= ... umm ... umm ... and can you imagine how your life would be if you had 
never been here? 
P=umm ... 1 probably wouldn't...umm .... 1 don't know because I don't have 
that many Greek friends at... so I probably WOUldn't know how other Greek 
girls or Greek boys [ ... ] umm ... yeah ... is more about getting to know 
people of the same culture as you rather than the actual language. 
1= and what do you expect to achieve by coming here? 
P= ... umm ... an A-level really sO... and yeah to be more involved in the 
community [italics added] 
Orestis 	 1= ... (nods positively) ... and can you imagine how your life would be if you 
had never been here? 
P= oh ... 1 don't know because I wouldn't be able to speak Greek, I wouldn't 
understand nobody in Cyprus.. .it. .. 1 would felt isolated when 1'/1 go on 
holiday, I wanna be able to communicate really. 
1= and what do you expect to achieve by coming here? 
P=umm ... get a good GCSE results, be able to speak to my families in 
Cyprus and Greece and just basically be Greek (smiling) ... {italics added] 
Thalia 	 (a) 
1= ... hmm ... hmm ... can you imagine how your life would be if you had 
never been here in the Greek school? 
P= yeah, I think it would be very difficult ... 
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Student Interview extracts 
I=can you imagine that? 
p= No, I don't think I can because it would just be so strange, I mean I 
wouldn't be able to speak Greek because ever since a baby, I was a baby 
my parents spoke to me in Greek, it was sort of my first language until 
I. .. until I started school but I mean, { WOUldn't feel as comfortable speaking 
Greek in front of people, I've been a bit embarrassed I think, I wouldn't be 
so near as confident as I am about being Greek, even I wouldn't feel like a 
true, Greek person really, because I couldn't speak the language properly 
so ... [italics added] 
(b) 
I= ... so what does it mean for you to attend the Greek school? 
P= umm, I think Greek school is quite, quite important to me because I've 
been here ever since I was a little girl and it's part of my life now, every 
week I come to Greek school and I learn new things, I meet new people 
and I think without it I definitely not being as knowledgeable and I wouldn't 
feel as comfortable when I go to Cyprus, speaking with my relatives 
because I have cousins that they don't speak English so I have to speak 
Greek to them otherwise I won't be able to speak to them and I think 
without Greek school this WOUldn't .... 1 WOUldn't have been able to do this 
so it's been a great help to me and plus it's giving me extra qualifications I 
can show to schools, in universities so I am glad about that as 
well. .. [italics added] 
As seen above, in the first extract, Ellie described how participating in school's cultural 
activities such as Greek dancing made her feel more Greek and part of the community 
and offered her the opportunity to continue cultural practices which are transmitted 
through generations. In the second extract, Ellie constructed her own personal meaning 
of being a student in the community school by referring to the school's contribution to the 
empowerment of her minority identity. For Ellie, being a student at the Greek school was 
perceived as a kind of proof of her Greekness whereas in extract c, Ellie referred to her 
community school as a place where she can socialize with other members of her minority 
community. In a similar line of argument, Stathis perceived his community school as a 
place where he can learn about his minority cultural background, gain an understanding 
of his own minority cultural identity and extend it to his background country. Similarly, 
Stella explained that her community school offers her the space to meet other young 
persons of the similar background and as is evident in her second extract she 
constructed her own personal meanings of what makes her feel Greek. According to her, 
her community school offers her the opportunity to mix with other people from the same 
background, learn about the history and culture of her community and through cultural 
activities such as dancing to approach the Greek aspect of her identity. For another 
young person, Lydia, the most important thing that her community school offered to her 
was the opportunity to be involved with her minority community whereas Orestis when he 
was asked to imagine how his life would have been if you he had never been in the 
Greek school, he mentioned "cultural isolation" from the other members of his minority 
community and he perceived his community school as a place which offers him the space 
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to be Greek. Finally, Thalia further explained this voice of belonging by referring to her 
community school as a socioeducational institution that offers her the confidence of being 
a Greek and as is evident in her second extract she perceived her community school as a 
means which, in addition to providing extra qualifications, makes her more 
knowledgeable about her minority community and confident of being a Greek. These 
extracts speak of the importance for these young people of their community school as a 
place where they can learn about their minority culture and gain an understanding of their 
own minority cultural identity. It seems that these young people empower the 
development of their minority cultural identity through participation in the school's cultural 
activities, socialization with other members of the similar background and learning of the 
mother tongue and of the history and culture of their parents' homelands. 
The academic stUdent 
As will be seen, another important voice that was created through the young persons' 
positioning as students in their community school was that of being an academic student. 
This time the young persons talked through their I-positions of being learners in their 
community school and this positioning created the following SUb-voices: 
(a) Developing skills useful for work and higher education 
What partiCipants had to say on the impact of their attendance at the community school 
on developing skill useful for their future education and career is illustrated in the 
following table: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Sotiris 	 1= so ... umm ... what do you enjoy more in the Greek school? 
P=what do you mean? what I. .. ? 
I=from, you know, from what is offered ... from the curriculum ... in the 
Greek school, what do you enjoy more? 
P=umm ... 1 enjoy ... I enjoy the teaching, the learning because I want to get 
good grades, get a good job ... 
Stella 	 1= and what do you expect to achieve by coming here? 
P=umm .... 1... sort of help me out because I'll have an extra GCSE and A-
level whether other people who don't attend Greek school will haven't and 
I'll have more knowledge about Greek history, about Greek dancing and 
singing ... 
Orestis 	 I=(nods positively) ... and what does it mean for you to attend the Greek 
school? 
P= umm ... 1 learn all like ... .! leam Greek which is what I wanna learn 
because I wanna know, I wanna be able to speak properly when I am 
older and that's gonna help me when I get my GCSE's and hopefully move 
on to A-levels, I can like use it for my advance to get a GCSE's, A-levels 
[...1towards work so I can work abroad ... [ ... ] 
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As seen in the above extracts, one of these young persons, Sotiris enjoyed the learning 
process in the school because he perceived it as a means towards academic and 
professional achievement. In a similar vein, Stella positioned herself in an advantageous 
situation in contrast to those persons who lack a community education in terms of 
academic achievement whereas Orestis perceived the learning of his mother tongue as a 
means that will be useful for higher education and work. 
(b) The student who achieves and expects achievement 
As seen in the following extracts, for these young people their community school was 
considered a place where they academically achieve and expect themselves to perform 
very well. 
Student Interview extracts 
Ellie 1= if you try again to remember, could you please tell me a moment at the 
Greek school that you have achieved something important for you? 
P= My GCSE's when I got A in all, I was really happy ... 
I=oh! Congratulations ... 
P= thank you! (laugh) 
[... ] 
I=and how did you feel then? 
P= I was... 1 was pleased with myself, I was happy that I can do that so ... 1 
don't know ... 1 was proud of myself ... 
l=and how do you feel now that you're remembering that? 
P=Happy! (laugh) 
Stella 	 I=and ... umm ... lf you try to recall, what was a day or moment in the Greek 
school that you will never forget? 
P= oh ..... !! 
1= if there are many ... . 
P=there is lot.. .. yeah .... . 
I=choose the most important... 
P=umm... probably after the GCSE's when all my friends we all came back 
to get our certificates [ ... ] we were all just really excited we've passed 
them and we've done very well. 
I=so, may I ask you which was your grade? 
P=A star (A*) (laugh) 
Sotiris 	 1= so, if you try to recall again, could you please tell me a moment at the 
Greek school that you have achieved something important for you? 
P= oh ... that before .. . 
I=you told me before .. . 
P=yeah ... that gain an A in my GCSEs and ... umm ... 1 don't know [ ... ] 
else ... umm ... 
l=and how did you feel then? 
P= how did I feel? 
I=can you remember the moment... ? 
P=/ felt...yeah ... very proud and I felt that ... very happy / got the 
A .. .probab/y ... mavbe I should have been able to done better again, 
maybe the A star but. .. yeah ... I don't want be [ ... ] or anything ... umm ... 
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yeah ...1 was really proud of that... 

I=and how do you feel now that you're remembering these moments, 

important moments ... ? 

p= I still feel proud [ ... ] okay, good A-level results as well so it's gonna be 

another moment to be proud...so ... and it makes me happy that my dad is 

proud of me as welf, which is good [italics added] 

Thalia 	 (a) 
1= and what do you expect to achieve by coming here? 
P= umm ... good grades (laugh) definitely, hopefully it will help me for 
qualities and stuff like that and I don't know, I mean the reason why I am 
here is because my parents have, you know, pushed me to come here, not 
because I don't want too but they said to me, you know, "Thalia, we want 
you to be in Greek school because we think it will help you" so by being 
here ... umm ... 1 definitely, you know, please my parents as well as me 
so ... it's a good thing (smiles) 
(b) 
1= and if you try again to remember, could you please tell me a moment at 
the Greek school that you have achieved something important for you? 
p= umm .... 1 don't know, I just. .. 
I=whatever important means to you ... how did you feel then ... ? 
P= ... umm ... 1 don't know ... if I ever get. .. if I ever, ever get good grades in 
anything, even if it's homework or it's more little test we did in class or I got 
a question right and my teacher ask me, I always feel happy in myself 
because ... I don'LI hate feeling like ... I hate the feeling of knowing I've got 
something wrong or I wasn't successful in something so ... I'm a bit of 
perfectionist like that, I like to have everything done and done wel1... 
As seen above, Ellie was pleased to refer to her GCSE results whereas Stella recalled as 
an unforgettable moment in her community school the day when they got their successful 
GCSE results. Another young person, Sotiris also recalled the day he got his GCSE 
results, a moment when he felt very proud and made his father proud as well. In the 
same way that Sotiris considered his father's pride in his achievements in the Greek 
school as important, another young person, Thalia, felt that being in the Greek school and 
performing well is something that makes her and her parents pleased. The other common 
thing Thalia shared with Sotiris was her expectation to excel academically as is evident in 
her second extract. The above extracts speak of the importance for these young people 
of their community schooling as it regards their development as successful learners. 
(c) Developing skills useful for the mainstream school 
In the following extracts the young people talked about the impact of community 
schooling on developing skills useful for mainstream school. 
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Student 
Ellie 
Stathis 
Lydia 
Manos 
Interview extracts 
1= and do you think that your participation in the Greek school affected in 

any way your performance in your English school? 

P= not really but it helps me with my other languages a lot but... I don't 

know ... not really ... it's the same apart from the languages it helps me ... 

1= could you give me an example? 

P= a language? 

1= (nods positively) 

P= hmm ... Spanish ... 1 do Spanish in English school and ... 

1= in which ways do you think that the Greek .... 

P= the ... all rules speaking are like and some of them are like, vocabulary 

and some words are very similar and .... 1 think the Greek language would 

help me more with the Spanish because these two are very similar ... 

1= and what about the other courses of the curriculum ... 1 mean does it help 

to improve in Maths, English or ... 

P=No, not really 

1= and do you think that the fact that you're attending the Greek school 

affected in any way your performance in the English school? 

P= not really because I do my work as the sooner as 1 come home from 

the English school now, 1 just do my work, do my revision, come back from 

Greek school, do my Greek work, do more revision [ ... ] so nothing clashes 

1= and do you think that it helped you to improve in the English school? 

P= yeah ... it's like I've learned other things here like, for example [ .... ] ... 

1=50 in which ways do you find it helpful? 

P=it's like ... for the language and the speaking as well it helps me out like 

become more comfortable and speak a different language so when 1 do 

French as well, I'm confident to speak 

I= ... so it helps you to learn another language ... 

P= ... yeah ... 

1= and ... do you think theirs is ... you know, does it helped you the fact that 

you are coming here, does it helped you to improve let's say in the English 

school, do you think .... 1 mean .... 

P=I don't know because I do, I do language .... 1 did language for AlS so by 

learning Greek you do apply it, so [ ... ] if you learn another language it will 

help you .... 

I=for languages' learning then? 

P=yeah, yeah 

I=thank you ... so have you ever gave an interview before .... 

P=no ... 

I=is this your first interview? 

P=yeah (smiling) 

J=oh you may achieve something really important so a lot of 

people .... (Iaugh) 

P=yeah (laugh) 

1= (nods positively) umm ... do you think that the fact that you're coming to 

this school affected in any way, your performance in your English school? 

P= ... (whispering) not really ... my English ... I'm trying to get them done as 

well as Greek school....but I still have free time ... if that's what you are 

wondering ... 

I=do you think ... does it helped you to improve in any kind of... you 

know ... courses in the English school? 

P=Well. 1 ... 1 don't do Greek in the English school if I did I would [ ... ] it 

(laugh) 

I=in other subjects, do you think ... 
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P=sometimes when I'm doing a language test...Spanish or French [ ... j 
German, I had a choice and I go to Spanish [ ..] , well, sometimes get 
confused with Greek, I don't write that down but in my head I am trying to 
work out something. 
Sotiris 	 1= and do you think that the fact that you're coming, you know, at the 
Greek school affected in any way your performance in your English 
school? 
P= oh ... maybe like ... because ... like ... because I do two languages, English 
and Greek, it kind of help me with my third language which is German 
because ... because it's obviously easier jf you are bilingual to learn 
another language and to learn even a lot more languages so that [ ... j me 
in my foreign languages ... so ... it was ... yeah ... 
I=does it help you to improve in other ... you know ... like maths, science 
or. .. ? 
P=umm .... 1 couldn't say so because it's kind of a complete different 
because, you are not like ... you are not like working out equations or you 
are not doing experiments ... so ... 
Orestis 	 (a) 
I=and does it helped you to improve ... you know .... in subjects ... ? 
P=yeah because in... it helps me with my history work and my course work 
for English because I have ... because we get our deadlines and everything 
so we have to meet them so I like .... it helps me plan out when I've got to 
do it ... just basically helped me ... it's helps me organise myself. 
(b) 
I=And again if I'll ask you the question how difficult is attending the classes 
in your English school? 
P= umm ... they're not difficult cause I just wake up on my own in time and 
it's just... it's not. .. it doesn't give me any stress, getting ready for some 
work and just go and get ready for my course work, getting them ready 
because I've become more organized since I've attended this school so 
it's just... it's becoming ... [...J everything is easier than when I started, it's 
just becoming easier and easier ... 
Stella 	 1= ... (laugh) so do you think that your participation in the Greek school 
affected in any way your performance in the English school? 
P=yeah definitely because of languages .... 
I=you mentioned languages before ... 
P=yeah ... yeah and also because the Greek school is a year ahead of the 
English school so I had an experience of what GCSE's is already like 
before I take my ones in English school so it's not as much pressure in 
English school because I know what is like already from ... 
I=so you will be in a way a little bit ready ... you know .... familiar with the .... 
P=yeah ... familiar with what it's gonna be like ... 
1= (nods positively) and ... does it. .. I don't know ... in your opinion ... the 
Greek school helps you to improve in other courses let's say in the English 
school, let's say maths or .... English Of science ... of... 
P=umm ... it helped me in things like history because we did Greek history 
so when we do things like that in English school that helped ... 
I=because you already ... 
P=because I already ... we had already been taught... 
Thalia 	 1= and ... do you think that the fact you're coming to this school affected in 
any way your performance in the English school? 
P= ... No, because' thought at the beginning "Oh! maybe I fall behind, }Iou 
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know, or I won't be able to keep up or whatever, but ... no, I don't think it 
has and if anything, if I can't make Greek school because I've 
got... umm ... English school or something to do in the English school, I just 
simply tell my teacher ~You know, sorry, I can't come this weel<, but I'll 
catch up with the work", but I'll be here next and they're fine, you know, 
they are understanding, because they know that English school is a 
priority ... I mean when here is extra, but is till important nevertheless, but 
1...1 don'tthink I fall behind because of Greek school. .. 
1= ... umm ... umm ... do you think, however, the school helped you because 
this was my ... mainly my question, to improve in the English school, you 
know ... umm ... in maths, let's sayor. .. history or English or. .. you know... 
P=I think ... yeah ... 1 mean because we're doing the A-Level course 
now ... you even learn new English words that you didn't know ... you know, 
you think just "oh! I didn't know what that means?" and we always asking 
our teacher, you know, "how do you spell that in English?" or "how what 
does that mean" and you always learning new vocabulary in English, not 
only in Greek so I think it helped me ... yeah, I do ... (smiling) 
As seen in the above extracts, many of these young persons perceived their community 
school as an educational institution which helps them to develop organizational and study 
skills useful for the learning of other languages in their mainstream school and in general 
making them more knowledgeable students. 
(d) The student who has hopes and fears about his/her future education and career 
In the following extracts the young people talked about their hopes and fears about their 
future academic and professional development: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Stathis 	 (a) 
... well, because I've got my GCSEs this year in Greek and in English and I 
don't expect nothing lower than a B ... and I hope just then go 6th form, then 
go to university and then get a degree in architecture ... and start my 
business out because my dad has got a building company as well, so we 
can design the things we'll do so ... 
(b) 

I don't really have any fears, it's like ... if I'll ever get into any financial 

problems in my ... our company, to say the business [ ... ] it's like the only 

worries I have about but nothing else ... 

Lydia 	 (a) 
... 1 want to go to University ... umm ... and 1 want to get a good 
job ... umm .... but I think that the ... Iike learning Greek and learning like 
another language just because I like learning languages but 
yeah ... because I could have just stopped with Greek and I think I probably 
wouldn't been able to communicate equally as well but it's nice having that 
like .... when you can develop it a bit more ... 
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(b) 
I think I am counting on going to ... I am counting on doing well in my AlS 
and my A levels and going to university, if I don't do that I'd probably be a 
bit of a shock ... 
Sotiris 	 (a) 
.,. Well, I hope to get good GCSE results in my English school which 
hopefully will give them to good A-levels results and then maybe if ... go to 
University, study something and then got a job ... get a job ... 
(b) 

umm... maybe that.. .. well. .. umm ... no good results would be the main one 

[fear] because ... and maybe not get a job in the future because ... because 

job is basic ... you need a job if you want to make it. .. 

Thalia 	 (a) 
I hope to do well in my GCSEs, get into a good six form college and go to 
a good university and get a degree and get a good job (laugh) [Interviewer: 
do you have any ideas of what you would like to be?]. .. yeah ... 1 
think ... perhaps a journalist. .. like for a newspaper ... 
(b) 
perhaps if I, you know, [ ... ]a bit if anything happens to my family or 
something, you know, it would be very difficult to be able to carry on with 
my studies, if anybody fools you [ ... ] a bit. ... yeah I hope not. .. or if I'll go to 
a school where ....umm ... the teachers aren't so helpful, you know, and I 
might start falling behind and not realising and then it might be too late, 
to ... to get a good grade really ... 
Orestis 	 (a) 
to get really good grades and ... all of my studies and when I move to A­
levels go to a good university, get a good A-levels and get a good job that I 
can ... be able to use my Greek in, so to say it's not for a waste, it'd be for 
a reason. 
(b) 
... umm .... umm .... 1 get really bad results, I might have be .... I might like 
gone to shock in the test and just forget everything and I wouldn't .... I 
wouldn't be able to live for myself.. .. oh ... no... I'd be able to ... but I'll just 
like ... 1 wouldn't feel right because I would put all my effort in and then just 
because I got...1 got nervous and I ruined it, it wouldn't. .. I wouldn't liked 
it...and then ....by then when I'll go to a University I'll make ... !'11 definitely 
be able to make it up because it'd just make me more determined, my only 
fear is just make ... doing... doing bad now because that's... if I'll do bad 
then, and I keep it bad ... it's not good but I know if I'll do bad- if I'll do bad­
which I know it's not gonna happen ... I'm too confident 
(smiling)... umm ... I... I know I'll make it up in ... A-levels. 
Stella 	 (a) 
... I hope that I'll get a good job and that Greek will help me to do that 
because it will be an extra GCSE and an extra A-level so ... yeah ... 
(b) 

... people dying that I am close to .... or not get any good job, not being 

happy [interviewer: as a student?] umm... not succeeding in whatever 

career I choose to take on ... 

Manos 	 (a) 
I hope to ... to pass my exams, prove that "m capable of learning another 
language and [ ... ] make my family proud ... [ ... ]1 hope family is proud that 
I'm learning Greek and I'm too. 
(b) 

Of course my fears are that I might no pass even though I'm trying my 

hardest. .. [Interviewer: pass...what exams?] my GCSEs ... 
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Ellie 	 (a) 
... 1 wanna be able to take my children to Greek school and so I ... so they 
can go through the same experiences but... like ... I don't know what I 
exactly wanna do (laughs) I am not sure yeLl' m a bit confused 
but...umm ... yeah a Greek school definitely .... 1 definitely gonna take my 
children there ... 
(b) 

... probably not be able to find a job ... (laugh) but that's about it. ... 1 don't 

know really ... 

As is evident above, many of these young persons seemed to have highly valued 
education in order to be able to find a good job. Two more young persons, Ellie and 
Manos projected themselves to their future through their community education where 
Ellie saw her community education as an experience she would like her children also to 
have whereas Manos saw his success in his community education as a means to make 
his parents proud of him. Moreover, the participants in this group revealed fears related to 
a failure in their exams for higher education, something that was perceived as being a 
shock for Lydia, a rather unexpected thing to happen for Orestis whereas for Thalia this 
fear was related to her fear of losing someone from her family. Finally, many of these 
young people revealed fears related to their ability to get a job something that might 
indicate that they are aware of the complexities and difficulties they might face when 
building their professional identity. 
To sum up, the young people valued the role the community school played in helping 
them to empower their academic identities. As the extracts in this section indicate, the 
community school offers to these young people a place to perform their successful 
academic identities through obtaining extra qualifications useful for their future education 
and career. 
The dissatisfied student 
This voice was expressed by the young people who talked through their I-positions of 
students who didn't enjoy their community school and created the following sub-voice: 
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The student who wants change to take place in his/her school 
What participants had to sayan the aspects of their community school they did not like is 
illustrated in the following table: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Sotiris 	 1= (nods positively) well done ... so what does it mean for you to attend the 
Greek school? 
P=what means for me? ... oh ... at first, I wasn't... well, I didn't really like ... 1 
didn't really like Greek school, I mean not many people do, it's like you are 
kind of forced to come but as you get older, understand that it all counts 
towards something in the end ... so I think I like come to the Greek 
school ... it's nice ... 1 would recommended to any Greek ... [italics added] 
Lydia 	 1= so what do you enjoy more in the Greek school? 
P= umm ... what do I enjoy most sort of ... like lessons or. .. ? 
/=whatever 
P=umm .... everything is ... 1 quite like everything about it... I don't... I don't 
think I like when we just do the same thing every lesson but that's just for 
practice I suppose so ... 
I=you prefer not to do the same? 
P=yeah ... yeah ... but that's an unavoidable because it's practice ... 
I=would you give me an example? 
P=err ... just like ... 1 don't know .... translation and then an exercise maybe 
like when we do a translation then we might do an essay or something .... 1 
don't know ... just...1 .... I ... you need to do it a lot because you need to 
practice ... 
1= and if I ask you again what do you enjoy most.. .. it could be whatever ... 
P= I don't know ... I like ... 1 like talk ... just talking with my teachers in the 
class ... 
Ellie 	 I=is there anything you would like to change in the Greek school? 
P= I think make it more fun for the children because children get bored of it 
because it's always Saturday morning and we've got to wake up on a 
Saturday morning and I think if they got something to look forward to, then 
they wanna come more ... [ ... ] 
1= from your experience .. . 
P= yeah ... from my experience, I never wanted to come because I was like 
"oh! I don't wanna wake up in the morning bUt...[ ... ] when you get older 
you wanna something to be able to look forward to ... to come ... you wanna 
do something ... I mean they do more practical things ... [ ... ] 
I=practicallike.. . 
P=like workshops ... or stuff like that...artist stuff like Greek art and stuff 
like ... I think that would be good ... 
Manos 	 1= (nods positively) and what do you enjoy more in the Greek school? 
P= well, it is annoying that I had to do it on Saturdays, Wednesdays I don't 
mind because Thursday I go to maths club and then I have 
tutors .... doesn't matter but what was the question? 
I=what do you enjoy more? 
P=I. .. I ... 1 don't really enjoy going to Greek school but I know that it worth 
it. Learning a language it's always fun and if it means giving up some of 
my time I am willing to do it. .. [italics added] 
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As seen above, Sotiris gave a description of his own developmental pathway as a 
student at his community school, starting as a very young student who didn't like the 
Greek school and reaching his current phase where as an older student he appreciates 
what he has gained from his participation in the school. Another young person, Lydia, 
talked about her lack of enjoyment of specific teaching methods although she recognised 
their educational value. In the same way Ellie talked about lack of enjoyment in her 
community school and suggested ways that the school could be made more attractive to 
the students whereas Manos pointed out the difficulty of attending on a Saturday and his 
lack of enjoyment with his school context. The voice of the dissatisfied student is 
particularly important because it gives a holistic picture of these young people's 
experiences in the Greek community school. This voice also raised an important question 
about the role the community school plays in different developmental stages. The above 
extracts speak of a difference in perceptions between the time when these young people 
were younger and they were forced to attend, and when they were growing up when they 
came to realise that even though there are aspects they don't enjoy, community 
education is important for them. 
The mother tongue speaker 
For these young persons the voice of being a mother tongue speaker emerged as a very 
important voice. This voice was created through the I-positions of those young persons "I 
as a learner of my mother tongue" and created the following sub-voices: 
(a) Mother tongue as a means ofpreseNing minority identity 
What participants had to sayan the importance of the learning of their mother tongue for 
the preservation of their minority identity is illustrated in the following table: 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Ellie 	 (a) 
1= and, what does it mean to you to learn Greek? 
P=lt means a lot to me because ... yeah ... it means a lot.. .. it's something 
1...1 need to do because otherwise I just lose the background. 
(b) 

1= and which do you think is more ... .from these languages .... is more 

important for your future? 

P= for my future? 

1= (nods positively) 

P= ... [ ... ] English for my future but for me I think Greek. 

1= why? 
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Student 
Sotiris 
Stathis 
Thalia 
Interview extracts 1 
P= I don't know ... it's then I've got my background there with me and I can 
teach my kids and anything so ... 
(a) 

1=lmagine Sotiri as a young person but who has never been a pupil in the 

Greek schooL.can you imagine how you would be? 

P= I probably think of me not able to speak Greek which wouldn't be good 

because Greek is my culture and the most important thing is the 

language... I don't know ... 1don't know ... I'm not sure ... 

1= and what do you expect to achieve by coming here? 

P= what 1 expect to achieve? ..oh, I hope that the Greek language will stay 

with me forever and I could pass it on to my children so that it's 

never ... never gets lost and I can achieve good grades so ... which is... 

help me in school and later life [italics added] 

(b) 
I=okay ... sO... my question was, what does it mean to you to learn Greek? 
P=umm ... basically, knowing the Greek language, basically it's telling me 
I'm Greek and other people are Greek so it's giving me ... umm... it gives 
me like my background, it shows other people are Greek which ... .it 
basically gives me ... because f know people who don't...can't speak 
Greek, [. . .] they .... you know .... they know as half towards the Greek 
culture as I am... so ... that's it... 
(c) 
1=[... ] ... and what does it mean for you to speak at least two languages 
and learning a third one? 
P=it makes me like .. .different from other people because... like the best 
thing of other. .. learn another languages ... if you are .... if you've got a friend 
who is Greek as well and he can speak Greek, you can say things to them 
that you don't want other people to hear and it's gives you 
Iike .... your. ... like .... privacy ... and it's just... it's like ... it's just... [ ..... ] it just 
gives like meaning to be Greek basically [italics added] 
1= and what do you enjoy more in the Greek school? 

P=um ... speaking ... 1 like speaking ... I don't know it's just something about I 

just enjoy to speak Greek ... 1 Iike ... 1can write ... 1can write a bit but I just 

enjoy speaking .. 

I=you mean speaking with other people here with your friends or during ... 

P=no ... during the class when we do the GCSE. .. 

1= and, so, since you mentioned it what does it mean to you to learn 

Greek? 

P= ... it's nice ... it's fun ... /' m leaming more about where I'm from and 

everything [italics added] 

1= and, so what does it mean to you to learn Greek? 

P=.... umm ... it's sort of ... helps me know who f am really because if I 

didn't... if I couldn't speak Greek, I WOUldn't feel as though as a Greek 

person, I wouldn't feel as a true, you know, KU1TPlo1ToO}.a 

(kipriopoula=Cypriot-girl) or ever (laughs), because when I am in Cyprus I 

just feel so happy and sometimes I even forget how to speak English 

(smiling), you know, because I speak Greek all the time and it really does 

help when I go to Cyprus, it's just. .. my Greek seem so much ... 50 much 

easier to speak it because when you're here ... I mean even in English 

school I have a lot of Greek friends so sometimes we speak Greek to each 

other because they're doing their A-levels as well so, you know, we are 

sort of a similar standard and I think Greek school does help me in 

being .... speaking Greek helps me sort of get around things and know who 

I am really ... (smiling) [italics added] 
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orestis 1= so what do you enjoy more in the Greek school? 
p= me and other Greek people and just talking in Greek ... really ... and just 
learning the language ..... 
1= and ... you mentioned language quite a lot.. ..so what does it mean to you 
to learn Greek? 
P= umm ... just...it's just really important because if I am Greek and I don't 
know Greek it's just really stupid to me .... it's like ... none ... is ... your 
background is your ethnic you, your parents' background ... if you don't 
know .... is .. .it's just me .... seems you're /azy .... it's just. ..you aren't .. .it's 
not point to saying you're Greek if you don't know it real/y. [italics added] 
As seen above, for Ellie mother tongue was perceived as a means of preserving her 
minority identity and, although she identified English as the most important for her future, 
she perceived the Greek language as the one which was the most meaningful to her 
because it offers her the opportunity to stay in touch with her minority background and 
she perceived it as a means of "cultural transmission" to her children. In a similar vein, 
Sotiris perceived mother tongue as the most important means for the preservation of his 
minority identity and its transmission to his future children. In another part of the interview 
Sotiris identified the Greek language as a means of identification both of himself as well 
as for other members of his minority community and, as is evident in his last extract, he 
explained how the Greek language gives him "meaning to be Greek". Another young 
person, Stathis also perceived his mother tongue as a means of personal cultural 
awareness whereas Thalia considered that her capacity for speaking Greek was what 
makes her feel like a true Greek person and perceived her community school through the 
teaching of her mother tongue as helping her in having self-awareness. Finally, Orestis 
emphasized the importance of knowing his minority background and he considered the 
lack of the mother tongue as a defining characteristic of one's deficient minority identity. 
To sum up, the students in the above extracts valued the learning of their mother tongue 
as a medium which empowers the Greek! Greel<-Cypriot aspect of their developing 
cultural identities. 
(b) Mother tongue as a faciJitatorof intrafamily and intracommunity communication 
The following table illustrates the participants' representations of the learning of their 
mother tongue as an important medium through which relations with their family and 
minority cultural community were faCilitated: 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
Lydia 	 1= and ... so what does it mean to you to learn Greek? 

p= umm ... it...it gives you ... because I mean ... 1 mean ... Greek people who 

don't know how to speak Greek .... and it's ... it's like learning about your 

ethnicity, that background really, so it's nice that I can speak Greek and 

when I go to Cyprus it means I can communicate with my grandma. 

Stathis 	 1= and can you imagine how your life would be if you had never been in 

the Greek school? 

P= if I wasn't in the Greek school. .. I'd be... it'd be a bit hard because all my 

friends talk fluent Greek and I'd just I cOuld_.... before I came I could 

speak Greek but not as well as I can now, it would be, be really hard for 

me when I'm abroad as weill wouldn't be able to talk much with the family. 

Stella 	 (a) 

1= and ... so what does it mean to you to learn Greek? 

P= I feel proud that like ... it makes me feel proud to be Greek as it's just a 

rich language ... and it's such ... is ... such a nice language as well ... (laugh) 

(b) 

1= and which do you think is more important for your future? 

P=Greek, because when I go and visit my family and ... because Cyprus is 

a country that 1 am gonna be visiting it more than any other country so it's 

good to know the language when you're over there ... 

1= between English and Greek? 

P= English are probably a bit more useful to me when 1 am... if I'm get to 

another countries ... they're more likely to speak English than Greek but for 

Cyprus, Greek is... 

Manos 	 (a) 
I= ... so what does it mean for you to attend the Greek school? 
P= I think it's good I'm learning another language other than English ... [... ] 
well and I am so enjoy learning Greek because all my relatives are Greek 
and it's good to talk to them ... 
(b) 

1= and what does it mean to you to team Greek? 

P= it means, I'll be able to speak the language of my family and makes me 

feel really good inside, really proud. 

Orestis 	 1= you mentioned that you are speaking Greek with your family at home ... 
P=yeah 
1= do you think that this fact helped you, you know, in learning the 
language? 
P= yeah because one of my grandpa ... he ... he was saying something and 
I might not understand, I'll go to my mum and she will tell me what it 
means and then ... then I can understand and [ ... J to him and he ... we can 
have broader conversations. 
As is evident in the above interview extracts, for one of these young persons, Lydia, 
mother tongue was perceived as a means of personal cultural awareness and a facilitator 
with her family members. In a similar vein, Stathis imagined his life would have been 
more difficult without speaking his mother tongue because it would have set barriers to 
his communication with peers and members of his family who live in Cyprus. Another 
young person, Stella, talked about being proud of being a Greek because of the Greek 
language and later on, although she identified English as the most important language for 
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her future because of being an international language, she described the Greek language 
as the one which is the most meaningful to her because it offers her the opportunity to 
communicate with the rest of her minority community. In a similar vein, Manos perceived 
his mother tongue learning at his community school as an enjoyable task and useful for 
his communication with his relatives whereas in his second extract he talked about being 
proud of being able to talk Greek with his family members. Finally, Orestis explained how 
the learning of his mother tongue facilitated his communication within his family context. 
To sum up, the voice of the competent Greek was expressed through their I-positions "I 
as a learner of my minority background". These young persons highlighted the 
importance of their community school as a place where they can learn about their 
minority background, being around other members of their cultural community and 
basically being in a place where they learn how to be Greeks and feel confident about 
that. Moreover, the voice of the academic stUdent described the Greek community school 
as a place where the stUdents expect to develop skills useful for higher education and 
work and gain knowledge regarding their minority cultural background at the same time. 
In addition, their community school is perceived as a place where they can fulfil their­
usually high- expectations for academic achievement and can develop skills that can be 
transferred to their mainstream school context. These young people expressed hopes to 
succeed in both higher and community education whereas their fears were relevant to 
failing in their exams for higher education and in finding a job. In addition, the voice of the 
dissatisfied student generated the sub-voice of change. The young persons who 
expressed that voice talked through the contradiction of not enjoying the Greek school 
but acknowledging that it is useful. Finally, the voice of the mother tongue speaker was 
expressed through their I-positions "I as a learner of my mother tongue". These young 
persons highlighted the importance of their mother tongue as a facilitator of their 
communication with family and cultural community's members and valued its importance 
for the preservation of their cultural identity. 
4.2.1.c. Overview of the findings 
The aim of this section is to analyse the connections between young persons' identities 
and socioeducational institutions such as community schools and discuss the cultural 
values communicated by those schools and the ways in which they are transmitted to the 
young persons. Talking from a standpoint in which identities' development is 
conceptualised as an ongoing dialogical process, this section aims to understand the 
young persons' "voices" in relation to the values of their community schools. The voices 
created by the young persons of both schools are presented in Table 8. 
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To begin with, for both groups community school was perceived as a place where the 
young people can negotiate their relationship with the minority community and gain a 
solid understanding of their minority cultural identities. However, the two groups 
approached the sub-voice of the community school as a place which offers a sense of 
belonging and of minority identity, through different I-positions. The young persons of the 
Pakistani school talked as learners of their religion whereas the young persons of the 
Greek school talked as learners of their minority cultural background. Thus, for the 
Pakistani group the main voice that was created was that of the competent Muslim with 
an emphasis placed on the religious values which guide their way of life and give them an 
understanding of who they are. For the participants of the Greek school the main voice 
that was created was that of the competent Greek. These young persons valued the 
learning of knowledge relevant to their cultural background, values and skills with a stress 
placed on their use for social purposes or in other words with an emphasis on the social 
aspects of their cultural engagement. This distinction encompasses both the notion of 
difference and similarity. The difference lies in the aspect of their cultural identities these 
two groups chose to focus on. On the one hand, the participants of the Pakistani school 
chose to emphasise the religious aspect of their minority cultural identities whereas on 
the other hand, the participants of the Greek school chose to represent the ethnic part of 
their minority cultural identities. The similarity lies in the fact that both aspects of cultural 
identities are highly valued by each group and were considered crucial for their personal 
and collective journey relating to who they are and where they belong. 
Thus, from these findings, the two community school contexts emerge as dynamic 
socioeducational environments which influence the emergence of young people's 
identities in different ways. As was pointed out in the literature review, Valsiner (2000a) 
argues that formal education has the effect of distancing young people from their cultural 
contexts and reinforces the development of their cultural identities in accordance with 
values and ways of thinking relevant to the expectations of the society at large. In 
contrast, as the above findings suggest, the community school is moving towards the 
development of these young persons' cultural identities in terms of values and ways of 
thinking in accordance with the expectations of the minority community in which the 
community school is embedded. Thus, in the personal and collective journeys of these 
young persons' identities' development their community schools act to foster a purposeful 
cultural closeness of the young people with their minority communities. At this point, we 
could argue that the community school environment is not as different from the home 
environment of these ethnic minority young people as many of them may experience in 
their mainstream school contexts. 
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Table 8. Young persons' I-positions in relation to their community schools: a comparison of the two schools 
PAKISTANI SCHOOL 
I-positions Voices 
(Pakistani School) 
I as a student in The competent 
my community Muslim 
school 
The academic 
student 
The mother tongue 
speaker 
I-positions: 
Sub-voices 
I as a Muslim: 
-Community school as a place which offers a sense of 
belonging and of minority identity 
-Community school as a place which guides one's 
way of life in accordance with religious values 
-Community school as a place which empowers 
minority identity in the mainstream school 
I as a learner: 
-Developing skills useful for work and higher 
education 
-The student who uses time well 
-Developing skills useful for mainstream school 
I as projected in the future: Hopes and fears of the 
academic student 
-The student who has hopes and fears about his/her 
future education and career 
I as a learner of my mother tongue: 
-Mother tongue as a facilitator of intrafamily and 
intracommunity communication 
-Mother tongue as a route to cultural understanding 
Voices 
(Greek School) 
The competent 
Greek 
The academic 
student 
The mother 
tongue speaker 
The dissatisfied 
student 
GREEK SCHOOL 
I-positions: 
Sub-voices 
I as a learner of my minority background: 
-Community school as a place which offers 
a sense of belonging and of minority identity 
I as a learner: 
-Developing skills useful for work and higher 
education 
- The student who achieves and expects 
achievement 
-Developing skills useful for mainstream 
school 
I as prOjected in the future: hopes and 
fears of the academic student 
-The student who has hopes and fears 
about his/her future education and career 
I as a learner of my mother tongue: 
-Mother tongue as a means of preserving 
cultural identity 
-Mother tongue as a facilitator of intrafamily 
and intracommunity communication 
I as not enjoying the Greek school: 

The student who wants change to take 

_place in his/her communi!y school 
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Thus, for the Pakistani young people, one way their community school transmits these 
values and influences their cultural identity development is through the teaching of the 
religion, through providing the space for meeting other Muslim young people and through 
offering life guidance in terms of duties and ways of living. In a similar vein, the Greek 
school transmits its cultural values by offering to the young people the opportunity to 
become part of a community and through this cultural closeness to construct their 
"Greekness" . 
For both schools, another way of transmitting their cultural values and bonding the young 
persons to their minority cultural identities is through the teaching of the mother tongue. 
The young people of both schools talked through the voice of a mother tongue speaker 
and expressed their appreciation of their mother tongue as a means of facilitating 
intrafamily and intracommunity communication and as a cultural tool to understand their 
cultural backgrounds better. For the participants from the Greek school, the mother 
tongue was also perceived as a means of preserving their cultural identity and their 
general attitude towards it was relevant to their cultural identification. 
The above mentioned voices of the competent Muslim, competent Greek and mother 
tongue speaker mainly emphasise the cultural knowledge these community schools offer 
to their pupils. The voice of the academic student gives a more holistic picture of these 
socioeducational institutions by adding the academic aspect of the school context. For 
these young people, community education offers them the opportunity to develop skills 
and gain qualifications useful for higher education and work. The difference from a 
mainstream school context is that this education takes place through a strategy of 
combining academic with cultural knowledge. The participants of these schools are 
getting educated in subjects which are relevant to their cultural identities. Thus, the 
learning of their mother tongue is constructed through channels of their own personal 
meanings and feelings that this language generates for them. 
Finally, one voice which only emerged in the Greek school was the voice of the 
dissatisfied student. Through that voice four young people talked about what they did not 
like in their community school with a stress placed on the pedagogy of the school while at 
the same time they gave their own suggestions for change. 
In the following section, the partiCipants' I-positions in relation to the other stakeholders in 
their community schools are presented. 
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4.2.2. Young persons' I-positions in relation to the other stakeholders in their 
community school 
In this section, the aim is to explore an internal position of these young person's - "I as a 
student"- and its relation to their external positions - "my classmates, my teachers, my 
parents" -and identify the other I-positions that are related to this positioning and promote 
understanding of the important processes that take place within the arena of dialogue of 
those I-positions. Because these young persons spoke extensively about their 
relationships with age peers in the previous section 4.2.1. and in the forthcoming section 
4.2.3., in this section a brief account on their relationships with the other young people 
will be given and the analytical focus will be mainly on what those young persons thought 
teachers and parents expected from them and how they had represented their teachers. 
4.2.2.a. Pakistani school 
All of the participants talked through their I-positions of being students in their community 
school in relation to the other stakeholders and their positioning and voices are shown in 
figure 14. 
I as relating to the other young persons 
The young people talked through their I-positions of being students in their community 
school in relation to the other young persons, a positioning which as shown in the left 
hand arm of the above figure created the following main voices: 
(a) The role model 
Two young persons talked through their I-positions of being male and female older 
students and created the voice of being a role model, a voice that has provided 
interesting insights into the ways socioeducational institutions guide young people's 
identity formation and how this guidance is gender specific. 
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Figure 14. I-positions and voices of I as in relation to the other stakeholders in my Pakistani school 
r I-positions: 
I in relation to I in relation to theI-positions: I as my parents 
r- other stakeholdersrelating to the other I-Positions: 

young persons 
 I as a user of my 

mother tongue with 

fellow students 
I II-Positions: I-positions 
I as an older I as representing my ~ 
matelfemale teachers I I-positions:Muslim student I-positions:r I as being 
I as relating to expected by Voice: 
my teachers my parents The stUdent who I~ feels comfortable 
Voice: IVoices:The role model I 

-The mentor teacher 

Voice:
- The activist teacher 
-The good 
Muslim and 
I-Positions: . mother tongue 
I as being a participant in my c~mmunlty learner Voices:school for a limited amount of time I-positions:
-The good Muslim rt- I as being expected by my 
-The achiever ~ teachers 
Voice: 

The student who feels distant 
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At the beginning of his interview, the male student, Zafar was asked what it means for 
him to attend his community school: 
1= yeah ... so, what does it mean for you to attend the X. school? 

P=you have to set a good example and .. 

I=set a good example ... 

P=yeah, I have to set a good ... because Islam is in everyone ... after life, you know, 

this is a religious school so I have to take religion seriously and yeah ... [italics added] 

In the above example, Zafar illustrated how the school's religious values guide his 
behaviour whereas in the following quote his voice of being a role model is linked with 
other 1- positions which implied that through the role of leading a prayer (a role which is 
exclusive for older male pupils) he is setting a good example to the younger pupils. In his 
own words: 
1= and so, what are the other young ... pupils, you know ... in the school ... in the X. 

school like? 

P= I don't know .... 

I=in general? 

P=Oh they're all young .... 50 they'll probably say ... oh, he's ... looks old... because 

sometimes I lead the prayer .... and when leading the prayers, I setting a good 

example for the smaller kids .. . 

1= what do you ... sorry .... 

P= ... and well then ... they'l/ treat me with more respect and stuff cause I'm older 

than them and ... 

1= How do you feeL .. because you mentioned that.. ... you lead the prayers ... how 

do you feel about that.. . .It's an important role, isn't it? 

P= Yeah ... 1 feel that .... umm .... there's ... .well, it's importantto do these roles in 

life ... and if I don't start doing them now ... then I won't do them later on... in ... 

life ... [italics added] 

In a similar vein, Sibi, the female student, approached the voice of the role model through 
her I-positions of being an older Muslim student in her community school: 
1= and what does it mean for you to attend this school? 
P= ... umm ... 1 think it's a good opportunity because in our school I don't get a lot of 
contact with Muslims, we are more like [ ... ] school where every other person you 
meet would be a Pakistani or a Muslim, so it's a good, you know, opportunity for me 
to go there, meet other Muslims, learn more about my religion and get a qualification 
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at the same time. So, it's good and it's also just meet new people ... umm .. .so sort of 
it's a little bit like mentoring ... 1 don't actually do mentoring there but it's like little kids 
come to you and talk to you ... so ... feels like 'ah ... .' (laugh) [italics added] 
In the following extract, Bibi further explained what it means for her to be a role model in 
her community school: 
I=what do you enjoy more in the X. school? 
p= ... umm ... 1 think it's just...umm ... making friends from people of all ages that I 
Iike ... because it's Iike ... umm ... there's a couple of girls that I wouldn't.. .. they go to 
totally different school to me, they're younger than me where it's like we can get on 
whereas if they've been going to our school I was sort of thing "Oh, they're younger 
than me, don't bother with them", kind of thing, a/so it's just, the whole, setting an 
example thing because it's more ... it's like you're sort ot. .. you are not .... it's so 
shaping their characters as well through your own actions ... and I think ...yeah ... that's 
the im portant. .. and that sort ... [italics added] 
As is evident in the above extract Bibi through the role of mentoring is setting a good 
example to the younger pupils by shaping their characters through her actions, a role 
which is, as illustrated in the following quote, expected of the older students by the school 
authorities: 
1= and how would they like you to be at the X. school? 

P= just good mannered and just setting an example for the little ones, the way we 

behave and act and things so ... yeah ... 

(b) The student who feels comfortable 
The young people of this school often talked about feeling comfortable with the other 
young people as will be seen in the next section 4.2.3, when they unfolded their feelings 
of being ethnic minority young people in their community school. From this positioning 
however, Nahid, talked through her I-positions of sharing the same mother tongue with 
the other young persons in her community school in contrast to her mainstream school, 
something that makes her feel more comfortable and facilitates her relating to her 
classmates: 
I=when .... you told me about how your best friend ... she would describe you .... she is 
classmate in the X. school. ... ah ..... so, if I ask you what are the other young 
people ... in this ... school like ... how would you describe them? 
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P= They're nice ... they're really nice ... 1 realised that, cause when you go there you 
feel more like comfortable than when you go to mainstream school, cause at 
mainstream school is like ... it's a bit like ... "Oh! Why I'd say?" like maybe if I'll say one 
word in a different language they think I was talking about something, but they 
are ... feel more comfortable with that I could speak it in X. [name] school. 
(c) The student who feels distant 
In contrast to Nahid, Bibi expressed a minority voice through which she perceived her 
relation to the other young persons as distant when she talked through her I-positions of 
being in her community school only on a Saturday in contrast to her mainstream school 
relationsh ips. I n her own words: 
1= and what are the other young people in the X. school like? 

P=...um ... 1 don't think we're as open as I am with the mainstream school 

because I only see them on a Saturday for 3 hours so it's not as, you know, 

friendly and [ .... ] but we have that... we still have that sort of... yeah ... let's 

joke ... type of atmosphere going on ... there's... but they're nice really people. 

To sum up, the students, in the above extracts, seemed comfortable with taking on 
religious and social roles in relation to other young people, in accordance with the 
minority community's cultural and religious values and gender practices. They 
appreciated the community school as a bilingual space as it allowed them to use the 
mother tongue as a medium of peer communication whereas the part-time character of 
the school was perceived as preventing the establishment of openness among them. 
I as relating to my teachers 
The young persons were asked to express their perceptions talking through the 1­
pOSitions of how they thought their teachers expected them to be as students in their 
community school. Examples of the expectations attributed by students to their teachers 
included (in their own words): 
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(a) The good Muslim 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Zafar 	 well, to be at my best behaviour, to do what my religion says ... is to behave 
in the right ways ... 
Arub 	 ... err. .. a good Muslim ... err ... and to like ... respect everyone, to be kind 
[ ... ] help ... 
Nahid 	 They're I think ... they'd just like us to be... um... like be able by 
when ... when we leave, when you get to a certain age, we have to leave, 
to think about that we can speak and we can like speak out about what we 
think and stuff ... cause at the moment it's a bit like ... 'Oh! I'm not sure what 
to say and what I'm think the facts are in the world wrong or something' 
and then but we [ .... ] and then we know the fact they teach us the right 
stuff, we know what they get is, like they've got the GCSE in Islamic 
studies ... they'll be teaching the right stuff ... 50 I think they want us to 
learn,~o out and be able to like say that we know about our religion. 
As seen in the above extracts, the young people thought that their teachers expected 
them to be good Muslims, that is, to behave in the right way and according to their 
religious beliefs and be able to defend their religious identity by utilizing the knowledge 
they have gained at school. 
(b) The achiever 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Bibi 	 ... um ... 1 think they expect me to do ... work very hard and yeah ... just work 
very hard to achieve what I can, to achieve yeah ... 
Fahim 	 ... yeah ... probably like they expect me to ... um ... get quite high marks in 
tests or something ... urn... [ ... ] to be like behaved etc ... 
As seen above, young people thought that their teachers expected them to be achievers 
at their community school. However, this voice represented a less frequently occurring 
expectation, something that indicates that it was less salient, in contrast to the 
expectation of being a good Muslim. 
Moreover, these young persons were also asked to talk about their teachers through their 
I-positions of representing them. The voices that were created by the stUdents were the 
following: 
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(c) The mentor teacher 
Student Interview extracts 
Zafar P= they're ok ... they're kind ...they're friendly and straightforward and 
yeah ... 
I=friendly .... so you can go and talk to them ... 1 mean... 
P=yeah ... If there's anything I want to know about our religion or about our 
subjects they are ... they are open to speak to us about them. 
Bibi P= I wouldn't [ ... ] see them as teachers they are more just sort of .... 
1= you've been there for 10 years 
p= they're sort of gone pass the teacher thing, [ ... ] because of my age, 
they can't really treat me like a little child anymore, so it's like we gone 
pass the whole teacher-student-pupil type things, they're more just, not 
exactly friends but they're more like mentor type people, you can go with 
them and have a problem they would be like 'okay ... ' [ ... ] [italics added] 
Jehan P=they're quite friendly, they're like more like your friends, you can talk to 
them, quite fun, you can talk to them on a social basis as well ...um ....go 
with you if you have any problems you can talk to them, they're quite, 
yeah ... they're quite friendly and close so especially when you get older 
you have this special bond with them, you can talk to them and talking 
about social things and they can talk to you about more important issues 
that's going around yeah ... so it's good relationship with the teachers, most 
of them I'd say ... [italics added] 
Fahim P=yeah ... they're quite nice ... um ... relaxed ...um ... friendly, they speak to 
you, it's not like sort of like student to teacher relationship, it's more like 
that you're on the same level because in other schools like there's the 
teacher and the rest of the students are lower, it's not like that ... like a 
mutual relationship ... 
1= and in which way is this helpful to you or it is important. .. this mutuality? 
P=welll think it's easy to learn by that. .. [italics added] 
The students in the above extracts valued their teachers as mentors with whom they 
share a reciprocal, friendly relationship characterised by mutual respect and a special 
bonding. 
(d) The activist teacher 
One of these young persons, Azra, tried to explain this kind of relationship by drawing on 
the activist character of her teachers' role and the reciprocal character of the student­
teacher relationship: 
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1= and in general, what are your teachers in the X. school like? 
[ .... ] ... also try and help us mostly by helping themselves also, because they find it 
easy .... because they not dOing it just cause for the money and stuff, they're doing it 
to ~other children to learn and they also make themselves feel better and they'll 
feel the reward and happiness, that's what I think they feel. .. 
To sum up, the young people in this school mainly thought that their teachers' 
expectations centred on their religious identity development and less on their academic 
achievement in their community education. They valued their teachers as friendly 
mentors and appreciated the activist character of their work. It seems that this community 
school allows for a different, less formally institutionalised and hierarchical relationship to 
be developed between teachers and students in contrast to the mainstream school. In 
this sense, in a community school setting, according to the young people's perceptions, 
the teacher-student relationship is less power-loaded. 
I in relation to my parents 
The young persons were asked to express their perceptions, talking through the 1­
pOSitions of how they thought their parents expected them to be as students in their 
community school. The voice that was created through these I-positions was the 
following: 
(a) The good Muslim and mother tongue learner 
Students were asked separately what they thought their mother and their father hoped 
they would achieve at their community school. Examples of the expectations attributed by 
students to their parents included (in their own words): 
Student Mother Father 
"a good education and learning also "have a good education ... um ...Azra 
cause the main reason I go there is have a good job ... um... um... learn 
to learn my religion and my way of more about my religion and just to 
life and... a Muslim and learn more... more stuff" [italics 
she'd ... um... also learn the added] 
teachings and put them ... put into 
my life and practise it and me to 
become a better person within 
inside and outside and not going 
with the bad influences [ ... ] also 
have a good [ ... ] life and not be like 
someone that is [ ... ] and stuff like 
that but also be a kind and caring 
~. ~____-L~~~____________________~________________________person." 
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Student 
Jehan 
Bibi 
Nahid 
Arub 
Fareed a 
Mother 
"I think she hope that I practise 
what they teach and bringing into 
my life and building into my life and 
remember what Ilearned ... yeah ... " 
" ... urn ... I think it's just...um ... just 
learning more about my religion, I 
think that's the most important thing 
because then it's sort of 
like .... ignorance is such a bad thing 
like when [ ... ] you know, path of 
mistakes so it's just, you know, 
being more knowledgeable about 
religion, know more about yourself 
as a person, why you're doing 
things and I think that's what she 
hopes me to achieve ... " 
"She hopes that I. .. she used to be 
a teacher there as well and she 
wants me to like teach there and 
she hopes that I'll be able to learn 
more about my religion and my 
culture so I can learn and go around 
and teach to other people because 
that. .. she said that. .. Iike when she 
was like ... because she was brought 
up here ... I mean ... cause she came 
here quite young and she learned 
English and everything ... she didn't 
get a chance to ... " 
" ... um ... she hopes that I'm learning 
my religion, I get good exam 
results, that learning the language 
she learns so ... yeah ... ' 
" ... um ... to be able to read and 
write Urdu again Arabic, with Arabic 
to be able to read and stuff .... and 
that's it..." 
Father 
"the same thing as my mum like 
hope I practice them, bringing into 
real life and the 
life ..... yeah... " 
way I live my 
"I think the 
know .... learning 
yourself through... 
thing." 
same 
more 
your 
thing, 
about 
religion 
"He wants me to be a teacher as 
well ... he ..... he especially wants me 
to learn [ .... J and the language as 
well because with ... my 
grandparents, my mum's parents, 
they can speak a little bit of 
English ... so it's not that hard ... but 
with my dad's parents they can't 
speak that much English so... he 
would like it for me to go there and 
have long conversations with them 
more ... [ ... ]so he probably just the 
religion and good exam results... " 
"I don't know ... he doesn't really 
speak Urdu at home, he really 
speaks English ... U 
'The same probably ... n 
As shown in the above examples, Azra thought that both her parents expected her to 
have a good education and learn more about her religion. Her mother specifically, 
expected her to put into practice what she has learned about her religion in order to 
become a better person and combat bad influences. For her father a good job also would 
be an expected outcome of her community education. Another young person, Jehan, 
thought that her parents expected her to put into practice what she is taught in her 
community school and build her life upon those teachings. In a similar vein, Bibi thought 
that both her parents expected her to be more knowledgeable about her religion as a 
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means of self-awareness. As seen above, Nahid thought that her mother expected her to 
learn about the religion and culture in order to be able to teach other young people. For 
Nahid her mother's expectations were based on her experience as a teacher at a 
community school as well as on her lack of community education as a young person who 
was brought up in England. Her father shared the same expectations as her mother but 
he focused on the learning of the mother tongue, an expectation based on his parents' 
lack of English proficiency. In addition, Arub thought that her mother expected her to 
learn about her religion and the language she speaks whereas she didn't feel that 
expectation from her father because he mainly speaks English at home. Finally, Fareeda 
thought that her parents expected her to learn her mother tongue and Arabic, necessary 
for her religious learning. 
It is interesting to pOint out in the following extract that Zafar's response to the question of 
what he thought his mother expected from him as a student in the community school was 
that this question would best be addressed to the mother herself as she is the one who 
sends him there. Subsequently, he said that he thought his mother expected him to learn 
about his religion and his mother tongue as well as to gain a broader philosophical 
understanding of life in general. 
1= and what do you think your mother hopes you will achieve at the X. school? 
p= I don't know ... 
1= '" 
P= I suppose she knows that because that's probably the reason why she's 
sending me there .... (laugh) 
1= [laughs1 but. .. but what do you think .... you .... what do you think... she 
expects ... you know ... 
P= Well she expects us to .... know about our religion .... she expects us to ... Iearn 
more of our mother tongue .... umm... she expects us to know the quality of life, 
the ... the laws ... and the ... basically the philosophy of the [ ... ] 
1= philosophy of ... ? 
P= Yeah ... yeah .... you know the philosophy questions that some people 
ask .... 1ike, why are we born and .... 
1= I see ... yeah 
P= Different kinds ot questions .... it basically answers all that. .. yeah... 
As seen above, the young people thought that their parents' expectations were centered 
on them becoming good Muslims, that is, building their lives in accordance with their 
religious values and putting into practice what they have learned in their community 
school as well as learning their mother tongue. Zafar's example is interesting in so far as 
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it raises the question to what extent young people's decision to attend the community 
school is bound by their parents' expectations. 
To sum up, these young people related to the other young persons in their community 
school in a multiplicity of ways depending through which I-positions they talked. When the 
male and female students talked through their positions of being older than the other 
young persons in their community school the voice of the role model was created. In the 
same way the student who talked through the position of being a participant at her 
community school only once per week created the voice of feeling distant from the other 
young persons whereas the student who liked to talk in her mother tongue created the 
voice of feeling comfortable with the other young people in her community school. 
Moreover, the expectations attributed by students to their teachers created the dominant 
voice of the good Muslim and a minority voice focused on educational achievement at the 
community school. These young persons thought that good Muslim students were 
expected to behave well and in accordance with their religious values, be able to defend 
their religion and put into practice what they have learned in their community school. The 
pupils in this school often represented their teachers there as friendly mentors with whom 
they had developed a special bond over the years. As they saw it, their relationship was 
characterised as being a not typical teacher-student relationship but rather a relationship 
based on mutual respect and reciprocity and as one of the students mentioned, this 
relationship was different from the teacher-student relationship in the mainstream school 
setting where the position of students was considered to be hierarchically lower in relation 
to the teachers. Finally, for these students in this school their parents' expectations were 
mainly focused on them becoming good Muslims who live in accordance with their 
religious values as well as on learning their mother tongue. 
4.2.2.b. Greek school 
All of the participants talked through their I-positions of being students in their community 
school in relation to the other stakeholders and their positioning and voices are shown in 
the following figure 15. 
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Figure 15. I-positions and voices of I as in relation to the other stakeholders in my Greek school 
I-positions: 
I in relationI in relation to the other ~ I-positions: I as relating to the to my l stakeholdersother young persons parents 
I-positions 
I as representing my I-Positions: teachersI as an older 

student 
 sL I-positions: '-positions: 
I as relating to I as being expected by 
my teachers my parents Voices: 

-The accessible and available 

teacher 
 I--­Voice: 
-The good teacher ?The student 
-The English speaker teacher who feels Voices: 

distant 

-The achiever 
-The stUdent who fulfills I-positions:
Voices: parents' expectations for I as being 
- The disciplined and well­ L---J-- expected by my f--- cultural knowledge/skills behaved student teachers 
- The achiever 
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I as relating to the other young persons 
The participants in this school often referred positively to the other young persons there, 
usually by giving abstract descriptions of their relationship as evident in the following 
example by Lydia: 
1= and what are the other young people here like? 

P= yeah, they are very nice ... .they ... yeah ... they·re a bit younger. .. 

I=younger than you? 

P=yeah ... but it doesn't really matter so.... yeah ... 

I=(nods positively) 

P=yeah .... 

The only exception was Stathis who talked through his I-positions of being an older 
student at his community school and this positioning created the voice of being feeling 
distant to the younger pupils: 
1= and in general what are the other young people here like? 

P=... here? ..well, I'm older than them cos I started really late ... so may be a bit more 

like immaturely, I mean they are like more giggling ... 1 don't really talk to them so ... 

I in relation to my teachers 
The young people were asked to express their views talking through the I-positions of 
how they thought their teachers expected them to be as students in their community 
school. This positioning created the following voices: 
(a) I as being expected to be a disciplined and well behaved student 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Ellie 	 they want us to be disciplined because some pupils just think it's just a 
Saturday school, is not very disciplined but they want us to ... they want us 
to act like it's a real school and they want us to achieve something and 
show people that Greek school isn't just something for a Saturday. 
Lydia . P=um ... yeah ... well behaved, respect ... yeah .... 

I=respect to? 

P=respect for the people in charge ... 

Thalia 	 I don't know... umm ... helpful and you know willing to ... to take part in the 
school shows and stuff like that and, you know, just help, help my friends if 
they don't understand something to help them, explain, just stuff like that... 
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In the above extracts the young people thought that their teachers expected them to 
respect authority figures and show respect and discipline for their community school as 
they would in their mainstream school. 
(b) I as being expected to be an achiever 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Lydia 	 ... umm ... for ... yeah ... an A I think from .... he expects me to do well ... 
Thalia 	 umm ... 1 think they expect me to do well in my studies at Greek school 
because, again because of my parents really, it's all down to them, 
because if they didn't speak to me in Greek I wouldn't know half of the 
vocabulary that I know so I hope ...... I think they ... they hope for me to do 
welL. yeah ... 
Stathis 	 [ ... ] my teacher expects. they start an A's from ... [ ... ] B's and A's but I 
would get higher from that ... when I revise more hard.. 
Sotiris 	 umm ... l'm not sure ... I think ... .they like me as I am now (smiling), 
which ... umm ... maybe expects ... umm ... good things from me, like good 
grades and stuff like that. 
orest is umm ... umm ... when I came here I think the teachers .... when I came to this 
school... umm .... when we did our first exams I was getting A's ... 1 was 
getting good A .. solid A's and ... umm.... just [ .... ] '" ..so he always expect 
me to get A's and stuff so he's got high ... .1 think he's got high standards. 
Stella 	 probably just. .. continue to work hard and read ... read more like 
newspapers and things cause then you learn more subjects that like you 
don't learn in school... 
In the above extracts, the young people, with significant overlap, thought that their 
teachers expected them to be high achievers in their community school. In this sense, the 
young people mainly talked about obtaining high grades whereas getting wider cultural 
knowledge was less prominent as an expectation. 
These young persons were then asked to talk about their teachers through their 1­
positions of representing them, and this I-positioning created the following voices: 
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(c) The accessible and available teacher 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Ellie 	 in general (repeats) ... they're nice, they are very calm ... they are more 
like ... you can talk to them more than you can in the English 
school. .. then ... there's easy to get along with ... 
Stathis 	 they're ... they're very good whenever, whenever I have problems I asked 
them and they'll help me up... ! go home ... because we do on Saturdays 
and Wednesdays, if 1'/1 get a homework for the Saturday, because it is 
about for every week, for Saturday to Saturday, I go and ask them on a 
Saturday and they will help me out with it and If I need extra help I'll get it 
from here ... 
In the above extracts the young people described their teachers at the community school 
as being accessible and available to help them in contrast to the teachers in the 
mainstream school. 
(d) The good teacher 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Sotiris 	 oh they ... weU, all my teachers have been ... are very good teachers, 
they've all taught me something different and ... umm ... each one has been 
a pleasure to ... 1 wouldn't have wanted anyone else to teach me basically 
because ... 1 ... 1 say that they are the best teachers I ever had basically. 
Thalia 	 they're lovely, I don't think I have ever had a Greek school teacher that I 
didn't like ... they're always nice people, especially, you know the teacher I 
had last year and the year before that here, really-really lovely, great 
teachers and great people as well so... 
As seen above, the young people described their teachers as nice people and good 
teachers who offer them something different in their education. It is interesting to note, 
however, that these representations are quite vague and abstract something that was the 
case when they were describing themselves in relation to the other young people in their 
community school. This ambiguity might indicate a more formal relationship to their 
teachers which limits their representations to a more descriptive and polite format. 
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(f) The English speaking teacher 
Finally, Stella described her teachers as pushing the students to actualize the best of 
their abilities and she found particularly helpful the fact that her teachers use the English 
language also to explain things during the lessons. 
In her own words: 
1= and in general what are your teachers in the Greek school like? 
P=yeah .... they're all really nice ... they push you to work to the best of your ability 
which is good ... yeah .... they're helpful and it's good that they speak good English as 
well so if you are stuck it's helpful that they can explain to you in English as well as in 
Greek. 
To sum up, the young people in this school mainly imagined that their teachers' 
expectations centred on their academic achievement. They valued their teachers as 
good, available and accessible to them although often their representations were 
characterised by ambiguity. As we can see in the last extract, the bilingual community 
teacher was valued as being able to meet the needs of second and third generation 
British-born students of GreekJ Greek-Cypriot origin. 
I in relation to my parents 
The young persons in this school were asked to express their perceptions, talking from 
the I-positions of how they thought their parents expected them to be as students in their 
community school. The voices that were created from these I-positions were the 
following: 
(a) The achiever 
Students were asked separately what they thought their mother and their father hoped 
they would achieve at their community school. Examples of the expectations attributed by 
students to their parents included (in their own words): 
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Student 

Orestis 

Stathis 
Manos 
Thalia 
Mother 
umm, definitely get good results like 
I want, we've got the same interest 
in what I want so that's good. 
she expects me to get high grades 
in my GCSEs ... cos she knows that 
I work hard but she doesn't want 
me to like ... mess it up with my final 
exams so ... 
my mum hopes me to achieve good 
grades, to prove that I was good 
cos because when I was young I 
used to do really-really good, I 
came top of my class in Greek [ ... ] 
umm ... good grades, really 
she .... she really wants me to do 
well, it's just really important for her, 
so ... yeah ... she hopes for me to do 
well .... 
Father 
umm... just get good results and 
hopefully when I do A-levels get 
good results then, just get...just 
help me get ready for when I am 
older really. 
... good marks for my GCSEs and 
more fluently speaking 
I think he hopes me to pass, to do 
better, because I'm telling him that 
my grades are slightly sleeping 
according to the tests results that I 
recently got and I' m hoping to do 
better and he also believes 
that... that I can do better. 
the same as my mum, they've got 
very similar hopes so... 
As seen in the above extracts the young people thought that achievement in community 
education was the main expectation from their parents as was the case with their 
teachers as well. 
(b) The student who fulfils parents' expectations for cuftural knowledge / 
skills 
Student Mother 
she wants me to get A in my A-Ellie 
! Levels because she does [think] 
that's one of the most important 
things ... 1 had to do well in my 
Greek, she wants me to do that. 
she ... she wants me to do very well Lydia 
so she wants ... she didn't make me 
come here though so she doesn't 
really ... I am not sure she expects 
anything because she didn't make 
me come ... 
Father 
he would want me to do well, in 
Greek as well, because he never 
got a chance to do it. So, he wants 
me to do it. 
he wants me to do well and he 
would like ... he would have liked me 
to come here because he wants me 
to know how to speak Greek and 
stuff ... obviously because he is from 
Cyprus so it's different for him ... 
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Student Mother 	 Father 
Stella 	 I think she wants me to have extra my father hopes that I will take good 

knowledge, some extra education qualifications and the Greek school 

that like other people won't have, will help me in my English school 

she wants me to be and I'll get a chance just to meet 

more .... more ... have more things people, Greek people ... 

than ..... 1 wouldn't if 1didn't... 

As seen above, Ellie thought that her mother wanted her to achieve very well in A-levels 
exams and her father expected her to do well in Greek. In a similar vein Lydia, although 
she mentioned that there were no expectations imposed on her, still thought that both her 
parents wanted her to do well in the Greek school. Comparing the expectations attributed 
to their fathers, we can see that the British-born Greek-Cypriot father is thought to expect 
his daughter to do well in the mother tongue because he never had the chance to do it 
himself, whereas the Cyprus- born father wanted his daughter to learn Greek because 
this was his own native language. 
To sum up, the young people in this school gave a rather ambiguous and vague 
description regarding their relationships to other students in the school and there was 
only one exception in which age was considered a factor in shaping a distant relating to 
young students. Many of these young people in this school thought that what their 
teachers there expected from them was to be high achievers, involved in the school 
practices, disciplined and well behaved students who take their community school 
seriously as a "real" school context and show respect to the school authorities as well as 
at their community school. Moreover, the young people in this school often identified their 
teachers there in positive terms, e.g. as accessible and available to help them anytime, 
good teachers and nice persons who connect them with their ethnic background and 
capable of using the English language for teaching purposes. Finally, many of these 
young people in this school thought that their parents expected them to achieve well at 
their studies there and gain qualifications useful for higher education and for cultural 
knowledge and skills. 
4.2.2.c. Overview of the findings 
As was pointed out in the literature review, from a dialogical standpoint, identities' 
development is conceptualised as a dialogical process that one constructs and 
reconstructs with oneself and with others. In this sense, the question we should pose is 
"Who am I in relation to the other?" (Hermans, 2003, p. 104) a question which implies that 
one's sense of identity is influenced by his/her relationships with others and it is 
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increased when the importance of others in one's sense of identity is acknowledged and 
explored as being in the external part of one's self-system (Hermans, 2003). 
Thus, the aim of this section is to explore how these young persons' external positions 
(my classmates, my teachers, my parents) are perceived as relevant from the perspective 
of some of their internal positions (e.g. my teacher in the community school becomes 
important to me because he/she helps me to become a more knowledgeable student) 
and how some of their internal positions receive their relevance from their relation to 
some of their external positions (e.g. I want to achieve because this will make my 
parents proud). 
As seen in the Table 9, these young persons created a multiplicity of voices ranging from 
feeling comfortable with the other young persons in their community school to feeling 
distant and taking on roles in accordance with the minority community's cultural values 
depending on which position they talked through. 
To begin with, the participants of the two schools who talked through the position of being 
older students in relation to the younger ones produced two distinctive voices. On the 
one hand, the participants of the Pakistani school talked through the voice of the role 
model which provided fruitful insights into the ways this socioeducational institution 
guides male and female young people's identity formation. This is done through bonding 
the pupil to a sociocultural role which- as was pOinted out in the literature review- has a 
personal meaning and a cultural one which is part of the socioeducational definition 
attributed to that role (Valsiner, 2000a). These roles seem also to be gender specific. On 
the one hand, in the patriarchal society in which this community school is situated, it is 
socioculturally suggested that older boys lead the prayers and this offers them respect 
from the younger ones and on the other hand, from a female perspective, it is suggested 
that it is their actions which shape the characters of the younger persons. In this way for 
the Pakistani group relationships with the younger students become functional because 
they are in accordance with cultural values whereas in the Greek school the age 
difference as expressed by one participant at the school is dysfunctional because the 
older pupil has no specific culturally assigned role in relation to younger pupils. In chapter 
two we assumed that identity chaining mechanisms (Valsiner, 2000a) are in place at 
community schools. The voice of the role model illustrates the process of identity 
chaining; the older pupils in the Pakistani school have a specific social role, that of being 
role models to the younger ones, and the institution holds specific expectations of that 
role. The chain of identity promotion continues because these expectations socially 
suggest that these young people by being good pupils are at the same time good 
Muslims in general. 
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Table 9. Young persons' I-positions in relation to the other stakeholders in their community school: a comparison of the two schools 
PAKISTANI SCHOOL GREEK SCHOOL 
OTHERS I-positions: Voices '-positions: Voices 
Voungpeople 	 I as an older maleifemale Muslim student: The role model I as an older student: The student who feels distant 
I as a user of my mother tongue with fellow students: 

The student who feels comfortable 

I as being a participant in my community school for a limited amount of 

time: The student who feels distant 

Teachers 	 I as being expected by the teachers: I as being expected by the teachers: 
-The good Muslim - The disciplined and well behaved student 
-The achiever - The achiever 
I as representing the teachers: I as representing the teachers: 
-The mentor teacher - The accessible and available teacher 
-The activist teacher - The good teacher 
- The English speaking teacher 
Parents 	 I as being expected by the parents: The good Muslim and mother tongue I as being expected by the parents: 
learner 	 -The achiever 
- The student who fulfills parents' expectations for cultural 
knowledge/skills 
- . --	
I 
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Moreover, the voice of feeling distant was expressed also i.n the Pakistani school but 
through a different position, that of being a participant at the community school for a 
limited amount of time which is not perceived as enough to bond strong relationships or 
friendships. In addition, an opposite voice, that of feeling comfortable, came into the 
picture when a student talked through her position of being a user of her mother tongue 
with fellow students in her community school. So, how was these young persons' 
external position- my classmates- perceived as relevant from the perspective of some of 
their internal positions? It can be argued that for the Pakistani school, their fellow 
younger students in their community school became important to them because they 
helped them to fulfil a culturally assigned role (being a role model) by their other external 
positions, that is, their teachers and parents as is shown below. In contrast, for the Greek 
school the absence of culturally assigned roles seems to create ambiguity in the way 
these young people are relating to the younger ones and in some cases creates a 
distance between them. 
At the beginning of this overview we posed the question of how these young persons' 
external positions "my teachers, my parents" were perceived as relevant from the 
perspective of some of their internal positions and how some of their internal positions 
receive their relevance from their relation to these external positions. It can be argued 
that for the students at the Pakistani school, their teachers in their community school 
became important to them because they were friendly mentors with whom they had 
developed a special bond over the years and they were engaged in a teacher-student 
relationship that they saw as not typical but rather a relationship based on mutual respect 
and reciprocity. In a similar way, for the students at the Greek school, their teachers in 
their community school became important to them because they were accessible and 
available to help them at any time. In the Pakistani school, the expectations attributed by 
students to their teachers created the majority voice of the good Muslim and a minority 
voice focused on educational achievement at the community school. In contrast, in the 
Greek school, the dominant voice that was created from the expectations attributed by 
students to their teachers was that of the academic achiever which was accompanied by 
the voice of the well behaved and disciplined student. But does this mean that for the 
young people of the Pakistani school being a good Muslim will become a hierarchically 
superior identity to that of being a learner and for the young people of the Greek school 
being an achiever will superordinates other aspects of their identities? These questions 
can not be answered by examining the voices created though a specific positioning but 
rather when the positioning of these young people as a whole will be examined in the 
final chapter of this thesis. 
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As shown in Table 9, for the students in the Pakistani school their parents' expectations 
were mainly focused on them becoming good Muslims, that is, building their lives in 
accordance with their religious values and putting into practice what they had learned in 
their community school as well as learning their mother tongue. The participants of the 
Greek school thought that their parents expected them to achieve well in their studies 
there and gain qualifications useful for higher education and for cultural knowledge and 
skills. 
As these findings suggest, for both schools their own expectations of themselves as 
students in their community school which were presented in the previous section (see 
Table 8) are in accordance with that they thought their teachers and parents expected 
from them as students in these schools. Thus, in the previous section, for the students at 
the Pakistani school the dominant voice was that which expressed their expectations of 
becoming competent Muslims, a voice which meets in processes of cooperation and 
agreement (Hermans, 2001a) with the voice of being expected to be a good Muslim 
expressed by the participants in this section. In a similar way, for the students at the 
Greek school the dominant voice was that which expressed their expectations of 
becoming competent Greeks, a voice which is in agreement with the voice expressed in 
this section through identifying their teachers as the ones who connect them with their 
ethnic background and their parents' attributed expectations for cultural knowledge and 
skills. In addition, for the participants of the Greek school. the voice of the student who 
achieves and expects achievement also meets in agreement with both teachers and 
parents' attributed expectations of academic achievement in the community school. 
One of the research questions (see chapter three) that was posed for the purposes of this 
study was in what ways parents' and teachers' expectations of the students' academic 
and cultural development influence the construction of these young people's identities. 
These findings confirm Valsiner's (2000c) argument (see chapter two) that even though 
people have the choice to create their own identities they still are reliant on the framework 
set by "others". But do teachers and parents intend to direct pupils' academic and cultural 
identity construction process? We can come back to these questions when parents and 
teachers' perspectives are explored in chapter five. 
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4.2.3. Young persons 1- positions of being ethnic minority students in their school 
contexts 
4.2.3.a. Community school context 
In this section, the aim is to explore an internal position of these young persons -"I as an 
ethnic minority person" and its relation to their external position - my community school ­
and identify the important processes that take place within the arena of dialogue of those 
I-positions. 
All of the participants talked through the I-positions of being ethnic minority persons in 
their community school. The first step was to identify and group the voices and sub­
voices of their identities that were created by these and other related I-positions. 
4.2.3.a.1. Pakistani school 
For the young people in this school the voice of being similar to their community school's 
cultural community has emerged as a powerful voice which has taken centre stage. As is 
shown in the following figure this voice was linked to other I-positions which in turn 
created other sub-voices which all of them represented the main voice of similarity. 
Figure 16. I-positions and voices of being an ethnic minority person in my Pakistani 
school 
I as an ethnic minority 
student in my community 
school 
I-Positions: 
I as Muslim 
t.., 
Voice: The similar I 
I L 
I-Positions: 
I as a member 
of my minority 
~ community ~ I-Positions: I as born in England r 
Sub-voice: Sub-voice:Sharing the same Sub-Voice: Belonging to the 
religion and Sharing the same school
religious practices 
'-­ country of birth community 
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The Similar 
(a) Sharing the same religion and religious practices 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Zafar 	 1= to be now of, you know, Pakistani background in the X. school. how is it 
for you? 
P=It's great... because... it's always ... beeause there's .... is .... basically, 
what is ... there's no ... there's is no much ... there is no different groups as 
much as in mainstream schools ... because in those schools you have all 
different kinds of religions .... this is just one religion school ... .you have 
Arabic children ... you have ... you have African children .... African 
Muslims ... you have Asian Muslims .... you have British Muslims .... and 
... yeah ... it's a lot easier ... it's a lot easier than ... 
1= easier? 
P= Yeah ... than normal schools ... [italics added} 
Jehan 	 1= and to be, you know, of a Pakistani origjn in your X.school, how is it for 
you? 
P= it doesn't reaUy affect me, it's sort. of culture there, is the religion more 
because you're learning about your reHgion so it's more about that [italics 
added} 
Bibi 	 1= and to be, you know, British of a Pakistani origin in your X. school how is 
it for you? 
P= ... umm ... 1 think it's ... sometimes lean be like ... umm ... Hke 'yeah" 
because sometimes in the schools like especially if our [ ... } or something 
and you know most of people are often { ... } and used to surrounded by 
other people who aren't like British-Pakistanis or something and they just 
sometimes they just don't get you so sometimes it's like be like ~oh. I wish 
I wasn't here, I have to explain this over and over again' so when you go to 
that school like the next day at community school it's like "oh ... {happy ... }I 
think these people are like me.. " so espeCially like in Eid times and 
Ramadan times it's just ... .feel happy with people there because they just 
know what are you're doing, what you are about, you don't be constantly 
explain so yeah ... [italics added) 
As shown in the above interview extracts, three of these young persons talked through 
their I-position "I as Muslim" and thus represented cultural Similarity with their school's 
community through their sub-voice of sharing the same religion and religious practices. 
For one of these young persons, Zafar, cultural simllarity was represented by the religious 
aspect of 	his cultural identity which helps him to define himself in contrast to the 
multicultural context of the mainstream schooling. Another young person, Jehan, 
highlighted the importance of religion as a defining aspect of her cultural identity that 
makes her similar to the rest of her school's community. Finally, for Bibi, cultural similarity 
was represented by the common cultural practices-especially those which are associated 
with her religious background- that she shares with the rest of her school's community 
which facilitates her school life in contrast to the multicultural context of her mainstream 
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school. For all those three young persons, religion and the practices that are associated 
with it are highly valued although they interpreted their shared religious heritage in subtly 
different ways. 
(b) Belonging to the school community 
Student Interview extracts 
Fareeda 1= if I'U ask you know how do you feel of being of Pakistani background 
in your X. school? 
P= .... urn ... hatf people there are of a Pakistani background so .... 
1= so how do you feeL .. ? 
P=good, you fit in. 
Nahid 1= so ... to be of Pakistani origin in the X. school is? What you'd say, how 
you would describe it, you know, you were born here and ... but your 
parents' origins are from Pakistan ... so to be of Pakistani origin in the X. 
school is .... ? 
p= is... is alright. .. imagine that some students ... ~ome are Like... some of 
them, most of us are...um .. .Pakistani ... and I do Iike .. .Ii/{e when J go 
there, 1 don't feel, like ... "Oh! I wanna be somewhere else" cause I think 
it's, like, good that I'm going there and doing what I want to do... J'm like, 
not being forced to do it... [italics added} 
As shown above, for these young students belonging to the school community was highly 
valued because it gives a sense of belonging to a community which creates a strong, 
positive bond to the school. 
(c) Sharing the same country of birth 
The above sub-voice was expressed by Azra who approached the voice of similarity 
through a different I-positioning, as is evident in the following extract: 
1= and, you know, to be of a Pakistani origin in the X. school how it is? 

P=well, everyone in the class I am in, in our class I know is Pakistani so ... 

I=how this makes you feel? 

P=it doesn't make me really feel anything because we're a/l from England and we 

just. .. when we go for holidays we just talk about it in Urdu classes and stuff like 

that, we just talk about it, but we don't really talk about it..[... ) we just ... it doesn't 

really affect us as much and stuff [italics added] 

In this example, Azra talked through the I-positions of being an ethnic minority person, 
born in England and through this multiple positioning of herself her internal position "I as 
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Pakistani" becomes less dominant than the internal position "I as English-born". At this 
point, it is interesting to note that for Azra, moving from an "I" to a "we" position-which is 
an I-position of herself- represented cultural similarity with the other young people who 
are all born in England and therefore share a common inherited identity which can speak 
through the position of "we". 
To sum up, the participants who talked through the I-position of being Muslims highly 
valued the religious aspect of their cultural identities. For them, being a Muslim at their 
community school helps them to define themselves in contrast to the multicultural context 
of the mainstream schooling and facilitates their identity development by encouraging the 
adoption of their common cultural and religious practices among others who are familiar 
with them. The participants who talked through the I-position of being of a common 
Pakistani background valued the contribution of cultural similarity to meeting their needs 
for belonging to a community and developing a strong positive bond to the schooL 
However, the voice of similarity produced a distinctive sub-voice when it was approached 
from the I-position "I as bom in England". Talking from that positioning, one young person 
subdued her "inherited" Pakistani identity in favour of her identity as an English-born 
young person (see Valsiner, 2004b). This was a minority position within the sample 
interviewed. 
In the following section the findings from the Greek school are presented in relation to 
pupils' positioning of being ethnic minority young persons in their community school. 
4.2.3.a.2. Greek school 
For the partiCipants in the Greek school, being similar to their school's cultural community 
has also emerged as a powerful voice which was embraced by the voice of being similar 
and different at the same time. 
As is shown in the following figure these voices were linked to other I-positions which in 
turn created other sub-voices which represent the dialogical constructions of sameness 
and difference. 
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Figure 17. I-positions and voices of being an ethnic minority person in my Greek school 
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(a) Sharing the same cultural and family values 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Lydia 	 1= and to be of Greek-Cypriot background in this school how is it for you? 
P=it... this doesn't matter really, I think because you're all the same 
anyway so it doesn't really mater. .. 
I=and how do you feel for being you know around with other people from 
the same background ... what does it means for you to have other friends ... 
P=because there are ... there are certain things that are like people from a 
different background wouldn't understand ... like ... just little things ... like a 
... 
I=would you tell me about these little things .... ? 
P=the mnmou and YlaYlo stereotype1 sort of.... 
1 In Greek, the grandfather and grandmother: the papou and yiayia. 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
I=what? 

P=the TIa1T1TOU and ... Iike stereotypical. ..TIa1T1TOlJ and YlaYlo ... it's 

just... yeah little things like that ... . and families and stuff are generally quite 

simi/ar and similar ways of like thinking sometimes about certain things ... 

I=would you give me an example? 

P=like ... 1 don't know the way you act towards like a family 

member. .. they ... people generally are closer probably ... [italics added] 

Stella 	 1= and to be of Greek-Cypriot origin in this school how is..... ? 
P=nice ... (whispering) 
I=nice? 
P=yeah ... everyone is in .. . like ... .in the same sort ofsituation so .... 
I=in which ways? 
P=cause we are aIL ...we are all Greek but we live in X. [name of city] so 
we are all in ....when we go to our English schools we are all in mixed 
cultures but when we come here we are al/ the same so we are al/, been 
taught the same language, we learn the same things ...umm .. . .it's sort of 
find out that we are quite similar in a lot of ways ... 
I=in which ways ... 
P=that... the way our home lives are quite similar because my ... the way 
Greek people are, is quite different from English people ... like some of my 
English friends can go out whenever they want whereas most of my Greek 
friends have to tell their parents where they go and everything so it's quite 
different the backgrounds that they come from [italics added] 
As is evident in the above interview extracts, for these students cultural similarity with 
their community school's community was represented by the common cultural and family 
values. Lydia's voice of being similar with her community school's cultural community was 
linked with other 1- positions, namely, that of being of a Greek cultural background and 
living in the dominant society which created the sub-voice of sharing the same cultural 
and family meanings and values with other members of her cultural group in contrast to 
the multicultural context in which she is situated and where these meanings and values 
cannot be understood. In a similar vein, for Stella, the sharing of common family patterns 
and values was also stressed and she approached cultural similarity with her community 
school's community by positioning herself and the other young people who all live in a 
large metropolitan city in the same situation and therefore share a common inherited 
identity which can speak from the position of "we". 
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(b) Sharing the same language 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Orestis 	 1= and to be of Greek-Cypriot origin in the Greek school? 
P=it's ... 1 think it's easier than being in English .... because everyone is 
Greek ... 
I=in which ways it is easier? 
P=because ifs ... like ... everyone you see is Greek and you know ... is 
... is ... just Greek people ... it's like ... you're more ... you would be more 
relaxed with your language ... like ... 
Manos 	 1= and to be a Greek in the Greek school now, how it is? 
P= it's very nice (neutral). 
I=is it different. .. do you experience it in a different way? 
P=not really because well ... 1 am not a ... a person from a completely 
different background learning Greek so it would be really hard but I did 
know some Greek before I came to Greek school so that was like [ .. ] 
advantage. 
l=umm ... 1 see ... 
P=it helped me a bit. 
As seen in the above examples. for these young persons being in a community school 
facilitates their identity development by encouraging the adoption of their mother tongue 
among others who are familiar with it. Thus. for both of them cultural similarity to their 
community school's community was represented by sharing the same mother tongue 
language. 
(c) Belonging to a community 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Sotiris 	 1= and ... so. to be a Greek-GreekiCypriot in the Greek school, how is it? 
[... ] 
P=well. it's just... it just feels like ... you're with other people who are like you 
because everyone here is Greek or Cypriot and it just feels like you can 
understand each other because it's ... it's more easy going if I had because 
you know you can talk to everyone ... they won't ... they won't like ... they won't 
be rude to you and stuff like that [italics added] 
Thalia 	 1= and again to be a Greek-Cypriot, again, but this time in the Greek school? 
P= oh that's fine as well (smiling) because I'm surrounded by other Greeks 
so it's not a problem ... 
Stathis 	 1= and again to be of Greek-Cypriot here in the Greek school is... 
P= oh yes! It's good because everyone is Greek, well, everyone is not Greek-
Cypriot... it's like the majority of people are Greek-Cypriots ... it's 
like ... everyone is proud to be Greek ... 
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As is evident in the above extracts, Sotiris through the dialogical cooperative processes 
of his external and internal positioning or I-positions in general, made sense of being an 
ethnic minority person in his community school as an experience that provides him 
emotional security and cultural belonging. In the same line of argument, two more young 
persons, Thalia and Stathis, talked about their experience of belonging to their minority 
cultural community. More specifically, for Thalia and Stathis, being surrounded by other 
Greeks is perceived as a positive experience, and Stathis defined himself as belonging to 
the Greek-Cypriot community where all feel proud of being Greeks. 
The similar and different 
In this example, another young person, Ellie, enriched the above position of "sameness" 
by explaining how a young person can feel similar and different at the same time: 
1= and imagine now that I am asking one of your Greek classmates, here, in Greek 
school, which I'm not gonna do, to describe you; what do you think he/she would tell 
about you? 
p= [ ... ] I think they would say I'm quite lively ... hmm .... umm ... 1 think they'd say I'm 
different to them ... that's about it really, I don't know ... 
1= different in which way? 
P= in that I'm not a typical Greek-Cypriot girl. 
I= ... hmm ... in which sense? 
P= because most Greek girls, in England, they hang around with Greek people, but I 
don't really have many Greek friends. l'm ... 1 think I'm classified as different to them 
because I don't hang around with Greek people, but at the same time, I'm the same 
because of the background so ... 
1= so what are the other young people in this school like? 
P= Oh! They ... they are lively, they are loud, they are typical Greek people (laugh) ... 
1= and to be of Greek-Cypriot, now, origin in the Greek school how it is for you? 
P= it's ... it's ... good ... is ... 
1= is it different from the English school? 
P= yeah! It is very different because you feel more equal in the Greek school, 
because everyone else is like Greek and then ... in English school because they are 
so many mixed cultures in one school, you ... you ... 1 don't know ... everyone comes 
from different backgrounds, but in Greek school everyone is the same [italics added] 
Ellie's positions regarding her representations of being an ethnic minority person in her 
Greek school revealed two voices: being similar and being different. On the one hand, 
she feels more equal in the Greek school because everyone else is from the same 
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background sharing typical cultural characteristics. On the other hand, she thinks that her 
classmates in the Greek school classify her as different from them because she is not a 
typical Greek -Cypriot girl. 
As seen in the above extracts, the young people in the Greek school constructed cultural 
similarity in a multivoiced way. The participants, who talked through the I-position of being 
of a Greek cultural background living in the multicultural context of the dominant society, 
highly valued the common cultural and family values. For them, being of a Greek cultural 
background at their community school had helped them to define themselves in contrast 
to the multicultural context of the mainstream society and facilitated their school life by 
sharing these values and meanings with others who were familiar with them. The 
participant who talked from the I-position of being of a common cultural background but 
being also classified as different by the rest of the school community shared the same 
representations of sharing common values and meanings but she also perceived herself 
as moving towards a different cultural positioning at the same time. In general, as the 
extracts in this section indicate, for the young people in both groups the community 
school context emerged as an environment which empowered their sense of belonging to 
their minority cultural communities. For the Greek school, cultural similarity was mainly 
represented by the community's cultural and family values whereas for the Pakistani 
school, cultural similarity with the school's community was mainly represented by the 
religious feature of their developing cultural identities. 
4.2.3.b. Mainstream school context 
In this section, the aim was to explore the internal position of these young persons - "I as 
an ethnic minority person" and its relation to their external position - "my mainstream 
school" -and identify the important processes that take place within the dialogical arena of 
those I-positions. 
4.2.3.b.1. Pakistani school 
All of the participants talked through the I-positions of being ethnic minority persons in 
their mainstream school and, as is shown in the following figure, this positioning created 
the voices of being: 
(a) The normal person 
(b) The person who is treated as different 
(c) The person who experiences belonging 
(d) The multiheritage person 
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Figure 18. I-positions and voices of being an ethnic minority person in my mainstream school: Pakistani school 
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The normal person 
The voice of normality which is described below has been approached by two female 
participants through two different I-positions which in turn created the following sub­
voices: 
(a) Being a multicultural person 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Azra 	 1= and, you know, you were born here and your parents are .... 
P= my dad is from Pakistan ... 
1= so you are of Pakistani origin and how is to be, you know, a pupil of 
Pakistani origin in your English school... ? 
P= (sighs) well, no one says anything bad, anything, no one is racist, no 
one really ask and stuff ... and not ashamed of it or anything and it doesn't 
really affect my education or how I am in my life and just like ... I'm just like 
a normal person and everyone out there is like get on with their lives and 
so do I and our backgrounds aren't really affect us as much because most 
of us are born in England but our parents [. ..J came from different 
countries like Kenya, Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, all those places ... [italics 
added] 
Arub 	 1= so to be of a Pakistani origin in your mainstream schooL .. ? 
P= it's just normal, it's like everyone else, they al/ have different 
backgrounds as well so it's a .... yeah ... [italics added] 
The first participant, Azra, represented the voice of "normality" in the same way she 
represented the voice of "similarity" in her community school, that is, talking through the 
position of being an ethnic minority person born in England. In a similar vein, for Arub, the 
voice of normality was also represented by the multicultural character of her mainstream 
school and in this way co-constructed with the person and the cultural context of a 
multicultural class setting. By shifting from I to We, Azra clearly identified herself with 
other young persons of different ethnic backgrounds. 
(b) Being normal but weird for others 
The above voice relates to the voice of another young person, Nahid, who approached 
the voice of normality through a different I-positioning, as is evident in the following 
extract: 
1= and what do the other young people in the English school like? 

P= They are .... because they are not like the same culture as me ... sometimes, 

some of the stuff I might like do like ... they find it a bit weird, like .... say if we had a 

[ ... ] day, then say someone is like ... like ... no it may be not like ... you know ... but... 

but like when I wear henna sometimes, I find that [ ... ] and they say like "Oh why did 

you put on henna?" or like "where did you get it from? Where did you buy it from?" 
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... they would say like .... "Oh, why do you put on henna and how long does it last?" 
and that stuff ... /'1/ find that a bit, like, normal to wear henna because I can always 
like mainly on Eid and [ ... ] I do tend to wear some ... it's just too normal... [italics 
added] 
In the above example, Nahid perceived herself as a "normal" person in her mainstream 
school by positioning herself within her minority community's context and relating herself 
to her community's religious and cultural practices. From that position, Nahid's internal 
position "I'll find that a bit, like, normal to wear henna" is discrepant with her external 
position "my classmates find wearing henna a bit weird", something that might be an 
indication of internal conflict in relation to her developing identities. 
The person who is treated as different 
The above voice of the person who is treated as different was another voice which 
complements their stories as ethnic minority young people in their mainstream schools. 
Two young persons approached this voice through a different I-positioning which created 
the sub- voice of the person who is treated as different due to racism. 
(a) The person who is treated as different due to racism 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Nahid 	 I=and so, to be a young person whose ethnic background, you know, is from 
Pakistan in the English school, in your mainstream ... how is it? 
P= It's alright, 1. .. 1 expect if I was like ... if I couldn't speak English .. .! ... it would 
be a lot harder for me because it's not like that easy, so ... it can really [ ...... ] 
(whispering) so, I think it is alright...no one, like says, "oh!" you get some 
people ... who are likely to be "oh! You're from a different country" like "go back 
to your country" but apart from that I think it's alright the rest of the time ... pretty 
nice [italics added] 
Bibi 	 1= and to be, you know, of Pakistani origin in your mainstream schooL .. ? 
P= ... umm ... [ ... ] a bit of a problem because there was quite lot of racism 
going on which slowed down in the school because we live in... our school is in 
an area where [NAME] is like ... is predominantly white area so people comes 
from there you know they have this racist attitude so it's a kind of racism [ ..] 
but as we've gone up in school, 6th form, now we've got a quite big ... not big 
but quite large Asian community in our 6th form so it's more like [ .... J but, I 
mean ... we can... we have like friends of Jamaican background, Polish 
background who want to learn about our culture [ ... ] because it's cool sO... so 
they come to us and ask us about Bollywood films and the latest fashion and 
... yeah ... [italics added] 
As is evident in the above extracts, on the one hand, Nahid situated herself in a 
imaginary position, that of being an ethnic minority person who cannot speak the English 
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language properly and she explained that, if that had been the case, it would have been a 
lot harder for her. Thus the voice of being a person who experiences racism gains 
significance through an "imagined" positioning. On the other hand, Sibi, within her field of 
I-positions moved t~ a past point in time and then moved to the present. In the past, she 
talked from her I-positions of going to a mainstream school which was situated in a 
predominantly white area in which people had a racist attitude. In contrast, in the present, 
she talked through her I-positions of being surrounded by other members of her cultural 
community as well as other ethnic minority young people, something that had a positive 
effect on her well-being. 
The person who experiences belonging 
The voice of belonging, which can also be traced in the previous extract from Sibi, was 
approached by two other young persons through two different positions. 
(a) Belonging to my minority community 
On the one hand, Jehan approached belonging by talking of her experience of being 
surrounded by members of her minority community: 
1= and to be, you know, you were born here and to be, you know, of Pakistani 
origin in your mainstream school, how is it for you? 
P= it's quite good actually, we have a group of like Pakistani people, they're just 
like go on about the culture and they're like what films they saw and it's quite ... it 
doesn't really affect me much in my mainstream school. 
(b) Belonging to a multicultural community 
On the other hand, Zafar approached belonging by situating himself in the multicultural 
setting of his mainstream school context. Within that context Zafar felt proud of his 
cultural background because he belongs to a community of people from different 
backgrounds where other young persons also feel proud of themselves. In this sense, 
Zafar's sense of "pride" of his background is co-constructed by himself and the cultural 
context of his mainstream school or in other words, through the interaction of his external 
and internal positioning. 
1= so for you, this how ... how so to be off a Pakistani background in your 
mainstream school, how do you feel about that, I mean? 
P= Yeah .... okay .... because ... you see other people from different ethnic 
groups ... and they're proud of themselves so .... you know, why shouldn't I have 
been proud of myself .. .? 
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1= So you feeL .. ? 

P=proud 

1= Proud ... umm 

P= proud ... yeah .... proud of where I am from and who I am [italics added] 
The multiheritage person 
In the following example, the voice of the multiheritage person was expressed by Fahim. 
In his own words: 
1= so, to be of Pakistani origin in the mainstream school, in your English school, how 
is it for you ... how do you feel? 
P= ... um... [pause]1 don't know really, it's sort of ... I'm ... 1 don't know, probably 
have ... probably means that I have not only a ... like ... then if you think of your life if I 
was ... if I was white I'd lack a certain group of friends so certain like a set of like 
opportunities and experiences, by being Pakistani and British so increases that a bit, 
it's like a whole new script of possibilities... like more ... because like Asian cultures 
like a whole..... it's a whole different thing all together, I'm not like Pakistani­
Pakistani as well because it's like my mum is white, I'm white [ ... ] so it's just like a 
white person as well plus a Pakistani [italics added] 
In the above extract, Fahim's voice of being a multi heritage person is co-constructed 
through the interactions of other I-positions. For this young person, his internal positions 
"I as a Pakistani", "I as British", "I as White" constituted his dialogical arena of identities 
where all of the above positions meet in processes of negotiation and cooperation 
(Hermans, 2001a). To sum up, these young persons created a multiplicity of voices 
ranging from feeling normal in their mainstream school context to feeling they were 
treated as different and with a racist attitude as well as feeling positive about belonging to 
their minority community or in a multicultural society in general. In the following section 
the partiCipants at the Greek school outlined their representations of being ethnic minority 
young persons in their mainstream school context. 
4.2.3.b.2. Greek school 
All of the participants talked through the I-positions of being ethnic minority persons in 
their mainstream school and as is shown in the following figure this positioning created 
the voices of being (a) the person who is treated as different (b) the person who 
experiences belonging and (c) the person who feels different and treated as similar. 
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Figure 19. I-positions and voices of being an ethnic minority person in my mainstream school: Greek school 
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The person who ;s treated as different 
(a) The person who is treated as different due to ignorance 
In the following extract, Lydia talked through the position of being the only one of her 
minority community in her mainstream class: 
I=and to be of Greek-Cypriot background in that school, how is it for you... ? 
P=umm ... at first, I think it was a bit of an issue because I was only one who 
wasn't. .. 
l=you were the only one? 
P=yeah ... well one of the only ones .... so I think because it...because you were 
different, it kind of stands out ... but now it's not an issue ... not really, the only ... the 
only time that it really does became an issue is when you meet someone and they 
are like "oh!...so where are you from ... ?" but that's sort of...that's sort of doesn't 
happens now. 
I=when it was an issue .... were there any ... you know ... cases that you felt ... you 
know ... difficult... ? 
P= umm ... yeah a little bit...it was ... but it was never malicious, it was just ignorant, it 
wasn't bad [italics added] 
For Lydia, her internal position "I as different" is salient for her when she is the only one 
from her group in her school and when she is meeting a new person. Thus, Lydia 
understands her internal pOSition of being an ethnic minority person in her mainstream 
school as depending on two of her external positions: (a) the degree of being together 
with other members of her minority community and (b) whether her classification by 
others as different is done from ignorance or hostility. 
(b) The person who is treated as different due to racism 
Another young person, however, represented the voice of difference by focusing on her 
negative experiences in her mainstream school and talking through the sub-voice of 
having experienced racism. When Thalia was asked to recount her first experiences in 
her mainstream school when she was younger she unfolded the following long story 
without any prompting on the researcher's part: 
P= When I was younger I ... we used to live in an area that was full of English people 
and there were very a few foreigners there so I think there was a lot of racism going 
on around that area and when I was ... 1 went to a school that my sister attended as 
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well, a private school that my sister went to and she had a lot of trouble with one 
teacher and my sister is a very quiet girl and she would never do anything to ... you 
know ... to annoy or hurt anybody, she is very well-behaved and the teacher always 
used to pick on her and always had a big problem with her and it was because she 
was Greek and people in her class even used to call her PAKI [...J even though she 
was Greek and she wasn't even Indian or Pakistani or anything and people used to 
take the [..] out of her simply because she wasn't English and cos she had dark hair 
and dark eyes you know it was different to them and I went to that same school as 
well and ... you know ... .1 don't think that I was in troubles as child, I'd like to think that 
I was quite well behaved but...umm ... this teacher had... had a problem with me too 
and I remember once that we were learning the alphabet or how to write letters and, 
you know, I wrote a letter backwards or something and she got really angry with me 
and she grabbed me and she shook me and she shouted at me really badly sort of by 
my neck in front of all my friends and she always used to complain about me and 
stuff so I think, that was in my nursery sort of... reception .... so I was about... only 
about 5 or. .. not even 5 years old ... it was not... it wasn't very nice, it was a horrible 
experience and it ... you know, it sort of made me think / don't really want to be here 
and we ended up leaving areas and leaving house as well and / started a new school 
and I was about 5 or 6 and everything was much better there, it was a much better 
school, I've made good friends and I had lovely teachers as well. So ever since then 
my experiences have been fine ... 
In the opening of her story, Thalia talked about her experience of living in an area that 
was full of English people and few foreigners and she thought that a lot of racism was 
going on around that area. She started her narrative by telling the story of her elder sister 
describing her as a very nice girl who had troubles with one of her teachers because of 
her ethnic background and her racial characteristics. It was not until towards the end of 
her story that she started talking about herself, about the horrible time she had with the 
same teacher. It is very interesting in her story that Thalia chose to explore her memories 
by using both the experiences of herself as well as her sisters'. Before she started talking 
about herself it was her external position (my sister) which was "talking" for herself. 
Finally Thalia ended her story by telling how these experiences in the school context 
affected the whole family pushing them to move from the place where they were living. 
The person who experiences belonging 
(a) The presence of others from one's minority group facilitates schoo/life 
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In the following extract Thalia emphasized the importance of being surrounded by others 
of the same minority group: 
I=how do you feel about that [being a Greek-Cypriot in your English school]? 

P= oh, no I am happy to be a Greek Cypriot, because they are quite a lot of others 

and the head-master is Greek as well so we don't feel. .. I'm ... I'm never embarrassed 

to say ... 

I=so it's ... ? 

P=yeah, it's fine .... yeah ... to some paint... [italics added] 

For Thalia, her external positions (my Greek Cypriot classmates, my head teacher) 
empowers her internal position (I as a Greek-Cypriot) and in this way her voice of 
belonging has created a sUb-voice which highlights the importance of the presence of 
other members of her minority community-both pupils and school authorities. 
(b) Being proud ofmy cultural background 
Student Interview extracts 
Stella I=and to be of a Greek-Cypriot origin in the English school is ... ? 
P=is good (laugh) because it's quite a lot of us and also quite a lot of 
things originated from the Greeks so you feel proud when you are in 
a lesson and they are talking about something that Greeks invented .. 
Stathis 1= ... and to be of Greek-Cypriot origin in your English school how it is? 
P= ... no ... 1'm proud to be Greek-Cypriot. .. it's like ... no, it's like a lot 
of other people are Greek-Cypriots [ ... ] so ... 
Manos I=so to be, you know, a Greek in your English school, how is it for you? 
P= I feel really proud, I am not ashamed of it and I feel it's a honour. 
Because Greece ... Greek is a lovely language, I've learned that over the y_ears. 
As is evident in the above extracts, these young people emphasized the importance of 
being not only together with other young people from the same background but also 
feeling proud of that background. What is interesting however, is that whereas all talked 
about being proud of their ethnic background, Stathis and Manos also made explicit the 
negation of the opposite ( e.g. I am not ashamed) which might raise a question of 
whether membership to an ethnic minority group for some young people is seen as a 
status that needs to be defended. WOUld this negation of the oppOSite appear within high 
status majority groups? 
The person who feels different and treated as similar 
(a) Being different and accepted 
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In the following extract, Ellie perceived her experience of being an ethnic minority person 
in her mainstream school as different but at the same time she saw herself as not 
perceived differently in the school context and being accepted for who she is: 
I=and to be of a Greek/Greek-Cypriot origin in your English school is ... ? 
P= is different, is different, but no one just... they don't think of me any different. 
They ... think I'm the same. They accept...they accept me for who I am, so... 
As is evident in her own words above, although Ellie's internal position (is different for 
me) contradicts her external (they don't think of me as any different), it seems that it is 
quite comfortable for her to experience this discrepancy. The same applies to another 
young person, Orestis, who also identifies difference but prefers to emphasise similarity 
to the rest of his mainstream school community: 
I=and to be of a Greek-Cypriot origin in your English school, how is it for you ... ? 
P=umm ... nothing ... it's the same really ... it's just...1 don't get treated any differently, 
the only difference is that when there is another Greek person I can talk to them in 
Greek and there is ... it's just.. .. it's easier when .... really anything ... 
To sum up, these young persons created a multiplicity of voices ranging from being 
treated as different in their mainstream school context either from ignorance or racism to 
feeling different but treated as similar as well as feeling positive about belonging to their 
minority community. 
4.2.l.c. Overview of the findings 
The aim of this section is to develop an understanding of the ways these young people 
make sense of themselves as ethnic minority students both in their community and 
mainstream school context. As shown above, the young persons in both schools tried to 
explain who they were and who they were not by speaking through a multiplicity of 
positions and in a multivoiced way. Table 10 presents the voices that were created 
through those young persons' positioning as ethnic minority pupils in their school 
contexts. To begin with, for both groups, the community school context emerged as an 
environment which empowered the voice of cultural similarity which was approached 
through a multipliCity of positions. All of the participants talked through their I-positions of 
being ethnic minority persons in their community schools. For the Greek school, cultural 
Similarity was mainly represented by the community's cultural and family values whereas 
for the Pakistani school, cultural similarity with the school's community was mainly 
represented by the religious feature of their developing cultural identities. 
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Table 10. Young persons' I-positions of being ethnic minority young persons in their school context: a comparison of the two schools 
I-positions Voices 
(Pakistani School) 
Being an ethnic The similar 
minority young 
person in my 
community 
school 
Being an ethnic The normal person 
minority young 
person in my 
mainstream 
school 
The multiheritage 
person 
The person who is 
treated as different 
The person who 
experiences 
belonging 
I-positions: 
Sub-voices 
I as Muslim: 
Sharing the same religion and religious practices 
I as born in England: 
Sharing the same country of birth 
I as a member of my minority community: Belonging to 
the school community 
I as born in England and living in a multicultural 
society: Being a multicultural person 
I as being within my minority community's context: 
Being normal but weird for others 
I as being Pakistani, British and White: Having more 
opportunities and experiences 
I as living in a white areal I as lacking language 
competence: The person who is treated as different due 
to racism 
I as living among other members of my minority 
community and other ethnic minority groups: 
-Belonging to my minority community 
-Belonging to a multicultural community 
Voices 
(Greek School) 
The similar 
The similar and 
different 
The person who 
is treated as 
different 
The person who 
experiences 
belonging 
The person who 
feels different 
and treated as 
similar 
I-positions: 
Sub-voices 
I as being of a Greek cultural background and 
living in the dominant society: 
-Sharing the same cultural and family values 
-Sharing the same language 
-Belonging to a community 
I as being of a Greek cultural background and 
not a typical Greek: Sharing the same cultural 
background and moving towards differentiation 
I as being the only one: The person who is 
treated as different due to ignorance 
I as living in a predominantly English areal i 
I as being from a different ethnic background 
and having different racial characteristics: 
The person who is treated as different due to 
racism 
I as belonging to my minority community: 
-The presence of others from my minority group 
facilitates school life 
-Being proud of my minority cultural background 
I as being of an ethnic minority background 
and accepted: 
Being different and accepted 
~-
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More specifically, the young people of the Pakistani school who talked through their 1­
positions of being Muslims highly valued the religious aspect of their cultural identities 
because it was perceived as helping them to define themselves in contrast to the 
multicultural context of the mainstream schooling. For both schools, cultural similarity was 
also represented by giving to these young people a sense of belonging to their minority 
cultural communities. For the participants in the Pakistani school, being of a common 
ethnic background was valued because it was perceived as giving them a sense of 
belonging to a community and facilitating the development of a strong positive bond to 
the school. Similarly, for the partiCipants of the Greek school, being of a Greek cultural 
background was perceived as helping them to define themselves in contrast to the 
multicultural context of the mainstream society and facilitating their school life by sharing 
family and cultural values and meanings. 
At this point, it is interesting to pOint out that in both schools two minority voices were 
expressed. On the one hand, in the Pakistani school, the participant who talked through 
her position of being born in England approached similarity with the other young persons 
in her community school by positioning herself and others in the context of sharing the 
same country of birth. On the other hand, in the Greek school, the participant who talked 
through her position of being of a Greek cultural background but not a typical Greek girl 
approached cultural similarity through the SUb-voice of sharing the same cultural 
background but being different at the same time. Those two examples provided fruitful 
inSights into the ways the notion of similarity can be multivoiced depending on each 
participant's positioning and illustrated that the transaction of these positions can coexist, 
not as two opposing and conflictual but rather as dialogically related in a "unity of two 
opposite processes" (Valsiner, 2004b, p.10) or fused, an indication of multiple identities. 
Another example of multiple identities can be found when the young person from the 
Pakistani school created the voice of the multiheritage person within his mainstream 
school context. This young person talked through a multiplicity of internal positions e.g. I 
as Pakistani, I as British, I as white -all of them highly valued because they were 
perceived as broadening someone's opportunities and experiences. In a similar vein, the 
young person from the Greek school who created the voice of feeling different in her 
mainstream school but treated as the same also provided useful insights into the various 
processes that take place in an ethnic minority young person's dialogical arena of 
identities. 
From these findings it is evident that these young persons had tried to make sense of 
themselves in a multivoiced way. The multiple voices that were created from the diverse 
positioning of these students might be interpreted as ambivalence in how they perceive 
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themselves and an indication of internal conflicts. However, as mentioned in the literature 
review, Valsiner (2004b) pointed out that we should move beyond conceptualizations of 
ethnic minority young persons' cultural identities as static and linear comparisons 
between different "beings" (p.g) as for example, "being a Pakistani" versus "being a 
British" or investigating one cultural identity in contrast to another. From a dialogical 
standpoint and as these findings suggest, those young person's voices are moving 
towards an integrated construction of their multiple identities or as Valsiner (2004b) points 
out moving -through dialogical oppositions- between their "inherited" identity and their 
"transformed" hybrid identity. Thus, should we perceive this "ambivalence" as a 
negotiation towards an integrated sense of identity? We will come back to this question 
when the young persons' representations of themselves as members of their cultural 
communities are explored in the next section of this chapter. 
Furthermore, for both groups, the mainstream school context emerged as an environment 
which offers them a sense of belonging to a cultural community. The young persons in 
both schools emphasized the presence of other members of their minority community in 
their mainstream school as a factor that facilitated their school life and supported their 
feeling of pride about belonging in their minority community. For one participant in the 
Pakistani school, specifically, this pride about his background is a result of the mutual 
transactions of his internal (I as an ethnic minority student) and external positions (my 
classmates from diverse backgrounds), an example of an ethnic minority person's identity 
development in a multicultural context. In multicultural societies, such as the British one, it 
seems that for many young ethnic minority persons, another identity position emerges, 
complementary to being identified with your minority or majority community or both. This 
emerging multicultural identity celebrates difference and establishes a sense of a 
collective identity through diversity: we are all different but this is the common 
characteristic that makes us similar. 
One important voice that was created in the Pakistani school when the young persons 
talked through their positions of being ethnic minority students in their mainstream school 
context was the voice of being a normal person. This voice also provided insights into the 
ways the notion of "normality" can be multivoiced and multiply represented depending on 
which I-positioning the young persons were talking through. In this sense, the young 
person who approached the voice of normality through the I-positions of being an ethnic 
minority person born in England and living in a multicultural society perceived herself as 
a normal person because "being multicultural" in that context was perceived as normal. 
This was an example where the voice of normality generated positive feelings because it 
was characterised by agreement between the individual's internal and external positions. 
On the other hand, the young person who approached the voice of normality by 
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positioning herself within her cultural community's context perceived herself as normal 
when practicing her religious and cultural practices but also thought she was perceived 
as weird by others, something that may indicate internal conflict when there is a 
discrepancy between "how I perceive myself and "how I am perceived by others". 
So, what happens when the internal positions come into conflict with the external ones? 
As mentioned in the literature review, Valsiner (2004b) stresses the importance of 
understanding tensions or differences in all their complexity. What happens with the 
young persons who are treated as different within the mainstream school context? 
In the Greek school the voice of being treated as different was approached through two 
different positions which created different sub-voices. On the one hand, one young 
person talked through the position of being the only Greek-Cypriot pupil in her classroom, 
something that resulted in her being identified as different mainly due to ignorance rather 
than in a malicious way, an example of a mutual and bi-directional transaction of one's 
external and internal positions. On the other hand, another young person talked through 
her I-positions of living in a predominantly English area where she was identified as 
different because of her ethnic background and racial characteristics, something that she 
characterized as a racist attitude which resulted in her having a horrible experience in her 
first mainstream school, an example of conflict between her internal and external 
positions. This conflict between internal and external positions was also present in the 
Pakistani group. One participant talked through a past position of going to a mainstream 
school which was situated in a predominantly white area in which people had a racist 
attitude, whereas in her present position of being surrounded by other members of her 
minority community as well as other ethnic minority young people had a positive effect on 
her well-being. This example clearly suggests the influence of the mutual transactions of 
one's I-positions on a young person's developing cultural identities. Another participant 
introduced another aspect of the multivoiced self, that of the "imagined" self'. Through 
that imaginary position the participant placed herself in a position where she wouldn't 
able to speak English properly, and imagined that this would have resulted in her being 
treated as different and having a hard time. 
So, what are the meanings behind these differences and tensions and what are their 
implications for identities' development? This question will be explored in the following 
section where the young persons' ways of engagement with their cultural communities 
are outlined. 
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4.2.4. Young persons' I-positions of being of an ethnic minority background within 
their cultural communities 
In this section, the aim was to explore an internal position of these young persons - "I as 
an ethnic minority person" and its relation to their external position "my cultural 
communities" -and identify the important processes that take place within the dialogical 
arena of those I-positions. This part focuses on understanding to what extent the ways 
these young people are engaged with their majority and minority cultural communities 
affect the construction of their cultural identities. 
4.2.4..a. Pakistani school 
All of the participants were asked to talk through their I-positions of being ethnic minority 
persons living in England. As is shown in the following figure this voice was linked to 
other I-positions which in tum created other sub-voices which represented the voices of: 
(a) The similar to the majority community 
(b) The different from the majority community 
(c) The similar to the minority community 
(d) The multiheritage person 
(e) The multicultural person 
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Figure 20. I-positions and voices of being an ethnic minority person born and living in England: Pakistani school 
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The similar to the majority community 
For the young persons in this sample the voice of being similar to the majority community 
emerged as a powerful voice. This voice was created through the I-positions of those 
young persons "I as belonging to my majority community" and created the following sub­
voices: 
(a) Sharing a sustaining environment 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Fahim 	 1= and, if I'll ask you know in which ways do you feel similar? 
p= .... um ... 1 don't know ... it's like British share the same values, speak the 
same language, well, go to same schools, have common interests ... 
I=what do you mean by same values? 
P=... um ... like same .... because I was born here, I've been educated here 
as well so I would expect to....1would expect to have the same values with 
the people .... like same like I would have gone with any other person they'd 
like ... their aim would be like, you know, you have like a decent education, 
have a nice job and [ ... J the same kind of values that I have. 
1= nice job, good education ... 
P=yeah etc ... [italics added] 
Nahid 	 1= and in which way do you think similar? 
p= ... urn ... because we both have like the same rights, to do what we [ ... J I 
wanna like watch something on TV, they'll be watching the same 
thing ... so ... it's not bad ... 
Azra 	 1= and, so how do you feel living, you know, here in England? 
P= it's good ... !, .. 
I=in this country ... 
P= I like this country, even though it's a bit cold and a bit... 
I=rainy ... (laughs) 
P=rainy .... um ... it's got good facilities, even though it's ... it's quite expensive 
but also can help you in your job and ... and I'm glad I was brought up and 
born in here, is very big country, has all the facilities we need, has 
goo_fdL ... um ... good protection and I think it's a very good country to live 
in {italics added] 
Chau (1989) defined a sustaining environment as the one represented by the host society 
which provides the means of survival such as economic resources, educational 
opportunities and political power. As shown in the above interview extracts, for one of 
these young persons, Fahim, cultural similarity with his majority community is represented 
by the institutional systems of the dominant society such as access to education and the 
work market as well as sharing a common language and interests with the rest of the 
British society. It is interesting to point out that he used the term "values" to represent the 
means of survival that his majority community provides. In a similar vein, Nahid 
represented cultural similarity with the majority community by drawing on concepts such 
as rights and participation in similar everyday activities. Finally, Azra illustrated how 
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England provided her a sustaining environment by drawing on the country's facilities, 
access to the work market and the protection a powerful, big country offers. 
(b) The competent English speaker 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Zafar 	 1= and ... uh ... so ... you know ... you're British .... you also have another 
ethnic background .... and ... so ... how ... how .. .in which ways do you feel 
similar ... first of aiL .. with the rest of the British society ... ? 
P= welJ.... I'm not really that worried about living here as who I am because 
people are getting immigrated to this country ... they ... they're not that good 
in... with their English .... because I'm ... I'm not saying I'm good at English 
but I have a good sense of English and I can easily communicate with 
others so I won't find it hard ... but they will .... they are .. .the 
immigrants ... and .... welL .. yeah ... [italics added] 
Arub 	 P=... um.. .1 don't know ... I would never think about living anywhere else but 
I might, may be move to Pakistan but I don't know ... [ ... ] 
1= so, in which ways do you feel similar with the other people in the British 
society? 
P= ... um... 
1= in which, you know, ways do you feel similar? 
P= like talk English ... (laughs) 
I=hmm ... language ... 
P= I don't know ... I'm not sure ... 
As seen above, these two young persons approached the voice of similarity to the 
majority community by talking through the sub-voice of being competent English 
speakers. More specifically, Zafar talked as a competent English speaker, a sub-voice 
which was linked to another I-position, that of living in a country where the new 
immigrants lack language competence. It is very interesting here to pose the question 
why Zafar- a young person who was born in Britain- identified himself as similar to the 
rest of British society because of his language competence by comparing himself to the 
less powerful social group of the newly arrived immigrants in Britain. We will come back 
to this question at section 4.2.4.c where the processes that underlie these young persons' 
identities development will be further discussed. 
(c) The person who is in tune with others of the majority community 
In the following example, Bibi talked through her I-position "I as belonging to my majority 
community" which was linked to her internal positions "I as British" and "I as an English 
language speaker". In her own words: 
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1= '" in which ways do you feel similar with the other people in the British society? 
P= ... um ... well obviously I am British (Iaughing) ... um ... I speak English but. .. um ... 
also I don't think l'm .... 1 think it's different for me as ... as rather other Asians because 
I'm not as well I [ .... ] but there are some typical Asians who sort of stick with their 
own and things [ ... ] because of sort of being ... especially people who go to X. [NAME] 
school they're more like that, like if a white person says something to them "oh you've 
racist" type of thing but because I've been to like schools where have been like 
predominantly white people I can sort of Iike ... l'm sort of more familiar with them ... so 
we're like even sort of level so we can talk and understand each other without being 
sort of having barriers say yeah ... [italics added] 
As is evident in the above interview extract, Bibi's previously mentioned I-positioning 
became the dominant one when Bibi placed herself at the same "wave length" with her 
majority community and in opposition to her internal position "I as an Asian" which was 
subdued when Bibi clearly differentiated herself from the part of the Asian community 
which, as she characteristically said, "stick on their own". 
The different from the majority community person 
The voice of similarity was a powerful voice but without the equally powerful voice of 
difference our understanding of the multivoiced identities development of those young 
persons in this school would have been limited. 
Thus, in the same way that those young persons identified themselves as similar to the 
majority community they also voiced their differences and the following SUb-voices were 
created: 
(a) Having a different skin colour and religion 
For Fahim, the voice of difference was linked with other 1- positions where he 
imaginatively moved to a hypothetical situation and then talked about himself in a present 
situation. In his own words: 
I=so, if I'll ask you, you know, in which ways do you feel different, if you feel different, 

with the rest of the British society? 

P= in which way do I feel different.... 

1= if you feel different... 

P= ... um ... well, it depends on where you are really, because if I was .... is ... X. [town] 

is like a quite white area, so I probably feel like I've got a different colour of skin .... but 
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apart from that, not really, maybe because I' m a Muslim as well, but if I was living 
somewhere in London or another big city it wouldn't really make a difference because 
they're a lot of multicultural people [italics added] 
In the above quote, Fahim's voice of difference depends on two of his external positions; 
living in a predominantly white area makes him different in terms of racial characteristics 
and being a Muslim. Then, Fahim transcended the "here -and -now context through 
imagination" (Valsiner, 2004, p.2) to act as if he was in a different position, living in a big 
city, where his difference would be subdued because of the presence of many 
multicultural people. 
(cJ The Muslim who experiences racism and discrimination 
Student Interview extracts 
Azra 1= in which ways do you feel similar, you know, with the rest of the British 
society-if you feel similar? 
P= urn ...well, some British people are quite racists and lot of them hate 
Muslims because of September the 11th and sometimes they just say "oh, 
all Muslims are bad" and they just...just judge people because they 
actually seeing them and thinking of them say "they ... should go to their 
country for annoying me a lot", but they're not all of them are like that and 
some of them are really nice and caring and I find that lot of people are 
quite bad in England, they're robbing and mugging old ladies and just 
being very rude and some people just [. . .] they haven't respect for their 
country, takes that for granted and they're some quite nice people really 
but I think this attitude problem has gone all around UK, Britain and I think 
that people are really nice but they also get to into their everyday life pubs 
and drinking and I think that it's not how you should live personally and 
some of the people are quite really nice and I find that, I can make friends 
easily with them and they come form the backgrounds where they taught, 
are some people that taught that all Muslims are bad and are all terrorists 
so I think that's really bad and they should get over that because that 
happened ages ago and it's .. .it's just the whole Muslim religion is looked 
out... looked out as a bad thing and it's like ... all reli9.__[ions), everyone 
should have the same respect and all the stuff is happening around us 
which I don't...1 don't think that's very comfortable but also living in 
England also makes you feel a little bit secure because of wars and stuff 
that happening around us at this time and everyone knows English so... it's 
quite good, English is the main language spoken thing ... of writing the 
language that I spoke, and I find it's quite good and easy. 
1=ln general, how do you think people, you know, in British society 
perceive Pakistani people? 
P= most of them are racists I think towards Pakistani people and some of 
them are really nice and they just accept the fact. .. but I'm not ashamed to 
be Pakistani at all, I can say it really loud yeah and I don't. .. 1 would say 
that some of them are really nice but some of them were just ... are just 
over the top with their racism and they just [should] get over it, people live 
there, of all different kinds of races and stuff and they should just get used 
to the fact and when people are racists against any religion or colour or 
faith it's just really gets on my nerves because 'why they're saying that?' 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
they wouldn't like it if someone says that about them, but British people 
overall I think they're quite nice people and I think they're very open and 
[Pause] they're just British people [italics added] 
Fahim 	 I=and, if I'll ask you now how do you feel living in England, in this country? 

p= good .... yeah, okay, good ... probably ... apart from like a bit of 

racism .... apart from that it's okay. 

1= do you have an example, you know, can you give me a situation where 

you ... could be personal or not personal... 

p= well, it's [ ... ] like be harder for me to find a job than a white person with 

the same qualifications ... 

I=are you afraid of that? 

P= not really ... but probably when I'm get there they might be ... obstacles 

in the way plus there're .... there're lot of anti-Muslim feelings emerging. 

1= and how this makes you feel? 

P= it's always ... sometimes is like ... 1 don't want to make it obvious, say I'm 

a Muslim ... well, like terrorism ... [italics added] 

Zafar 	 1= And ... so how do you feel living in England? 
P= Well it used to be okay ... but now (short pause) ... it's okay ... 1 have ... 1 
have no problem living here ... but there's a lot of people ... some people do 
have a problem but... I don't take much notice of them ... even if they 
do .... then ... yeah ... 
1= you said it used to be better if I understood well, but now ... do you think 
something changed ... ? 
P= yeah ... 
I=would you like to talk me about that. .. ? 
P= Yeah ... umm ... basically .... after all that 9/11 stuff .... although 
it's .. ....some people just don't trust us anymore ... They think they're 
terrorists .... 
[TAPE CHANGED] 
1= okay ... so after ..... the .... the 9th ....you know, the 11th of September, 
things have changed you said ... 
P= Yes ... 
1= For some people .... huh? 
P= Yeah .... cause before .... we used to be in primary school .... we used to 
al/ mix a lot .... we used to be more friendly .... now that we're in secondary 
school .... that was the same year as the 9/11 thing ... and ... uh ... since then 
it's al/ like, people talking about you and talking to others about 
you .... people and religion and .... people and some people don't feel 
comfortable ... with a/l this ... [italics added] 
As is evident in the above interview extracts these three young persons talked through 
their I-positions of being Muslims and living in Britain after the terrorist attacks of 
9/11/2001 in the United States of America. In the first extract, Azra talked about feeling 
uncomfortable living in Britain after 9/11, an event that was perceived by her as being the 
cause of racism and hate towards Muslims. Azra's experiences are an illustrative 
example of a conflictual transaction of intemal and external positions which resulted in 
her feeling conflictual feelings (i.e. secure versus uncomfortable, glad versus angry). It is 
interesting here to note, that this specific young person, throughout her interview, mainly 
subdued the minority aspect of her cultural identity in favour of the majority one. In her 
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above extract, when the conflicts of her internal and external positions were revealed, she 
chose for the first time to say "I'm not ashamed to be Pakistani at all, I can say it really 
loud". In this way, Azra -an excellent example of the positional and polyphonic character 
of identity development- chose to highlight the ethnic aspect of her minority identity when 
the religious aspect of it was threatened. In contrast, the next young person, Fahim, 
chose to hide his Muslim identity when this identity was threatened. For him, being 
negatively stereotyped generated fears resulting in the need for the religious aspect of his 
cultural identity to become "invisible". At this point we could argue that Fahim's need is in 
accordance with Stuart Hall's suggestion that when a struggle starts against "otherness" 
some people choose not to be visible as "other" (Hall, 2006). As is evident in his interview 
extract, Fahim's response to the conflict between his internal and external pOSitions was 
to "choose" not to make it obvious that he is a Muslim. Finally, Zafar talked through his 1­
pOSition of being a Muslim living in Britain after the 9/11 by emphasizing the lack of trust 
from the majority community, the identification of the Muslims with terrorism and the 
impact of all of these on his life in the mainstream school where as he said people don't 
feel comfortable with all of these things. 
(c) The member of a minority community who is negatively stereotyped and discriminated 
against 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Bibi 	 1= and are there any ways you feel different, if you feel different with other 
people in British society? 
P=....um... 1 might. .. sometimes is .... especially with the whole ... isn't really 
applied to me personally but it's sometimes just issues that people come 
out with ... like ... especia/ly in a mainstream school people are like they 
just ... they don't understand thing so they blow everything, exaggerate 
everything so if one person does something wrong they generalise how 
people stereotype. 
1= would you give me an example? 
P= it's just the whole .... because Asian people didn't .... especially they 
don't think to sort of that they underachieve but it's just they don't put effort 
in, they [ ... ] lesson and things so it's like people who go to school would 
be like "oh ... yeah ... you know ... Asian aren't worth it...they're just 
underachieve all the time .... they don't put ... you know ... don't give them a 
sport, don't even socialise them [. ...J because they're not worth it " and 
when just generalise everything or .... urn... yeah ... it's just stuff like 
that... it's just blows out ofcontext and it's like uoh I don't have time for you, 
just go away ... " (laugh) [ ... ] 
I=How to you think people, overall, in British society perceive, think of 
people who are, you know, of Pakistani origin? 
p= ... um.... 1 think they have this stereotypic image about.. .. especially I 
think with boys that they just go out, drive cars [ ... J with a loud music and 
they just go out terrorise the neighbourhoods (laughs) and just think like 
that and that we have an attitude ... and just things like that I think it's just a 
stereotypic view that people have ... yeah ... and that we're underachievers 
... yeah ... [italics added] 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
Arub 	 I=How do you think people, overall, in British society perceive, think of 

people who are, you know, of Pakistani origin? 

1= they ... 1 think the first thing they think is that we can't talk English 

(laughs) sometimes ... urn ... I'm not sure .... err. .. 1 don't know ... [italics added] 

Fahim 	 I=So, if I'll ask you now, how do you think, in general again, people in 

British society perceive, think of Pakistani people? 

P= ... urn.... probably ... [pause] I don't know, I think ... I'd think that the image 

of Pakistani people would be similar to black people, meaning low income 

maybe, low education, cultural barriers, high crime ... [italics added] 

Nahid 	 1= and, so how do you feel living in this country? 
P= 1...1 think it's alright ... I'd like it if.. . like cause some people, like ... they 
tend to like be a bit racist...some people ... and I don't like that part ... I think 
otherwise it's alright. 
1= Have you were had such an experience? 
P= There was this one that... when we went home from the school and 
some people were racist. .. they called us Pakis ... [ ...] 
[... ] 
I=well, in which ways do you feel different from the rest of people in the 
British SOCiety? 
P= (voice volume decreases) I don't really feel different but just ... they're 
like ... Iike ... not really just is .... more like .... people who know that I'm from a 
different country so and they Iike .... most of them are racists and ... [ ... ] so 
that feels a little ... I feel quite bad aboutit... 
As is evident in the above extracts, these young persons who talked through their 1­
positions of being members of their minority community voiced their views about being 
members of a minority community which is negatively stereotyped and discriminated 
against. From that position, Bibi started explaining her views by referring to her 
mainstream school context where she perceived people there as misunderstanding and 
generalising negative things and creating the unfair and, for her, surprising stereotype of 
the Asians as underachievers. However, when referring to these views she clearly 
excluded herself from that situation ("isn't really applied to me personally'). In the 
following question however she became a member of the discriminated "others", in that 
case, the Pakistani community, when she thought that the British SOCiety in general 
perceive people of a Pakistani background as having bad behaviour and being 
underachievers. These conflicts between internal and external positions are also evident 
in Nahid's interview extract, whose voice "I don't feel different" is in opposition to her 
external position "people who know I'm from a different country are racists" and in turn 
this external position is linked with her voice "I feel quite bad about if. This discrepancy 
between external and internal positions and voices, an indication of internal conflict, 
further suggests the influence of the mutual transactions of one's I-positions on a young 
person's developing identities, as will be discussed further at the end of this section. 
Finally, both Arub and Fahim referred to the negatively stereotyped image of their 
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minority community by their majority community. For Arub, her minority community is 
stereotyped as unable to speak English whereas Fahim positioned his minority group in 
the same stereotyped situation as another ethnic minority group in British society, that of 
the black people who are perceived as having a low income and education, cultural 
barriers and high crime. 
(d) The accepted culturally different person 
The above sub-voice was also produced as an outcome of Jehan's positioning of being a 
member of her minority group. At the beginning, Jehan talked of herself as having a 
different cultural background and traditions: 
1= and in which ways do you feel different, if you feel different? 
P=....um... 1 don't really feel that much different with ... probably that I've got a cultural 
side that's different to them like ... 
1= in which aspects your cultural background is different? 
P= '" .um... the clothing, yeah ... just the clothing but it's just a kind of accepted now 
so ... yeah ... just yeah the clothing and the traditions maybe [italics added] 
Later on, this sub-voice becomes very important because it shows what happens when 
the internal and external positions are in agreement and cooperation instead of in conflict. 
Thus, in the following extract, Jehan's voice of difference is in agreement with her 
external position "I feel quite accepted". 
1= and ... as we said your ethnic background is from, you know, Pakistan, you were 

born here so howto you feel living in England? 

P= ... um... as a Pakistani? 

1= as... yes ... as your origin ... your ethnic background ... 

P= ... um... feels okay ... it's not really affecting me, I've got my cultural side and stick to 

it but I wouldn't tum my back from it. .. 

1= sorry? 

P=I wouldn't turn my back from it...you know ... no ... 1 feel quite accepted ... 

I=in general, do you enjoying living here? 

P= yeah ... [italics added] 

Finally, in another part of her interview, although Jehan described the perception of her 
minority community by the majority community as negative, she clearly subdued the 
minority aspect of her identity in favour of the majority one by describing herself as quite 
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westernised, something that she said had the result that she was seen by her majority 
community as one of them. In her own words: 
I=And how to you think people in British society perceive of Pakistani people? 
P= I don't know ... they express out their ideas .... yeah ... they'd say about uS ... but I 
know there is other views so . ...yeah ... 'They should go back" .... kind of thing .... racist 
ways but no, I don't know how they've perceived me .... I'm not that .. .I'm quite maybe 
Westernised so I think they just see me as one of them maybe ... 
1= I was talking in general what do you think their perceptions are towards Pakistani 
people? 
P= maybe that we should make more an effort to fit in, to adopt their culture 
maybe ... um ... that's it [italics added] 
In the above extracts it is evident that Jehan started representing her identities by first 
defining her differences and then moving to negotiate these differences with her majority 
community. The outcome of this negotiation seems to be her westernization, something 
that she thought reflected the expectations of the majority community for the Pakistani 
people to adopt their culture and make an effort to 'fit in. 
(e) The person who has a better education 
Finally, another young person, Zafar, approached the voice of difference by talking 
through a different I-position, that of going to a good school. In his own words: 
1= yeah ... uh huh .... and are there ways in which you feel different... if you feel 

different... with some, you know ... the rest... .of British society ... ? 

p= some .... uh ... .the way I feel different is .... umm ... the school I'm going to ... that's 

one example ... 1 go to a very difficult grammar school. .. it's one of the 

best.. .. and .... some people might go to ... 

[... ] 

p= yeah .... some people might not go to .... good schools ... yeah ... as good is my 

school. .. and that might.. .. that might be one ... you know, difference ... and ... 

1= so that you're going to a very good school. .... . 

P= yeah 

1= uh huh ... 

P= I have better education than them .... even though that's not true ... that's an 

opinion ... 
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This was a minority voice in that group but it gains its significance from Zafar's choice to 
perceive himself as different from the rest of the British society by talking through a 
powerful position which made him to have a better education than others in British 
society. 
The similar to the minority community 
The above voice was created when the participants at this school were asked to imagine 
that they were sleeping and they had a dream of someone they had never seen before 
asl~ing them who they are. As seen below, many of these students chose to talk through 
their I-positions of belonging to their minority community. 
(a) The Muslim 
As seen below, three young persons focused on the religious aspect of their cultural 
identity as a means of their self-identification. 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Arub 	 p= I'll say my name is Arub, I am 14, I'll say my birthday and ... 1go to the 
school... (laughs) ... err. .. 1 am a Muslim ... err. .. my favourite colour 
(laughs) I don't know ... that's about it, I think probably my favourite 
sport ... 
Nahid 	 p= I would say ... 1 am myself ... and I would say I'm a human ... that's it. 
1= Where are you coming from? 
P= I came from God. 
1= And, if he asks you who do you think you are with your. .. you 
know ... how you'll describe yourself as a person ... what sort of person 
you are ... the most important characteristics? 
P= I'll say I'm someone I like ... I like to be like .... llike..... . 
1= Yeah ... could you describe yourself ... 
P= Like... I like to do like ... do stuff I like ... 
1= I don't know you I haven't seen you before ... and I say "Hello, Who 
are you"? What you will say to me? I mean ... to someone who doesn't 
know you? 
P= I like to ... like meet people and make new friends, I like to ... 1 like to 
learn new things in my life ... .!Iike to... 1 like to practise my religion .... and 
I like ... I like to ... 
Bibi 	 P= ... urn... 1 have no idea with that (laughs) ... 1 could ...1WOUld .. .! could 
start of by saying, giving a deSCription of myself "yes, I am a British 
Muslim and my Pakistani background [ ... ] 
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(b) The member ofa large minority community that is well known 
Another young person, Fahim. approached the voice of similarity with his minority 
community by talking through his position of being a member of a large minority 
community. In his own words: 
I=and ... so, you were born here, you know, you are British, to be of Pakistani origin 
and live here, so how it is for you in general? 
P= ... um ... 
1= you are 18 years old ... you know ... how you feel now .... ? 
P= I don't know... it's a quite large Pakistani population in England so it's not 
something like people are like "Pakistani, what's that?' [ ... ] 
The multiheritage person 
(a) The person who is "in between" various beings 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Jehan 	 1=1 want you to imagine that you are sleeping (laughs) and you have a 
dream of someone you have never seen before asking you "Who are 
you'? What you would answer? 
P= I'd say [pause]I'm a Pakistani. .. urn... but I'm not as ... 1 have a culture 
that side but... um ... I'm more in between kind of. .. I·m not rejecting my 
culture ... kind of extending it kind of... which is a western culture and ... 
1= extending it to the western ... 
P= yeah ... but at the end I am Jehan (laughs). 
Bibi 	 1= the question was ... yeah .... in general how is your experience, you 
know, to be British Muslim of Pakistani origin living in this country ... ? 
P= I think ... 1 don't know .... it's Iike ... I'm really ... I'm really .... although I am 
a British Muslim of Pakistani origin I just when I'm like out there. I don·t 
view myself as that, I'm just me ... so it's ... it's just normal say ... yeah ... 
Zafar 	 1= yeah [imagine someone] in your dream, and asking you "Who are you". 
Because I know who are you ... so I'm not asking you ... someone ... What 
you will answer? ... Someone you don't know asking you "who are 
you" ... what you will answer? 
p= umm .... I·1I say I'm a British Asian person ..... basically my .... I'm born in 
Britain ... umm ... class by British and my ... well, my generations come 
from Pakistan ... come from Kashmir ... umm ... I'll just basically describe 
myself. .. how I am and so ... 
Azra 	 1= [ ... ] what would you tell about yourself, what kind of person you are, 
you know ... from where are you come ... 
P=I'd say I'm from England and... but my ... our ... my mU_...my parents 
are from Pakistan and I'd say ... um .... I'1I ask them what religion they're 
and where their parents come from and 1'1\ tel\ them my religion ... [ ... ] 
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As seen above, these young persons' voice of being multiheritage persons was 
constructed when they talked through their I-positions of belonging to both their majority 
and minority communities. In this way, for Jehan, her internal position "I as a Pakistani" is 
in agreement with her I-positions "I as a being in between cultures" and "I as being 
Jehan". In a similar vein, Bibi's I-positions, "I as a British Muslim", "I as being of Pakistani 
origin", "I as being just me", construct her sub-voice of being in between various beings 
and thus being a multiheritage person. Similarly, Zafar and Azra described themselves by 
talking through a multiplicity of positions as seen in their interview extracts above. Both 
students made a distinction between themselves and their parents. Azra described 
herself as being from England and her parents from Pakistan whereas Zafar described 
himself as a British Asian person, born in England to a family which had come from 
Kashmir (a region of Pakistan). However, this distinction should not be treated as a linear 
opposition between their internal and external positions but rather as an extension of their 
own identity. 
The person who fits well in a multicultural society 
Being similar through diversity 
In another part of her interview one of the above students, Bibi approached the voice of 
being a person who fits well in a multicultural society by talking through her positions of 
living within a multicultural context and thus being similar through diversity: 
1= and ... you were born here, it's your country ... how to you feel living in England? 
P= I feel really good ... llike it (laughing) ... 1 think it's good. 
1= what do you like about? 
P=... um... 1 like the fact that's multicultural and 1 ... 1 can ... .people can learn about me 
and I can learn about other people and ... so... you don't grow up sort of like ... 1 won't 
see a person and be like "oh, why they're doing that, why they're wearing that" sort of 
have that kind of attitude or " I don't understand why they're doing that, why they're 
celebrating in that ... " that type of thing you can understand sort of thing by talking to 
them so I like that aspect to [ ... ] and basically because I'm growing up [ ... J I'm just 
comfortable with itthough it's just ... yeah. 
To sum up, these young persons created a multiplicity of voices in relation to how they 
feel as ethnic minority young persons who were born and living in England. To begin 
with, the young persons in this school approached the voice of being similar to their 
majority community by talking through their positions of belonging to their majority 
community where they felt they shared the same sustaining environment, being 
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competent English speakers and overcoming cultural barriers by being in tune with others 
of the majority community. Then these young persons approached the voice of being 
different from their majority community by talking through a multiplicity of positions. When 
a young person talked through his position of living in a white area he felt different in 
terms of having a different skin color and religion. When they talked through the position 
of being Muslims living in the post 9/11 Britain they felt as Muslims who experience 
racism and discrimination. When they talked through the position of being members of 
their minority community many of these young persons described themselves as 
members of a minority community which is negatively stereotyped and discriminated 
against whereas, in contrast, one student thought of herself as an accepted culturally 
different person. 
Finally, the voice of difference was approached also through the minority voice of a young 
person who thought of himself as having a better education than others in his majority 
community when he talked through his position of going to a good school. Moreover, the 
young persons in this school approached the voice of being similar to their minority 
community by talking through their position of belonging to this community where they 
mainly focused on the religious aspect of their cultural identities and, as was expressed 
by one young person, valued belonging to a large minority group. Many of these voices 
were later integrated in a way when these young persons talked through their positions of 
belonging to both their majority and minority communities and thus perceived themselves 
as being multi heritage persons who fit well in a multicultural society. These processes will 
be discussed further in section 4.2.4.c., when a comparison will be made with the Greek 
group. 
In the next part a similar analysis is presented of how the partiCipants at the Greek school 
represented being ethnic minority young persons in their cultural communities. 
4.2.4.b. Greek school 
All of the partiCipants were asked to talk through their I-positions of being ethnic minority 
persons living in England. As is shown in the following figure this voice was linked to 
other I-positions which in turn created other sub-voices which represented the voices of: 
(a) The similar to the majority community 
(b) The different from the majority community 
(c) The similar to the minority community 
(d) The multiheritage person 
(e) The multicultural person 
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Figure 21. I-positions and voices of being an ethnic minority person born and living in England: Greek School 
Voice: The Voice: The I-positions: 
SUb-voices:similar to the similar to I as belonging I as an ethnic minority 
- Feeling more r- majority Lr the minority I--- to my minority young person born andcommunity community community Greek1 ~living in England - The member of a 
large minority 
community 
I-positions: / L Voice: The person I as belonging Voice: who fits well in ato my majority I-­r-- Voice: The The different from the multicultural society ~community I-positions:majority community multiheritage 
L 
person I as living in a 
multicultural society 
L--, 
I-positions: I-positions: I-positions:1 
I as being a I as being the I as belonging to mySub-voices: member of my child of minority and majority 
-Feeling more Sminority immigrants communities 
British community Sub-voice: 

-Sharing the 
 I Being similar Sub-voice:same British ~ 1 through diversity 
culture and -Sharing the means of both Sub-voice: Sub-voice: 
sustaining the ~ustaining and nurturing 
- The person who is classified as English but The person who environmentenvironment feels Greek experiences negative 
- The person who is "in 
-The member of a minority community which representations between" various beings 
is positively stereotyped regarding immigrants 
-The person who has different cultural beliefs 
and family values 
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The similar to the majority community 
For the young persons in this school the voice of being similar to their majority community 
has emerged as a dominant voice. This voice was created through the I-positions of 
these young persons "I as belonging to my majority community" and created the following 
sub-voices: 
(a) Feeling more British 
I n the following extract, Lydia talked through her I-positions of belonging to her majority 
community and through that positioning her internal position "I as British" became a 
dominant one. In her own words: 
1= and ... how do you feel, you were born here ... this is your country .... how do you 
feel living in this country? 
P= I like ... 1 like living here .. .! wouldn't live anywhere else .... 1don't think .... 
1= and in which ways do you feel, you know, similar with the rest of British society .... 
P= because I am... 1am entirely ... 1 am British really in a way ... 1 think in a way I act as 
British so .... 1 feel more at home here than I do in Cyprus so... 
I::::and if you try to tell me, you know, the similarities you find, you know, with you and 
the rest of the British society ... 
P=I think ... thought and the way you think and .... umm .. .they way you act 
like .... generally .... 1 know I am generalizing but when I go to other countries, for 
example European countries ... there is no.... no not manners just it's less ... less formal 
there ... it's more formal here when you act ... when you act towards people ... that's 
probably .... yeah ... [italics added] 
As seen above, Lydia represented the British aspect of her cultural identity as showing a 
degree of formality in one's behaviour towards others. 
(b) Sharing the same British culture and sustaining environment 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Ellie 	 1= and in which ways to you feel similar, if you feel similar? 
p= Similar I feel that we were both born... we are all born in the same 
country, we are all brought up in the same country ... we are aI/ 
like ... we ... we all know where to go, what is like here ... and we seemed to 
know ... what I seemed to know more than my mum about the culture 
because ... well ... [italics added] 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
Stella 	 1= and in which ways do you feel similar? 
P= well we're all... we're gOing to the same sort of schools and learn the 
same things so in that way we are similar ... and .... the way people dress 
and act in England it's quite different from the way they do in Cyprus and 
the way they celebrate Christmas and Eastern and things like that. .. that's 
different. .. 
I=but...you mentioned dress ... the way they're dressed ... what about you, 
do you feel different? 
P=well, when I go to Cyprus I feel quite different because in Cyprus they're 
dressed ... well, different [. .. J in England and then I am used to dressing in 
the way they do in England ... it's quite different 
l=and how do you fell about that? 
P=it's ... it's not.. it's not bad .... 
I=do you feel different? 
P=oh! I don't really mind it, that makes me stand up .... (Iaugh) [italics 
added] 
Sotiris 	 I= ... umm ... so you said that there are differences between cultures ... 
P=yeah 
I=and, can you identify any similarities? In which ways do you feel similar 
with your English classmates let's say ... ? 
P= well, like ... Iike the things we have in common that ... like, music and 
other stuff like games ... just. .. just, you know, when you just...you just click 
with someone, you just know that you are gonna like this person. 
[... ] 
I=... and how do you feel living in England? 
p= I feel, apart from the weather (smiling), I think it's really good that I live 
here because many educational opportunities and job opportunities 
whereas if I had stayed in Greece I don't think I'd be able to get those 
opportunities so .. .1 think life here is . ..is a good thing [italics added] 
Thalia 	 1= and if I'll ask you now in which ways do you feel similar? 
P= ... umm ... because we all born here, so we all speak, you know, English 
as our first language, so it's easy to communicate with the people and 
stuff because we all go to school, you know, we have a lot of things in 
common, so ... yeah ... 1 think, I do feel similar in a few ways ... 
As shown in the above interview extracts, for one of these young persons, Ellie, cultural 
similarity with her majority community was represented by the sharing of the same 
country of birth and consequently the same culture. It is interesting to note at this point 
that Ellie compared her position to that of her mother and she pointed out that she seems 
to know more than her mother about British culture. In a similar vein, Stella also 
represented cultural similarity as sharing the same culture by participating in the same 
educational system and sharing the same cultural elements especially in dress but this 
time Stella compared that to people living in Cyprus. Sotiris represented cultural similarity 
with the majority community by drawing on concepts such sharing similar interests with 
the rest of British society as well as sharing a sustaining environment which was 
perceived as offering better educational and job opportunities by comparing it to the 
Greek context. Finally, Thalia approached similarity with her majority community by 
referring to her partiCipation in the same educational system and sharing similar interests 
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with the rest of British society by placing an emphasis on speaking the English language 
as a first language. 
To sum up, these young persons felt similar to their majority community by sharing the 
same culture of a sustaining environment and they often approached this cultural 
similarity by comparing it to their Greek or Greek-Cypriot cultural environments. 
The different from the majority community 
(a) The person who is classified as English but feels Greek 
In the following extract Stathis described himself as being entirely different from the rest 
of British society but also as being misclassified by his minority community. In his own 
words: 
1= ... and you're Greek-Cypriot in origin but you're born here, so how do you feel 
living in England? 
p= how do I feel living in England? umm ... I feel like when some people would say 
to me because if I go to Cyprus they would say I'm English 
1= if you go to Cyprus? 
p= sorry, if f'/f go to Cyprus .... they'd say I'm English because I'm from England, but 
if I'm here they say I'm Greek. 
1= you said they called you Greek, if you go to Cyprus just to understand 
P= if I am in Cyprus they'll say I'm English cos I'm from England 
1= they'd say ... who? 
P= like, if you meet like other people ... Iike if you're here they'll say you're Greek 
[... ] 
1= how do you feel about that? 
P= ... yeah ... I get annoyed ... 1 get annoyed .. .I'm not English, I live in England but 
I'm not English but you know just let people think whatever they think, I know that 
I'm Greek so... 
1= and in which ways do you feel different (If you feel different) with the British 
society? 
P= I feel... English are like ... 1 know English people are like a bit crazy, like a bit 
trampy people because it's like ... everywhere they're like there are kids ... there are 
kids run around [ ... ] I don't know ... 1 just think the Greek people are ... 1 think they 
are of higher standards ... they are .. .they're brought up better than the English 
people. 
I=and in which ways do you feel similar? 
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p= similar. .. [ ... ] English person which is good...1 don't really ... 1 don't really feel 
similar to English people ... because ... 
1= and to be, in general now, of Greek-Cypriot origin living in UK? 
P= um .... so you get all these persons ... [ .... ]like you get all these racist persons like 
[ ..... ] something like that but it doesn't really bother me cos I am very ... 1 think 
"well, let them think what they want to think" I don't really care what they think 
basically so it's .... 
In another part of the interview when Stathis was asked what he would answer if 
someone asked him where he comes from, he replied: 
p= ... yeah ... from ... l'm ... I'm ... born in England but I'm a Cypriot so ... 1 like to stress 
that when people say to me "Are you living in England? Are you English?", I am ... "I 
live in England but I'm not English" I'd like ... I'd like to stress that because people just 
classify me as an English person, but I'm not English 
Stathis' pOSitions regarding his representations of his cultural identities are an excellent 
example of how influential the definitions provided by others can be and how they may 
conflict, as in Stathis' case, with his own definitions of his identities. For Stathis, there is a 
discrepancy between his intemal position - I as a Greek - and his external positions ­
others in Cyprus, something that may indicate the existence of internal conflict in relation 
to his developing identities. In the latest example, it is clear that for Stathis the minority 
aspect of his identity is more important than the majority (I was born in England), and 
they come to a dialogical OPPOSition with each other. 
(b) The person who experiences negative representations regarding immigrants 
Thalia talks from another position of herself, that of being the child of immigrants: 
1= so in which ways do you feel different, if you feel different, with the rest of the 
British SOCiety? 
P= hmm ... (sigh) well, I don't really ... but the thing is ... a lot of English people here 
are very patriotic about their country and stuff, so ... you know, if they ... they might 
make a few like comments about like immigrants or something and is not nice 
because, you know, my parents are immigrants or whatever but some people just 
have a bad view of them and think, you know, 'they come over here and they take all 
of our money' but it's not like that because a lot of them are well educated people 
and they come over here and they start business and they help the communities 
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here, so I don't know ... 1 mean they don't usually say anything really but if they do .... 
you get a lot of people that do, so... [italics added] 
In the above example, Thalia talked through her internal position "I as the child of 
immigrants". From that position she talked against the negative stereotypes of 
immigrants by emphasizing their positive role within the British society. 
(c) Being a member of a minority community which is positively stereotyped 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Thalia 	 1= How to you think people in British society think of Greeks or Greek­
Cypriots? 
P=... umm ... 1 don't think they .. .they look at us badly as they would with 
others because we don't come from an uncivilized background, you know, 
because we were the ones who invented science and philosophy and 
everything else, so they can't say 'Oh! You stupid people' 
whatever ... because we are not and, you know, lots of things like the 
Olympics and stuff they wouldn't been around without us, if we hadn't 
invented them, so I don't think that. ..some people are just naiVe and don't 
look at things... they are like 'Oh! You stupid Greek people!' 
whatever. .. whoever isn't English or I don't like you. But there is other 
people who are not like that, so it's ... 1 think they don't think of us badly, 
really ... yeah ... [italics added] 
Orestis 	 1= and how to you think people in British society perceive of Greeks in 
general? 
P= umm ... 1 don't think they really like us any more after we won the 
European Cup (laugh) Uoking] but no... . 
1= (laugh) they are a little bit jealous .. . 
P=yeah ...... but. .. 1just think they like us because the Greek food ... so they 
brought Greek food .... they .. .1 think they perceive us just like interesting 
because we are different to them, we are not the same but we .... we are 
similar but not the same ... it's just...we brought up [ ... ] we become a mixed 
culture now ... a society ... (italics added] 
Sotiris 	 1= ... and to be of, you know, Greek-Greek-Cypriot background in your 
English school, how is it? 
P=umm ... well, sometimes it can be like really good because ... well, for 
English people is like ... is kind ... it's ... [ ... ] that they don't like Greek people 
[ ... ] but when Greece won the Euro ... yeah ... everyone was saying "oh ... " 
like "the Greeks are good" and stuff like that. .. and "they didn't won only Qy 
luck" and stuff like that. .. but you know ... 
1= did you ... how did you feel about thaLwhen you were listening to that? 
P= I was just saying ... "well, we've won it" so ... yeah ... they can't really say 
anything just 'cause they are just jealous ... (laugh) ... 
[... ] 
1= (nods positively) '" umm ... and how do you think people in British society 
perceive, think of Greek/Greek-Cypriot...? 
P=oh ... (laugh) ... they probably think they're loud people who 
spend ... they're just.. .Ioud people ... they're just. .. I don't know ... they're 
just. .. they think loud, I think, you know, a Greek person ... 
I=you mean, temperament? 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
P=yeah 

I=character. .. ? 

P=yeah 

I=in terms of the character? 

P=yeah the character. .. lively people yeah ... 

1=lively, loud 

P=yeah ... loud, outgoing ... 

Ellie 	 1= How to you think people in British society think of Greeks or Greek­

Cypriots? 

P= I don't know ... think we're loud (laughs) and we are quite cheery 

people, we are very happy people [ ... ] 

Lydia 	 1= and how to you think the people in British society perceive of Greeks 
and Greek-Cypriots? 
P= umm .... 1 am not sure really .... umm ... 
I=do you have any idea, you know, in the way you .... your perceptions? 
P=umm .... probably quite close knit, like a close knit society ... 
1= close to each other? 
P=yeah ... yeah probably....because everyone knows anyone sort of 
thing .... probably that. .. 
Stella 	 1= and how to you think people, you know, in British society perceive of 
Greeks or Greek-Cypriots? 
P= umm ... . 
I=think of... ? 
P= yeah .. . 
1= have you ever though about that...? 
P=I don't know ... because .... 1 don'L .. we don't like ... especially at school 
we don't really think of [ ... ] 'you are Greek or you're English', you just think 
of the actual person ... 
I=in general? 
P=in general? 
1= can you imagine ... you know, what they're thinking of us ... you know ... ? 
P=I don't know ... .1 don't know what they'd think ... probably .... . 
I=have you any idea ... you know .... just imagine .... what you have 
heard ... you know ... 
P=yeah... they probably ... a biL .. they're probably grateful that we are here 
to sort of help out and I don't know ... 
I=what did you say? ..sorry ... 
P=help .... 
I=help, help others ... ? 
P=yeah ... 1 don't know... let people know about other culture and things so 
they can get more educated about other ways of life ... 
In general, the above young persons thought that their majority community perceived 
their minority community in positive terms e.g. having a civilised background with a world 
contribution, bringing their cultural elements into British society and enriching it, being a 
close knit, interesting community as well as lively, cheery, happy and loud people. 
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(d) The person who has different cultural beliefs and family values 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Ellie 	 1= and in which ways do you feel different, If you feel different with the rest 
of the British society? 
P= ... hmm ... 1 think I've got more to live for, like my culture because we've 
got... we've got like our cultural beliefs and we are Christian Orthodoxes, 
wherever we are (laughs), but I think ... yeah ... 1 think because our parents 
are more worried of where we go when we go out and everything. So, I do 
feel different than my English friends. 
Stella 	 1= and in which ways do you feel different, if you feel different, you know, 
with the British society .... with the rest of the British society .... 
P= umm ... well ... there're so~me] .... most people say that about Greeks 
parents are more strict than others ... so maybe that it's a bit different but. .. 
I=do you agree with that? 
P=yeah (laugh) 
1=(laugh) 
P=yeah ... it's a bit different but it's not that different. .. 
Sotiris 	 1= (nods positively) ... and in which ways do you feel different- if you feel 
different- with the British society? 
P=well, Greece is like ... Greek people, you know, on a Sunday go around 
a family, they're all together, everyone is like happy, enjoying themselves 
whereas the British society is like ... they're a bit more, you know, go down 
to the pub, have pints, you know, it's like... let's say ... say it's like their 
culture is completely different to our culture ... 
As is evident in the above extracts these young persons approached the voice of being 
different from their majority community by talking through their pOSitions of being 
members of their minority community and sharing cultural beliefs and family values 
different from those of their majority community. 
The similar to the cultural community 
(a) Feeling more Greek 
In the following example, Orestis talked through his I-positions of belonging to his minority 
community and from that positioning his minority aspect of his cultural identity emerged 
as the dominant one although he acknowledged the importance of his majority 
community in which he was brought up. In his own words: 
I=and when he [someone in your dream] would answer who are ... where are you 
come from ... ? 
P=....oh I'd say I am Greek and I'd just talk about Greek people and then I'd say but I 
was brought up in England which helped me ... umm .... get to how I am now but it's 
mainly .... 1 am mainly Greek and I am only Greek .... that's what I would say really 
(laugh). 
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(b) The member of a large minority community 
As is shown below three young persons highly valued the presence of other members of 
their minority community within the context of the majority community. 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Thalia 	 1= ... and ... to be, again, you know, you were born here but you are of 
Greek-Cypriot background, how do you feel living in UK? 
P= ... umm ... it doesn't bother me, I mean l'm ... 1 do .... 1 like it because we 
have quite a big [ ... ] community and Greek-Cypriots and Greek people 
from Greece all around, you know, in London everywhere we have our 
churches and have things that we can go to, so I don't feel isolated really, 
so I don't mind it.. 
Sotiris 	 1= (nods positively) so, in general, to be of a Greek-Greek/Cypriot 
background and living here in England how it is for you? 
P= well... .it's ... it's ... because ... because I live in this area, it's really good 
because many Greeks and Greek/Cypriots live nearby so it's ... it would be 
easier than let's say if I lived in X. [area of the city] so ... umm ... yeah, it's 
really good ... 
Orestis 	 1= you are the only one who mentioned the European ... you 
know ... championship so I would like to ask you how did you feel? 
[... ] 
P=yeah, it was really interesting to see how people reac_[ted] ... all the 
Greek people reacted ... 
I=how was that, how you experienced that? 
P=umm ... it was cos ... cos when we .... they ... because we all went after 
match to .... umm ... to X. [name of area] celebrating and was all these 
Greeks and the Greek flags and everything, it was really exciting just cos 
before I only ... 1 barely knew like 15 maybe maximum Greek people and 
there was like .... a really ... a really massive amount of people and it was 
like "these is Greek people!" and it's like a big majority ... it was a majority 
of people and it was really .... it was inte-.lresting] ... it was weird to see so 
many people ... 
I=like being a majority for a day? 
P=yeah, it was really weird to see people ... 1 felt like I was in a big group 
... it was like different to just be with one Greek person at a time or with like 
10-20 ... but it was like really massive amount. .. 
The multiheritage person 
(a) Sharing both their sustaining and nurturing environments 
In section 4.2.4.a., the partiCipants of the Pakistani school talked about their majority 
SOCiety as a sustaining environment (Chau, 1989) which provided them the means of 
survival such as economic resources, educational opportunities and political power. In a 
similar vein, another young person from the Greek school talked about being in a 
sustaining environment but this time also referred to the second cultural environment 
which according to Chau (1989) also meets the needs of ethnic minority populations- the 
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nurturing environment which is represented by the minority community and provides 
protection and nurturing support for people's psychological and cultural identity. In the 
following extract Thalia clearly illustrated the existence of both cultural environments. On 
the one hand, the majority community provided her all the educational opportunities 
whereas her parents' homeland was perceived as a relaxed environment where one feels 
happy: 
1= and now if I'll ask you, you were born here .... how do you feel living, you know, in 
England? 
p= I do, I do like living here because you have got a/l of the opportunities, you could 
ever have the best school, the best universities but then, I think, everything is so 
much more stressful here whereas if you go to Cyprus, everything is so much more 
relaxed and everybody is, you know ... 1 mean, people still work but I think it's the sun 
that really does, it makes such a difference because when it's raining you feel 
depressed as well. When it's sunny, if you feel happy, it's that's why I think 
everybody is 	a lot happier, so I think ... yeah ... 1 consider like living there when I'm 
older and I would think about it, so ... yeah ... [italics added] 
(b) The person who is "in between" 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Manos 	 1= and in which ways do you feel similar, you know, with the rest of the 
British society .... 
P= I don't feel a difference because I am half Greek and I am still half 
English, I am not ashamed of that, in fact I'm proud of that and I don't 
really mind it at all. 
Lydia 	 1= and in which ways do you feel different, if you feel different.. .. ? 

P= umm ... 1 don't really ... I don't feel different. 

1= and, in general, you know, to be of Greek-Cypriot background in 
England, how do you experience that? 
P=... umm ... it's nice because there is no like .... separate British 
culture ... it's nice to have another culture and then being British ... 
Ellie 	 1= so, in general to be of, you know, you were born but to be of Greek-
Cypriot origin, living here, how do you experience that? 
P= there are difficult times, there are difficult times because some 
people do look you differently and they think "oh! Why you are in our 
country? .. and" but most of the time they ... they accept us for who we 
are and l'm ... 1 suppose I'm glad I'm not like the same as everyone 
else ... I'm glad about there is something different and unique about 
everyone else. 
Stella 1= ... 1'11 ask you to imagine that you are sleeping (laugh) you have a 
dream of someone you have never seen before asking you "Who are 
you"? What you'd answer? 
P=... I. ... I. .. just talk to him a bit about myself...about.. ..tell them ...I'm ... 1 
live in X. [name of city] but I'm ... like .... I.. .. l'm from Cyprus and ... tell 
them what I study at school (laugh) and maybe just tell them a bit about 
my personality ... or. .. 
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As is evident in the above examples, Manos talked about feeling proud of being half 
Greek and half English whereas Lydia illustrated that being an ethnic minority person in 
her majority community incorporated an integration of being both British and of Greek­
Cypriot background into a concept of Britishness which incorporates the mixture of 
cultures. In a similar vein Ellie felt accepted as a member of her minority group and she 
felt glad to be different and unique. 
The person who fits well in a multicultural society 
Being similar through diversity 
Student 	 Interview extracts 
Manos 	 1= and, in general again, to be a Greek in the UK, how is it...of Greek 
origin? 
P= I don't really mind because sometimes when I go out with my 
parents I hear some people speaking Greek so I know I am not alone. 
1= (laugh) 
P=I see ... 1 see ... different people like when we go on the underground to 
go and see some friends ... 
I=there are so many Greeks yeah... 
P= yeah and then I see different people, some people are Indians, some 
people are Muslims, you know, different people, and it's nice to see that, 
England is not just British people. 
1= (nods positively) that's beautiful. .. and ... 
P= In history, I was learning in history, it used to be just Britons here, and 
then they discover new people [ ...] and they got really upset and now I'm 
~Iad we've learned to cope with these things. 
Orestis 	 1= and how do you feel, you were born here, you know, how do you feel 
living in England? 
P=umm ... I am just here as like live ... a ... temporary place until I am old 
enough to go to other countries but mainly Cyprus and get a house there 
and just travel may be for few .... not for few years .... just go to different 
places .... 
I=you like travelling? 
P=yeah 
1= I understand that (laugh) and in which ways do you feel different, if you 
feel different, with the rest of British society .... 
P= umm ... 1 don't feel different I jUst... I .... everyone is just.. .. everyone ... in 
Britain there is.... everyone just get treated the same ... everyone ... what I 
see is everyone is equal as he is ... and no one ... I've never seen or been 
discriminated so it's just... it's the same as being here but it's usually .... Iots 
of different types of people ... in... in ... 
1= and in which ways do you feel similar? 
P= umm ... because ... I don't know ... .it's just my .. : probably my attitudes to 
life maybe .... my enthusiasm, my... 1 just... generally ... 
1= and, so if I'll ask you how you experience, you know, to be of Greek ­
Cypriot origin in England ... how is it for you? 
P= it's been easy because I know lots of Greek people out school as well 
so ... and ... umm... when I'm going to a Greek restaurant... so when we go 
there there's ... always Greek people really ... so it's .... it's just really 
fun ... it's ... nothing is really ... is not different if I was an ... If I was English 
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Student 	 Interview extracts 
.. ,to me ... it'd be the same. 
Ellie 	 1= so how do you feel, you were bom here although your background is 
Greek-Cypriot but you were born here, how do you feel living in England? 
p= I prefer it. .. I. .. I. .. I like it because there so many more, there is such a 
mixture ... mixture of people and ... and I like ... I prefer it.. .I'm glad that I was 
born here. 
Stella 	 1= and ... how do you ... the next question is about... you know ... you were 
born here, your origin is from Cyprus ... how do you feel living in... you 
know ... in the UK. .. in this country? 
P= it's ... it's ... umm ... it's quite good because they ... they're so many 
different cultures so you learn a bit more about different people whereas in 
Cyprus most of the people are ali Greek so you wouldn't know too much 
about different cultures ... 
[.... ] 
1= so, in general, to be ... you know of Greek-Cypriot origin and living in 
England, how it is for you ... ? 
p= I am quite enjoying it because I can tell people about what is like to be 
a Greek-Cypriot and give them more knowledge about what is like so they 
understand more and I get to learn about other cultures as well. 
As is evident above, these young persons represented being ethnic minority persons 
within their majority community by talking through their positions of living in a multicultural 
society and thus being persons who fit well within this context because they feel similar to 
the other members of the society through their diversity. 
To sum up, these young persons created a multiplicity of voices in relation to how they 
felt as ethnic minority young persons who were born and living in England. To begin with, 
the young persons in this school approached the voice of being similar to their majority 
community by talking through their positions of belonging to their majority community 
where they felt they shared the same British culture and sustaining environment and, as 
one of these young persons pointed out, felt more British. Then these young persons 
approached the voice of being different from their majority community by talking through 
a multiplicity of positions. When they talked as being members of their minority 
community, many of these young persons positioned themselves as members of a group 
which is positively stereotyped, having different cultural beliefs and family values and, as 
one of these young persons painted out, feeling more Greek even though he was 
classified as English by members of his minority community. Finally, when one of these 
young persons talked through her position of being the child of immigrants she talked 
against the negative representations constructed in England of immigrants. Moreover, the 
young persons in this school approached the voice of being similar to their minority 
community by talking through their position of belonging to this community where they 
valued belonging to a large minority group and the beneficial existence of other members 
of their minority group. Finally, many of these voices were later integrated in a way when 
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these young persons talked through their positions of belonging to both their majority and 
minority communities and thus perceived themselves as being multiheritage persons who 
fit well in a multicultural society. 
4.2.4.c. Overview of the findings 
To begin with, the participants of both schools had created the same voices when they 
talked through their I-positions of being ethnic minority young persons born and living in 
England. As is evident in Table 11, the young people talked about feeling similar to and 
different from their majority community, similar to their minority community as well as 
feeling they were multiheritage and multicultural persons. This similarity of voices 
between the two schools is in itself a very interesting finding which may indicate a 
similarity in the processes through which ethnic minority young persons from different 
backgrounds construct their multiple cultural identities in a multicultural society. What is 
different, however is the variety of sub-voices that were created from the considerably 
different pOSitions through which the young persons of both schools talked. These 
reflected the different developmental paths of their minority groups in the mainstream 
society and their impact at the individual level of these persons' experiences within it. 
Theoretically speaking, the multiplicity of positions through which these young persons 
talked and the different sub-voices that were created from that positioning indicate the 
complexity that underlies the processes of identity construction for ethnic minority young 
persons in a multicultural society which is under rapid historical and social change. In this 
section we will attempt to understand these complexities by analyzing the "dialogue" 
between these positions and voices. In the previous section 4.2.3 we posed the question 
of what are the meanings behind the differences and tensions of young persons' external 
and internal positions and what are their implications for identities' development? As 
pointed out in the literature review, Ferdman (2000) argued that the construction of 
identities should be studied in a framework of specific historic and cultural realities. In this 
sense, Ferdman (2000) set the task of not only asking "who am I" but also "why am 1who 
I am? Thus, the aim of this section is to promote understanding of why these young 
people made sense of themselves as ethnic minority young persons in their majority and 
minority cultural communities in the way they did. The method of exploring such a 
complex issue is by exploring the cultural realities of both ethnic minority groups as they 
were expressed by the partiCipants in the two community schools. 
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Table 11. Young persons' I-positions of being ethnic minority young persons born and living in England: a comparison of the two schools 
Voices 

(Pakistani School) 

(a) The similar to the 
majority community 
(b) The different from 
the majority community 
(c) The similar to the 
minority community 
(d) The multiheritage 
person 
(e) The person who fits 
well in a multicultural 
society 
I-positions: 
Sub-voices 
(a) I as belonging to my majority community: 

-Sharing a sustaining environment 

-The competent English speaker 

-The person who is in tune with others in the 

majority community 

(b) I as living in a white area: 

The person who has a different skin color and religion 

I as being a Muslim living in the post 9/11 Britain: 

The Muslim who experiences racism and discrimination 

I as being a member of my minority community: 

-The member of a minority community who is negatively 

stereotyped and discriminated against 

- The accepted culturally different person 

I as going to a good school: 

The person who has a better education 

(c) I as belonging to my minority community: 

-The Muslim 

- The member of a large minority group that is well known 

(d) I as belonging to both my majority and minority 

communities: 

The person who is "in between" 

(e) I as living in a multicultural society: 

The person who is similar through diversity 

Voices 

(Greek School) 

(a) The similar to the 
majority community 
(b) The different from 
the majority community 
(c) The similar to the 
minority community 
(d) The multiheritage 
person 
(e) The person who fits 
well in a multicultural 
society 
I-positions: 
Sub-voices 
(a) I as belonging to my majority community: 
-Feeling more British 
-Sharing the same British culture and sustaining 
environment 
(b) I as being a member of my minority community: 
- The person who is classified as English but feels 
Greek 
-The member of a minority community which is 
positively stereotyped 
-The person who has different cultural beliefs and family 
values 
I as being the child of immigrants: 
The person who experiences negative representations 
regarding immigrants 
(c) I as belonging to my minority community: 
- Feeling more Greek 
- The member of a large minority community 
(d) I as belonging to both my majority and minority 
communities: 
-The person who is "in between" various beings 
-Sharing both the sustaining and nurturing environment 
(e) I as living in a multicultural society: 
The person who is similar through diversity 
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Constructing the similar Me 
The participants in both schools represented similarity to their majority community by talking 
through their positions of belonging to that community. The participants in the Pakistani 
school referred to the sustaining environment of their majority community, and cultural 
similarity with it was represented by the institutional systems of the dominant society such as 
access to facilities, education and the work market, having the protection of a big country and 
the same rights as well as sharing a common language and everyday activities and interests 
with the rest of British society. Similarly, the participants in the Greek school represented 
cultural similarity with their majority community by referring to the sharing of the same country 
of birth, the same culture and its features (e.g. language, dress, formality in communication), 
similar interests as well as partiCipating in the same educational system and sharing a 
sustaining environment which was perceived as offering better educational and job 
opportunities. At a first analytical glance the representations of both groups appear to be in 
accordance with each other. But if we look into the ways these young persons expressed their 
perceptions in contrast to their other external positions, some difference arose in the way their 
representations of similarity with their majority community were voiced both within the groups 
and between them. On the one hand, the participants in the Greek school represented the 
cultural elements they felt they shared with their majority community in contrast to their 
parents' homelands- something that indicated that they were in the process of moving 
towards their transformed multiple identities with no conflicts between their external and 
internal pOSitions. On the other hand, two of the participants in the Pakistani school 
represented the cultural features that they felt they shared with their majority community in 
contrast to other communities within British society. To be more specific, Zafar compared his 
language competence to the lack of English competence of the new immigrants and Bibi 
perceived herself as being at the same level as others in British society in contrast to other 
members of her minority community, something that might be perceived as a conflictual 
process in their developing cultural identities (e.g. I versus the new immigrants and I versus 
my minority community). In other words, we could argue that the participants in the Greek 
school used their parents' homelands as a reference point and they compared themselves to 
Greeks in Greece or Greek-Cypriots in Cyprus who they saw as exemplifying something 
different For two partiCipants in the Pakistani group, the reference point was the Pakistani 
community and the social group of new immigrants in Britain. It seems that these two young 
persons were moving towards constructing their sense of being British by either breaking 
away from their minority community or by differentiating themselves from a less powerful 
social group of British society, maybe by trying to voice who they are not; I am not one of 
those members of the Pakistani community who stick on their own and I am not like the new 
immigrants. Moreover, the partiCipants in both schools talked about the ways in which they 
felt similar to their minority community. In both schools, the partiCipants emphasised the 
importance of belonging to a large minority group but for the participants in the Pakistani 
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school specifically, there was an emphasis on religion as a cultural element that they shared 
with other members of their minority community. 
Constructing the different Me 
In a similar way that the young persons had previously constructed aspects of their identities 
which were similar to those of their majority community they had also constructed aspects 
which were different from them. In this sense, the participants in the Greek school mainly 
talked about being different in terms of cultural beliefs and family values but their differences 
were not in conflict with their external positions because they thought that they were positively 
perceived by their majority community. There were only two examples of a conflictual relation 
between internal and external positions; in one case a young person perceived himself as 
Greek and at the same time as being misclassified as English by members of his minority 
community in Cyprus. However, and in contrast to the experiences of many of the participants 
in the Pakistani school- as we will see below- this conflict took place between his internal 
position (I as Greek) and his external (others in Cyprus). Thus, it might have an impact on the 
way he feels when he is visiting his parents' homeland but not an immediate impact on the 
way he feels within his cultural community in Britain. In the other case, a young girl talked 
against the negatives stereotypes regarding immigrants in Britain by talking through her 
position of being the child of immigrants but not being an immigrant herself. The participants 
in the Pakistani school talked through a multiplicity of positions which created multiple sub­
voices. The dominant voices which represented difference from their majority community 
were the sub-voices of being Muslims who experience racism and discrimination in the post 
9/11 Britain and being members of a group which is negatively stereotyped and discriminated 
against. When the participants talked through the latter position they referred to the negative 
images given by their majority community which as they thought perceived their minority 
community as a community characterised by underachievement, bad behaviour, lack of 
English language competence, low income and education, cultural barriers and high crime. In 
the light of these findings, it is worth returning to the young person's representation of feeling 
similar to his majority community due to his language competence unlike the new immigrants. 
This might be an indication of a response to a collective identity given by the majority 
community to his minority group and consequently to himself as member of that group. This is 
an issue which will be discussed at the end of this section when we will explore the possible 
implications of these "given" identities on these young people's identities development. To 
continue, when these young persons talked through their position of living in post 9/11 Britain 
they expressed their anger, feelings of being uncomfortable and fears of living in a society in 
which a racism and hate towards Muslims are expressed by identifying Muslims with 
terrorism. In a similar vein, these young persons thought that "others" in British society 
thought of their minority community as a group stereotyped as having bad behaviour, low 
income and education, cultural barriers, high crime as well as being underachieves and 
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unable to speak English properly. Within that cultural reality which these young persons 
experience, their reactions ranged from one young person who claimed that she was not 
ashamed of being a Pakistani at all and was able to say it loud to another young person who 
needed the religious aspect of his cultural identity to become «invisible". What seems evident 
from these findings is that the ways in which these young persons deal with the conflicts 
between their voices of similarity and difference that are created by a conflict of their internal 
positions and external or others in the British society could be a new emerging problem­
space to use Hall's (2006) term. As we saw, there is an indication of a shift from racial 
discrimination to religious discrimination which will generate new questions regarding the 
construction and conceptualization of differences in a post colonial context. 
In light of the above discussion and as the findings suggest, there is a risk that those young 
persons will take on the identity given to them by their majority community. As mentioned in 
the literature review, Ferdman (2000) argued that "elements of societal history and the 
individual's place in that history channel and influence how individuals culturally construct 
their self identities" (p.21). In this sense, the voice of the Muslim who experiences racism and 
discrimination as expressed by the partiCipants in the Pakistani school highlights how both a 
historical event and these young persons' place in that history channel contribute to their 
cultural and historical co- construction of their identities. 
In the following table, the example of Fahim is presented as an example of a conflictual 
transaction between an individual's internal and external positions in relation to his developing 
identities. In this example, Fahim first described what he sees himself as sharing with his 
majority community, then described how he sees himself as different, and finally described 
the differences as they are constructed by his majority community. This contlictual transaction 
is in contrast with his own inner construction of a multiheritage identity which was presented 
in section 4.2.3.a. 
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Table 12. An example of internal and external positions in conflict: Fahim's example 
The similar me The different me My group's "given identity" Living in England 
... because I was born here, I've been 
educated here as well so I would expect 
it depends on where you are really, 
because if I was .... is... X. [town] is 
I'd think that the image of Pakistani 
people would be similar to black 
• good ... yeah, okay, good ... 
probably ... apart from like a bit of 
to ... 1 would expect to have the same like a quite white area, so I probably people, meaning low income maybe, racism .... apart from that it's okay. 
values with the people ... like same like I 
would have gone with any other person 
they'd like ... their aim would be like, you 
know, you have like a decent education, 
have a nice job ... 
feel like I've got a different colour of 
skin .... but apart from that, not really, 
maybe because I' m a Muslim as 
well, but if I was living somewhere in 
London or another big city it wouldn't 
really make a difference because 
they're a lot of multicultural people. 
low education, cultural barriers, high 
crime ... 
• well, it's [ ... Jlike be harder for me to 
find a job than a white person with 
the same qualifications ... 
• ... but probably when I'm get there 
they might be ... obstacles in the way 
plus there're .... there're lot of anti-
Muslim feelings emerging. 
• it's always ... sometimes is like ... I 
don't want to make it obvious, say 
I'm a Muslim ... well, like terrorism ... 
The multiheritage me 
... if I was white I'd lack a certain group of friends so certain like a set of like opportunities and experiences, by being Pakistani and British so increases that a bit, it's 
like a whole new script of possibilities ... [ ... ] 
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Constructing the Multiple Me 
In the previous section we talked about the emergence of multiple identities which are 
constructed through the negotiation of aspects of difference and similarities into a new 
concept of being an ethnic minority person. In a similar vein, in this section, the participants in 
both schools talked again through their positions of belonging to both their majority and 
minority communities and their voices provided a pool of multiple "beings" by being 
multiheritage persons who fit well in a multicultural society. 
In section 4.2.3.c., we posed the question as to whether these representations of being in 
between various beings should be perceived as an ambivalence or lack of clarity in relation to 
their developing identities. In the light of what has been discussed up to this point, we could 
argue that these young persons' positioning of themselves as being in between different 
beings is not an ambivalence but rather a defining characteristic of their multiple identities. 
The participants were aware of this multiplicity of their identities and they felt positive about 
that. They had made their own integration of their similarities and differences, and many of 
them represented this integration as unique, as the example of Ellie illustrates in the following 
Table 13. The case of Ellie is presented as an example of an individual's transaction between 
internal and external positions characterised by agreement. In contrast to Fahim's case, Ellie 
seemed to have integrated her differences and similarities successfully into a multiple identity 
which was developing on the basis of agreement within her cultural communities. 
To conclude, the participants' different experiences within their majority community position 
them in very different worlds, and their cultural identities' construction is influenced by the way 
they are engaged with the majority community. The emergence of multiple identities was well 
documented. However, a new question arises as to how these young person's multiple 
identities will develop in the future. This is a question that will be further discussed in the final 
chapter of this thesis when a model of the dialogical development of hybrid identities of ethnic 
minority young people will be proposed. 
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Table 13. An example of internal and external positions in agreement: Ellie's example 
The similar me 	 The different me My group's "given identity" Living in England 
Similar I feel that we were both born ... we ... 1 think I've got more to live for, like my [They think] we're loud (laughs) and ... there are difficult times, there 
are all born in the same country, we are all culture because we've got. .. we've got like we are quite cheery people, we are are difficult times because some 
brought up in the same country ... we are all our cultural beliefs and we were Christian very happy people [ ... ] people do look you differently and 
like ... we ... we all know where to go, what is Orthodoxes, wherever we are (laughs), but they think "oh! Why you are in our 
like here ... and we seemed to know ... what I think ... yeah ... I think because our parents country? .. and ... " but most of the 
I seemed to know more than my mum are more worried of where we go when we time they ... they accept us for who 
about the culture because ... well ... go out and everything. So, I do feel we are and I'm ... I suppose I'm 
different than my English friends. 	 glad I'm not like the same as 
everyone else ... I'm glad about 
there is something different and 
unique about everyone else. 
The multicultural person 
I prefer I [living in England] ... I ... I ... 1 like it because there 50 many more, there is such a mixture ... mixture of people and ... and Ilike... 1prefer it... I'm glad that I was 
born here. 
- ~ 
I 
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4.3. Young persons' projected identities: bringing together interviews and 
drawings 
In the analysis of the interviews the participants in both schools talked through a 
multiplicity of positions and tried to explain who they were and who they were not in 
relation to their developing identities. In this section, we will also try to understand these 
young peoples' future projections of themselves- envisioned roles and expectations which 
they saw as available and desirable for themselves (Todoulou-Polemi, 1985), or in other 
words we will attempt to understand who these young people would like to be. We will try 
to achieve this objective and further explore their representations of their multiple 
identities by combining their verbal accounts from their interviews when responding to the 
question "Imagine that we are meeting again after many years and we have another 
interview, who would you like to be then? (Who would you like to become in the future?)" 
with the drawings they created when responding to the instruction to draw themselves as 
they imagined themselves in 20 years (or when they grew up). Talking from a dialogical 
epistemology standpoint, the above mentioned responses will also be compared to the 
drawings they created when responding to the instruction to draw themselves as they 
thought their mother and father imagined them in 20 years (or when they grew up) ­
attempting in this way to explain how identity development processes are bounded not 
only by the ways individuals see themselves but also by the ways they think others see 
them. In this section a brief discussion of the findings will be given and an example for 
each school will be presented. Then a detailed account of the analysis of the other twelve 
drawings will be presented in appendix 7.3. Each section will be divided into two parts. 
The first will explore the young people's projections by talking through the I-position of 
imagining themselves in the future. The second part will explore the young people's 
projections of themselves by talking through the I-positions of thinking how their parents 
imagine them in the future. Thus, in that part the focus will be on the imagined voices of 
the parents as expressed by the young people of both schools. The two examples from 
each school that will be presented will provide a comparison of the verbal interview 
accounts, the drawing itself and a summary of the participants' written and verbal 
accounts regarding the content of the drawings or in other words the context which gives 
"voice" to their drawings. 
4.3.1. Pakistani school 
As seen in Table 14, the participants in this school expressed- both verbally and through 
their drawings- aspirations regarding educational and professional achievement, minority 
cultural identity maintenance, interpersonal and personal development and material 
accomplishment. In a similar way the participants in this school drew and described how 
they thought their parents imagined them in the future. As seen in Table 15, the 
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participants' drawings revealed aspirations regarding educational and professional 
achievement, minority cultural identity maintenance, interpersonal development and 
material accomplishment 
Table 14. I as being projected in the future: Pakistani school 
I as being academically 
educated and professionally 
successful 
I as having a minority 
cultural identity 
I-in-relation-to-others 
I-in-relation-to-myself 
I as having material 
possessions 
Education was valued and was seen as a means for 
having a modem profession (e.g. computers, 
optometrists) or being successful and having a 
career in general. In one case, professional success 
and fame through sports was expressed. In another 
case, community education was valued and was 
seen as a means for having a job (teacher) in a 
community school of the minority community. 
Religion was an important element in both their 
verbal accounts and drawing~. In one case following 
one's religious duties was expres$ed whereas in 
another case the future minority cultural identity was 
prolected as being resistant to westernization. 
Cultural and especially religious symbols were 
present in the majority of the drawings (e.g. mosque, 
hijabs). 
For some participants family life was valued, usually 
expressed as having a husband! wife and one or two 
children. In one case friendship was also valued. 
In general, the participants wished to be comfortable 
with themselves, independent, stable and balancing 
career and family. 
In one case, enormous wealth was highly valued as 
well as the luxurious conditions of life. Wealth was 
perceived as promoting one's sense of uniqueness 
and success whereas leisure and travel were 
perceived as leading to personal satisfaction. The 
others expressed realistic expectations of having 
material possessions such as having some money, a 
house, a car and being comfortable. 
It 
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Table 15. I as being projected in the future by others: Pakistani school 
I-in-relation-to-others 
For some participants family life 
was valued, usually expressed 
as having a husband/ wife and 
two or more children. 
For some participants family life 
was valued, usually expressed 
as having a husbandl wife and 
two or more children. A wish for 
sharing leisure activities of the 
new family with the parental 
one was expressed. 
I as having material 
possessions 
Only in one case, enormous 
wealth was highly valued as 
well as the luxurious conditions 
of life. In another case, a 
realistic expectation of having a 
home was expressed. 
Only in one case, enormous 
wealth was highly valued as 
well as the luxurious conditions 
of life. In another case, a 
realistic expectation of having a 
home was expressed. 
My parents 
My mother's 
imagined voice 
My father's 
imagined voice 
I as being academically educated 
and professionally successful 
Education was valued and was seen 
as a means for having a modern job 
(e.g. doctor, optician) or having a 
career in general. Community 
education was valued and was seen 
as a means for having a job (teacher) 
in community schools of the minority 
community. In one case, a working 
male adult was expected to support 
his parents. Professional success 
through sports was expressed.1 
Education was valued and was seen 
as a means for having a modern job 
(e.g. medicine, law), having the 
opportunity to work or having a career 
in general. In one case, a working 
male adult was expected to support 
his parents. In another case, the 
expectation of work combined with 
fun was expressed. 
I as having a minority cultural and 
religious identity 
Maintenance of the minority cultural 
and religious identity was expected. In 
one case, this maintenance was 
expected along with pursuing a career 
in modern status professions (e.g. 
medicine) and in another by working 
within the Muslim community. 
1 For more information on how this projection has been created see the case study of Zafar in this section. 
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The case of Zafar 
The case of Zafar is very interesting since he started describing how he imagined himself 
in the future by making a distinction between how his parents- and then parents in 
general- usually imagine their children (e.g. in high status professions) and his 
disagreement with that by envisioning himself as a cricketer or a footballer. In accordance 
with his verbal account of his envisioned self, Zafar drew himself wearing a crown, a 
symbol of dominance and power, as he drew himself as a famous cricket player, 
something that indicates high ambitions for professional success and achievement 
through sports, and in this way fame was perceived as promoting one's sense of 
achievement and success. However, as seen in Table 16, his other two drawings 
regarding how he thought his parents imagined him in the future were a result of his 
interaction with his mother who entered the room during the drawing task. In the following 
extract Zafar constructed his drawings through the dialogue with his mother. 
1= now I want you to draw yourself as you think your mother imagines you in 20 

years ... 

Zafar= Imagines me....in 20 years ? ..[to his mother] what you'd imagine me? .. you·d 

imagine me as being .... quite fat or. ... 

1= quite ? .. 

Mother= successful kya professiona/ .... kya hua2 ? 

Zafar= I don't think ... !'II .... I ... !. .. 

1= Imagine ... you know. draw how she thinks ... she thinks you imagine ... [ ... ] 

[he is drawing] 

Zafar= umm ..... uh .... well .... yeah 
1= so what's this ... will you give me the context .... . 
Zafar= I can't really explain it .... but... umm .... just.... umm ..... 
1= being what. .... 

Zafar= I .. ....just normal......yeah normal ... not .... yeah, normal ... . 

1= and..... would you like add something to the drawing ... something ? 

Zafar= um ..... .! don't know ... uh yeah .... So I had a cricket bat there [Iaugh] .... yeah 

probably .... 1 can't think of anything else .... yeah ... 1don't think you'd imagine me as 

being a doctor or a pi/ot. .. would you? Would you? [Talking to his mother] 

1= well. .. let's fo- ... you..... you·re asking your mum? ... or you know ... l'm asking 

what do you think your mother is expecting so you think your mother expects you to 

be a cricketer as well. .... 

2 kya hua2?: In Urdu: What happened? 
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Zafar= not just a cricketer ... but .... you know .... umm ....... yeah ... cause ... she knows 

that I like ... 1 enjoy.... 
Mother= no .... what ... what .... my expectations are from you .... or what I think you 
should ...wish you to be . .... 
1= [laughs] 
Zafar= no.. .this isn't ... 
Mother= you think cricketer or footba/ler ... or you ... 
Zafar= you don't ... you don't wish me . ..for me to be a cricketer ... no ... but.. .. the 
question is that ...what do you .... what you gonna think ... l'm going to be .... it's not 
what you wish for me to be .... so ... you know ..... you're not going to think I'm going to 
be a doctor or a pilot .... 
Mother: [sighs] 
1= ah ... so ... [laughs] .... anyway ... that's very gOOd ....and finally .... 
Zafar= I'll stay with this .. . 
1= you'll stay with this ... okay .... and finally I want you to draw yourself as you think 

your father imagines you .... [Iaughs] ... 

Mother= his father ... his father's dreams were ... he wants [sic] to be a cricketer .... he 

wants[sic]. .. you know, he was ....when he was his age ...he wants [sic] to be a 

cricketer .... but...you know .... 

Zafar= didn't get the opportunity .... 

Mother=yeah, but his father's dream ... 

Zafar= so.. .he basically wants me to be ... he wants me to have a good job. 

1= okay.... will you draw that.... 

Zafar= uh . ... I don't know how to do that .. j'/I .... 1'11 try to draw that .... the best way I 

can .... 

1= sO... a good job... 

[he is drawing] 

1= what is this? A briefcase? 

Zafar= yeah 
1= that's very good .... so will you describe your drawing? 

Zafar= Businessman ..... 

1= a businessman 

Zafar= not a businessman .... err ... a lawyer ... or.... yeah ... something along that line ... 
1= uh huh ..... Iawyer or. ... 
Zafar= higher ... [italiCS added] 
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As is evident above, Zafar responded to the instruction to draw himself as he thought his 
mother would have imagined him in the future by asking his mother "what you'd imagine 
me?". His mother responded to his question by saying she would imagine him 
professional and successful. Zafar responded to what his mother said by saying "I don't 
think I will" and then with the interviewer's prompt he started his drawing in which he just 
drew a figure and described himself as being normal. When the interviewer asked him if 
he would like to add anything on the drawing, he added a cricket bat and while laughing 
he asked his mother "I don't think you'd imagine me as being a doctor or a pilot... would 
you? Would you?". At this point, the interviewer intervened by confirming his view that his 
mother would have imagined him as a cricketer. Then, Zafar responded that his mother 
wouldn't imagined him as just a cricketer but she knows what he enjoys and likes and he 
addressed to her by saying that he knows she doesn't wish for him to be a cricketer but 
she was not thinking of him to being a doctor or a pilot neither. At the end of the drawing 
task, Zafar came back to this issue by saying to his mother that she was not thinking of 
him doing well [in his studies] whereas his mother responded that this was because she 
was worried, something that as Zafar said made him worried as well: 
Zafar= [to his mother] welf you... You're not going to think I'm going to do well in 
my.. .so you're .... 
Mother- because I'm worried ... 
Zafar= yeah ... you are making me worried about 
Mother- [ ... ] as he said he's not going to do that good because of my fears ... 
Finally, when Zafar was asked to draw himself as he thought his father would have 
imagined him in the future, his mother intervened by saying that his father's dreams when 
he was young was to become a cricketer, with Zafar saying that he didn't however get 
the opportunity. Then, he draw himself as his father would have imagined him as having 
a high status profession such as a lawyer or higher. Guillemin (2004) pointed out that 
"events, experiences, and interactions that precede the drawing all work to produce the 
understandings that are embedded in the drawing" (p.285). In this line of argument and 
as was seen above in Zafar's case, it was not only the drawings as a visual products and 
the participant's descriptions of their context but also the process of production of the 
drawings which gave important insights regarding the interpretation of the drawings. In 
the above example, Zafar's future aspirations for himself were in contradiction with the 
aspirations of his parents, something that might indicate the existence of a conflict 
between his internal position ( I as imagine myself in the future) and his external ones 
(how my parents imagine me in future). 
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Table 16. Zafar's future verbal and drawing projections 
Who would you like to become in the I as imagine myself In 
future: Interview extract 20 years 
limy parents ... parents usually want you 
to be a doctor or a pilot or want you to 
"',V:have a job like this and some, some ii·::.
'I. -',people might not agree ... some children 
..\;~{might not agree with this and ... but 

I ... my hobbies and interests are in l.\ 
 I. '. 
sport, I'm very good at cricket, so... 1 l .. / " 1 .' 
... ~ 
would like to be a cricketer, yeah or 	 r.,.footballer or ... " 
:. 
, 
....... 

.' . 
I as my mother 
imagines me in 20 years 
•• I I-~',
. -... 
, ..!( 
.... ,... ,.,. -.-~ 
f : 
I I 
IT.: ~ 
- " ••••••1 "­
" I·~ ....· 
'f ... ". 
..:' , oJ .... .... 
1 "... " 
f... 1__ 
II as my father imagines 
me in 20 years 
,~''''''''i' ···, ....-f 
,:.' 
'.. 
.' 
. ' t 
.iJ! ;"~I"~ 
I...:.....:· --,I 4 
• L_~_-.! 
I 	 :1 I 
." I .v~~.- ;:.--::. 
Summary of participants' written & 
verbal accounts regarding the content 
of the drawings 
I: Himself with a crown and holding a 
cricket bat representing him as a famous 
cricket player. 
Mother: Himself, holding a cricket bat 
representing him as a cricket player. 
Father: Himself, wearing specs and 
holding a briefcase and be a lawyer. 
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4.3.2. Greek school 
As seen in Table 17, the participants in this school expressed- both verbally and through 
their drawings- aspirations regarding educational and professional achievement, minority 
cultural identity maintenance, interpersonal and personal development and material 
accomplishment In a similar way, the participants in this school drew and described how 
they thought their parents imagined them in the future. As seen in Table 18, the 
participants' drawings revealed aspirations regarding educational and professional 
achievement, minority cultural identity maintenance, interpersonal development and 
material accomplishment 
Table 17. I as projected in the future: Greek school 
I as being academically Education was perceived as a means for 
educated and professionally professional success which was described in terms 
successful of having a big job with money and a smart, proper 
job which would offer personal actualization and 
satisfaction or being successful in business in 
general. Modern professions with status were 
mentioned (e.g. businessmen, journalists, deSign, 
forensic science). In one case, being well known 
through professional success was expressed. In 
another case, just having a job was desirable. 
I as having a minority Being able to speak the mother tongue and being 
cultural identity Greek was perceived as important because it gives a 
sense of identity and pride. Greece was seen as a 
holiday destination. 
I-in-relation-to-others For some participants family life was valued, usually 
expressed as having a husbandl wife and one or two 
children. In one case being married was valued but 
there was uncertainty about having children. In two 
cases having a wife or girlfriend was aspired. 
I-in-relation-to-myself In general, the partiCipants wished to be happy, 
enthusiastic and having progressed in life. 
I as having material In one case, enormous wealth was highly valued as 
possessions well as the luxurious conditions of life. Wealth and 
power were perceived as promoting one's sense of 
uniqueness and success. Travel was perceived as 
leading to personal growth and broadening of one's 
horizons. The others referred to down-to-earth 
material posseSSions such as having a house, a car, 
living in suburbs. 
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Table 18. Me as projected in the future by others: Greek school 
My parents I as being academically educated I as having a minority cultural I-in-relation-to-others I as having material 
and professionally successful identity possessions 
My mother's Education was perceived as a In one case, maintenance of Greek For some participants family life Minor reference to 
imagined Yoice means for professional success and Cypriot cultural background was was valued, usually expressed as material possessions with 
which was described in terms of mentioned. having a husband/ wife and one or realistic aspirations (e.g. 
having a smart job which would two children. In one case, family life a flat, a house). 
offer personal actualization and was seen as a goal attained after 
satisfaction. Modern professions professional success. Independence 
with status were mentioned (e.g. from the parental family was 
businessmen, TV news presenter mentioned but while remaining 
and lawyer). In one case, being close to the family. 
good at work was expressed. 
My father's Education was perceived as a For some participants family life I N/A 
ImagIned YOIce means 
Modern 
for professional success. 
professions with status 
was valued usually expressed as 
having a husband/ wife and one or 
were mentioned (e.g. company two children. Independence from 
owner, TV news presenter and the parental family was mentioned 
doctor). In two cases, personal but while remaining close to the 
happiness was more important than family. In one case, the adult male 
professional success. In one case, was expected to look after the old 
a traditional profession such as father. 
being a builder was valued as a 
bread-winning but temporary job. 
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The case of Sotiris 
As seen in Table 19, Sotiris described himself as a successful businessman with a family 
who has preserved his minority identity. In accordance with his verbal account he drew 
himself as a businessman with a mobile and a suitcase, a wife and two male children, a 
big house, a fast car and an airplane for holidays to Greece. However, when Sotiris was 
asked to draw how he thought his parents would have imagined him in the future he gave 
two opposing accounts of his future identity. On the one hand, he thought his mother 
would imagine him as a businessman who would start a job first and then get married and 
have children, living alone in a block of flats close to his parents, being independent but 
close to the rest of the family. On the other hand, he thought his father would imagine him 
with a wife and one male child, living in a small house, working as a builder with his father 
at the beginning before finding something else better and he would probably look after 
him when he is older. 
Those two different projections may indicate the existence of two different sub-cultures 
within Sotiris' family represented by his British-born mother with the more individualistic 
values of independence and his father, who was born and brought up in Greece, with the 
more collectivistic values of interdependence. 
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Table 19. Sotiris' verbal and drawing future projections 
Who would you like to 
become in the future: 
Interview extract 
"I'd hope to be like a successful 
businessman who has a family, 
has kids and 1 hope that [ ... ]1 
don't change much from what I 
am now because I like who r 
am now and, you know, being 
Greek is... 1 am proud to be 
Greek basically so when I am 
older, I just hope I'm successful 
and r hope 1 can still ... 1 don't 
know ... yeah ... If 
I as imagine myself in 
20 years 
?~.~--....~-
I // ' l::-.--..·--- -~''... .!-,
, ~\ v "'-', uy j' 
, I L_J ~J~-l, ~ ./ 
\ ® t J~.J, 
,.- -l~j:-/f;·\~J--- ­
~ 
I as my mother imagines 
me in 20 years 
~___I__ I I. 
, 
i i---------t 
I jr~ i I
---4,1 1~r'~
,1;' #.t~ I 
.,:: I-~!t/,-~!I11 
I j,JJ./ n I J I I r--.~t~ .t\.~_ 
I as my father imagines 
me in 20 years 
1~1n) I ~ .I~ lLj~LIl1L__
------'"­
Summary of participants' written & 
verbal accounts regarding the content 
of the drawings 
I: Himself as a businessman with a mobile 
and a suitcase, a wife and two boys 
children, may be a big house, a fast car 
and an airplane for holidays to Greece. 
May be live in the suburbs ... 
Mother: Him as a businessman as well 
with a suit and tie and a mobile in his 
pocket, holding a suitcase. In his own 
words, "She might think that I'll probably 
get start a job first and then get married 
and have children and maybe living alone 
at a block of flats like this, I am not going 
to live with my mum and dad [ .. ] and... I'll 
still be close to my parents (pictured at 
the right corner) but you know I'll be 
independent and hopefully I will still be 
close to the rest of my [family] ... my 
cousins (pictured at the left corner). 
Father: Him with a wife and one boy kid, 
living in a small house. Working as a 
builder with his father at the beginning 
before finding something else better and 
he probably look after him when he is 
older (right) 
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4.3.3. Overview of findings 
In general, the drawings gave the opportunity to the young people in both schools to 
further elaborate their verbal accounts regarding their future aspirations. The findings in 
both groups on how they imagined themselves in the future and how they thought their 
parents imagined them revealed a number of sociocultural values of both their minority 
and majority communities. 
To begin with, the participants3 in both schools expressed aspirations relevant to both 
their interpersonal and intrapersonal development. In the Pakistani school they wished to 
be comfortable with themselves, independent, stable and balancing career and family 
whereas in the Greek school the young people wished to be happy, enthusiastic and 
having progressed in life. For both groups, family life was valued, though in some cases 
novel elements such as single parent depiction were evident. In both schools, the young 
people expressed ambitions for professional and academic success, though education 
was often seen as a means for professional achievement. In both schools, the young 
people envisioned themselves as having a career in modern professions but the young 
people in the Greek school also wished to be successful in them. Fame was mentioned in 
both schools but in different ways. In the Pakistani school, Zafar envisioned himself as 
being famous through cricket- a popular sport within the Pakistani community- whereas 
Ellie through professional-academic related- success. In accordance with their interviews, 
for the young people of the Pakistani group, religion was perceived as the most important 
aspect of their minority cultural identities whereas mother tongue competence was highly 
valued in the Greek school. In the Pakistani school, in particular, two young people 
envisioned themselves as having a career but at the same time retaining the minority 
aspects of their cultural identities. In both schools the young people expressed 
aspirations relevant to economic values, usually by referring to realistic goals such as 
having a house, a car etc, though extending their horizons through traveling was also 
valued. Two young people from each school expressed aspirations relating to enormous 
wealth and power. In the Pakistani school, for example, in Azra's drawing the "green 
money" cover and separate the family members, indicating that economic values have 
dominated the family's ones. In the Greek school, Stathis imagined himself as being a 
rich, powerful man. Similarly, he drew himself as wearing a suit and having money with a 
wife, a nice car and a huge house. Thus, it seems that for Stathis enormous wealth and 
power were highly valued and perceived as promoting his sense of uniqueness and 
success. It could be argued that in these two cases there is a cognitive adaptation of the 
values of a prosperous consumer SOCiety - a "society of prosperity" in which enormous 
3 For the rest of the participants' drawings analysis see appendix 7.3. 
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wealth, luxurious conditions of living and power are highly valued. However, for Azra, it 
seems that religion is a kind of "safety valve" which provides her with the moral and 
social values that will guide the way of living. In contrast, for Stathis there is an absence 
of a culturally prescribed "safety valve", something that makes him envision himself as 
having unquestionable power. In general, we could argue that the participants' drawings 
and verbal accounts were characterized by both contradictions and agreements. In the 
Pakistani school and as seen in appendix 7.3., in Azra's case, it seems that there is an 
agreement of her own aspirations with those she thought that her parents would have for 
her with an emphasis on wealth whereas her religious values seem to be influential in 
developing social values such as being useful to others when they are needy. Moreover, 
as seen in the cases of Fahim, Arub and Jehan, mothers were perceived as those 
wishing them to preserve the religious aspect of their cultural identities and whereas for 
Fahim and Jehan that was in agreement with their own aspirations, in Arub's case there 
was a discrepancy between her mothers imagined aspiration of her working within the 
Muslim community and wearing Asian cloths with those of herself and her father's 
imagined aspiration of her being a working person dressed in western clothes. A 
discrepancy was also evident in Fahim's case where his envisioned own family was 
replaced by his parental family which as he thought would have the expectation that the 
money he would earn would be given as support to his parents. In contrast, in Bibi's case 
her own aspiration of having children is in agreement with the imagined aspirations of her 
parents with the only difference that she imagined they would like many children. In the 
Greek school, Ellie's own aspirations were in accordance with her parents' imagined ones 
although her mother and father each were imagined as expecting her to follow a different 
profession (a lawyer and a doctor respectively) and there was no reference in fame. In 
Lydia's, Stella's, Thalia's and Stathis' cases it is their mother that they thought would wish 
them to have a child or family along with a career. Finally, for Orestis both his mother's 
and father's imagined aspirations placed an emphasis on his personal happiness and 
actualization. 
I n the literature review chapter it was mentioned that an identity question in dialogical 
terms should ask "who we are in relation to others". In this section, the young people not 
only revealed their own envisioned aspirations for their future but also talked about what 
they thought their parents' aspirations were for them. In the next chapter the case studies 
of Zafar and Sotiris presented in this section will be compared in a dialogical way with the 
real expectations revealed by their mothers. In addition, the teachers' perspectives will 
also be explored with the overall aim of understanding the influence of others on these 
young people's developing identities. 
In the following section the findings of these young people's group work are presented. 
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4.4. Group process work: revealing the groups' voices 
In the previous sections the participants in both schools individually either through their 
interviews or with their drawings revealed their perspectives as participants in their 
community schools. As was mentioned in the literature review chapter the notion of 
multivoicedness refers to the simultaneous existence of individual voices but also the 
simultaneous existence of an individual voice and the voice of a group (Wertsch, 1991). 
In this section, by utilizing a group process method (see chapter three, section 3.2.3.c.) 
we will attempt to understand each group's voice by revealing the way each individual 
voice is in process with all the other voices of the group. The group work started by 
asking the young people to think about their community school and choose one feeling. 
When they felt ready, they were asked to choose whatever colors they wanted and try to 
express this feeling on paper. Then the pupils were asked to vote on which individual 
drawing they wanted to focus upon during the session. The pupils were given another 
white sheet of paper and they were asked to describe what they saw in the drawing. Then 
they were asked to try to recall what this drawing reminded them of from their life in the 
community school. When they wrote their recollections they were asked to write down 
how they were feeling when they had this experience and how they were feeling at that 
time. Finally, each pupil gave a title to the drawing. 
4.4.1. Pakistani school 
4.4.1.a. The chosen drawing 
Fahim's drawing was chosen by the group and is presented in the following figure: 
Figure 22. The chosen drawing: Pakistani school 
4.4.1.b. Young persons' projections and evolving thematic units 
The young persons' projections and the evolving thematic units are presented in the 
following table. 
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Table 20. Young persons' projections and evolving thematic units: Pakistani school 
Student Young persons' verbal and written projections 
Fahim • What I saw is not just a dot but a centre. 
• 	 A centre as like it brings, brings things together as in ... as in like X. school brings people together, it's not as 
a ... it's not assemble, it's a centre. Umm ... It's a place to revolve around and it's also a dot like a round 
about ... when, you know, when you go to the parks like a round about ... so this is quite fun as well and it's 
got a deep meaning and importance because you've got looking to it properly just like our school. Umm, 
sharp, it's concise and in contrast of red and the white so it shows the difference between right and wrong, in 
Islam is all the difference ... there's a clear difference between right and wrong that's what they teach us ... 
umm...the position on the page shows that it's in the middle, it's right in the middle, so shows us the middle 
way, the straight path, that's what it reflects in Islam. Umm, the brightness of this dot shows its uniqueness in 
this page so there is nothing like that on the page, only the dot. So shows us it's something unique, 
something that you have to pay attention because it's quite important. Umm, it's only one dot and that's 
reflecting in Islam as well because we only believe in one God as opposed to different religions, it's 
monotheistic. Umm, if you look closely you can see some fade ... umm ... reminisce of the drawing other side 
[he had first drawn a jar at the other side of the sheet] and this is a reflection in Islam of [ ... ] ... you can turn 
a new leaf over ... that's kind of reflecting in the dot one side and other side got all the mistakes on it [ ... ] 
• 	 How that makes me feel? Well the dot is quite lonely but it is important that it is unique. 
• 	 And how I feel right now? ... is quite relaxed, smart and slightly humaned. 
• Title: "Notjust a dot" 
Azra • A red dot on a white page 
• 	 It reminds me of a drawing pin on the board, that held up my work. 
• 	 I felt excited!! 
• 	 I feel buffeled 
• Title: BINDI 
Nazia A dot, a deep meaningful tunnel. • 
And it shows like little Ummah, everyone is together, its simple and also shoes that aunty Sofie when she • 
gets angry when we haven't revised. 
(She wrote "Red =aunty Bibi and revision" ) 
So when I remember that I feel happy and scared because I think she is going to kill us• 
• 	 When I think about it now it's quite funny 

Title: "The journey of my liJe ui!l_ X. [name of school]!"
• 
Evolvin~ thematic units 
My community school is a centre 
that brings people together and at 
the same time is fun but it is a 
place, which has Meaning, it is 
sharp, it is concise but mainly it 
represents Islam itself, believing 
in one God, distinguishing Right 
from Wrong, and it is central, it is 
unique and the other side reflects 
on you itself. So, one is quite 
lonely but the school (Islam) is 
important in its uniqueness and 
that makes one feel quite relaxed, 
smart, and slightly "humaned". So 
this is not just a dot. .. 
.. , so it reminds me of something 
that holds up my work but leaves 
me buffelled ... 
... but a community that hold itself 
together is something simple, it's 
like a tunnel which is deep and 
meaningful, so the journey in 
ones life in X. school is ... 
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Student Youl19J>ersons' verbal and written projections 
Bibi Well, I see ... what I see ... [ ... J X. school means a lot to me because the heart is heart, core because school • 
makes me fit. 

(What she wrote is: Hits the spot. Means a lot - heart=core-dot. Gets me every time). 

Well, it reminds me of coming to see Sara and company in the morning and finding out that they haven't 
• 
done the homework as well. 
• 	 And that makes me feel relief 
• 	 Right now I feel comfortable but neutral (She wrote: "neutral -not happy/sad just neutral- kinda comfortable). 
• Title: Bullseye 
Arub I see a dot. It's red. It might mean something. • 
• 	 It reminds me of Aunty S. [name of teacher] getting annoyed because we haven't revised and was 
threatening us that she might ring our parents. 
• 	 I felt like laughing, a bit scared. 
• 	 Now I feel funny, hot, relaxed. 
• 	 Title: "The red dot" 
Jehan 	 • I see a dot [and I said it is in a distance, kind of is in a distance and might represents my emotional feelings 
towards X. school- such as happiness. 
This drawing reminds me of the long time I've spent here. Like my first day and having to sit in a large group • 
while the teacher talked about the lesson. 

At that time, I felt a bit scared and a bit excited, excited the most, I was in a group of similar aged people and 
• 
will make friends- a new experience of being part of such a big Muslim group. 
Now I'm feeling relaxed and comfortable and a bit sad seeing as I'm leaving. • 
Title: "exciting red"• 
Fareeda • 	 a red dot 
I feel happier than before • 
Title: The Red dot• 
Hasina 	 Dot the place of school • 
Lots the way the school teach and it start only one day • 
• 	 Good way to work 
• 	 Funny 
• 	 Title: Dot 
Evolving thematic units 
... heartful and core because it 
makes one fit. Discovering that 
one is in the main human 
condition "like the others" relieves 
one down .... 
... because when one is 
threatened by authority figures 
one is scared ... 
.... while one enters into a larger i 
group one feels more distant and 
scared but eventually one calms 
down because this is a new group 
of similar Muslim people ... 
... and eventually one feels 
happy ... 
... although schooling is only one 
per week but it is a good way to 
work. 
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4.4.1.c. Moving from the evolving thematic units to the group theme 
The evolving thematic units were then placed in a sequence and the following group 
theme emerged: 
(1) Our community school is a centre that brings people together and at the same time is 
fun but it is a place, which has Meaning, it is sharp, it is concise but mainly it represents 
Islam itself, believing in one God, distinguishing Right from Wrong, and it is central, it is 
unique and the other side reflects on you itself. So, one is quite lonely but the school 
(Islam) is important in its uniqueness and that makes one feel quite relaxed, smart, and 
slightly "humaned" (sic). So this is not just a dot. .. (2) ... so it reminds me of something 
that holds up my work but leaves me buffelled ... (3) ... but a community that holds itself 
together is something simple, it's like a tunnel which is deep and meaningful, so the 
journey in ones life in M school is ... (4) ... heartful and core because it makes one fit. 
Discovering that one is in the main human condition "like the others" relieves one 
down .... (5) ... because when one is threatened by authority figures one is scared ... (6) 
.... while one enters into a larger group one feels more distant and scared but eventually 
one calms down because this is a new group of similar Muslim people ... (7) ... and 
eventually one feels happy ... (8) ... although schooling is only one per week it is a good 
way to work. 
4.4.2. Greek school 
4.4.2.a. The chosen drawing 
Sotiris' drawing was chosen by the group and is presented in the following figure: 
Figure 23. The chosen drawing: Greek school 
4.4.2.b. Young persons' projections and evolving thematic units 
The young persons' projections and the evolving thematic units are presented in the 
following table. 
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Table 21. Young persons' projections and evolving thematic units: Greek school 
Student Young "ersons' verbal and written projections 
Sotiris • A lion with writing 
Because the lion represents proudness it reminds me of when I was given an A for my GCSE's. It was one of my proudest • 
moments. 

My most important feeling during this experience was happiness as I had received my first GCSE. I also felt very proud and 
• 
relieved that I had completed my GCSE. 
• 	 Right now I am feeling proud 
• Title: Pride 
Lydia A lion and writing • 
• 	 The lion in the picture reminds me of talking about the animals in the Cypriot zoo with sir- we always have random 
conversations with my teacher which have no significance to the lesson. 
I like having "random" conversations in the lessons because it lets you find out more about the people in your class and • 
gives you a break from work- it gives the class a greater sense of unity. 
• 	 That enjoy being in Greek school 
Title: If a lion could be Greek, then that Lion probably would be. • 
Stella 	 A lion • 
It reminds me of our Greek school dinner and dance because I felt proud when I was doing the Greek dancing and a lion is• 
a symbol of pride. 

I felt proud and I was enjoying myself, so I also felt happy. 
• 
Happy and proud to be Greek • 
Title: Pride • 
Manos 	 A lion • 
This drawing reminds me of when I was young and still going to Greek school. It reminded me of the drawings I used to do. • 
I was happy at the time because I had a lot of friends at the time. • 
I feel very glad that I haven't forgotten those good memories. • 
Title: The lion of pride• 
Orestls • 	 Pride in being Greek represented by a lion 
Old Greek school, learning the names of wild animals, year 2, in a class with a door that lead to an [, .. 1class, that was a • 
Saturday and was one of my first of year 2, teacher showed a picture we had to say what it was. 
Happy, excited, because it was my fist few lessons, • 
• 	 Relaxed and amused by how much I didn't know then. 
Title: GREEK L10NI GREEK PRIDEI • 
Evolving thematic units 
School achievement is a 
source of personal pride .... 
... but also what one likes in 
Greek school is that it 
enhances connectedness, 
which results in group 
unity .... 
... thus, one feels proud to 
be Greek, especially 
through dancing ... 
.,. and also Greek schooling 
offers plethora of memories 
of good friends ... 
,.. and happy, excited, 
relaxed and amused new 
learning experiences, 
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4.4.2.c. Moving from the evolving thematic units to the group theme 
The evolving thematic units were then placed in a sequence and the following group 
theme emerged: 
(1 )School achievement offers one personal pride (2) but also Greekness enhances 
connectedness which results in group unity (3) thus, one feels proud to be Greek, 
especially through dancing (4) and also Greek schooling offers plethora of memories of 
good friends (5) and happy, excited, relaxed and amused new learning experiences. 
Group discussion4 
After they read their recollections to the other members of the group I started referring to 
each of the recollections and their underling meanings. The discussion that followed is 
illustrated below: 
I: it's very important because, you know, do you remember when I told you that 
sometimes drawings can tell us a lot of things ... the reason I asked you to read, you 
know, the recollections just to see each other, you know ... that... how we can 
approach the same thing from different perspectives and I'll start with you Stella, 
you've just said something, you know, you talked about dinner and dancing ... it was 
dancing right? 
Stella: yeah 
I: you felt proud to be Greek ... hmm ... can you tell us about that... I mean what... why 
is important to you 50... 1think probably what I am trying to say is that what Stella will 
tell you probably [you will] identify yourselves as well, have, you know, similar 
experiences, so it would be important to hear just each other. .. 
Stella: umm.... It is just the fact that Greek dancing is quite an original type of 
dancing and it's ... other Greeks ... other members learn this style of dancing and I 
enjoy it so when f am dancing I feel proud that. .. it's Greek tradition .... 
I: Is there anyone here who shares this feeling, you know, with Stella? 
Lydia: yeah ... 
I: (nods positively) Lydia ... Would you like to say something, you know, from your 

experience about this ... dances and ... ? 

Lydia: [. ..]. .. 1 like to do Greek dancing .. .is really -really good ...so it was like 

[whispering] 

I: so, how do you feel when you are dancing in the Greek school? 

4 Due to time constraints group discussion was not possible in the Pakistani school. 
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Lydia: hmm ... yeah ... proud. 
I: (nods positively) and then, Lydia said also something very important which is 
umm ... this drawing reminds her of random conversations in the classroom and what, 
you know, you feel about that, is, you know, getting people [to know] better .... you 
know, what is an important, let's say, feeling ... and I think this is quite very important 
about the Greek schooL .. do you agree? Does the Greek school give you the 
opportunity for getting [know] people better, you know, do you want to say something 
more about that? Because I think it's quite a very important theme you've just 
revealed, you know, about the life of the school ... 
Stella: it's just getting know people who are quite similar to you ... 

Lydia: yeah ... 

Stella: let's say from the same background ... 

I: what does this mean to you, you know, getting know people from the similar 
background? 
Lydia: it is like that certain things that people from other background won't 

understand.. .it is nice to share these things ... 

Stella: it gives us an opportunity to talk about things that other friends /ike in English 

school wouldn't be able to understand ... 

I: can you give me an example of sometimes what... you know, people, friends in the 
English school won't easily understand about you? 
Lydia: naTTTTou and nay/ri ... 
Stella: yeah ... 
1= namrou and naYlcl (laugh) ... it's very importanLanything else you want to 
mention? 
Stella: it's about Christmas and Easter we celebrate it very differently form that 
friends in school so we have the opportunity to sort of share experiences with other 
Greek people who sort of like do the same things and understand why we do things 
the way we do ... 
I: and then, Sotiris revealed another important issue which is giving an exam right? 

and you all give exams in this school. .. right? How do you feel about that, I mean 

what does it mean for you these exams which is also an important aspect of your life 

here? who wants to say something? 

Stella: It's a kind of.. .in a way they are gonna benefit us and they can given us more 

opportunities and people who are Greek can go for extra A-levels and GCSE's ... 

Lydia: because languages are really important languages ... 

1= the boys here ... anything you want to add? (laugh) 
5 Grandfather and grandmother in Greek. 
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Stella: because if you have got an understanding of your like language then you 
have got an understanding ofyour culture as well 
I: and then Manos, you mentioned, what I wrote down is learning about new things, 

another important aspect of your life here ... what are these new things you are 

learning? 

Manos: I like to think of as everyday when you get up you learn a new thing because 

all the time you go to the school after weekend and after course and when you go to 

the Greek school on Saturday and in your English school then you learn something 

[. . .] and you are always learning something ... 

1= (nods positively) anything else? Can you identify new things you are learning? 

Ste"a ... 

Stel/a: I've learned a lot more about Greek history ... 
I=Greek history ... 
Stel/a: yeah, I didn't know before 
I: and finally Orestis you talked about wild animals ... if I remember well your memory 
was when you were younger and you were drawing of wild animals, right? So you've 
described an activity in the Greek schooL .. so another important thing, so you are 
dOing many different activities, right? Do you want to say anything about the different 
activities you are doing here? 
Stella: there is a large range of activities and lessons ... we have art activities and then 

we have learning activities, music, dancing .... 

Lydia: but in A-levels we don't do dancing and music anymore ... 

1= but you have done .... 

Lydia: but we've done it... 

I=all these years you are attending the Greek school. .. so can you see what we did 
right here from just one drawing? You've just described so many things about your 
Greek school. So, if the group speaks like as one person, let's say, because this is 
the voice of the group, all right? It will say that the Greek school makes me feel proud 
for being Greek, it will say that it gives me the opportunity to meet new people who 
are from the same background as me and this makes me feel good because we have 
common values- actually this is what you referred which is something very important­
and then it helps us with the examinations, it gives us more qualifications and then 
you talked about... it's an opportunity to do different activities and learning new things 
[... ] 
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4.4.3. Overview of findings 
To sum up, in these group sessions the participants in both schools revealed their story 
regarding their lives in their community schools. The story was unfolded as "a process of 
meanings" which shed light on the cognitive and emotional reality of the storytellers. As 
seen above, the group themes of both groups emerged when the individual voices were 
perceived as being in process with each other and thus, talking through each group's 
"voice". 
In the Pakistani school, the group theme that emerged revealed that for these young 
people, their community school was perceived first, as a place that represented their 
Religion- Islam- itself. For them, their Muslim identity was highly valued because it is 
unique and central to their lives. Second, they viewed their community school as a 
"Centre" that brings people from the same cultural background together. Thus, the school 
offered them a sense of belonging to the community or to a little "Ummah,,,e something 
that made them "fif' and was meaningful for them and finally, as an educational institution 
with rules and authority figures which although it runs only one per week it is a good way 
to work. 
In the Greek school, the group theme that emerged revealed that for these young people, 
their community school was represented as an educational institution that gave them the 
opportunity for personal academic achievement and new learning experiences and as a 
socio-cultural institution that empowered their Greek identity and connectedness with 
other members of the community, especially through symbolic resources such as 
dancing. These representations were further elaborated in the discussion that followed 
where the young people had the opportunity to talk about (a) feeling proud of learning an 
original type of dancing that other members of their minority community know as well and 
thus being able to participate in Greek traditions (b) getting know other members of the 
minority community who are similar to them and thus, can be understood and share 
common social and cultural practices and values and (c) gaining qualifications useful for 
higher education and cultural knowledge. 
6 Ummah is an Arabic and Islamic word that means "community" or nation. It is correctly 
used to mean the nation of the believers (Ummah AI-Muhmini) in Islam, thus the whole 
Muslim world. (Wikipedia, the free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ummah ). 
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The group work gave the pupils the opportunity to express both on a cognitive and 
emotional level the ethos of their schools. As seen in this section, in both groups, the 
findings of the group work were complementary to and further supported the findings of 
the individual interviews with these young people. In the Pakistani group, the religious 
aspect of their cultural identities has been throughout their interviews a very important 
voice. In the Greek school, the dominant voices throughout their interviews were 
academic achievement and the preservation of their Greek identity. 
Nevertheless, for both groups, community schools were seen as both educational and 
cultural institutions. Thus, they were perceived as offering them a sense of belonging 
which is beneficial because it makes them "fit" and a sense of personal achievement 
which is also beneficial because it describes their sense of identity as a whole. It seems, 
that both schools offer to the students an empowerment of their cultural identities by 
offering them connectedness which results in group unity but at the same time serve the 
pupils' commitment to personal achievement and new learning. This is the most wanted 
cognitive-emotional integration. 
4.5. Discussion 
In this chapter the perspectives of the young people of both schools were explored by 
analysing their interviews and utilising their drawings and group work as complementary 
methods which had further facilitated our understanding of the processes of identities' 
development of these young people. 
The analysis of the interviews and group work in both schools revealed that community 
schools were perceived as places where the young people can meet their need of 
belonging to their minority cultural community and gain a solid understanding of their 
minority identities. In the Pakistani school, an emphasis was placed on the learning of the 
religious values which guide their way of living and give them an understanding of who 
they are. For the participants of the Greek school an emphasis was given to the learning 
of mother tongue and knowledge relevant to their cultural background, values and skills 
with a stress placed on their use for social purposes. Similarly, for the Greek school, 
cultural similarity was mainly represented by the community's cultural and family values 
whereas for the Pakistani school, cultural similarity with the school's community was 
mainly represented by the religious aspect of their developing cultural identities. 
Moreover, community schools were perceived by both groups as empowering their sense 
of themselves as learners by offering them the opportunity to develop skills and gain 
qualifications useful for higher education and work by combining academic with cultural 
knowledge. 
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Their experiences in their community schools' context were often contrasted with those in 
their mainstream schools where the participants' experiences ranged from feeling normal 
as members of a multicultural society to feeling that they were being treated as different 
whereas in both schools the presence of other members of their minority community or of 
diverse backgrounds in their mainstream school was perceived as a factor that facilitated 
their school life. Moreover, the participants' different experiences within their majority 
community positioned them in very different worlds, and their cultural identities' 
construction was seen as being influenced by the way they were engaged with the 
majority community. The young people in both schools talked about feeling similar to and 
different from their majority community, similar to their minority community as well as 
feeling they were multiheritage and multicultural persons. 
Finally, the drawings gave the opportunity to the young people in both schools to further 
elaborate their verbal accounts regarding their future aspirations. The sociocultural values 
present in their drawings showed that it can be a useful complementary tool that can 
enrich verbal methods such as interviews in the study of cultural identities. Moreover, the 
contradictions and conflicts between their internal and external positioning in the 
drawings further facilitate our understanding of the complexity of identities development 
and its relational character. In both the interviews and the drawing task the influence of 
others' expectations on their developing identities was explored. The analysis of their 
interviews focused on the expectations they thought their teachers and parents had of 
them, and the analysiS of both interviews and drawings together focused on the 
expectations they thought their parents had of them, in comparison to their own 
envisioned aspirations for their future. Both methods gave interesting inSights into how 
these young people make sense of themselves by both speaking from their internal 
position of "I" and some of their external pOSitions (my parents, my teachers). 
In the following chapter, we will have the opportunity to compare what the young people 
in both schools thought others might expect from them with their teachers' and parents' 
perspectives. 
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Chapter five: Analysis and discussion of parents' and teachers' interviews: 
exploring the impact of others on young peoples' construction of identities 
The self that is most importunate is a reflection, largely, from the 
minds of others ... [ ... ]We live on, cheerful, self-confident, 
conscious of helping make the world go round, until in some rude 
hour we learn that we do not stand so well as we thought we did, 
that the image of us is tarnished ... [ ... ]The private self and its 
social reflection[ ... ] ... seem separate but are darkly united, and 
what is done to the one is done to the other. 
Charles Horton Cooley (1922, p. 247) 
In this chapter, the overall aim is to explore the impact of teachers' and parents' positions 
regarding their representations and expectations of the community schools and of their 
studentsl children and the possible impact of these representations on young people's 
identities. The primary focus of this thesis is on the analysis of the data from young 
people. The brief analysis of interview data from teachers and parents in this chapter is 
intended to support that primary material. In the following sections four case studies (two 
teachers and two parents) from each school will be discussed. The teachers and parents 
who were selected as examples for analysis in this thesis met the criteria for this study 
set out in chapter three1• In the case of parents an additional reason was the quality of 
their interviews and, in the case of Saba and Melina, because their sons were used as 
case studies in the drawing task. Reasons of space made it impossible to present the 
interview extracts here. Instead they are presented along with a detailed analysis in 
appendices 7.4 and 7.5. 
5.1. Teachers' perspectives 
5.1.a. Pakistani school 
5.1.a.1. Teachers' profiles 
1 The teachers were teachers of the interviewed adolescents and of Greek-Cypriot (in the 
Greek school) and of Pakistani origin (in the Pakistani school) with a long term teaching 
experience at community schools. The parents were parents of the interviewed 
adolescents and of Greek-Cypriot (in the Greek school) and of Pakistani origin (in the 
Pakistani school. 
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Fayza 
Fayza is a 39 years old British-Muslim of Pakistani origin (self-definition) solicitor who has 
been a teacher in the community school for four years, working as a volunteer for three 
years and begun being paid during the fourth year. She described herself as, as an 
independent woman who does everything for herself in a male-dominated society. As she 
was growing up she described herself as going through a phase during which she didn't 
feel the need to have the established close community ties but soon she realised that she 
also needed to be in touch with her cultural heritage. As a young girl she experienced 
racism but as a University student she thought it was trendy to be Asian and multicultural. 
For Fayza, things have changed after the 9/11 where religious discrimination was 
coupled with the traditional Paki and Black. She thought that Islamophobia has been a 
legitimised form of racism that makes her feeling different and isolated and she also feels 
flabbergasted when people saw her wearing her hijab and assume she can't speak 
English. She thought that people in the British society view Pakistanis as being 
backwards, oppressing women, uneducated, underachievers and associated to drugs. 
Saeeda 
Saeeda is a 39 years old, Pakistani born teacher who has been in the UK for 17 years. 
She was a secondary school teacher in Pakistan and she described herself as being 
mainly a housewife in the UK. She had been a teacher in the community school for 3 
years and she characterised herself as being mainly a volunteer. When Saeeda came to 
the UK at first she didn't like it but the support she got from her minority community has 
been very important for her adjustment in the host country. Although she acknowledged 
that her minority community has to mix with the dominant culture she finds it very hard 
because of main religious and cultural differences. She described her minority community 
as being hard working people who don't experience problems in the specific town they 
live apart from "a bit of racism". 
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5.1.a.2. Discussion of teachers' perspectives 
To begin with, in the Pakistani school, the two teachers both agreed with the general 
aims of the school to empower the young peoples' minority cultural identity and to 
reinforce achievement in the mainstream school. However, their different backgrounds 
and developmental personal histories seemed to have an impact on the ways they were 
approaching these aims. 
Saeeda, the Pakistani-born teacher, represented herself as a community activist who 
works for the minority community's progress and sense of pride. Young people were 
represented as well-behaved and respectful of the school's ethos and norms and of their 
religious beliefs and duties and were expected to be good Muslims, proud of their ethnic 
background and academically successful. She thought that the community school should 
reinforce academic achievement in the mainstream sector and cultural education, mainly 
its religious aspect, because for her, they were the mobilising factors for the progress of 
the community and the empowerment of these young people's minority identities 
respectively. For Saeeda, the academic achievement of the young people was perceived 
as the way for the minority community to establish itself in mainstream society and 
change its low status whereas cultural and religious education was perceived as the way 
for these young people to preserve their minority identities and resist mainstream cultural 
influences. Thus, for Saeed a changing the community's attitudes towards education by 
helping the young generation to achieve academically will eventually create successful, 
confident individuals and thus, a successful, confident community. 
Fayza, the British-born teacher of Pakistani descent, represented herself as a role model 
who was identified with the students by having a distinct British and Pakistani cultural 
identity. Young people were represented as being high-achievers, conscientious, 
motivated and dedicated students with a will to achieve both in academic and social 
domains. They were expected to be proud of their heritage and academically and SOCially 
successful. Fayza thought that the most effective way for these young people to achieve 
academically and in life in general was the empowerment of their minority cultural identity 
which had been battered by the recent socio-political contexf, which was characterised 
by prejudice and racism. Thus, for Fayza helping the young people to feel confident of 
their minority cultural identity will create academically successful, confident individuals 
who will benefit society at large. 
2 An account of this socio-political context is given in appendix 7.2. 
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The following table compares teachers' expectations of their students with what the 
students thought their teachers expected of them (see chapter four, section 4.2.2.a. ). 
Table 22. A comparison of teachers' expectations and the expectations attributed to them 
by the students: Pakistani school 
The arena of expectations Teachers' & students' accounts 
Teachers' expectations of their Fayza: Young people are expected to be 
students (see extracts in appendix proud of their heritage and academically and 
7.4., section 7.4.a.4.) socially successful 
Saeeda: Young people are expected to be 
good Muslims, proud of their ethnic 
background and academically successful 
The expectations students attributed The young people thought that their teachers 
to their teachers expected them to be good Muslims, that is, to 
(see chapter four, p.p. 127-128) behave in the right way and according to their 
religious beliefs and be able to defend their 
religious identity by utilizing the knowledge 
they have gained at school. A less frequently 
occurring expectation was focused on 
academic achievement at the community 
school 
As seen in the above table, the teachers' expressed expectations were in accordance 
with students' perceptions of them. The young people thought that their teachers' main 
expectation was for them to become good, confident Muslims whereas a less pronounced 
perceived expectation concerned academic achievement at the community school. It 
seems that the young people were aware of the expectations projected on them by the 
teachers, yet they choose to place more emphasis on the teachers' perceived 
expectation that they should be good Muslims which also linked to their own expressed 
reasons for attending the community school. Thus, we could say that although the 
suggestions given by teachers have an impact on their perceptions, the young people 
seem to personally reconstruct these expectations by seeking their own personal 
meaning. Thus, through a dialogical negotiation they constituted their present and future 
identities (Valsiner, 2000c) or, in other words, the young people seemed to know what is 
expected of them but they chose to focus on the one that was important for them as well. 
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S.1.b. Greek school 
S.1.b.1. Teachers' profiles 
Leonidas 
Leonidas is a 37 years old, British-born Greek-Cypriot language lecturer. He has been a 
teacher in the Greek school for about 4 years but he had doubts of continuing working in 
a Greek school because he thought that this type of profession doesn't offer a 
satisfactory income. Leonidas considers UK as his home and he said that he has no 
problem to define himself as British. He also described him as feeling proud of being 
Greek although his Greekness is sometimes met with snobbism by other Greeks when 
he speaks the Cypriot dialect. Leonidas' closest friends are mainly outside the Greek 
community and he personally preferred to mix with other cultures especially with others 
who come from countries which also used to be under the colonial rule of Britain such as 
Indians and Pakistanis. He thought that the British society overall sees Greeks in old­
fashioned and stereotypical views such as being good restaurateurs and as a typical 
southern European country. His major concern about his minority community was the 
gradual loss of the Greek language among the young generations. 
Petros 
Petros is a 65 years old, Cyprus born, Greek-Cypriot mainstream teacher. He has been 
working professionally as a teacher in the Greek schools for 14 years and 3 years in the 
case study Greek school. He was educated in Cyprus and he came to England 41 years 
ago for postgraduate studies in Economics. He decided to stay in England because of the 
Turkish invasion in Cyprus in 1974, the year he described as the year he had planned his 
return. By then, he had created his own family and decided to stay in the UK 
permanently. He described himself as having mainly contact with people from his minority 
community although he feels comfortable when socializing with English people. He 
though that the Greek-Cypriot community is well accepted by the British society and 
perceived as a holiday destination with an interesting culture. The minority community 
was described as a community with strong feelings and close ties with the homeland. He 
had future plans of living 6 months in Cyprus and 6 months in England so he could be 
close to his children and grandchildren. 
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5.1.b.2. Discussion of teachers' perspectives 
To begin with, in the Greek school, the main aim as expressed by the two teachers was 
to preserve the minority identity of the young people who attend the school. Overall, the 
two teachers had conflictual, opposed views mainly influenced by their different 
backgrounds and developmental personal histories as well as by their different positions 
within the school's hierarchical system. Leonidas represented himself as being identified 
with his students and being a role model to them as a British-born Greek- Cypriot who 
has managed to acquire the language and thus preserved his minority cultural identity. 
This teacher represented the young people as being high achievers in their mainstream 
schools and having a distinct identity which is characterised by feelings of pride for 
belonging to the specific ethnic group and to a well-established wealthy community in 
England, but being unable to make the language a defining characteristic of their minority 
identity. For him, this inability to speak the Greek language is treated with ridicule in the 
homeland and prevents them from having closer ties with the local community there. 
Thus, Leonidas thought that the learning of the Greek language should be the priority of 
the Greek school and he perceived himself -as a qualified language teacher- as someone 
who can help young people to achieve this objective but his contribution is doubted 
because of his age and British-born status. He criticised Greek community schools as 
being a dysfunctional, rigid system unable to help young people to learn how to speak 
the Greek language and identify with it. The young people within that system are 
represented as being unwilling to learn and disrespectful. In contrast, Petros, the Greek­
Cypriot-born teacher represented himself as being a well-respected teacher because of 
his age and experience. He described Greek community schools and their teachers as 
offering a precious contribution to the minority community by teaching young people who 
are in between two cultures about their minority cultural background. For him, the 
preservation of the minority cultural identity was seen as being actualised through cultural 
practices in the community school such as music, dance and socialising. He represented 
his students as being mature, appreciative and respectful young people, behaving as 
Greeks and thinking in the way their teachers want them to think when they are at the 
Greek school. He believed that they were motivated to achieve in higher-education and 
join an already well-established and successful minority community in England. By 
reading the extracts (see appendix 7.4., section 7.4.b.) of those two teachers' interviews 
various contradictions can be observed. On the one hand, Petros described the students 
as being mature, appreciative and respectful young people, motivated to achieve 
academically. On the other hand, Leonidas described the students' behaviour as being 
mainly characterised by disrespect. Further down, Petros described Greek community 
schools and their teachers as offering a precious contribution to the minority community 
by teaching young people about their minority cultural background. On the other hand, 
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Leonidas criticized Greek community schools as being a dysfunctional, rigid system 
unable to help young people to learn how to speak the Greek language and identify with 
it. For him, exam achievement does not promise that these young people will use the 
language which he thought to be the main factor for the preservation of the minority 
cultural identity. 
In order to understand this discrepancy of views, we have to contextualise them in 
relation to the institutional discoursesl aims of the state-supported Greek community 
school system. For both teachers the main aim was to preserve the minority cultural 
identity of the young people who attend the school even though they proposed different 
means for achieving that. However, instead of the school itself having the authority to 
determine how this aim will be achieved, the centralised, state-supported community 
education provision demands of the schools that the evaluation of language competence 
and acquisition of culture should be validated through a formal curriculum and exam 
process. Petros holds a respect for this system whereas Leonidas criticises it. In both 
cases, however, they did not talk about the specific Greek school in which they were 
teachers but about the overall system of Greek education in Britain which their school 
was part of. 
The following table brings together teachers' representations of their students and of their 
expectations of them with what the students thought their teachers expected of them (see 
chapter four, section 4.2.2.b.) 
Table 23. A comparison of teachers' expectations and the expectations attributed to them 
by the students: Greek school 
The arena of expectations 
Teachers' expectations of their 
students (see extracts in appendix 
7.4., section 7.4.b.4.) 
The expectations students attributed 
to their teachers 
(see chapterfour, p.p. 135-136) 
Teachers' & students' accounts 
Leonidas: Young people were expected to be 
able to communicate in Greek and make the 
language part of their minority cultural identity. 
Petros: Main expectation was the 
preservation of their minority cultural identity 
The young people, with significant overlap, 
thought that their teachers expected them to 
be high achievers in their community school. 
They mainly talked about obtaining high 
grades whereas getting wider cultural 
knowledge was less prominent as an 
expectation. They also thought that their 
teachers expected them to respect authority 
figures and show respect and discipline for 
their community school as they would in their 
mainstream school. 
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As seen in the above table, the teachers' expressed expectations were not in accordance 
with students' perceptions of them. The young people thought that their teachers' main 
expectation was for them to be high achievers, disciplined and well behaved students. 
However, teachers' expressed expectations were concerned with the preservation of 
their minority cultural identity and language. In order to understand this discrepancy we 
need to go back to the previous discussion regarding the contradictory views between 
the teachers. We argued then, that although the teachers thought that the main aim is the 
preservation of the minority cultural identity, the centralised educational Greek 
community school system requires that this aim should be achieved through a formal 
curriculum and exam process. When the young people talked about what it meant to 
them to be participants in the Greek school (see chapter four, section 4.2.1.b.) they 
highlighted the importance of their community school as a place where they could learn 
about their minority background and as a place where they could fulfil their- usually high­
expectations for academic achievement. At the same time, as seen in Table 23, they 
thought that their teachers expected them to be high achievers academically; therefore, it 
seems that they had internalised the institutional discourses about academic success as 
the means to preserve their minority cultural identity. However, in chapter four (see 
section 4.2.1. b.) we saw that one voice of dissatisfaction and criticism regarding the 
pedagogy of the school did in fact emerge among the students in the Greek school which 
indicates that there is also a reaction to the normalised demands of the system for 
academic achievement at the expense of enjoyment in school. 
To sum up, the teachers in the Greek and Pakistani community schools represented the 
schools as having different aims influenced by each community's needs. From the 
teachers' perspectives it seems that the community school's aim was influenced by the 
need to respond to an increaSingly racist mainstream society and to tackle 
underachievement within the minority community. This might explain why academic 
achievement in the mainstream school was a key aim only in the Pakistani school and not 
in the Greek school. Overall, in the Pakistani school there was cohesion of views 
regarding the aims of the school but different ways of approaching these aims were 
proposed by the two teachers. The cohesion of expectations between teachers and 
students is an indication of a common identification of all stakeholders with the school's 
aims. In contrast, in the Greek school, from the teachers' perspectives it seems that the 
community school's aim was influenced by the need to contribute to a community which 
is losing its cultural background and identity. Moreover, the con-nicting views of the two 
teachers regarding the school's practices to achieve this aim, as well as the discrepancy 
in expectations between teachers and students suggested a fragmented ethos present in 
the school. 
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5.2. Parents' perspectives 
5.2.a. Pakistani school 
5.2.a.1. Parents' profiles 
Saba 
Saba is Zafar's mother. She is a 34 years old, Kashmiri-Pakistani born woman who has 
been living in Britain for 16 years. She was engaged to her British- born Pakistani 
husband when she was 16 and came in Britain when she got married at the age of 18. 
She works as a health promoter and as a family learning co-ordinator within the Pakistani 
community. She described herself as being a very active member of her minority 
community who participates in various women's groups doing community work. She 
thought that British society perceives Pakistani people as backward and she often felt 
that she was judged as being illiterate in English and old-fashioned because she was 
wearing Asian clothes. She felt that she holds high expectations on her children in 
contrast to British women whom she described as being more independent and more 
open in the way they live. 
Imran3 
Imran is Fareeda's and Arub's father. He is a 41 years old, Kenya-born Pakistani 
chauffer. He came to the UK at the age of six, 35 years ago, as a result of the political 
upset in Kenya in the late 1960's. When Imran was a child he participated for a limitied 
amount of time in small groups of people who got together to learn to read the Koran 
because of the absence of community schools in their present form. He described himself 
growing up in the 1970's where "there was a bit of racism" but considered himself 
fortunate to avoid bullying because he wasn't a bad student and he spoke fluently 
English. They had recently moved to that town in order to be in contact with other 
members of his minority community and have access to Pakistani shops and a mosque. 
He characterised the British society as being a multicultural tolerant SOCiety in which 
minority groups "do experience racism sometimes". He described his family as not mixing 
with other Pakistanis on a personal basis and getting on well with people form various 
cultures who all share the British citizenship and participate in the British society. 
3 The interview was conducted with both parents; however, Salima was a "silent" 
participant who rarely talked or sometimes expressed her views through Imran. Salima is 
a 38 years old Pakistani born housewife (definition given by Imran) who has been in the 
UK for 15 years. 
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5.2.a.2. Discussion of parents' perspectives 
To begin with, in the Pakistani school, both parents expected the community school to 
help young people to become good people and good MUSlims and guide them towards a 
life in accordance with the community's moral, religious and cultural beliefs. They also 
expected the community school to help them develop bonds with the Muslim community 
and offer them a space where young people from the same background can meet and 
share their experiences. Saba also expected the community school to help her son to 
become a confident and responsible young person and hoped he would not be drawn into 
modern life's dangers and culturally unacceptable behaviour. She described him as being 
a third generation, respectful young person who enjoys appreciation from his close-knit 
minority cultural community. She hoped he would become a good British -Muslim and 
Pakistani and combine all of these aspects of his cultural identity. Finally, she held high 
expectations for academic achievement based on the belief that education can ensure a 
secure future. Imran, on the other hand, had lower expectations for his daughters' 
academic future but he still wished them to work hard and achieve whatever they can. He 
described his daughters as feeling uncomfortable and restricted when they do not 
partiCipate in social activities opposed to their religious and cultural values and he feared 
that modern life's needs would demand from them as women to strive to find a job in a 
competitive society and that the current political climate might force them out of Britain 
even though they are British citizens. He expected the community school to supplement 
mainstream education through teaching of the mother tongue, religious and cultural 
education. He perceived academic achievement in the community school's subjects as a 
means to improve their academic outcomes in their mainstream school. As seen in 
chapter four (p. 131) Fareeda thought that both her parents wanted her to learn Urdu and 
Arabic at the community school whereas Arub was uncertain of her father's expectations 
while she thought that her mother expected her to learn about her religion and mother 
tongue and get good exam results. However, their father's expectations as expressed in 
this section link to their own expressed reasons for attending the community school which 
were focused on learning about their religion (see chapter four, p. 84). 
At this point it will be very interesting to give an example by comparing Saba's 
expectations to what her son, Zafar, (see chapter four) thought his mother expected of 
him and in this way to bring their voices into an imaginary dialogue. This was done in 
Table 24 by bringing the relevant extracts together as being in a dialogue. 
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Table 24. An example of voices in dialogue: the case of Saba and Zafar1 
Mother (Saba) Son (Zafar) 
... from this school ... I expect him to be just a good practical person ... good human ... well she [my mother] expects us to .... know about our religion .... she 
being, without a ... what the positive or negative is ... be a responsible member of expects us to ... learn more of our mother tongue ... umm ... she expects 
community ... us to know the quality of life, the ... the laws ... and the ... basically the 
philosophy of the [ ... ] ... yeah ... you know the philosophy questions that 
some people ask ... like, why are we born and ... 
... 1 always want him to be something like ... scientist, something to ... to do something ... my parents ... parents usually want you to be.... a doctor or a pilot or 
which is ... everybody remember always ... ... want you to have a job like this and ... 
... 1 want him to be ... 1 was really good in science ... and I always wanted to ... I got ... some ... some people might not agree ... some children might not 
married and I always wanted my own dreams ... I want them to be fulfilled .... [laughs] agree with this and ... but I...my ... uh ... hobbies and interests are in ... 
..... but actually ... sport ... I'm very good at cricket... so... I would like to be a cricket... 
cricketer. .. yeah ... or footballer or ... 
... he wants to be... he wanted to be a bowler or cricketer or ... we don't think there's ... Oh, I just hope that I do well at my exams and studies ... I hope to 
any future ... not really future ... they're wasting their time ..... [ ... ] so we push him to be pay more attention in class ... umm ... give my full attention in my 
more academic ... at least, good education will lead to ... have more secure future ... [ ... ] I homework and ... class ....you know ... give my best to get the work 
expect too much ... too much expectations [Iaughs] ... because the way we brought up, done, to get the work over and done ... 
we used to ... study everyday, we would come back from school and finish our 
homework ... quite a lot of homework, everyday ... at least, 7 to 8 piece of work everyday 
from every subject... so here's only ... not that much homework ... you know, they don't 
take, keep forget whatever from school because of the .. , too many other things 
around ... and ... umm ... 1 want them to come home and spend at least 2- 3 hours ... at 
least 2 hours ... not playing ... everyday ... so, I want hem ... it'li be good if X. school helps 
them ... to ... you know ... every parent wants ... expectations are high ... and they want 
them ... their children to be good in their life ... 
... yeah ... maybe ... 1 have lots of fears ... umm... maybe he will not achieve [ ... ] ... his ... ...Oh, my worries are ... my worries are ... for me to find I do bad in my 
sometimes they are really good .... but at the exams they don't show up ... their abilities exams ... I worry about my future ... of [ ... ] happened .... I worry about 
... which fears me... that maybe he'll not... he knows these things ... but... in exams he my parents who ... [ ... ] hope for me ... and yeah ... 
may not be fully understand ... not fully putting his full attention ... in the work and he'll not 
get... achieve the results ... which his teacher thinks that he can get.. ..good results in 
GCSE. .. if he puts his full potential ... but if he didn't he'll not get... that's the only main 
worries... 
1 See also chapter four, section 4.2.5.a. 
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As seen in the table above, Saba's expectations in relation to his personal development 
(and cultural as seen earlier in this section) is in accordance with what Zafar thought his 
mother expected from him. However, their voices come into conflict in terms of his 
professional development. Although Zafar, once again, was aware of what his parents 
wanted him to become, he reconstructed these suggestions by giving them his personal 
meaning. However, later on their voices were again in agreement when they shared the 
same hopes and fears for his academic future. It is of great symbolic value that Zafar 
said at the end that he worried about disappointing his parents who had hopes for him. 
S.2.b. Greek school 
S.2.b.1. Parents' profiles 
Katerina 
Katerina is Lydia's mother. She is a 44 years old British-born Greek-Cypriot who 
describes herself as not working but having many hobbies. She described herself as a 
young girl growing up in Britain answering her parents in English even when they were 
talking to her in Greek. She attended very briefly a Greek Church school which she left 
because of their traditional way of teaching but during adolescence she felt the need to 
find her roots so she attended evening classes and did an 0 level in Greek. She 
described herself as taking a bit of a back seat! onlooker attitude in relation to her 
minority community and feeling uncertain in terms of her belonging, although she felt 
privileged to share some of the community's cultural values such as family binding. She 
thought of herself as being a good British citizen who feels fortunate living in Britain and 
regards Cyprus her second home but couldn't live there. She thought that Greek-Cypriots 
and Greeks are well perceived and respected by the British society but she was annoyed 
when her minority group in Britain is stereotypically associated with material wealth, a 
stereotype that she thought causes envy and suspicion from the less privileged English 
people. 
Melina 
Melina is Sotiris' mother. She is a 39 years old British-born, Greek-Cypriot, bank 
employee married to a Greek-born builder. She had attended a Greek school from the 
age of 6 to 18 years old and did her 0 Levels and A Levels. She didn't like going to the 
Greek school because there were big classes with many students and inadequate 
teachers' attention but she knew she had to finish the school to fulfil her parents' 
expectation. She described herself as being confused about her identity because she 
was born in England, her first language is English but she really feels Greek. Living in 
England is natural for her, it is where she feels she belongs, where her home is. She also 
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described herself as living within the English community but actually belonging to the 
Greek community where her roots are and although her involvement with it is limited. She 
liked the multicultural character of the British society, a factor that facilitates the lives of 
minority groups, and she felt that although racism and discrimination exist in some cases 
, 
they are reduced because Greeks are white. 
5.2.b.2. Discussion of parents' perspectives 
In the Greek school, both parents thought of the community school as a place where their 
children can preserve their minority cultural identity. Katerina represented the community 
school as giving the opportunity to her daughter to be part of her minority cultural 
community. By participating in the cultural practices and understanding of the Greek 
morals and language her daughter was expected to get a sense of belonging. She hoped 
that her daughter would appreciate and realise the community school's importance for 
her minority cultural identity development. When Lydia was asked what she thought her 
mother expected of her as a student in the community school she was uncertain of her 
mother's expectations apart from doing well in the community school (see chapter four, p. 
139). However, her mothers' expectations as expressed in this section link to her own 
expressed reasons for attending the community school which were focused on learning 
about her culture and mother tongue, be more involved in the community and get an A­
level in Greek. Lydia described herself as a person who has not many friends from her 
minority community and the community school as a place where she could socialise with 
other young people from the same background. In the same sense, Katerina described 
her daughter as being an onlooker of her Greek-Cypriot background and she feared that 
she might lose contact with her background in the future while at the same time she 
expressed her guilt that her daughter was growing up in a home environment in which 
the English language was always spoken. She also hoped that her daughter would be 
able to cope with a modern world characterised by instability and with the pressures of a 
competitive high-education arena in which achievement is expected. However, she 
criticised Greek community schools as old-fashioned institutions which brainwash 
students with historical ethnocentric information whereas they should guide them to find 
out who they are by including both the Greek and British aspect of their identities. The 
other parent, Melina represented the community school as playing a crucial role in the preservation 
of the Greek language which is threatened to be lost for the British-born Greek-Cypriots. She 
described her son as having a strong sense of minority cultural identity and feeling proud of it­
partly because of his father's Greek background-and she hoped that he would carry on the Greek 
traditions and language. She expected him to achieve academically both in the Greek school and 
in higher education. In Table 25, Melina's expectations were compared to what her son, Sotiris, 
(see chapter four) thought his mother expected of him by bringing their voices into an imaginary 
dialogue. This was done by bringing the relevant extracts together as being in a dialogue. 
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Table 25. An example of voices in dialogue: the cases of Melina and Sotiris 1 
Mother (Melina) Son (Sotiris) 
... I'd like him to go all the way to his AS and his A Level, get the best grade ... what she hopes ... she probably ... she probably felt...she .... she 

he... you know, he can ... err ... 1 know his capable of doing that so ... err. .. so it's just would just say ... umm ... "as almost you've tried the best, it doesn't 

the matter of him attending the classes and enjoying his time here [Greek school], matter what you get" ... 

which I think he isoo.just trying to get, you know ... as good a grade as possible ... 

... yeah ... as I said I would like him to, obviously, to do the GCSEs fortunately and ... for the future? Well, I hope to get good GCSE results in my 

go to the university ... in order to be able to have a job that ... you know, to be English school which hopefully will give them to good A-levels 

comfortably in his life later on... results and then maybe if ... go to University, study something and 

then got a job ... get a job ... 
I... none [fear} really ... as long as he's ... err ...he's interested, because if he loses umm ... maybe that.. ..weU... umm ... no good results would be the 
Iany... if he loses that interest, you know, if he doesn't want to do it... I can't force main one [fear] because ... and maybe not get a job in the future 
him to do it ... but, I like to think that, you know, if I... if I hurrying them at an earlier because .... because job is basic .... you need a job if you want to 
age ... err ... that's my only worry that, you know, if one day he [ ... ]'1 don't want to go make it. .. 
to the university' ... but you know, you have to trying make them understand why 
they need to go, why ... but I think they see us as an example, that we've got to try 
go to university to ... to do somethinQ with our lives ... 
I See also chapter four, section 4.2.5.b. 
-,-.~-
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As seen above, Melina's high expectations of Sotiris as a student in the Greek school 
were in contrast to what he thought his mother expected of him but in agreement with 
what he expected of himself as it concerns his academic future in general. 
5.3. Discussion 
As mentioned in the literature review, Valsiner (2000c) pointed out that identity 
development is a combination of both personal construction and social suggestions by 
the social institutions to which the young people belong. In the previous chapter a 
question was posed as to whether teachers and parents do intend to direct young 
peoples' cultural and academic identity construction process. As seen in this chapter, 
both teachers and parents had their own hopes which were expected to be actualized 
through the community schools and which they thought were important for these young 
peoples' cultural and academic identity development. 
In the Pakistani school, the two teachers wanted to guide the young people to develop 
their cultural and academic identities through two different but highly interrelated ways. 
On the one hand, Fayza suggested that the community school should offer a general 
education which will give students not only the academic but also life skills which will help 
these young people to deal with the increased discrimination they face in the majority 
community and feel confident about their minority identity in order to achieve 
academically. On the other hand, Saeed a suggested that the community school should 
reinforce academic achievement that will make them feel confident and proud of their 
minority background and will give them the chance to establish themselves in the 
majority community. Both teachers in this school- although through different ways­
emphasised the interdependence of academic and cultural identity. As seen in this 
chapter, on the one hand, Fayza thought that the empowerment of the minority identity is 
crucial for these young people's academic achievement. Although she characterised her 
pupils as high achievers and expressed her certainty that they will achieve a good deal in 
higher education, she feared that racism, religious discrimination and negative 
stereotyping of their minority community within the mainstream SOCiety may affect their 
confidence and have a negative impact on their future identity development, a distinct 
identity with British and Pakistani cultural aspects. On the other hand, Saeeda thought 
that the empowerment of the academic identity is the mobilising factor for these young 
people's sense of achievement and that of the minority community in general. Also, for 
Saeeda, the community school should socioculturally guide these young people towards 
building a strong sense of minority identity in accordance with their religious duties which 
will help young people to resist the influence of the mainstream culture. 
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In the Greek school, the two teachers wanted to guide the young people to preserve their 
minority cultural identity, and academic achievement within the community education 
provision was seen primarily as the means to succeed in this aim and secondly as an 
extra qualification to help them access higher education. However, the British bom 
teacher was critical of the way the overall system in Greek community education works 
because, in his view, it fails to give these young people the opportunity to actually speak 
the language, something that he thinks alienates the young people from the minority 
aspect of their distinct identity and results in their experiencing discrimination within the 
homeland's society. On the other hand, the Greek-Cypriot born teacher suggested that 
the community school should be the "safety valve" that will prevent the total loss of the 
Greek identity of an already well-established and successful community. 
Whereas teachers' perspectives represented the community school's ethos the parents 
expressed the home environment expectations of it. In the Pakistani school, although 
academic achievement in community school was seen as a means to improve academic 
outcomes in mainstream school, both parents mainly expected the community school to 
help young people to become good Muslims and guide them towards a life in accordance 
with the community's moral, religious and cultural beliefs. 
Similarly, in the Greek school academic achievement in community school was seen as a 
means to gain an extra qualification for higher education but their main expectation was 
that it would prevent these young people from losing the minority aspect of their 
identities. It is interesting to note the case of Katerina who described herself as an 
onlooker of her minority identity (see parent profile) and represented her daughter as 
having a back seat in relation to her minority community whereas at the same time she 
feared that her daughter will lose her minority cultural background. This example could 
provide interesting insights about how parents' suggestions to their children are related 
and connected to their own personal developmental histories and positions within their 
minority and majority communities. One could, for example, ask to what extent Katerina's 
minimum engagement with her minority community impacts on her desire to send Lydia 
to the community school? 
In the following chapter of this thesis will provide an overall exploration of the findings by 
bringing all the perspectives together as well as a re-conceptualization of the theoretical 
underpinnings presented in chapter two. It will also seek to discuss methodological 
issues and new questions arising from this work that could be the subject of further 
research in the future. 
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Chapter six: conceptualizing cultural and academic identities' construction in 
community schools situated in diverse contexts 
"When those who have the power to name and to socially 
construct reality choose not to see you or hear you ... when 
someone with the authority of a teacher, say, describes the world 
and. you are not in it, there is a moment of psychic disequilibrium, 
as If you looked in the mirror and saw nothing. It takes some 
strength of soul-and not just individual strength, but collective 
understanding-to resist this void, this non-being, into which you 
are thrust, and to stand up, demanding to be seen and heard." 
Adrienne Rich1 
6.1. Returning to the main question 
In this chapter we will attempt to build a comprehensive bridge between the participants' 
experiences and the theoretical underpinning of this research2. In chapter one a gap in 
studies in the area of community schooling was identified of how community schools 
influence the construction of ethnic minority young people's cultural and academic 
identities. This thesis sought to understand this by exploring i) what it means to the young 
people to attend their community school and how they perceive themselves as 
partiCipants in their school's academic and cultural context ii) how the young people 
perceive themselves as ethnic minority pupils in both community and mainstream 
education iii) what young people's modes of engagement are with their cultural 
communities and what the impact is on their developing cultural identities iv) in what 
ways parents' and teachers' expectations of the young people's academic and cultural 
development influence the construction of young people's identities. In the following 
section we will attempt to answer the above mentioned questions by combining the 
evidence from the two different socio-cultural contexts, the Pakistani and the Greek 
community schools and providing a synthesis of the issues that should allow for new 
approaches to identity questions for ethnic minority pupils who live in diverse societies. 
1 U.S. poet, essayist and feminist. Blood, Bread and Poetry, ch. 13 (1986). From an 
essay written in 1984. 
2 Drawing on the analysiS of findings and the theoretical thinking derived from them, two 
papers have been presented at conferences (Prokopiou, 2005; Prokopiou, E., Cline, T. 
and Abreu de. G., 2006). 
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This chapter will start by discussing the development of young people's identities as 
being politically and historically situated. Then, a discussion of minority identity 
development in a diverse society will follow. Next, the impact of community schools on 
the young peoples' development of cultural and identities will be explored. Finally, at the 
end of this chapter, the methodological implications derived from this study will be 
discussed and future directions for research will be proposed. 
6.2. Minority identity as being politically and historically situated: positioning the 
Greek and Pakistani groups in British society 
As has been mentioned in the literature review, examining the role of history for the 
development of psychological phenomena- such as identity- is one of the main aims of 
cultural developmental psychology. Chapter two highlighted the contribution of those 
scholars such as Ferdman, (2000) and Dien (2000) who described the impact on one's 
identity and a group's cultural identity of changes in the sociocultural as well as historical 
contexts. Abbey (2004) referred to the impact of projective contextualizations, internalized 
general social knowledge, when projected on groups or individuals, and Tappan (2005) 
talked about the internalisation or appropriation of negative or positive projections given 
to minority subordinated groups by the dominant society. 
The findings in this study suggested that the different experiences of the young people in 
the Pakistani and Greek school within their majority community (a discriminated versus 
an accepted group respectively) position them in very different worlds,3 and their 
reactions to the ways they are perceived by their majority community differ significantly. In 
chapter two, Valsiner's model for conceptualising differences was presented as a model 
which provides a much broader conceptualization of the collective aspects of stereotypes 
(Jahoda, 2001) and can be very useful as a basis for explaining emerging conflicts 
between different cultural groups in a specific context. As seen in Table 26, this model 
has been modified in order to include the participants' reaction or intemalisations of how 
they thought their minority group was portrayed by their majority community. 
3 A brief description of the communities is given in appendix 7.2. 
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Table 26. Ways of conceptualizing differences and their impact on the participants (modified version, Valsiner, 2000b). 
Communities 
Greek 
. How the 
conceptualised 
difference 
impacts on the 
participants 
Pakistani 
How the 
conceptualised 
difference 
Impacts on the 
participants 
Distinction appears I Valuation/Action 
suggestion 
Greeks are different from the mainstream society I Positive·Neutral: no 
action suggested Ino 
need to consider 
suggested action 
(acceptance) 
Greeks/Greek-Cypriots were thought to be perceived as 
diff.. erent as having different cUltU.ral beliefs and. family I q
values and as being a lively accepted,"civilised" 
community with a great historical contribution to the 
West civilization. 
Pakistanis are different from the mainstream society I Negative: Action 
needed to consider 
Pakistanis were thought to be perceived as different as 
having a different skin colour and religion and as being a 
community characterised by underachievement, bad I y
behaviour, lack of English language competence, low 
income and education, cultural barriers and high crime. 
They felt fear and anger from living in post 9/11 British 
society in which racism and hate towards Muslims are 
expressed by identifying Muslims with terrorism. 
Possible actions 
NIA 
N/A 
(1) Eradicate the unfavourable (intolerance) 
(2) Change the unfavourable Into the favourable 
(intolerance) (=eliminate distinction) 
(3) Eliminate contrast from the distinction (tolerance) 
Reaction ranged from not being ashamed of their minority 
background and making it visible to the need for the 
community to become more westernised and make the 
religious aspect of their identity invisible. 
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As seen in the table above the dialogue of the participants in the Greek school with their 
mainstream community is characterised by symmetry and the young people seem to 
have internalised the positive projections given to their minority group. In contrast, the 
dialogue of the participants in the Pakistani school with their mainstream society is an 
asymmetrical and power-related dialogue between the two communities (Hermans, 2003; 
Tappan, 2005). The young people in this school described their community as being 
perceived negatively and in some cases they have internalised the negative perceptions 
or these "externally authoritative" (Tappan, 2005) perceptions of their majority community 
and have responded by wanting to change the unfavourable (as perceived by the 
mainstream society) into the favourable. This response was expressed through their 
need to be invisible as Muslims and become more westernised4 . When this 
internalisation does not occur, a more dynamic approach is adopted, as can be seen in 
Azra's words: 
" ... most of them are racists I think towards Pakistani people 
and some of them are really nice and they just accept the 
fact. .. but I'm not ashamed to be Pakistani at all, I can say it 
really loud yeah ... "5 
We mentioned in chapter four that the negative experiences of the young people of 
Pakistani descent in the British society could be a new emerging problem-space (Hall, 
2006) which signifies a shift from racial discrimination to religious discrimination which will 
generate new questions regarding the construction and conceptualization of differences 
in a post colonial context. In this sense, the voice of the Muslim who experiences racism 
and discrimination as expressed by the partiCipants in the Pakistani school highlights how 
both a historical event and these young persons' place in that history channel contribute 
to their cultural and historical co- construction of their identities. 
In the same way that Jahoda (1999) saw the construction of representations of savages 
as a means "for the construction and maintenance of the status of dominant social groups 
[... J" ·in the colonial era (Jahoda, 1999, p.237; cited in Valsiner, 2000b, p.S9), images of 
Muslims as 'terrorists', oppressive and 'backward,6 have moved towards the semiotic 
construction of this group's inferiority (Valsiner, 2000b). Hoshmand (2003) argued that 
the danger of portraying entire religious groups as uncivilised and culturally "alien" is a 
dehumanization of these groups. As the notion of 'savages' was constructed with 
4 Cases of Fahim and Jehan respectively. 
5 See full extract on page 173-174 
6 For a detailed account of the Islamophobia in Britain refer to Stone et all (2004). 
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negative images (e.g. animal-like descriptions of character, cannibalism etc) and was 
dominant in colonial contexts, the representations of Islam as violent and abusive 
especially to women (Ahmad, 2006) and contemporary images of Muslims as terrorists 
and backward are widespread in our post-colonial context and force many Muslims to 
become 'hidden victims' within their own society. And when such images and notions 
become dominant and widespread they are more easily adopted by the majority and in 
some cases legitimised. 
At this point it would be very interesting to refer to Thalia's story of racial discrimination in 
order to support the position of the Pakistani group in the British society. Thalia, was the 
only dark-skinned young person in the Greek school and the only one who talked about 
experiencing racism in the mainstream school. What was very interesting in her story, is 
that when she was describing her sister's racial abuse in the same mainstream school 
both by her teacher and classmates she referred to a verbal racial abusive term used by 
the latest that is associated with Pakistani people. In Thalia's own words: 
" ... and it was because she was Greek and people in her class even 
used to call her PAKI [ ...] even though she was Greek and she wasn't 
even Indian or Pakistani or anything and people used to take the [ ...] 
out of her simply because she wasn't English and cos she had dark 
hair and dark eyes you know it was different to them and I went to that 
same school as well and .....7 
To conclude, acceptance of a minority group by mainstream society seems to be crucial 
not only for the minority group's self-esteem but also for the development of second or 
third generation ethnic minority young people's cultural identities processes which cannot 
be described through a simplistic rating scale which measures the dominance of one 
cultural identity over the other (Valsiner, 2004b) and which are characterised by 
increased complexity as will be discussed in the following section. 
7 See full extract on pages 160-161 
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6.3. Cultural identity development in a diverse society: the emergence of hybrid 
identities 
Multivoiced cultural identity: a case of ambivalence? 
As mentioned in the literature review chapter, Abbey (2004) argued that the issue of 
ambivalence in the process of identity construction is important as individuals struggle to 
define who they are. Other scholars (e.g. Dien, 2000; Valsiner, 2004b) argued that in the 
case of cultural identities of ethnic minority people what might look like ambivalence is 
actually a fully integrated identity. Valsiner (2004b), for example, argued that the 
multivoiced identity moves away from static comparisons between various "beings" in a 
process of a "dialogic opposition" between their "inherited" identity and their "transformed" 
hybrid identities. 
In chapter four we described how the young people negotiated their multiple identities by 
talking about aspects of differencesl similarities and belonging within their majority and 
minority communities as well as living in a multicultural society. This negotiation has 
resulted in a multivoiced identity which emerged through a constant positioning (I as 
Pakistani, I as British, I as British-Muslim, I as Muslim, I as a Greek, I as a British-born 
Greek, I as a multicultural citizen etc) and re-positioning within their communities. This 
flexibility to incorporate all of these various beings was described as a defining 
characteristic of their multiple identities and as something which broadens their horizons 
and opportunities rather than an ambivalence or lack of clarity in relation to who they are. 
I n other words, their identity as a process of intra-construction is characterised more by 
dialogical oppositions rather than conflicts as seen in the following two extracts, one from 
each school: 
Jehan= I'd say [pause] I'm a Pakistani. .. urn... but I'm not as ... 1 have a 

culture that side but... urn ... I'm more in between kind of... I'm not rejecting my 

culture ... kind of extending it kind of ... which is a western culture and ... 

1= extending it to the western ... 

Jehan= yeah ... but at the end I am Jehan (laughs). 

1= and in which ways do you feel different, if you feel different. ... ? 

Lydia= umm ... 1don't really ... I don't feel different. 

1= and, in general, you know, to be of Greek-Cypriot background in England, 

how do you experience that? 

Lydia= ... umm... it's nice because there is no like .... separate British 

culture ... it's nice to have another culture and then being British ... 
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However, we have already mentioned that from a dialogical standpOint an important 
question as regards identity is "who am I in relation to the other" (Hermans, 2003, p. 104). 
From that position of thinking, that is, identity as a process of inter-construction, the 
negotiation of these young people is characterised with more conflicts. In many cases, 
the culturally constructed ideology of identity (Jacobson-Widding, 1990; cited in 
Rasmussen, 1999) of "what I am supposed to be" was in contrast with the emotional 
experience of identity, "what I feel I am". 
Thus, in the Greek school, in one case there was a conflict of one young person with the 
Greek-Cypriot community in Cyprus who identified him as English. This confiictual 
negotiation is also supported by one of the teachers in the Greek school who mentioned 
that the distinct identities of the British-born Greek-Cypriot young people are ridiculed in 
the homeland. In addition, Lydia thought that her Greek friends did not classify her as 
Greek because she did not hang out with Greek people but at the same time she felt 
Greek because of her background. Thus, Lydia found herself in between how she is 
supposed to be as a Greek girl and how she felt she was. Both young people agreed 
that their own feelings about their identity were more important to them than what the 
others in their minority community were thinking, and thus these conflicts did not reduce 
the multivoiced and dialogical character of their identity. 
However, in the Pakistani group, the young people's inter-construction process was 
mainly characterized by conflicts between what they felt about themselves and how 
others in their majority community perceived them. For example, Nahid thought that it is 
normal for her as a British-Muslim young person to wear henna while she is at her 
mainstream school. However, her fellow classmates think that she is weird. If Nahid was 
only living within her minority community context or in a Muslim country this conflict would 
not have been present because it is normal to wear henna. In a British school however, 
Nahid is projecting the general attitude (Abbey, 2004) towards her situation which creates 
the classifications weird and normal. Thus, this young girl within that context felt 
confusion in her identity construction through going back and forth with different symbolic 
meanings about her identity: 
"I'll find that a bit, like, normal to wear henna because I can always like 
mainly on Eid and [ ... ] I do tend to wear some ... it's just too normal. .. ,,8 
8 See full extract on pages 155-156 
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In the previous section, we talked of these young people's reaction to being negatively 
stereotyped by their majority community. It could be argued that if we interpreted their 
experiences as a valid account of their identities the dialogue between their intra­
construction and inter-construction process is blocked because the opposites are not 
dialogically related. For example, Fahim told that being negatively stereotyped as a 
Muslim made him to want to be invisible as a Muslim. Such a dialogue reduces the 
multivoiced character of the identity and moves towards a monological direction 
(Hermans, 2003). Josephs (2002) saw integrations as a basic characteristic of identity 
development and pointed out that "developmental transformation is conceptualized as the 
overcoming of tension and conflict between opposites by synthesis" (p. 455) and when 
this synthesis cannot be achieved the result is a lack of truly dialogical relations between 
the voices. 
But why does a conflict with the minority community seem to be less dominant in its 
impact on the intra-construction process of these young people than a conflict with the 
majority community? Why in the first case is identity construction characterised as being 
a unity of dialogical oppositions and in the second case characterised as being a 
struggle? The answer to these difficult questions could be given by the participants 
themselves in both groups who described Britain as their home and the reference pOint of 
their past, present and future; thus, for the participants in the Greek school being 
misclassified by members of their minority group in the homeland or in Britain does not 
threaten their position in the British society. For the participants in the Pakistani school, 
being discriminated against by their majority community generates fears for their future 
and subordinates the minority aspect of their cultural identity in a- as Josephs (2002) 
called it- " fight of opposites, characterised by power and dominance, by conflict and 
contest" (p. 454) which leads to a fragmented identity. Therefore, there is a necessity to 
foster the interrupted dialogue of these young people's multivoiced identities with others 
in order for them to achieve the cognitive-emotional integration of their hybrid identities in 
a context which is constantly influenced by historical, social and political changes. As 
Hermans and Kempen (1993) pointed out, reducing the conflicts and discrepancies will 
lead to a reduction in anxiety and emotional vulnerabilities. 
From the above discussion which derived from the findings of this study and the 
theoretical underpinning of this study, a theoretical model is proposed in this section. As 
seen in Figure 24., this model depicts hybrid identities development of ethnic minority 
young people as a parallel process, one with oneself and one with others. I use the term 
hybrid not as adopting new cultural elements alongside the already eXisting cultural 
domain (Rassool, 1999) or in the same way post-colonial theorists used it as an outcome 
of a construction of new national and cultural identities based on specific and local 
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knowledges and histories (see Bhabha,1994/1996; Hall, 1996/1997) but rather as an 
intra-personal and simultaneously inter-personal construction of the multiple identities 
which ethnic minority young person negotiate with themselves and others. The theoretical 
model proposed in this study illustrates how ethnic minority young people move towards 
their hybrid identities through a negotiation of their multiple identities which consist of 
aspects of differences! similarities and belonging within their majority and minority 
communities as well as living in a multicultural society. 
The intra-construction processes and the inter-construction processes are highly 
interrelated and dialogically related (e.g. I am in process with my social world and I am in 
process with myself). In this model, cultural identity development is an open process 
depicted as spiralling9 to an increased organized complexity/differentiation which 
constitutes the young people's hybrid identities. These identities are highly influenced by 
a multiplicity of voiced positions among which dialogical relationships can develop. These 
positions meet in processes of negotiation, cooperation and opposition in the dialogical 
arena of the young people's identities. In this sense, hybrid identity is a product of 
dialogical relations taking place between individuals and the various sociocultural 
contexts they belong in. 
This is a progressive process within which ethnic minority young people can give each 
time, from specific positions and through their transactions with themselves and others, a 
number of new possible definitions of their identities. Thus, hybrid identity construction is 
an ongoing process, an open psychological system, which takes place in the present, 
influenced by the past and the future, with no fixed end-point. 
9 Giambattista Vico (b.1668), the Italian philosopher pointed out that "human development 
is general does not develop in either a linear or cyclical pattern but more like a spiral" 
(cited in Herman and Kempen, 1993, p.6). 
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6.4. The role of community schools on young people's cultural and academic 
identity development 
In chapter two, we criticized Bronfenbrenner's (1979) model and Ratner's (1991) 
adaptation of it, as models that depict a monolithic image of society and could not be 
applied in the case of ethnic minority young people who are members of a pluralistic 
society. As can be seen in Figure 25, this study re-conceptualizes the above mentioned 
models by offering a model more appropriate for a diverse society. Thus, for an ethnic 
minority young person a macrosystem is not only the practices represented by the 
dominant society but also the practices (e.g. religion, language), values and beliefs 
represented by the minority community that also have an impact on his/her development. 
Similarly, for an ethnic minority young person who attends both a mainstream and 
community school (microsystems) his/her educational worlds are even more complex. 
Moreover, in chapter four, we saw Sotiris' drawings depicting two different projections 
which implied the existence of two different sub-cultures within his family represented by 
his British-born mother with the more individualistic values of independence and his 
father, who was born and brought-up in Greece, with the more collectivistic values of 
interdependence. 
Figure 25. Representations of the social and educational worlds of ethnic minority young 
people 
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As was mentioned in chapter two, Valsiner (2000a) referred to education as having a 
double function; the first function is the acquisition of skills and knowledge and the 
second is an indirect guidance of persons towards socially expected ways of acting, 
thinking and feeling towards the others. In this sense, he pointed out that formal 
education has the effect of distancing young people from their cultural contexts and 
reinforces the development of their identities in accordance with values and ways of 
thinking relevant to the expectations of the society at large by bonding persons' identities 
to the social goals of schools. For an ethnic minority person who attends a community 
school, it could be argued that community education is a similar process which directs 
young people in the opPosite direction by guiding them towards culturally expected ways 
of acting, thinking and feeling towards the others. In this sense, community education has 
the effect of bringing young people closer to their cultural contexts and reinforces the 
development of their identities in accordance with values and ways of thinking relevant to 
the expectations of their minority community by bonding persons' identities to the 
sociocultural goals of the community schools. 
As seen in the models presented in Figures 26 and 27, in both community schools a 
strong academic identity is endorsed which had a double function; on the one hand, they 
fostered the acquisition of knowledge and skills relevant to their community education 
and on the other hand the acquisition of knowledge and skills relevant to their 
mainstream and higher education. However, those two functions were highly interrelated 
because through the learning of cultural knowledge (e.g. a community language) they 
can obtain an extra qualification (e.g. GCSE's). Although the Greek school-and in 
contrast to the Pakistani school- did not aim to improve the young people's achievement 
in the mainstream school through complementing the learning of subjects of the national 
curriculum it actually reinforced a learner's identity by enhancing educational practices 
such as exams, discipline, assessments relevant to their community education and by 
developing skills for work and higher education. In addition, both community schools 
aimed at empowering the minority cultural identity of the young people through offering a 
sense of belonging and of minority identity and participating in common cultural 
celebrations and activities. Thus, both community schools were moving towards the 
development of these young peoples' cultural identities in terms of values and ways of 
thinking in accordance with the expectations of the minority communities in which the 
schools were embedded. 
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Figure 26. A model of academic and cultural identities' development in the Pakistani community school 
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Figure 27. A model of academic and cultural identities' development in the Greek community school 
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Although both schools aimed to foster a cultural closeness of the young people with their 
minority communities, on the one hand, the Pakistani community school intended to 
influence their cultural identity development mainly through the teaching of the religion by 
providing the space for meeting other Muslim young people and guiding young people's 
way of life in accordance with their religious and cultural values and duties. This school 
also aimed to increase self-confidence and strengthen the students' sense of minority 
identity in order to combat negative stereotypes and racism in the dominant society and 
mainstream schools. In this context, a strong minority identity is related not only with the 
minority community but also with the mainstream community (see figure 26). On the other 
hand, the Greek school intended to influence their minority cultural identity development 
mainly through sharing similar family and cultural values with other members of the 
minority community and through the learning of the community language which was 
perceived as a "safety valve" to an already threatened minority identity. In this sense, the 
main aim was the preservation of the community's cultural identity and therefore it was 
mainly related to the minority community itself (see figure 27). 
The findings of this research study suggested that both community schools held specific 
expectations of the young people, which were in accordance to the socioeducational 
goals and values of the cultural communities in which they were embedded (Valsiner, 
2000a). In chapter two, we considered Valsiners (2000a) conceptualization of identity 
chaining in socioeducational institutions as being very useful when trying to understand 
ethnic minority children's experiences in community schools since identity chaining 
mechanisms are in place at these schools. The findings gave evidence of the existence 
of these mechanisms in community schools but the concept of identity chaining as being 
hierarchically organized needs to be revised. Valsiner (2000a) argued that children 
belong at the same time to different social groups and they assume different roles. 
Socioeducational institutions may guide the chaining of these roles according to a pre­
determined role hierarchy set by the community's social values. Chaining of these 
different roles hierarchically leads to identity fusion which means that "the subordinate 
identities are fused into the hierarchically superior ones" (p. 253). However, from the 
findings it was evident that academic and cultural identities were not hierarchically 
organized into superordinate and subordinate identities but rather they were dialogically 
related and organized into a multivoiced way. 
To be more specific, in the Pakistani school when academic identity was positioned 
within community education it implied that by being a good student you are a good 
Muslim at the same time. For example, I. am learning my community language because it 
will help me to facilitate 'intrafamily and intracommunity communication and to gain an 
understanding of my culture. In the Greek school when academic identity was positioned 
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within community education it implied that by being a good student you are a good Greek 
at the same time. For example, I am learning my community language because it will 
help me to facilitate intrafamily and intracommunity communication and to preserve my 
minority cultural identity. In addition, academic identity was also multiply positioned; I am 
learning my community language because it will help me to feel more Greek and at the 
same time it will give me an extra GSCE and it will help me to develop skills useful for 
mainstream education. In this way, academic identity within community schools was 
developing in a parallel process with cultural identity, both present in a dialogical 
relationship. 
Furthermore, in this study we have attempted to bring together the young people's 
expectations with what they imagined their teachers and parents expected of them as 
students in their community schools. The analysis of these kinds of expectations in the 
Pakistani school showed that there was a cohesion of expectations (real and imagined) 
between students and teachers- focused on the empowerment of minority cultural and 
especially religious identity- which was considered as an indication of a common 
identification of all stakeholders with the school's aims. In contrast, the analysiS of these 
expectations in the Greek school showed that, in many cases, there were discrepancies 
between the expectations of various stakeholders which indicates an internalisation of the 
students of the institutional discourses of the centralised educational Greek community 
school system which sets academic success (through a formal exam process) as the 
means to preserve their minority cultural identity. At the same time, a reaction to the 
normalised demands of the system for academic achievement at the expense of 
enjoyment in school was also voiced. This agreement of the imaginary voices of others 
and the real voices of the young people in the community schools suggests that 
academic and cultural identity development is a combination of both personal 
construction and social suggestions by others (Valsiner, 2000c) or, in dialogical terms, a 
result of an interaction of their external and internal positions of themselves and with 
others. In the case of the Greek school, we can also suggest the strong interdependence 
of the students' academic and cultural identities: the latter was expected to be actualised 
through the former. 
The impact of the socio-educational guidance on identities development in community 
schools and identity chaining through a dialogical perspective was further supported by 
the teachers and parents when they talked about their expectations of their students. 
Also, as seen in the literature review, Hermans (2001c) argued that the identity of an 
institution is influenced among others by political, national, historical, and economical 
dimensions. In this sense, identity dynamics can be understood in terms of a multiplicity 
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of positions which are associated with these dimensions which together function as parts 
of a composite whole. 
In this sense, the teachers' views in the Pakistani school tap into the interdependence of 
academic achievement in the mainstream school and cultural identity. One suggested 
kind of guidance was the empowerment of the minority identity within an increasingly 
racist and discriminatory mainstream society which will contribute to academic 
achievement in mainstream schools and to the positive development of distinct identities 
by second and third generation British-born Muslims. So, through this position which is 
influenced by political and historical elements in the specific socio-cultural context the 
identity chaining that prevails is that a confident Muslim of Pakistani origin would be a 
good student and a good British citizen. Another suggested kind of guidance was the 
empowerment of the academic identity in mainstream schools which will contribute to the 
empowerment of the minority cultural identities (which are expected to resist cultural 
influence from the mainstream society) and to the community's progress within the British 
society. So, through this position the identity chaining that prevails is that a successful 
student would be a successful and well established Muslim in a community which is 
reported to be associated with underachievement. Finally, parents' suggested guidance 
included both the empowerment of the academic identity in mainstream schools and 
also-and more prominently- the empowerment of the religious identities which will guide 
them towards a life in accordance with the community's moral, religious and cultural 
beliefs. 
In the Greek school, the prevailing suggested guidance of the centralised state-supported 
system of the Greek community education in Britain was the empowerment of academic 
identity within the community school which will contribute to the preservation of the 
minority cultural identity and will further benefit their already reported high achievement in 
mainstream education. So, through this position which is influenced by the current 
situation of the minority cultural community (a well-established successful group which is 
threatened by cultural identity loss) the identity chaining that prevails is that a good 
student in the Greek school is a good, successful Greek. Although both teachers and 
parents agreed that the preservation of the threatened minority cultural identity should be 
the core aim of the school, there were conflicting views regarding how community 
schools should achieve this aim and criticism was expressed for the adequacy of the 
centralised educational system itself. All of these sometimes contrasting themes of 
socioeducational guidance within the community schools were present at the same time 
and appeared to influence the young persons' development of academic and cultural 
identities. 
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6.5. Methodological implications 
As was mentioned in the methodological chapter (see chapter 3) the aim of this study 
was not to use multiple methods to validate findings, by assuming there is a 'fixed' pOint 
at which truth can be triangulated by testing one source against the other through 
triangulation (see triangulation in Gaskell and Bauer, 2000). Rather the three methods 
were utilized in order to enrich and complement the findings that each method yielded 
independently. Overall, the methodological tools utilized in this piece of research allowed 
this study to explore in depth the ways through which cultural and academic identities are 
developed in community schools. Episodic interview was the main tool of this research 
whereas both the future projected drawing task and the group process work had been 
used in order to complement the main findings from the interviews. 
Episodic interviews provided a rich source of information because it gave the opportunity 
to the partiCipants to talk about their real, concrete experiences sometimes in narrative 
style which incorporated the past, present and anticipated future. This interview technique 
revealed identities' dialogical character by putting the interviewees in various positions 
through which they talked about themselves (Kraus, 2000) and also facilitated 
comparisons between the two ethnic minority groups who participated in the study by 
identifying similarities and differences and revealing the impact of their different cultural 
backgrounds and positions within their cultural communities in the way they made sense 
of themselves and of others. However, the interviews would have been more enriched if 
they were accompanied by ethnographic research within the community schools' context 
which would have given a more holistic account of the two schools' ethos and practices. 
Also, the findings suggested that the different experiences of the young people within 
their majority community placed them in different worlds. Future research could explore 
how differences are constructed within mainstream society by not only critically analyzing 
how media represent a specific ethnic minority group but also by investigating and 
theorizing how young people represent what is projected in media. 
The drawings provided a non-verbal medium which gave us further information regarding 
the young people's sense of identity and of their cultural worlds. The drawings were found 
to be rich in meanings and in suggesting aspects of their cultural identities although the 
analysiS has been primarily word based. The questions asked about how the students 
project themselves in the future and how they thought their parents expect them to be, 
proved valuable in analyzing dialogical processes and it could be further expanded in 
'future research by including also teachers' projections of their students' academic 
identities, in both mainstream and community education. 
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Finally, the group process work complemented the interview findings through a group­
oriented medium which gave space to young people's col/ective voice. This tool offered 
us the opportunity to explore identity at the level of the group within an institution. This 
tool would have been more beneficial if more time was available to elaborate the issues 
raised by the participants in a more articulated discussion and if a discussion had taken 
place also in the Pakistani school. Nevertheless, the group process work has shown 
great potential for future research into group ethos in institutional settings. 
6.6. Implications for future research and for community education 
This programme of study suggests seven directions for future research into the 
development of cultural and academic identities in community schools situated in a 
diverse society. 
First, this study chose to focus on adolescents because there was greater chance that 
they would have been long-term students at a community school and because they could 
be expected to talk about their views in a more articulate way. In future, it would be of 
great value to conduct a similar study with younger students who are at different stages 
of identities development. This implication is supported by the following interview extracts 
by Stella and Sotiris in the Greek school (see chapter four, section 4.2.1.b.). 
Extract 1, Stella: 
I=so, if you look back, could you please tell me about your first experiences, you 

know, when you were younger, in the Greek school ... ? 

P= oh ... 

I=you've been here since you were 4 .... 

P=yeah ... 1. .. 1 remember I never used to like coming to Greek school but when I 

was here it wasn't that bad ... it's like ... 1 used .... 1used to enjoy break a lot (laugh) I 

used to look forward to break .... . 

1= this is a very common answer from most young people (laugh) .... 

P= (laugh) yeah ... 1 enjoyed it... 

1= as you were growing up ... ? 

P=yeah ... it was ... I enjoyed coming more because I've got to meet my .... see my 

friends and there is nice to meet similar ... Greek people, the same sort of 

background ... spending time with them ... [italics added] 
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Extract 2, Sotiris: 
1= (nods positively) well done ... so what does it mean for you to attend the Greek 
school? 
P=what means for me? ... oh ... at first, I wasn't... well, I didn't really Iike ... 1didn't 
really like Greek school, I mean not many people do, it's like you are kind of forced 
to come but as you get older, understand that it all counts towards something in the 
end... so I think I like come to the Greek schooL .. it's nice ... 1 would recommended 
to any Greek .. , [italics added] 
The above extracts describe how students perceive their community education at 
different ages and it would be important to investigate what is the role community schools 
play at different developmental stages. 
Second, in the introductory chapter it was argued that studies that are conducted within a 
single ethnic minority community (e.g. Creese et aI., 2006) offer a selective and partial 
analysis of the complexities that underline identities' development in community schools. 
This study demonstrated the value of examining community schools within contrasting 
communities. The exploratory study (see appendix 7.1.) that was conducted at the first 
stage of this research suggested differences in the ethos of the schools in different 
communities. For example, the Somali community school was a very new, fragmented 
establishment, facing an array of financial and organizational difficulties, doing mainly 
community and social work for a new, fragmented community. Thus, when we think of 
community schools, we should also contextualise them within their communities and take 
into consideration each community's own developmental stage in relation to the 
mainstream society. This study-by acknowledging the different developmental pathways 
different ethnic minority communities undergo in mainstream society- suggests that 
community schools in Britain are developing differently and in accordance with the needs 
and goals of each ethnic minority community. As the findings suggested, the Greek 
school tries to prevent total assimilation to the dominant culture by supporting the 
learning of language and cultural traditions of the community. In contrast, the Pakistani 
school tries to reinforce the identities of its students in two ways; first, by combating the 
negative stereotypes associated with their minority community as an ethnic-religious 
group and second by combating the association of the young people from their minority 
group with underachievement in mainstream education. The implication is that there 
would be considerable value in replicating this type of study in community schools in a 
wider sample of minority communities. Will it be possible to identify specific dimensions 
along which variation between communities can be identified? 
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Third, by providing a dialogical dynamic model of the development of cultural identity of 
ethnic minority young people, this study demonstrated that different ethnic minOrity 
groups undergo different kinds of psychological acculturation processes. The 
asymmetrical versus symmetrical dialogical relationship of the Pakistani group (Asian) 
and the Greek group (European) with the mainstream society, respectively, supported 
previous research by Bhatia and Ram (2004) on the dialogical development of minority 
identities which showed how second-generation South Asian-American women's 
acculturation process was a struggle shaped by issues of race, sexuality and gender. The 
authors argued that this was an illustration of the acculturation process which for many 
nonlWhite, non/European/Western immigrants is a difficult and complex process in which 
developmental trajectories are negotiated and even opposed. Future research could 
systematically investigate how historical, political and economical discourses influence 
the development of cultural identities of contrasting ethnic minority communities. The 
value of a theoretical application of the dialogical self has also been demonstrated in this 
study because it enhanced understanding of identities development in community 
schools by examining them in terms of dialogical processes and because it proved very 
useful in theorising the multi-cultural space in relation to cultural and academic identities. 
A fourth methodological implication has to do with the context in which the interviews took 
place. The participants were given the opportunity to choose to be interviewed where 
they wanted. All of the participants of the Greek school (except one mother) were 
interviewed at school whereas the great majority of the participants of the Pakistani 
school were interviewed at home. This group difference was not my intention and in 
future research the impact of the interview location can be explored by asking at the end 
of the interview the following question: "When I gave you the choice to decide the place 
for the interview, you chose home. What difference would it have made if we have had 
our interview in the school setting?" 
Fifth, the findings of this study gave us reasons to think that there is further theoretical 
work to be done by systematically exploring how the past experiences of parents and 
teachers impact on young people's educational and cultural development. For example, 
to what extent did Imran's experiences of being a refugee from Kenya impact on his fears 
that his children might be forced to leave Britain in the future? To what extent did 
Katerina's "guilt" about not speaking Greek to her children have an impact on her child 
learning Greek at the community school? To what extent did Leonidas and Fayza's 
experiences as British born ethnic minority and Petros' and Saeeda's as overseas born 
teachers have an impact on their representations of community schools? 
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Sixth, exploring gender issues was not an aim of this thesis and thus there was only 
limited exploration of this issue. However, gender issues should be addressed in future 
research and particularly how a community school's ethos impacts on gender practices 
which are culturally specific. 
Seventh, this study showed that is of great value to extend our understanding into the 
mainstream educational world of ethnic minority young people who attend community 
schools. An extended study into both community and mainstream schools would allow us 
to investigate how young people negotiate their participation in formal and community 
education and their multiple identities. 
Finally, the fragmented ethos present in the Greek school has implication for the 
centralized system of Greek community education in the UK. Policy makers in Greece 
and Cyprus as well as the parents of the students have yet to understand that the 
institutional discourses which assert that the evaluation of language competence and 
acquisition of culture should be validated through a formal curriculum and exam process, 
seem to be a source of conflict with different views being expressed by different 
stakeholders. The findings of this study would support the view that a re­
conceptualization of the whole system should take place, taking into consideration the 
hybrid identities of second and third generations British-born Greek students who 
participate in the British educational system. 
The findings relating to the Pakistani school have implications for the policy makers in 
mainstream education and community education in Britain who have yet to understand 
that there is a need for the community and mainstream educational sectors to be 
engaged in a broader meaningful and constructive participation in a dialogue regarding 
the understanding of these young people's struggle of negotiating their multiple identities 
with the mainstream contexts. This dialogue should replace the existing asymmetrical 
and power-related one (see chapter one) because as Hermans (2003) argued, for people 
from different cultures to co-construct a dialogical space a certain degree of symmetry is 
required. 
To conclude, despite its limitations, it is hoped that this thesis has offered new light on the 
theorizing and understanding of cultural and academic identities' formation in community 
schools from a psychological perspective. Etymologically, identity means "the same" 
(derived from the Latin root "idem"). The findings of this study showed that far from 
staying the same, these young persons' cultural and academic identities are constantly 
constructed and reconstructed through dialogical relationships within themselves and with 
others. These dialogical relationships are influenced by historical, economical and 
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political discourses which are constructed both within their cultural and educational 
worlds. Community schools can play a crucial role of helping ethnic minority young 
people's negotiation of their multiple, hybrid identities across their various sociocultural 
contexts. Future research in community education should give voice to more communities 
to talk about their community schools, an important component of the social, cultural and 
educational experience of many ethnic minority young people in Britain. 
Interviewer- How do you feel now? 

Zafar- I feel okay ... feel like I've been heard ... 

(Zafar, Pakistani community school) 
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7.1. The report of the exploratory study in community schools 
7.1.a. Introduction 
This exploratory study aimed to provide preliminary data in order to enable me to 
describe and understand the practices, organization, purposes and distinctive curricula 
and pedagogy employed in community schools and to investigate pupils' perceptions of 
their own participation and that of others, both adults and children, as participants in their 
community schools. 
The study included 11 community schools within 8 different ethnic minority communities 
(Pakistani, Italian, African-Caribbean, Greek-Cypriot, Gujarati, Chinese, Somali and 
Iranian) in a small multiethnic town and in a metropolitan area in the south of England. 
Ten of the eleven schools admitted boys and girls, one admitted boys only. 
Table 27. List of visited schools 
Community No of schools 
Pakistani 3 
Italian 1 
African-Caribbean 1 
Somali 1 
Gujarati 1 
Iranian 1 
Greek- Cypriot 2 
Chinese 1 
8 11 
Of the 11 schools, 7 schools run on Sundays or Saturdays, 2 during weekdays, 1 both on 
a school day and on Saturday while a Pakistani school runs from Monday to Thursday 
and also on Sundays. The Iranian, Chinese and Greek schools, which were in the 
metropolitan area, were self-funded (tuition-fees) while all the schools in the small town 
were under special provision that aims to support the work of thirteen ethnic minority 
voluntary and community based schools and classes in this town. However, some of 
them were more financially dependent on the special provision whereas, for instance, the 
Italian school was funded by the Italian government and they only used some facilities 
that this provision offered to them. Of the eleven community schools, seven schools 
prepared pupils for their General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) and A­
Levels examinations. Ten of the eleven schools were keeping records of attendance. 
Almost all characterized the pupils as long-term participants. Furthermore, none of the 
schools had established links with pupils' mainstream schools; the main reasons for this 
1 
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lack of partnership between their schools and mainstream schools were the fear of losing 
their independence (e.g. Greek, Iranian schools), severe organizational and structural 
problems of a new and economically deprived community (e.g. the Somali school), and 
practical difficulties in communication (e.g. Pakistani, African -Caribbean schools). 
The aims of the schools can be distinguished into two large superordinate categories; 
one referring to aims regarding preservation of cultural identity and the other referring to 
aims regarding empowerment of self-esteem and achievements (expressed only by the 
Pakistani and African-Caribbean schools in this sample). In the first category, provision of 
mother tongue teaching, religious education and knowledge of their cultural heritage and 
history were, among others, some of the most important aims expressed by the majority 
of the schools. In the second category, the main aim was to strengthen students' self­
esteem and sense of identity - in order to have academic achievement - by developing 
cultural and social skills and supplementing as well as complementing what children were 
doing in their mainstream schools. Table 28 illustrates a profile of the visited schools. 
Research questions 
The principal research questions were: 
• 	 What are the main aims of the community schools? 
• 	 How do children from ethnic minority schools perceive themselves as partiCipants 
at their community school? 
• 	 How do teachers perceive themselves as participants at a community school? 
• 	 What are the main characteristics of the curricula and pedagogy employed in the 
schools? 
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Table 28. Profile of the schools 
School Day IHours 
African- Saturday 
Caribbean 10:00 am-13:00 
(Since 1995) p.m. 
Pakistani I Mon-Thu 
(Since 2000) 16:30 -19:00 
p.m. 
Sunday 
10:00am­
14: 30 p.m. 
Pakistani II Saturday 
(Since 1995) 10:00 am-14: 
00 p.m. 
Pakistani III Sunday 
(Since 1995) 13:00 p.m.­
15:00 p.m. 
Chinese Saturday 
(Since 1998) 13:00-16:00 
p.m. 
Gujarati Friday 
(Since 2001) 17:00 -18:00 
D.m. 
Status 
Self-funded 
(tuition -fees) 
Partially supported by 
the Project 
(Teachers are only 
paid their travel 
expenses). 
Funded by the 
Project. 
Funded by the 
Project. 
Funded by the 
Project. 
Self-funded 
(tuition- fees) 
Funded by the 
Project 
No of 
pupils 
40-50 
[mixed­
sexed] 
80 
[mixed­
sexed] 
60 
[mixed­
sexed] 
10 
[only for 
boys] 
110 
[mixed­
sexed] 
19 
[mixed­
sexed] 
No of staff 
3 qualified & 
practicing 
mainstream 
teachers 
3 parents & 
Helpers 
10 teachers from 
Iran, qualified in 
Islamic studies. 
10-12 
teachers 
(Many parents work 
as volunteers) 
2 teachers 
8 teachers 
2 teachers 
Formal curriculum 
English 

Maths 

PSE, Science, 

African History &Culture 

Arabic / Urdu, 

Ethics, 

Islamic studies, 

Homework support (only on 

Sundays) 

Urdu, Arabic, 

Islamic studies, 

Science, English, Maths, 

Computers! PSE 

Homework support 

English, Maths 

Homework 

Support 

Religious education 

Language & 

Culture 

Language & 

CultUre 

Aims as expressed by the teachers, 
parents & organizers 
To develop the confidence and competence of 
African-Caribbean children and enhance their 
self-esteem by complementing and 
supplementing what the children are doing in 
their mainstream schools and to enable the 
children to develop a greater awareness of 
African-Caribbean culture and thus to become 
able to combat negative stereotypes of 
African-Caribbean people in mainstream 
society. 
To help the children achieve better at school 
and teach the Arabic language in order to 
enable them to read the Koran. 
To increase self-confidence, strengthen the 
students' sense of identity, improve children's 
academic achievements by developing I 
cultural and social skills and built a community 
~rit. 
To improve the achievement of Pakistani boys 
in the local area and to help the community. 
Individual attention is given to those preparing 
for school entrance qualification examinations. 
To teach the Chinese language and culture 
and preserve family and community values. 
To teach the Gujarati language and culture 

and to make the children fell proud of their 

~l.lItural heritage. 
School Day IHours Status No of No of staff Formal curriculum Aims as expressed by the teachers, 
pupils parents & organizers 
Greek I Saturday Self-funded- 115 14 teachers Language & Culture To teach the children the Greek language, the 
(Since 1972) 15:00p.m.- tuition-fees [mixed- morals and customs and to become familiar 
18:00 p.m. (supported by the sexed] with their cultural heritage. 
GPA1, Greek and 
Cypriot governments 
for the payment of 
salaries) 
Greek II Tuesday & Self-funded 60 11 teachers Language & Culture To teach the Greek language, culture and 
(Since 1987) Thursday (supported by the [mixed- history. 
18:00 p.m.- Greek and Cypriot sexed] 
20:00 p.m. governments for 

payment of many of 

the salaries). Member 

of the AESA2. 

Iranian Saturday Self-funded 300 33 teachers & Language & Culture To teach the Farsi language and the Iranian 
(Since 1981) 15:00 p.m.- (tuition - fees) [mixed- classroom history and culture. 
18:00 p.m. sexed] assistants 
Italian Wednesday Funded by the Italian 19 2 teachers Language & Culture To teach the Italian language and preserve 
(Since 1996) 16:00 p.m.- government for the [mixed- Italian culture. 
18:00 p.m. payment of the sexed] 

Sunday (A- salaries. Partially 

Level Class) supported by the 

project. 
Somali Saturday Funded by the No official 1 qualified in Somali & Arabic Language To teach the Somali language as well as the 
(Since 2002) 10:00 a.m.- Project. records[mix Somalia teacher Arabic in order to enable children to read the 
13:00 p.m. ed-sexed] who is a volunteer Koran. To serve the new Somali community 
who are mainly refugees & asylum seekers. 
1 Greek Parents Association 
2 Independent Greek Schools of England 
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7.1.b. Methodology 
A structured record was employed (refer to the end of this section) in order to record the 
observations, note-keeping and conversations with pupils, teachers and organizers 
(usually parents) which were the tools for data collection. Most of the conversations were 
of short duration; audio-recording was not used in order to create a more interactive and 
informal type of communication. A phenomenological approach has been employed in 
order to analyze the data obtained since learning and teaching have to be understood in 
relation to how they are interpreted and made sense of by those involved. For instance, 
one of the questions that was addressed to the pupils and teachers was: "What does it 
mean for you to attend/teach in this school"? Thus, this investigation was based on the 
perspectives and the expressed attitudes of the organizers, teachers, and pupils at the 11 
schools as well as classroom observation at these schools. 
7.1.c. Key findings 
Aims 
• Preservation of cultural identity: provision of mother tongue teaching, religious 
education and knowledge of their cultural heritage and history. 
• Empowerment of self-esteem and achievements: to strengthen students' self­
esteem and sense of identity - in order to improve academic achievements - by 
developing cultural and social skills and supplementing as well as 
complementing what children are doing in their mainstream schools (expressed 
only by the Pakistani and African-Caribbean schools in this sample). 
Curriculum 
• 	 Many researchers usually distinguish community schools which provide 
schooling in areas that are not covered in mainstream schools (e.g. mother 
tongue teaching, culture etc) from schools which primarily aim to improve 
children's performance in the mainstream schools. However, the visits revealed 
that these two dimensions are not always separated but rather they may be 
highly interrelated. However, the second dimension was more strongly 
emphasized among groups that are reported to be most concerned about their 
children's underachievement in the mainstream sector (e.g. Pakistani and 
African-Caribbean). 
• 	 Most teachers and organisers reported that they aim to offer a curriculum and a 
setting that empowers pupils' cultural identities. 
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Pedagogy and classroom organization 
The lessons involved high levels of individual attention, frequent whole class teaching 
and less group work which was observed mainly in the African- Caribbean school. 
School 	 Field-notes 
Pakistani 	 The small number of pupils facilitated the provision of individual attention 
III 	 to each pupil. The teachers were aware of some pupils' limited 
knowledge of English language and they were trying to support them 
more. The older boys were helping the younger ones. 
Chinese 	 The teacher reads out the letters and the children repeat in a parrot-like 
fashion. The students are quiet and seem respectful and interested and 
participate in the lesson. The teacher seems very pleasant, flexible ... he 
seems to enjoy what he is doing. In a sense, he is authoritative without 
being authoritarian. 
Ethos of the schools 
• In the Pakistani, Iranian and Chinese schools in this sample the curriculum 
incorporated a 	value system that emphasized a particular kind of child-adult 
relationship with respect for traditional values and cultural practices. 
• In the Greek and Italian schools in this sample there were some indications that 
children born in this country were breaking away from the values and cultural 
practices of the first or second generation of immigrant parents. 
School 	 Field-notes 
Pakistani I 	 We took off our shoes outside the classroom. Students were dressed 
in traditional religious clothes. There were two classrooms, one for the 
younger children who were learning the Arabic alphabet in order to be 
able to participate in their religious activities (e.g. to read the Koran) 
and one for the older children who were reading the Koran ... they got 
into a circle around the priest ... during the prayers the women were 
separated from the men ... the children seemed very silent and 
respectful towards the priest and their teachers. 
Greek II 	 Before the school hours commence the head teacher leads the school 
prayers and the pupils repeat after him. In the classroom, the teacher 
speaks in Greek and the pupils in English. He cannot discipline the 
children, there is not much respect. They misbehave. The teacher 
cannot set limits and he finally gives up. There is boredom in the 
classroom. They are always joking ... making fun ... the teacher says: 
"for homework ... " and a boy interrupts: "sit down and watch TV" ... 
VI 
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Pupils 
• Pupils in some schools in this sample (those serving the Pakistani, African ­
Caribbean, Gujarati, Iranian and Chinese communities) referred to the 
importance of their community schools in promoting their cultural identity and 
self-esteem, facilitating communication with family members, relatives in their 
families' home countries and community members and also enhancing learning 
and broadening their knowledge. 
School Examples 
Pakistani III "This school makes me feel more confident. Before the school, I never 
raised my hand in the classroom. Now, I always raise my hand and 
this makes me feel more confident. I have better results at school. 
When I am really stuck I know that they will help me and answer my 
questions. I also attend an Islamic school on Sundays ... its ok because 
ifs only for a few hours ... then I'm free". 
Pakistani I 
" I like it [coming to the school] because I learn how to read the Koran". 
Pakistani II 
"I like the Islamic studies ... it is not difficult... it is my identity". 
Iranian "I think Iranian is very good to learn because after alii am an Iranian". 
"I think this is a real advantage for me and when I finish this class I am 
going to be able to write to my grandmother in Iran". 
"When you learn some things about Iran, it also helps your English 
because if a teacher asks you the capital city of Iran, nobody else will 
know unless they have been learning about Iran". 
"You learn more general knowledge in Persian class [ ... ] and learning 
another language could also helps you to get a better job when you 
[become] older". 
• Pupils in some schools in this sample (those serving the Greek-Cypriot and 
Italian communities) expressed mainly negative attitudes. More specifically, they 
revealed that boredom, the difficulty of the curriculum and of attending two 
schools, and pressure from the family were the main causes that made their 
community schools less attractive to them. 
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School Examples 
Italian "No, not really [I don't like coming] ... 1 prefer to play football ... we are 
bored" 
Greek I "I don't like it...it is boring ... 1 prefer the lunch time and the break ... our 
parents put pressure on us" 
Greek II "We don't like it.. .. you know ... _you need a life .... " 
Teachers 
• Teachers from the Pakistani, African -Caribbean, Gujarati, Iranian, Somali and 
Chinese communities in this sample perceived themselves as volunteers and 
community activists. 
School 	 Examples 
Pakistani III 	 "it is better here than being out in the streets ... [I want] to help children 
remove their complexes and improve their self-confidence". 
"it is very important to share my knowledge with our community ... 1 
Pakistani I 	 want to see our children happy and smiling ... to be proud of their 
identity ... we created this school to teach our children in the modern 
ways ... we were taught more traditionally_ ~ priests ... " 
African - I've been a teacher here since 1991. I felt there was a need toU 
Caribbean 	 supplement the mainstream school curriculum ... it doesn't do enough 
in addressing issues about ethnic minorities. The black ethnic minority 
is ignored in main education. For example, they don't talk about what 
black people invented; they talk about slavery and what white people 
did about its abolition. We teach children about black peoples' role in 
the abolition of slavery. Children that come here are doing better in 
their GCSEs. They also improve their self-esteem and self-confidence 
... here there are onlyblack children ... here they are not a minority ... " 
Chinese 	 "Sometimes you have to sacrifice yourself for someone else ... to 
give ... what I receive in return is seeing the children growing up, 
becoming respectfuL .. respect their parents ... becoming good people of 
honor. .. this is satisfying for me. Once, some children spilled ink on the 
floor ... 1 knew that by getting angry I couldn't change anything ... thus, 
I started cleaning the floor. .. the children felt guilty ... they apologized to 
me and they never did such a thing ... " 
Gujarati 	 ''This is an additional activity for me ... it is a part-time .... 1 will be 
satisfied if the children understand their grandparents' language". 
• Teachers from the Italian and Greek-Cypriot communities in this sample 
perceived the school as a domain where they practiced their profession and as a 
means of earning a living. 
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School Examples 
Italian "It is my job ... 1 am a primary teacher. .. 1 do it for living ... it's my job ... " 
Greek II "For me there is a challenge ... a professional challenge ... to create the 
curriculum ... to see the needs of parents and children ... to work with 
bilingual children .... in a foreign country .... a new experience ... no routine". 
"The children feel boredom ... their favourite time is the break when they 
can speak in English ... there is so much pressure from the parents ... they 
don't like it... if there were no examinations they would never come to the 
school. ... it is a mistake that parents pressurize them ... if I was a parent I 
would never send my child to this kind of a school. .. the best way to learn 
Greek is in the British schools ... like Germany ... they are rich 
children .... what they really care about is money ... they talk about ... how 
many cars one has etc ...They have become integrated and they have a 
British identity. .. they prefer that ... Once, a teacher said "we won" after a 
football game with Greece against England and a boy said: "Fuck you ... 1 
am a British" ... 
7.1.d. Concluding thoughts 
Ethnic minority communities differ markedly in reasons of migration, socioeconomic 
features, patterns of settlement, cultural beliefs about education and, also, in terms of 
integration and assimilation in the mainstream society. This may have an impact on their 
community schools set their aims. This exploratory study, though small-scale, indicated 
that there was no homogeneity across the community schools of different communities or 
even among schools within the same community. For instance, Pakistani and African­
Caribbean schools aimed to empower cultural identity by combating the negatives 
stereotypes attributed to these communities within the dominant society and at the same 
time to reinforce their pupils' self esteem and thus achievement in mainstream schools. 
Other community schools such as the Greek, Italian, Chinese, Iranian and Gujarati 
schools aimed primary to preserve culture and mother tongue. This finding may indicate 
that increasing achievement in the mainstream school is an expectation that is stronger 
among minority pupi.ls that are reported as underachieving in the mainstream sector and 
as experiencing racism and discrimination within the dominant society. The findings of 
the survey were diverse and provided a wide source of information. More specifically, the 
analysis of the pupils' responses to the question "What does it mean for you to attend a 
community school" revealed that pupi.ls from the Pakistani, African-Caribbean, Gujarati, 
Iranian and Chinese communities had a strong respect for their community schools. 
Pupils from those communities referred to the importance of their community schools in 
empowering their cultural identity and self-esteem, faCilitating communication with family 
members, relatives in the home countries and community members, and enhancing 
learning and broadening their knowledge. On the other hand, Greek/Greek-Cypriot and 
Italian pupils expressed mainly negative attitudes towards their community schools such 
as boredom and attending only because of pressure from the family. 
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7.1.e. School record 
SCHOOL RECORD No: 
School: 

Date: 

Duration: 

Visitor(s): 

Days and Hours: 

No. of pupils: 

Girls: 

Boys: 

1. Academic achievements of the school: __________ 
2. Characteristics of the minority community: 
3. Profile of the school: (establishment, buildings, staff etc): 
4. Do you have communication with the mainstream schools of your
children?_________________________ 
5. Aims:___________________________ 
6. Constituency: 
>- Self-funded (tuition fees) D 
>- Funded (local authorities or other supporters) D 
7. Formal curriculum: __________________ 
8. Informal curriculum: __________________ 
9. Children's perspectives (expectations, attitudes, experiences): 
x 

iii" 
10. 	Parents' involvement & expectations: 
11 . Teachers' perspectives: 
Status: Volunteers / Paid 

Educational background: ________________ 

12. 	Pedagogy methods of teaching in the classroom I Teaching
materials:__________________________ 
13. 	Outcomes:_________________________ 
14. Attendance Records: Yes 
Short-term attendants 

Long-term attendants 

15. 	Do children reach a specific point in their education or do they stop earlier? 
16. 	Community involvement (cultural beliefs about 
leaming):_________________________ 
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7.2. The Pakistani and Greek Cypriot communities in Britain and their community 
schools 
7.2.1. Pakistani community in Britain 
Early Pakistani immigration to Britain began after the World War II when some of the 
Pakistanis who were in the army began setting in the UK after 1941. However, the mass 
migration of Pakistanis to Britain started in the late 1950's and early 1960's (Anwar, 
1979). The main reasons for their migration were, on the one hand, Britain's need for 
manual unskilled workers and on the other hand immigrants' need to find employment 
and economic security as well as the colonial links with the host country (Anwar, 1979). 
Initially, immigrants from Pakistan were only men who came temporary to earn money 
and improve their economical and social status in Pakistan after their return. Although 
permanent settlement in Britain was not their initial intention, many of those immigrants 
stayed and brought their families from the home country (Anwar, 1979). In 2001, the 
Pakistani population in the UK was estimated at 747,285 people, representing 16.1 
percent of the minority ethnic population (the second largest ethnic minority group after 
the Indians) and 1.3 percent of the total population of the UK (Census, April 2001, Office 
for National Statistics: http://www.statistics.gov.uk). Pakistani community is a 
heterogeneous community which differs with regards to the areas of Pakistan (e.g. 
Punjab, Kashmir) with which Pakistani people most closely identify. Nearly all British 
Pakistanis are Muslims but they vary in the ways they practice their religion. The 
Pakistani community is also a diverse community in terms of socio-economical status. In 
London and the South East, some of the Pakistani communities are well established and 
their educational achievement is on the same level with, or higher than, national 
averages. In the West Midlands and North, the communities have been affected by 
unemployment, poverty, and social exclusion, and the educational achievement in 
Pakistani communities is much lower than national averages (RAISE Project). In British 
society, as in most western societies, there is much anti-Muslim prejudice. Such 
prejudice has existed for centuries but in recent years it has become more explicit and 
severe (RAISE Project). Recent reports (e.g. Stone and Smith, 2004; Ahmad, 2006) 
describe effectively the impact of the rise in Islamophobia in Britain after the terrorist 
attacks in New York on 9/11/2001 on British-Muslims. As Ahmad (2006) pointed out 
"within minutes of the planes crashing into the twin towns in New York, Islam and 
terrorism became inseparable, inextricably linked" (p.962). Freedland (2002) pointed out 
the fear that was spread to the British society at the aftermath of September 11. In his 
own words: 
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"Race relations used to be about tension between black and white. No longer. 
After 9/11, it's Islam that gets the prejudice juices flowing. Whether the row is 
about faith schools, citizenship classes or British values, the imagined thread 
today is of a Muslim enemy within. That pattern was already emerging before 
9/11 but it has added bite" (Guardian, September 12). 
Campbell, Taylor-Norton and Dodd (2005) argued that exaggerations from the media had 
severe consequences on British- Muslims lives. In the words of Massoud Shad-Jareh's, 
chair of the Islamic Human Rights Commission: 
"The war on terror has had a devastating effect [ ... ] We have become targets of 
the security apparatus and are seen as an enemy within unjustifiably. This has 
resulted in a backlash against the Muslim community. We have become the 
hidden victims. People are having to live, being terrorised, in the name of the war 
on terror." (Cited in Campbell, Taylor-Norton, and Dodd, 2005). 
Community education 
The children of the early Muslim immigrants (including Pakistanis) started to participate in 
significant numbers in the mainstream school system during the 1960's (Walford, 2003) 
but parents' fears that this type of schooling, alone, would influence their children away 
from their religious beliefs and practices led to the establishment of small Muslim schools 
in the late 1980s (Walford, 2003). Today, most pupils of Pakistani heritage attend a type 
of Muslim community school, known as madrasah, each day after their mainstream 
school. Often madrasahs are part of a mosque and are sometimes referred to as mosque 
schools. Unlike many other community schools that aim to teach mother tongue and 
culture, the main aim of these schools is the promotion of Islamic religion. The majority of 
students attending these schools is of Pakistani origin but they are open to all Muslims 
regardless of their cultural and ethnic background. (RAISE Project; Coles, 2004). Except 
madrasahs , there are Muslim week-end schools which are mainly situated in borrowed 
mainstream school premises. In such part-time schools, the students have the 
opportunity to have a religiOUS and mother tongue education as well as complementary 
help on their National Curriculum subjects (English, Maths and Science). The students 
have the opportunity to get GCSE examinations in Islamic studies and Urdu language. In 
the case of the community schools which serve the Pakistani community, there is not a 
kind of a centralized system to offer financial support and their existence is based mainly 
on the support within the community.3 
3 For example, the UK Islamic Education WAQF (UKIEW) since its establishment in 
1991 by Ysuf Islam is providing financial support through donations from the public 
to weekend Muslim schools and madrasahs (www.ukiew.org) 
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7.2.2. The Greek- Cypriot community in Britain 
Large-scale Greek-Cypriot migration to Britain started during the last decade of British 
colonial rule on the island4 , in the 1950s and 1960s, mainly for economical reasons. 
However, the Greek-Cypriot community in Britain expanded significantly after the Turkish 
invasion of the island of Cyprus in 1974. At first, the new immigrants who came during 
the 1950's settled mainly in three London boroughs, what today is Islington, Camden and 
Hackney. Later, as they were looking for better housing, they moved to northern 
boroughs such as Haringey, Enfield, Barnet, Brent and Waltham Forest (Constandinides, 
1977). 
It is estimated that today there are 250,000 to 300,000 Greek Cypriots living in Britain 
with the majority of them residing in London and its suburbs (Papapavlou and Pavlou, 
2001). Today, northern suburbs such as Highgate, Southgate, Wood Green, and Palmers 
Green have large concentrations of Greek-Cypriot population. Overall, the population 
tends to differ according to geographical and socio-economic distribution with richer 
families from Greece living in central and West London, less-well-off Greek-Cypriots 
living in the East, and in the North of London more middle-class Greek-Cypriots (Pantazi, 
2006). 
In general, the Greek -Cypriot community is considered to be a well-established and 
socio-economically successful community with the majority of Greek-Cypriots running 
family businesses and following careers as medical doctors, university lectures, lawyers 
etc (Papapavlou and Pavlou, 2001). They still hold strong ties with their homeland. Many 
of the displaced Greek-Cypriots who live in Britain still foster expectations to return to 
their homes, while others have made property investments in Cyprus which they 
frequently visit for holidays and consider them as the place of their retirement (Gardner­
Chloros and McEntee-Atalianis, 2005). 
Communityeducation5 
Greek community schools have existed in the UK since the 1950s, and by the 1970s they 
had multiplied due to the influx from Cyprus both before and after the Turkish invasion in 
4 Cyprus came under British occupation from 1878-1960 
5 5 Most of the information in this section came after the interview with inspector­
consultant of the Greek schools in the UK 
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1974. Today, there are over 100 Greek community schools, most of which are in or 
around London, and some in cities across the rest of the UK. 
They are divided between 'Independent', non-religious schools, and those run by the 
Greek Orthodox Church. Recently, the United Institution of Greek Community Education, 
was established, which operates as an umbrella organisation for all the schools. The 
schools are still generally well-organised but the rolls are falling, and the pupils are often 
not motivated enough to attend. Most of the Greek community schools function on a part­
time basis, mainly on Saturdays and also on weekdays after mainstream school serving 
mostly the Greek-Cypriot community, as well as some children of families from Greece. 
The primary function of the schools is to teach the Greek language, culture and history. 
The Cypriot and Greek governments have produced textbooks for the schools which 
often constitute these schools' curriculum. 
The Greek and Cypriot governments also send and pay for the majority of teachers who 
work in the schools. Older students typically take Greek GCSE and A Level. In many 
Greek schools, religious festivals and national days are celebrated, usually through 
cultural practices such as dancing and singing. 
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Student 
Fahim 
7.3. Analysis of young people's drawings 
7.3.1. Pakistani school 
Who would you like to 
become in the future: 
Interview extract 
"I would like to be 
successful, stable ... urn... 
have some money .... yeah" 
I as imagine myself in 
20 years 
o 5
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me in 20 years 
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arents (mother and father are depicted). 
Researcher's notes based on the 
participants' written & verbal accounts 
reaardina the content of the drawinas 
I: Himself at the centre, a mosque 
representing religion, a group of figures 
representing friends, himself, a wife and two 
children representing his family, money, a 
figure wearing a mortar-board and holding a 
diploma representing education, a car and 
in his own words "a beautiful house" . 
Mother: Himself at the centre, a mosque 
representing religion, a figure wearing a 
mortar-board and holding a diploma 
representing education, a figure working on 
a PC representing job and money for the 
purpose of supporting the parents (mother 
and father are depicted) 
Father: Himself at the centre, a figure 
wearing a mortar-board and holding a 
diploma representing education, a figure 
working on a PC representing job and 
money for the purpose of supporting the 
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Student 	 Who would you like to 
become in the future: 
Interview extract 
Azra 	 ".. , have a big house, have 
a good job, a good family, 
have children ... umm... 1 
have good money, be ric_, 
have riches and be 
successful in life ... stuff like 
that" 
In another part of her 
interview Azra gave the 
following account which 
considered relevant to this 
part: 
" [ ... ] get a good job, get a 
good money, save up, 
maybe have a few kids and 
live in a good house, have 
lots of money, travel a lot 
like on holidays and have a 
good experience but also 
be focused on my religion 
and my duties and help 
bring up and help other 
people and try and give as 
much money as I can to the 
poor and help them in 
around the world ... " 
I as imagine myself in 
20 years 
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I as my mother II as my father imagines 
imagines me in 20 years me in 20 years 
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Researcher's notes based on the 

participants' written &verbal accounts 

reaardina the content of the drawinas 

I: Herself, her husband, her baby, her 
house her pool, a sun and lots of money. 
Mother: Herself, her husband, her two 
babies, her big house, a Ferrari and 
money*. 
Father: Herself, her husband, a baby in a 
pram, a house-from a distance- with a 
garage, a car which is small as compared to 
her house, and money*. 
*Emphasis given by the participant 
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Student 	 Who would you like to I as imagine myself in I as my mother II as my father imagines Researcher's notes based on the 
become In the future: 20 years imagines me In 20 years me in 20 years participants' written & verbal accounts 
Interview extract reaardina the content of the drawinas 
Bibl 	 "I think I'd like to be a ... a I: Herself, with two little kids and a home. 
person who is comfortable #-t.~~ 
within myself so I don't ",e· ~.. (,- IIV~v .#!!i Mother: Herself, with four kids, a home and 
have any insecurities about a husband tucked away..~ ~& 	 m~~~~'
anything, 	 who is in a \) /' ~ fU1~~~ Father: Herself, with four kids, a home andcomfortable situation so I~/' a husband. 

about anything [ ... ] 

that I have [not to] worry ~
I J~\~ ,1~rJe~ AU"~ academically educated 
. V~r;[ .... } ...a couple of home [ ... ] 
a husband and kids, [ ... J a 
car .... just comfortable" 
I: Herself wearing a cardigan or jacket, her 
job and I'm not sure... I 
Arub 	 "... I'd like to have a good 
work clothes representing her working with 
don't know ... " computers. 
Mother: Herself wearing her Asian clothes 
'.. and a hijab and expecting her to have a job 
-to work with Muslims. And happy. 
Father: 
I ",' Herself as a working person 
" !!, 
I)", 
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Student 
Nahid 
Jehan 
Who would you like to 
become in the future: 
Interview extract 
" ... as I said I'd like to work 
as an optician ..... and I'd 
like to be ....uh..... I'd like 
also to have another job as 
a teacher [ ... ] so, 1. .. 1 
think .... I'd like to be 
confident as a woman 
[... ]... 50 yeah ... " 
I "I'd like to be... um ... 
someone with a career, 
someone who hasn't 
become totally westernised 
as talking to culture and 
someone who is married 
(laughs) and usual kids and 
someone who's found a 
balance between them and 
someone who's 
independent in a way ... " 
I as imagine myself in I as my mother II as my father imagines 
20 years imagines me in 20 years me in 20 years 
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Researcher's notes based on the 

participants' written & verbal accounts 

reaardina the content of the drawinas 

I: Herself wearing a hijab, a pair of specs 
representing her profession as an optician 
and two Muslim kids representing her future 
students in her supplementary school where 
she said she will be teaching. 
Mother: Herself, wearing a hijab and 
pushing a pram with a "double of twins" 
dropping them at her mother's house to look 
after them while working either as an 
optician or in the supplementary school. 
Father: Herself, wearing a hijab and holding 
a picnic basket, her twins, her parents and 
her brothers. Her dad sees them as like 
when they are going out in the park and 
they'd have-like a big family does a picniC 
and she thinks he would just imagine her 
and her brothers going to work, as well as 
like doinq fun stuff as well. 
I: Herself wearing a traditional Muslim 
garment and a hijab, holding a mobile 
phone and a pram for babies. 
Mother: Herself wearing a traditional 
Muslim garment and a hijab and a doctor's 
uniform - as her mother thinks of her having 
a career in medicine but also stick to her 
cultural side-maybe a husband and maybe 
a child. 
Father: Herself wearing a hijab and being a 
doctor. 
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As seen above, the first young person, Fahim in his interview extract gave a very brief 
account of how he would like to be in the future (e.g. successful, stable and have some 
money). Comparing this verbal account to his drawing it is evident that the drawing task 
gave Fahim the opportunity to elaborate on these representations. More specifically, 
Fahim drew himself in the centre and then drew lines associated with the symbols of his 
envisioned identity. He drew a mosque-the symbol of his religion- at the top of the picture, 
his future family, his friends, himself as an educated adult as well as a house, money and 
a car representing realistic economic values. However, when Fahim was asked to draw 
himself as he thought his mother would have imagined him, he draw himself in the centre 
of the picture and on one side of the picture he draw an arrow which was pointed towards 
money and his parents and on the other side he drew arrows painted to values related to 
religion, education and work. In this way, Fahim "replaced" his own future family with his 
parental family which as he thought would have the expectation that the money he would 
earn would be given as support to his parents. This differentiation might be influenced by 
the cultural values of his community which considers that is the duty of the son to support 
his parents when they would get older. Similarly, Fahim thought that his father shared the 
same expectations with his mother but it is striking to note the absence of any reference 
to religion, something that might indicate mother's important role in transmitting the 
cultural values. The next young person, Azra-in her interview extract- envisioned herself in 
the future as having a big house, a good job and a family with children, being rich and 
successful. Azra's drawing was in accordance with her verbal account and further 
showed-in a non verbal way this time- the dominance of economic values (e.g. she drew 
green boxes which represented money covering the family figures) something that 
indicates that wealth was highly valued as well as the luxurious conditions of life (e.g. a 
house with a pool). However, the second extract-from another part of her interview- also 
revealed that Azra still had a respect for her religious values and duties (e.g. helping the 
poor). In a similar way, Azra's projected self was in agreement with how she thought her 
mother imagined her in the future by drawing herself and her future family, living in 
luxurious conditions of life (e.g. a huge house, a Ferrari and lots of money) but this time 
only the material objects were covered with money. Finally, the way she thought her 
father imagined her in the future was slightly different, in that the material objects in her 
drawing were less emphasised. The third young person, Jehan, in her interview extract, 
envisioned herself as someone who hasn't become totally westernised in relation to 
culture and as someone who found a balance between career and family and being 
independent. In accordance with her verbal account of her future self she drew herself 
wearing a traditional Muslim garment and a hijab which indicates a strong respect for her 
minority and religiOUS identity, but at the same time she is holding a mobile phone, a 
symbol of modern society's needs. In a similar way, when Jehan was asked to draw 
herself as she thought her mother would have imagined her in the future she drew herself 
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with a husband and a child, wearing a traditional Muslim garment and a hijab and a 
doctor's uniform, having a career in medicine but also sticking to her cultural side. 
Similarly, she thought that her father imagined her as wearing a hijab and being a doctor. 
In section 4.2.4.a. Jehan referred to herself as being more westernized, something that 
she thought reflected the expectations of the majority community for the Pakistani people 
to adopt their culture and make an effort to fit in. From her drawings and verbal accounts 
of her envisioned identity she expressed her fear of this westernization and her hope that 
she would manage to preserve her minority identity and at the same time fit in the overall 
majority community. The next young person, Sibi, described herself in the future as a 
comfortable with herself person, academically educated with a family, living a comfortable 
life. When Bibi was asked to draw herself as she imagined herself in the future, she 
chose to focus on family values by drawing herself with her two kids outside their home, 
although it is striking to note the absence of her husband. Her drawing of her envisioned 
self was similar to the drawings she created regarding her parents' expectations of her 
future self with the figure of the husband present this time. Another young person, Arub 
in her interview extract gave a very brief account of how she would like to be in the future 
(e.g. having a good job). Comparing this verbal account to her drawing it is evident that 
the drawing task gave Arub the opportunity to elaborate on this representation. In her 
drawing of how she would imagine herself in the future, Arub drew herself as wearing a 
cardigan or jacket, her work clothes representing her working with computers. When she 
was asked to draw herself as she thought her mother would have imagined her in the 
future she drew herself wearing her Asian clothes and a hijab and holding a job that that 
involves working with Muslims and feeling happy. Her drawing regarding how she thought 
her father would have imagined her in the future was in accordance with her own 
envisioned self when she drew herself as a working person. As is evident from her 
drawings, Arub moves in between the majority and minority aspects of her identity. Her 
mother's aspirations for her seem to have influenced her towards a life close to her 
minority community (her mother is a Pakistani born and brought up woman) whereas her 
father's aspirations for her seem to have influenced her towards a life close to the 
majority community (her father is of Pakistani background, bom in an African country and 
brought up in Britain). Nahid projected herself in the future by imagining herself being an 
optician and a teacher and being confident as a woman. Similarly, in her drawing she 
drew herself, wearing her hijab-a symbol of her religious identity- and at the same time 
she imagined herself in a modern profession such as that of the optician, something that 
shows the existence of both cultural elements of her minority community and those of her 
majority one. The fact that she imagined herself as a teacher in her community school 
indicates a strong respect for her community school and she imagined herself as being 
useful and as giving something back to her minority community. However, her next 
drawing was a result of her interaction with her mother who was present when she was 
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asked to draw herself as she thought her mother would have imagined her in the future, 

as is evident in the following extract: 

1= alright. ... and now I would like you to do the same thing but draw yourself as you think 

your mother- over here- imagines you in 20 years ... 

Nahid= (laughs) 

Mother= (laughs) ... I want her to have kids ... 

1= oh don'ttell her... don't tell her ... (Laughs) 

M= that's how I imagine her. .. (Laughs) ... 

Nahid= [she is drawing] 

1= this is you ... 

Nahid= and a double of twins in their. .. I'm dropping them [talking to her mother] at your 

house .... 

Mother=ah! 

I=Oh! 

Nahid= look after them while I go to work .... 

Mother=ah! 

I=oh that's great (laughs) 

Mother= do you work as an optician then? 

Nahid=1 don't know ... 

Mother=what are you do? 

Nahid=yeah ... l'm going .... 1 could either be an optician ... 

Mother= ha-ha!!! (laughs) 

Nahid=or X. [name of her community school) 

Mother=oh ... right. .. 

As seen above, when Nahid was asked to draw herself as she thought her mother would 

have imagined her in the future, her mother said that she wished her to have kids. Nahid, 

then drew herself wearing a hijab and pushing a pram with a "double of twins" dropping 

them at her mother's house to look after them while working either as an optiCian or in her 

supplementary school. Thus, Nahid by making a good- humored assertion ("if you want 

me to have children you can look after them") she "followed" her mother's expressed 

aspiration but at the same time she included her own projections of herself that of being a 

working woman. In this way, we could argue that Nahid's own projections of her future 

self is in negotiation or a dialogical opposition with the aspirations of her mother. Finally, 

when Nahid was asked to draw how she thought her father would have imagined her in 

20 years she drew herself wearing a hijab and holding a picnic basket while they have a 

good and pleasant time with her children and members of her parental family. 
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Pupils 
Ellie 
Lydia 
7.3.2. Greek school 
Who would you like to 
become in the future: 
Interview extract 
"I'd like to be well known, not 
necessarily famous but I'd want 
my name to be known for what I 
do and then I'd wanna do 
something to do with design 
and I otherwise ... [ ...}or science, 
forensic science but 
otherwise ... yeah ... I'd want my 
name to be known" 
"umm ... successful. .. and with 
family ... " [Interviewer: 
successful in which terms?] 
" ... business wise .... and 
.... umm ... just to be happy and 
to have a family as well" 
I as imagine myself in I as my mother I as my father 
20 years imagines me in 20 imagines me in 20 
ears ears 
ol ,
.;." I', uncertain regarding what job she is gonna
'"' /. have}
t-P /-._ Mother: Herself as a lawyer and in her own 
·O~_ 
!i 
o 0 
Ii~.l I4 ~,' 
Researcher's notes based on the 
participants' written &verbal accounts 
reaardina the content of the drawinas 
I: Herself pregnant, with a husband, and a 
baby girl and a "big" house. [She was 
words "bet she wants me to have a family 

as well". 

Father: Herself as a doctor and having a 

family. 

I: Herself, with two children and a husband 
("taller than her"), a medium house, not too 
big... 
Mother: Herself with a briefcase and a 
child. [As she explained, the briefcase 
means that her mother probably wants her 
to be good in work]. 
Father: 
Herself with a briefcase and a suit. 
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Pupils 	 Who would you like to 
become in the future: 
Interview extract 
Orestis 	 ..... at the moment I don't know 
in what job I will be but I would 
like to be the same type of 
person, enthusiastic and 
everything and just. .. stick 
... know Greek, [ ... ] ... have 
travelled so I'll know different 
things, different cultures, learn 
few more languages that can 
help me and just basically be 
what I wanna be.... just like 
grow into what I am gonna 
became". 
I as imagine myself in I as my mother I as my father 
20 years imagines me in 20 imagines me in 20 
ears ears 
cr:!!:l 
(~'~ 
~ 
'~:A! 
1& 
Researcher's notes based on the 
participants' written &verbal accounts 
reaardina the content of the drawinas 
I: Himself as an educated person who is 
wearing a black suit which indicates, as he 
pOints out, "may be having a smart job like 
something I can .. , like a proper job 
like ... like .... be interesting really and has 
good pay so I will be okay financially but it 
would be something I enjoy". [He, first, 
drew the Greek (right) and then the Cypriot 
flag (left) as a "background" as he said 
because "however I become I will always be 
Greek so I am gonna keep that [ ... J that's 
my background, that's my life, being that, 
learning that being from that and it's made 
me that. .. "] 
Mother: He thought that his mother 
imagined him the same as he imagined 
himself "with a crisscross suit this time" and 
the only difference would be with a bigger 
smile because, in his own words, "I would 
have achieved what I wanted so I'll be.... 
she will think I am even happier". He also 
referred to his Greek and Cypriot 
background and with a degree in his hand. 
Father: "He just wants me to be happy like 
my mum. That's why I have got the big 
smile and he wouldn't care what I become, 
he just want me to be happy with who I am 
so I am gonna draw a question mark as 
who I am gonna be, so I don't know ... he is 
happy with whoever I am". 
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Pupils 

Stella 

Stathis 

Who would you like to 

become in the future: 

Interview extract 

" ... umm... successfuL .. umm .... 

someone successful and with a 

family maybe... " 

"well, I'd like to be a rich, 

powerful man and people don't 

question what I say, if I say [ .... ] 

I don't want people questioning 

because I know I will be like 

that as well, that's the thing 

because that's what my dad is 

like now. 1 will be like that." 

I as imagine myself in 
20 years 
'--'---~f, 
__ . I 
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Researcher's notes based on the 

participants' written & verbal accounts 

r~arding the content of the drawin..-as 

I: "I have my own house and car and be married 
with children, have a big job with money 
(depicted in the right corner) ... that's the money 
(laughs) and just be lli!QQy!" 
Mother: "she wants me to be happy .... as long as 
I am happy I don't think she minds what I did but 
I am sure she would like me to have my own 
house and be quite independent. probably like 
the same as I've drawn ... married and a 
family ... and she probably wants to live quite 
close to me as well so her house would be like 
that... my mum and dad somewhere in there ... " 
Father: "my father probably doesn't want me to 
get married (laughs) he doesn't want to leave 
me, he is probably want me to be... have a good 
job, to get. .. this is my A-levels I think. he wants 
me to get have all my qualifications and live verY 
close to him....he want me to be independent but 
also see him a lot" 
I: Himself wearing a suit and having (keeping) 
money with a wife and a nice car, and a big 
house, huge house, "like the one I have 
now... bigger than this is too small ... oh yeah and 
a wife ... n 
Mother: Him as having a family. 
Father: Him in an office, "in my own 
company working in my office but basically 
my dad imagines me having my own 
company, to be the working man" . 
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Pupils 

Thalia 

Manos 

Who would you like to 
become in the future: 
Interview extract 
"umm .... 1 don't know ... umm ... a 
successful business girl ... 1 
don't know, a 
journalist... umm ... 1 don't 
know.... to be happy... and 
yeah .... just, just to be a happy 
person with a good job" 
"I would like to have a job at the 
time, I would like to, at least 
taken my tests and to have got 
a good grade, passed even, 
hopefully and maybe have a 
girlfriend, a wife maybe 
... maybe even and 34 ... 1 
would ... 1 would have at least, 
you know, I' d like to look back 
to what I've had in my life and 
see what I've done, see how far 
I progressed because I like to 
do that, to see that, that little 
boy from this school has gone 
this far" 
I as imagine myself in I as my mother I as my father Researcher's notes based on the 
20 years imagines me in 20 imagines me in 20 participants' written &verbal accounts 
years years regarding the content of the drawings 
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I: Herself, a husband, "I don't know if I will 
have any kids ... a house, and I will draw a 
newspaper because I would like to be a 
journaliSt. I don't think I have a kid, I would 
like to be married by then maybe, have my 
job and a house". 
Mother: "Me, a husband, a house again, 
may be a baby, I am not sure, and I think 
she thinks so, she want me to like go to like 
television stuff maybe like news presenter, 
something like that. .. so I draw a TV there" 
Father: Similar to what her mother thought 
"really ... I don't know if he thinks I have 
kids ... yeah may be ... pretty much the same 
with my mum I think". 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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As seen above, the first young person, Ellie, in her interview extract described herself in 
the future as someone whose name would be known for what she would do and thus, 
perceived her profession as a means for recognition and success. Comparing this verbal 
account to her drawing it is evident that the drawing task gave Ellie the opportunity to 
elaborate on these representations by focusing in her drawing on other aspects of her 
envisioned identity such as having a family. However, both the professional and family 
aspirations were in a way integrated in her representations of how she thought her 
parents would have imagined her in the future. For Ellie, both her parents would have 
imagined her as having a family and being professional (e.g. as a lawyer for her mother 
and as a doctor for her father). 
The next young person, Orestis, described his future self as someone who would have 
the same personality characteristics (e.g. enthusiastic), know Greek and extend his 
horizons through traveling. In accordance with his verbal account, in his drawing, he 
imagined himself as an educated person, having a smart job which would provide him 
both economic security and enjoyment. His need for the preservation of his minority 
identity was represented by the symbols of the Greek-Cypriot and Greek flags 
representing his backgrounds. Similarly to his own projections, Orestis thought that his 
mother would have imagined him as having achieved what he would want and be even 
happier about that whereas his father would have wanted him to be happy whatever he 
decided to do in the future. 
The third young person, Lydia, in her interview extract described herself in the future as 
being successful, happy and with a family. Comparing this verbal account to her drawing 
it is evident that only the family values were reflected in the drawing she created from her 
own perspective whereas both the professional and family values were represented in 
her drawing of how she thought her mother would have imagined her in the future (it is 
striking to note the absence of the spouse) and only the professional values were 
represented in her drawing of how she thought her father would have imagined her in the 
future. 
Stella, described herself in the future as being successful and maybe with a family. 
Similarly, she drew herself being a happy person, having her own house, car, a big job 
with money and being married with children. When Stella was asked to draw herself as 
she thought her mother would have imagined her in the future, she drew herself as 
having a house, being married with family, being independent and also living close to her 
parents and basically being happy. As regards her father, Stella thought that her father 
would imagine her as having a good job, getting her A-level and all her qualifications and 
being independent as well as very close to him. 
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Another young person, Stathis imagined himself as being a rich, powerful man who 
nobody questioned and he was confident he would become like that because his father 
was like that. In accordance with his verbal account, Stathis drew himself as wearing a 
suit and having money with a wife, a nice car and a huge house. Thus, it seems that for 
Stathis enormous wealth and power were highly valued and perceived as promoting his 
sense of uniqueness and success. When he was asked how his mother would imagine 
him in the future he drew himself as having a family whereas as regards his father's 
aspirations, he drew himself in his own company working in his office. 
The next young person, Thalia, described herself in the future as being a successful 
businesswoman, a journalist and basically being happy with a good job. Similarly, she 
drew hersel,f as a journalist, having a husband but uncertain about having kids. When 
Thalia was asked to draw herself as she thought her parents would imagine her in the 
future, she drew herself as a journalist, with a husband, a house and maybe a baby. 
Finally, Manos, the only one from the group who chose not to partiCipate in the drawing 
task, described himself as having a job, having achieved academically and having a 
girlfriend or a wife or in his own words "I'd like to look back to what I've had in my life and 
see what I've done, see how far I progressed because I like to do that, to see that, that 
little boy from this school has gone this far". 
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7.4. Teachers' perspectives 
In general, all of the five teachers that were interviewed in this Pakistani school 
expressed a coherence of views and reflected a friendly, co-operative environment in 
contrast to the four teachers interviewed in the Greek school whose perspectives were 
characterized by conflicts and oppositions and reflected dysfunctional relationships. 
The four teachers that were chosen for discussion in this section were all teachers of the 
age groups who participated in this study. The teachers in both schools talked through a 
multiplicity of positions and revealed their representations of (a) themselves as teachers 
in their community schools (b) their community schools and their expectations of the 
school's community (c) their students at their community schools and of their 
expectations of them (d) their hopes and fears for their students' academic development 
and (e) their students' as ethnic minority young people and their hopes and fears for their 
future in general. 
7.4.a. Pakistani school 
In this section the perspectives of the two case study teachers, Fayza and Saeeda6 will 
be presented. First, their interviews extracts relevant to the above mentioned 
representations will be presented followed by their analysis. 
6 Saeed a's accounts are presented as they were said without changing any grammatical 
or syntactical mistakes. 
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7.4.a.1. Teachers' representations of themselves as teachers in the Pakistani school 
Teacher Interview extracts 
Fayza (1) 
Fayza: [a good teacher in a community school is] someone who can be empathised with the pupils someone who has been through the same experiences 
in a community school I think that is essential someone from the same background ... err. .. or at least I mean from an ethnic minority background who is 
enable to empathise with the children because in English schools I think they are not really ... they are concentrating on academia and [not1 educating the 
child to be able to find their own identity within society and ... err ... because a teacher having found that identity is enable to help that child to find his and I 
think that's essential because until the child finds its own identity it is lost, he cannot achieve anything ... 
(2) 
1= what does it mean to you to be a teacher in this school? 
Fayza= ohl it is very important. I think it's good for children to see role models because are often second generation who are just stepping out because there 
is quite of marriage which take place with people from Pakistan and some children, you know, don't have strong role models and this applies especially to 
women and I think it is essential to have that and it also gives ... I think the children opportunity to interact with someone who is going through basically the 
same experiences ... of the same nature ... err ... especially now I think post 9/11 because we had ... we had the good years in between where my ... in the 
beginning when I was growing up we had all racism but then it became multiculturalism became race is very good and then you know towards the end of 
90's is very good and then post 9/11 it became very bad so and then again they experiencing the racism but before it was purely colouring natured when 
"Pakin terms used now it is more Muslim orientated so I think it is important to share the same experiences ... to be able to share ... 
(3) 
Saeeda 	 Saeeda: ... Allah knows it.. .. because we've done something for this community, for Allah's sake and I know we don't work for us because we told the 
coordinator we don't work for money .... and she ... cause if X. [name of school] can't afford it then ... we ... the main thing is helping the children and if we 
wanted to do work, we can do anywhere else .... a good pay ... but we do work for the children, for our own children, all Muslims and then anyone else, 
like ... especially here in the Kashmiri and Pakistani children who want to take them ahead, I mean we want to educate them .... not just schooling ... that's our 
feeling and lots of time I'm feeling proud of thaLbecause one of the ... err .... consultant used to come and train us and whenever he comes he said things 
like we discuss now ... things and said 'I am really proud of you because you're all like, good talented people and you're doing work for X. [name of 
school]' ... that's what he said ... that he'd feel really proud ... because that person was very educated ... he said to us , 'and because you're doing good work 
for children ... I see other communities and schools ... err .... they're not better than you' ... then we feel proud ... all teachers are doing something, like, before 
that we just go and teach them and come back ... so... and .... and at after days schools when childrens get the prizes and they really ... their parents are 
happy, they are happy and ... how many certificates ... they really like ... they are happy ... we should be happy as well ... 
(4) 
I=What does it mean to you to be a teacher in this school? 
Saeeda= Yeah ... it means ... like a ... you know we're working for the community and for the young children who partici(pate] ... who need help ... cultural 
education ... I feel really proud ... then we help them, tell them ... where you're from and what's your culture and tell them especially when the Eid comes ... the 
kids are really excited to have Eid parties... they do have parties in school when Christmas is on ... they know with the parties and things and they really feel 
proud of themselves as well and they got Christmas ... we do celebrate Christmas in school but we have Eid ... two Eids ... then they are feeling, like ... we're 
helping the community to know things .... to do important things ... cause we are here. 
xxx 
7.4.a.2. Teachers' representations of their community school and their expectations of the school community 
Teacher I Interview extracts 
Fayza I (5) 
I=what are the official aims of this school? 
Fayza= The official aims I would say is to be educated and to offer support to what they are learning in mainstream schools and in their mother tongue which 

happens to be Urdu and Arabic because that's the language which their religious beliefs are reading through ... err ... and I think essentially mainly to educate 

them to be able to [do] better and academically achieve better in society today and to support that thing. 

1= Do you agree with these aims? 

Fayza= oh! absolutely. Without a doubt ... 1think it's essentiaL .. I think it's essentiaL .. 

1= so what do you expect from this school? 

Fayza= I expect school to be able to ... err ... not mainly concentrate on academia but actually educate the children to be able to find the competence in 

themselves to be able to deal and cope and live in society as a productive member of the society as someone who can contribute to SOCiety whether would 

be through the academia or through any other skills they can take but in order to enable the child to achieve their full potential. .. 

(6) 
I=what do you think are the three most important things that the X. [name] school offers to the Pakistani community in this town? 
Fayza= I think what it does is it allows the parents to have an [ ... J to education which sometimes they don't feel in mainstream schools that they have 
because of the fact that they feel alienated whereas here they have some kind of... they can liaise with us on a personal level and on ... basically in their 
mother tongue ... err ... and express their hopes and fears and also we can guide them as well as to where they can go, where they can try and get more help 
etc ... err .... also it's underpinning what it has been achieved in mainstream schools so reinforcing it. .. 1 think that's what our service is... 1 think that's the most 
important service ... to ensure they have the confidence and the skills to be able to achieve in mainstream schools ...or... 
1= so this reinforcement comes from which .. ,how do you perceive this reinforcement towards achievement in the mainstream school? 
Fayza= I think with the extra help we are giving them in relation to SAT's ... err ... giving them the ability to critically analyse what things which personally 
affects them ...err. ... and confidence to questions, confidence to actually questions .. . 
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Saeeda I (7) 
I=What are the official aims of this school? 

Saeeda= official names? 

I=aims 
Saeeda= aims ... Oh! ... it's official aim is... in schools, like, two things are ... one is education and one is schooling ... sometimes we have been 
searching ... sometimes our kids and like mainly from Kashmir ... you know, they are ... Kashmiri people, their childrens goes to school 16 years ... like 
." umm ... up to 16 years and when they come out of the school they don't know how to read and write ... because they are send them to school and it's 
schooling, it's not educating and ... umm ... teachers helping them, but they don't want to learn iLand is ... err. .. their community or the community like, 
Kashmiri community [ ... ] they are uneducated ... they don't know whether their childrens are progressing or not and specially mums ... daddies are busy, 
well .... doing .... well. .. life is very busy here and our school's main purpose is firstly ... because we do English and Maths for young childrens as well and 
other ... err. .. we want to encourage them to do more work at school and tell the parents that your childrens are educated or not. It's not only schoOling ... they 
send them, the children, in high vehicle ... lots of Kashmiri community, their children are 15-16 years old and they don't read ... they don't know how to read 
and write. It's a basic thing ... 5 years, 4 years old can read and write... but unfortunately there is ... the parents are uneducated ... it's not their fault ... they've 
got no resources and then they left behind and we want to make sure our community in X. [town] at least their childrens are educated. If they can get good 
jobs and ... umm .... we can educate their next generations as well ... I think the main objective background is to get training from the qualified trainers ... every 
two, three months ... then we discuss our problems and things ... what we are ... why we are here and why we want to educate the children. 
1= So do you agree with these things? 
Saeeda= umm ... Yeah, certainly I agree ... certain things like ... we should do something. 
1= And what is your.. , what do you expect from the school? As a ... you know, as a teacher ... 
Saeeda= yeah ... 1do ... I expect, you know ... like we have to fulfil the parents' expectations, main thing is, and we do have a management committee ... 
1= Which are? Is it parents? 
Saeeda= Parents, yeah ... 
1= What kind of expectations? 
Saeeda;;; yeah ... their expectations are like .... their children should be educated in Islamic Studies, Arabic and err ... some ... Urdu ... because we're doing Arabic 
GCSE's and Urdu GCSE's and we should have ... when they leave from school, they should have at least Arabic and Urdu GCSEs. The parents ... I know 
some of the parents personally ... their expectations are the children should have ... at least they can ... in school they have access to our GCSE's ... like when 
they're doing it in schools ... they're 8 or 9 or something and they should have one extra or two extra ... they feel really proud and then they know ... their 
children should know about Islam ... and they become ... because our Holy Book is in Arabic and they should be able to read and wri[te] ... read .... writing is no 
problem because they're not going to write ... at least read it and understand iLand we do try to, like ... memorise the verses and... tell them in the 
English ... the meaning ... 
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7.4.a.3. Teachers' representations of their students at their community school and their expectations of them 
Teacher Interview extracts 
Fayza I (8) 
I:: I reckon that you know your pupils pretty well. What would you say are the three most important things you could say about them, about the sort ofpupils 
they are? 
Fayza:: ... err. ... 1 think they are conscientious and dedicated because otherwise they wouldn't been here ... they are .... they have to be motivated 
because ... err ... with the mainstream school there is much more reinforcement on a daily basis whereas with here they've got to go away and do it 
themselves and then go on with their whole week and then come back for 1-2 hours in each subject so they put much motivation, dedication on their part 
and a will to achieve otherwise they'd not have been here. 
(9) 
What do you expect from the children as pupils in this school? What do you hope they will achieve? 
Fayza=what do I expect... as pupils in this school? ...err ... I want them to be able to, first and foremost, have a respect for who they are and develop that, 1 
think because this school teaches them to effectually respect their origins, respect who they are, respect their beliefs ... err ... it teaches them self-competence 
in the fact that they, they ... err... recognize their heritage, recognize that it is not comfortable to be embarrassed of etc ... err ... so they growing confidence 
and also they are giving up their Saturday, you know, half the day effectively to be here ... err ... so it's a day off to them ... err. .. which they give up, they're 
showing commitment...err ... and I like to see that commitment extending into their lessons and they actually achieve something academically too, but even if 
they just walk away with the confidence saying 'this is who I am and 1 am proud of it and if you are critical of it, if you accept it, and if you can't accept it and 
walk away and if you are critical of it then I will ask you, I will question you why you are critical of it and give me a proper explanation why you think I am 
beneath you or you are critical of my heritage' then that's enough for me, if they have that ability to do that, to question it because that's says that they have 
the confidence to deal with anyone out there in the future. 
(10) 
/=How should the children be at this school? How do you expect them to be? 
Fayza= err. .. l'd like to come with an attitude where they wanted to learn, wanted to learn something ... err ... whether that would be academic or life skills, to 
me isn't that important. Ultimately as they grow older I would like [them] to become more academic but up until they reach that stage where they start their 
GCSE's courses I'd like them to be more life skill oriented whether achieving, again confidence skills, the ability to articulate their thoughts, the ability to 
interact. .. to have social skills effectively which they could use it in the wider society at large. 
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Teacher Interview extracts 
Saeeda (11 ) 
I=so, I reckon that you know your pupils pretty well. What would you say are the three most important things you could say about them, about the sort of 
pupils they are? 
Saeeda= ... err ... our students yeah? ..err. .. they are very well- behaved ... swearing is not allowed in our school at all, like cheating ..err ... stealing things and 
... err. .. not respecting parents and elders is not allowed and they know while they are at school they don't do anything like that ... unless a new child ... then 
it's hard to ... like ... it takes time to get settled in the school but at the moment is ... childrens who are regularly attending, they are doing very good and they 
don't misbehave and the girls, they cover their head so ... [from the] beginning and from that age when they learn it, they feel like ... they don't feel too much 
embarrassing ... you know ... habits can change ... [ ... ] to put them head scarf ... they say 'No I don't want to do that' and you can't force them and if they are 
start learning from when they are 5 or 6 then they can like keep carrying all these. One of our student and her mum ... she didn't covered her head at all ... 1 
know her, she is nice, she used to come to school, in parents' and management committee as well, I see her (her daughter) was wearing the uniform from 
school time and she was ... she used to getting 'I like the projects' [ ... ] was covering very nice, full scarf and her dressing ... this was our stUdent (laughs) and 
she wasn't covering her head before ... she is only 11, 12 years old and she was covering in school and she is going to school research somewhere and 
she is covering her head, I was really like proud of her, at least she learned it from school and now she is using it. .. 
(12) 
1=[. ..] so, what do you expect from the children as pupils in this school? 
Saeeda= err .... like ... we are there to educate them, educate them as being a Muslims, as beings proud Muslims and you are not ashamed of your culture 
and being Muslims ... err ... like other nations they are proud of their things and we are proud of being a good cultural Muslims and we have to educate them. 
I expect them to ... as they go out, they go outside probably they can say 'we are Pakistani and we are Muslims' and don't ashamed of... and anywhere they 
are going to their jobs or they're going to Unis or everywhere, they should not ashamed of that and they should got information if somebody asks 'you are 
saying you are Pakistani culture Muslims' and what you tell about your culture and then what they are learning in the X. [name of school] school they can tell 
'this is our religion, this is our culture and things ... ' at least like ... for their good futures and they don't get embarrassed of other peoples .... that's what I would 
expect them .... 
(13) 
1= /=How do you think the children should be at this school? How do you expect them to be, to behave ... according to your opinion again, a good pupil in the 
X. school is someone who ... how you could describe a good pupil? 
Saeeda= oh yes ... we want them ... they should be in the time and well dressed up because when you are appearing in ... err ... like when you go to Islamic 
school. .. X. school, should be like dressed up properly and when they go ... like ... no misbehaved and doing the proper homework what are we teachers 
... respect their teachers, we will tell the childrens ... err ... especially elders, parents [ ... Jand love them and love your culture and love you religion and don't 
feel embarrassed because you are of Pakistani origin or whatever reason and nobody can push you down if you are good ... 
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7.4.a.4. Teachers' hopes and fears for their students' academic development 
Interview extracts 
(14) 
I=When you think about your pupils' academic life, what are your wishes and hopes for their future? Imagine them in 20 years from now... 
Fayza= I would like to see them as confident...err ... well-balanced individuals who are giving ... err ... providing, contributing positive ...err ... now 
... err ... leaving a positive legacy to society '" err ... 1 know a lot of them they are very eloquent and a lot of my class want to enter into professions, one's 
towards medicine, another one wants to enter psychology so they are all so like [ ... ) towards ... looking to what they can achieve academically and what 
they can benefit to society so I can see the class I am teaching at the moment ten 10-15 years from now being quite successful professionals because they 
are very dedicated. 
I=Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries about their academic future? if you have any ... 
Fayza= ... err ... no I don't ... 1 think they develop very, very well, I think those ... there is probably one of them who is quite young ... err .... but she is very [ ... ] for her 
years ... err ... and I think the others ... err ... are achieving very well, what they are doing already they have proven ... they've got proof of their academic records which show that 
they are high achievers ... err ... so, no I don't have worries for them .... 1 think what they are is they've growing confidence, they are able to articulate their thoughts and I think 
what. .. being with me has allowed them to look at something ... critically analyse things which [ ... Jthem personally so ... and reach balance which hopefully it affects them. 
(15) 
I=When you think about your pupils' academic life, what are your wishes and hopes for their future? If I'll ask you, to give me an example, to imagine them in 20 years or 
when they grow up; which {are] your wishes and hopes for their academic future, you know, your expectations? 
Saeeda= [ ... ]1 hope if they are not using now our methods and our teachings I hope they are going to use it when they get older and in 20 years time when they are going to 
use these methods in their professional life, they will feel proud of it. 
1= How do you imagine their professional life? 
Saeeda= ... yeah ... like to be a .. , complete ... a consultant or something like that...and ... in an office working because we tell them you have to do hard work and to show 
your ... like you can do these thing that other peoples are doing, you are not behind, if you are Pakistani or Kashmiri or whatever you are ... you have to do your hard work and 
show your ..... and anybody ... you can do this, you don't have like to just go behind ... somebody said to you .. .'you can't' ... nobody can show you on that... because when you 
do the hard work ... at least [ ... ] and you qualifications are on the table ... nobody can say ... sent you back ... and when you are going to have professions like as a computer 
consultant and then they will remember what teacher told us .... you don't get embarrass you as being a Pakistani or Pakistani cultural Muslim and this [is] my way that I have 
to do it and if you uses that through life you are proud of it at least whatever they have told them [ ... ] and if they are not using now, they wi" use it someday ... because you 
can't expect them sometimes 'Oh teachers, teach us too much stuff we don't follow at a" .... ' and years and years after that remember 'oh somebody told this .... I have to use 
that rule' and then the teacher will be reward, this is our reward ... a good profession and person as well as a good Muslim. 
I=Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about their academic future? 
Saeeda= err .... if they are not educated themselves like ... in X. [town] I know some of the peoples who are not teaching (them) even if I forced them some things and they 
don't listen, they are not educating their children properly .... they can't be a good professional person .... and they can't be a good Muslims as well ... they don't achieve a 
qualification and they can't be and it's parents, teachers, our responsibility to teach them properly and push them ahead ... we don't. .. I know some of the childrens are really 
behind they are not. ... it's not that they are not clever, they are clever, but they have not got right guidance ... and I do worry because when you are a Muslim, as a Muslims we 
have to go ahead as well like other peoples are going which we shouldn't look behind and we have to... now peoples are really more concerned about education than 10 
years before, then 10 years before hardly is any educated, proper educated professionals, now is after 10 -15 years they are more people going to Unis, more doctors and 
... and I ho~e in 10 or 20 years more ... ifwe still like encour~gir}gthem for education and good schooling ... 
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7.4.a.5. Teachers' representations of their students as ethnic minority young people and their hopes and fears for their future 
Teacher I Interview extracts 
Fayza I (16) 
I=How do you think your pupils' feel as members of the Pakistani community in the UK? 
Fayza= I think what they feel is ... err... 1 only recognize it now ... err .... they probably realised they feel now that they have a slightly separate identity and [ ... J 
especially with the current climate of racism I think ... 1 think ... err. .. they've ... err ... when it comes to interaction with the Pakistani community I think they are 
identified with them because obviously they've provided them with everything that other ... members of the Pakistani etc ... err .... 1 think that they're .... err ... but 
at the same time they are part of the British society at large within which they want to achieve and I think they want to take the Pakistani community with 
them rather than leave it behind which is what I [see] in youngsters these days. 
I=When you think about pupils' life in general, as children of a Pakistani origin who were born in the UK, what are your wishes and hopes for their future? 
Fayza= I wish that they'd .... err ... for first... I just wish (voice volume decreases) I could just wave a magic wand and deal with all racism, and forms of 
bigotry and ignorance ... err ... especially when it's day propelled or you know media propelled, you know, stereotypically images showing dysfunctional 
stereotypical images, whish I just wave a magical wand to erase that but the reality in society is that this is not gonna happen ... I would like them to be able 
to have the confidence in themselves, to be able to respect themselves ... err. .. to be able to deal with all of these issues, to be able to become good 
members of society at large, a free SOCiety where they will be able to contribute to their full potential and be recognised for it. Because at the moment I think 
only the bad, negative things are being targeting and highlighted ... err ... and I wish we can move away from that because that is just reinforcing more 
negative imagery and more victims ... of Muslims of being a victim whereas more positive portrait would result in greater role models, more positive role 
models and greater achievement. 
I=Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries, if you have any, about their future? 
Fayza= my greatest fear is the isolation they'll feel as a result of the current climate which it seems to being increasing rather than decreasing especially 
during elections [ .... ]Iike politics developing and catch phrases which are quite racist effectively ... err ... and going to be legitimate racisms ... you know they 
are almost legitimised ...err ... 1 fear... I hope, I hope that they are gone to realise that 'No' .... err ... because at the moment unfortunately the 
society ... whether it is a state whether it is institutions, are still treating them as immigrant populations, they are not (voice volume increases) an immigrant 
population, they are not gonna go anywhere, they are here to stay, they are fourth generation Pakistanis, they have express no wish to return to their 
parents' country of origin or their grandparents' country of origin so therefore this is their home and sooner that is recognised sooner we can move forward 
.,. err .. where by respect each other, we respect each others' ethnic origins we respect the differences we have between us and we use these differences to 
actually benefit each other because it is good that in everything and if you try to get the good from each others' and get it together then society will be a 
much better place. 
Saeeda I (17) 
I=How do you think your pupils' feel as members of the Pakistani community in the UK? What would you say are the three most important things you could 
say about your pupils in relation to the fact that they are of Pakistani origin who were born and grow up in the UK? 
Saeeda= yeah ... err ... like ... we want them to be proud of their culture ancttell them their culture. If we don't tell them their culture theydo~n'tJE~eJ ~roud. Tell 
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them the limitations and good Islamic education ... 
1= Could you tell me the reasons ofperhaps they don't feel proud? 
Saeeda= yes, because their school education in outside ... the outside world ... they are telling them the wrong things and the childrens are adopting them, 
even they are not, you know ... good educated from home or from any supplementary school they are going to follow them and they are kids they are gonna 
follow it and I know they do follow it and they are going to the drugs, stealing, and other things, bad things, it used to be like ... other criminal offences as 
well ... had to tell them because our Islamic Law is a full way of life, it tells us how we single steps to higher steps to format us, how to run in [ ... Jif they know 
it we got full life guidance and we should learn Arabic, Islamic studies ... when you learn Arabic then you learn proper Islamic studies and rules and 
regulations and then they feel proud of themselves and they don't follow the other cultures and things ... because this is the English culture they want to tell 
us what they think is the best... they are not used to like that...change lots of things ... but what can we say is that our life is going real/y ... they do whatever 
the new generation ... comes and make their new rules ... but if we teach our childrens and young generation about Islam, Islamic studies and our own 
languages they can learn more about their own languages then they feel more aware after our things and they don't follow other rules ... like we are educated 
from our own countries, you know your rules and regulations are ... 1 know ... 1 can understand it... I see the things I say 'No thank you' and if our children are 
more confident like that enough, a little bit enough to say 'No, thank you, this is rule, this is not allowed in Islam' they can be a good for their own cultures 
and they can be a good person, a good UK citizen and a good Muslim. 
I=When you think about pupils' life in general, as children of a Pakistani origin who were born in the UK, what are your wishes and hopes for their future? Again, imagine 
them in 20 years or when they grow up, in general now ... 
Saeeda=oh ... 0h ....1 imagine them like top of the world (laugh) on every ... Iike Pakistani Muslims ... every child is like being helping ... childr[en] ... helping peoples like good 
doctor, good in Uni, good consultant, good teachers, lecturers ... good things ... good businessmens and even they are doing good things ... I know lots of children go to 
Unis ... from my friends and thing ... and if they do keep doing that in 20 years they are going to be top of the world ... and no problems ... because now the people, childrens 
are more aware of like 10 years before they were not aware of these things ... but now they are more aware of their culture and their languages and if you are proud of 
themselves it's no problem .. 
I=Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries, if you have any, for their future in general? 
Saeeda= yeah ... it's like a general. .. err ... because if we are not educating our children ... the parents should do things as well because they are the educators, they are the 
proper educators from home, mum is the first school for a child, they should go to schools, colleges ... is free everything if anyone ... anyone can attend the English classes, 
any classes, maths classes whatever .... they can do it and mums are educating and teach their children, if they don't and then the children are going to go behind and I think 
mums and dads are like ... they should be more concerned about their education and their future, they can be a good tutors, good footballers and ... should go ... really not just 
only education ... because then the pupils they can't see .... they are nothing. Like in the whole [ ... J players, they play for four clubs and in [ ... J they are no Pakistani players, 
players, and when I go I feel like really odd ... you know .... sometimes it's really hard to mix with them because there is no Pakistani peoples there and .... kids can do it but 
first they see 'oh no Pakistani, if there is somebody I can chat, you can tell me about our own things and we can tell them our own things and they are all English 
players· ... why? ... we got talent, our parents they are doing a lot time to send the children for trainings or things and should have a lot of money as wefl. .. the cricket is money 
cost. .. (laughs) and that's why are we sending our children ... and another thing ... one of my friend teacher, she teaches maths she was telling 'the children should do sports 
they are more clever in that', she says 'your son, your eldest son is very God-gifted math person but because he plays too much cricket (laughs) he is more intelligent' .... 1 
said 'yes' (surprise) .... we think we send our children for sports as well then they will get more confidence and that's why they don't. .. there are no Pakistani players in football, 
in cricket, now some of them are coming but in my childrens age they ... nobody ... they can't go there and they can't like give them time and money and if the parents have 
enough to do it, they should do it, don't feel embarrassed we are Pakistani ...we should go and not just only do some factory jobs and things ... that what they should 
do .... what they are doing ... for taxi-driving ... every taxi-driver is Pakistani... (laughs) I've been embarrassed ... Kashmiri -Pakistani .... There is nothing bad ... they earning 
mon~but money is no! §Lm_Qf life ... you should serveJhe people_aJ}Q should show your education ..... is more important than other things ... 
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7.4.a.6. Analysis of findings 
As seen in section 7.4.a.1 (see extracts 1, 2, 3 and 4), both teachers sought to help the 
young people to gain an understanding and confidence of their minority cultural identity. 
However, Fayza (see extracts 1 and 2) when talked through her position of being a 
second generation British-bom educated woman of Pakistani descent aimed to be a 
role model for these young people because she thought she is in a position to 
empathize with them as she has gone through similar identity developmental 
processes. Fayza presented an interesting account of her own identity development as 
a British born of Pakistani descent person growing up in Britain. First, within that 
context she experienced racism usually expressed by calling members of her minority 
community "Pakis". Later, she experienced acceptance as racially different as Britain 
was becoming multicultural. More recently, after the 9/11 events, her community begun 
to face racism again which now took the form of religious discrimination. For Fayza, this 
is the experience she wanted to share with the young people who are going through 
their own identity development within the current social and political context. For Fayza, 
the empowerment of second generation young people's cultural identity was 
considered crucial for achievement. In contrast, Saeeda (see extracts 3 and 4), the 
Pakistani-born teacher, represented herself mainly as a community activist who wants 
to educate, both culturally and academic, the Muslim young people so the minority 
community to be proud. For Saeeda, it is academic achievement that will contribute to 
the empowerment of the minority cultural identity. 
Moreover, as is evident in section 7.4.a.2 (5, 6 and 7), both Saeeda and Fayza agreed 
with the official aims of their community school to educate young people in order to 
increase their achievement in their mainstream school sector as well as to provide them 
with religious/cultural education which will empower their minority cultural identity. 
However, once again, there was a slightly different representation of their own 
expectations of the school community which can be perceived as a result of the different 
positions they were talking through. Fayza (see extracts 5 and 6) focused mainly on 
providing the general education-not only academic- that would help these young people 
to develop skills that will enable them to live in the British society as confident and 
productive members who will question and critically analyse whatever affects them and 
achieve their full potential. For her, the community school offers a space where through 
both parents' participation and teachers' guidance it can be ensured that the young 
people will have the confidence and skills to achieve in mainstream schools. For Saeeda 
(see extract 7) on the other hand, the reference point is the community itself which she 
described as being related with educational underachievement because of the lack of 
resources and parents' limited awareness of their children educational needs. She 
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expected from the school and especially teachers that they would fulfil parents' and 
community's expectations of academic achievement in the mainstream sector which will 
enable the progress of the minority community at large. 
In section 7.4.a.3. (see extracts 8,9, 10, 11, 12, and 13) the two teachers talked about 
their own representations of their students and their expectations of them. Both teachers 
expected them to become proud, confident young people who would not be ashamed of 
their religious and ethnic background. More speCifically, Fayza represented the young 
persons as being conscientious, motivated and dedicated students with a will to achieve 
(see extract 8). She wanted them to be committed to their academic work and show 
willingness to learn either academic or life skills (see extracts 9 and 10) that would use at 
the society at large. She also expected them to be critical and confident to deal with and 
challenge others who treat them as inferior. Saeeda (see extracts 11, 13) described her 
students as well-behaved young people who were following the ethos and norms of an 
Islamic school such as showing respect to parents, teachers and elders and to their 
religious beliefs and duties such as being properly dressed. It is interesting to note at this 
point that although both teachers wanted them to be proud of their minority cultural 
background, Fayza emphasised their heritage in general whereas Saeed a (11, 12, 13) 
focused on the religious aspect of their cultural minority identity. 
In section 7.4.a.4. (see extracts 14 and 15) when the two teachers talked about their 
hopes and fears for their students' academic future their level of expectations was 
different. On the one hand, Fayza (see extract 14) wanted to see her students as 
confident, well-balanced and dedicated individuals who would leave a positive 
contribution or legacy to society and succeed in high-status professional domains and 
she didn't fear that they might fail because they are high achievers with growing 
confidence. On the other hand, Saeed a (see extract 15) hoped that the young people will 
work very hard in order to gain a qualification and a good profession and those would be 
the means that would give them a positive sense of minority cultural identity. It seems 
that for Saeeda, education is the mobilising factor that will help the community to break 
away from old beliefs so that Muslim communities can go ahead and succeed. 
Finally, in section 7.4.a.S. (see extracts 16 and 17) the two teachers talked about their 
representations of their students as ethnic minority young people and their hopes and 
fears for their future in two distinct ways. On the one hand, Fayza (see extract 16) 
described the current socia-political context in which these young people are situated as 
being characterised by racism, prejudice and negative stereotypes propelled by the 
media regarding Muslims in general. Fayza feared that this socio-political climate could 
lead to further isolation and a kind of legitimised or institutionalised racism. She argued 
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against mainstream society's treatment of these young people as being immigrant 
populations by referring to them as having a distinct identity which integrates aspects of 
both their Pakistani and British communities. Fayza's called for the need of positive 
portrait of her minority community which will result to the creation of positive role models 
and greater achievement. Within that context, she hoped that the young people will find 
the confidence in themselves to be able to deal with all these issues, respect themselves 
and realise their full potential in order to become good members of the society at large. 
On the other hand, Saeeda (see extract 17) though that it is the minority community's 
responsibility to change its low status (.e.g. Pakistani people are usually associated with 
taxi-driving or factory jobs) by reinforcing education so the young people would be able to 
succeed in high status professions. She hoped that through education people would stop 
feeling embarrassed about their ethnic and religious background and open up to a variety 
of new social and professional domains. Saeed a hoped that the young people should 
respect the minority community's religious and cultural values and thus being "loyal" to 
their moral and religious duties as a way of resisting the influence of the mainstream 
culture. It seems that for Saeeda transmitting the religious education she had in Pakistan 
to the young people who are born in the UK is the only way for them to become good, 
successful persons, good Muslims and good citizens of the UK. 
Table 29 provides a synopsis of the teachers' representations in the Pakistani school. 
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Table 29. Teachers' perspectives: Pakistani school 
Teachers' representations 
Representations of themselves as 
teachers in the community school 
(See extracts in section 7.4.a.1.) 
Representations of their community 
school and of their expectations of the 
school community 
(See extracts in section 7.4.a.2) 
Representations of their students in the 
community school and of their expectations 
of them 
(See extracts in section 7.4.a.3.) 
Representations of their hopes and 
fears for their students' academic 
development 
(See extracts in section 7.4.a.4.) 
Representations of their pupils as ethnic 
minority young people and their hopes and 
fears for their future in general 
(See extracts in section 7.4.a.5.) 
Fayza 
I-Position: The British-born teacher of Pakistani 
descent 
-The role model teacher who is identified with the 
students 
The community should provide a general education 
that will enable the young people to have the 
confidence and the skills to be able to achieve in 
mainstream schools 
-Young people were represented as being conscientious, 
motivated and dedicated stUdents with a will to achieve both 
in academic and social domains. 
-Young people as expected to be proud of their heritage and 
academically and socially successful 
Young people were represented as high-achievers who 
hopefully would be confident, well-balanced and dedicated 
individuals and leave a positive contribution or legacy to 
society and succeed in high-status professional domains. 
-Young people were represented as having a distinct British 
and Pakistani cultural identity which is threatened by the 
current socio-political context which is characterized by 
racism and prejudice. This negative climate can be changed 
by the positive portrait of the minority community which will 
lead to positive role models and greater achievement. 
Saeeda 
I-position: The Pakistani-born teacher 
-The community activist teacher who works for the minority 
community's sense of pride 
The community school should reinforce academic 
achievement which will enable the progress of the minority 
community 
-Young people were represented as well-behaved and 
respectful to the school's ethos and norms and to their 
religious beliefs and duties. 
-Young people as expected to be good Muslims, proud of 
their ethnic background and academically successful 
Young people were hoped to be hard-working individuals 
and gain qualifications and good professions which would 
give them a positive sense of minority cultural identity. 
Education was perceived as the mobilizing factor that will 
help the community to break away from old beliefs and 
progress. 
-Young people as expected to empower the religious aspect 
of their identities as a way of resisting the influence of the 
mainstream culture 
- Emphasis on the minority community's responsibility to 
change its low status by reinforcing education so the young 
people would be able to succeed in high status professions 
and empower their minority cultural identity. 
_._.-
-_.­
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7.4.b. Greek school 
In this section the perspectives of the two case study teachers, Leonidas and Petros 
will be presented7 . First, their interviews extracts relevant to the representations under 
examination will be presented followed by their analysis. 
7 The initial intention was to include both the transcribed text in Greek and then the translated in 
English. However, because there were concerns regarding the word limit of this thesis only the 
translated text was presented. Petros' interview was given totally in Greek while Leonidas 
answered a few questions in Greek but the rest of his interview was given in English. For that 
case, Greek words or expressions left as they were expressed and were explained in footnotes 
while in Petros' interview there was a note when the English words were said by the interviewee. 
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7.4.b.1. Teachers' representations of themselves as teachers in the Greek school 
Teacher I Interview extracts 
leonidas I (18) 
1= [ .. .] What does it mean to you to be a teacher in this school? 
Leonidas= in this school? .. err ... ideally, weill found that I wanted to help ... err. .. and that's the main reason really ... err. .. 1 had, I was qualified as a language 
teacher, and my experience of Greek schools is that a lot of the teachers aren't actual/y ... actually qualified language teachers and I put of my own 
experience down through the system but I learnt... I shouldn't say this but I don't know who's listening to this, but I've learnt very little Greek from the Greek 
schools ... I. .. 1 learnt half from .. .family .... or I taught myself .... err ... spending quite a lot of time in Greece and in Cyprus and having a Greek wife. Meant 
that... it's ... that it's the only way to learn, really. So... what was the original question? 
I=what does it mean to you to be a teacher? 
Leonidas= ... aha ... so, initially it was, what I thought this ... this ability, I'm a good language teacher in terms in English, so, I can transfer those skills to Greek 
as well, it's quite easy ... so, really it... it was to help ... 
(19) 
Leonidas= ... how intellectual can you be just within the walls of the classroom? Do you understand what I mean? I, I completely agree with you ... but, at 
times, I feel ... it's very difficult within the realms ... it's difficult to know what to say, what I am trying to say ... what I'm trying to say is that it's a very big school, 
it's a quite big community ... but. .. err. .. there is only so much that an individual can do ... you can't fight the system, and, as you know ... Greeks can be quite 
stubborn ... and the older you are, the greyer you are ... you know what I mean ... the grayer ... the gray your hair ... the wiser people ... that's true, you have to 
respect... err. .. you know, the superiors 
(20) 
Leonidas= it was ... err. .. many years ago, if I remember weill finished in '89 I think .. .'87, '89 ... many years [agol. The experiences I have is that I learnt to 
write in Greek but this is something I don't really need so much in my everyday life because I don't live in Greece or Cyprus and ... what I wanted and I do 
believe that these children mainly need is to learn to speak [Greek] and to feel in a way that this is their own language and I couldn't really understand that 
as a student then but then things were different, we were the second generation and our parents were talking to us both in Greek and English at home. 
Because at that time at the English schools the parents were told "you should speak ... err ... English at home because otherwise your children would not 
succeed in society, in economy" and stuff like that. .. so it was a little bit different. Now, the majority of the children, as I believe, 80 out of 100 are English 
speakers and only English speakers. Greek is mainly a foreign ... totally a foreign language and they are not interested, they don't want to learn at all. 
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Teacher Interview extracts 
(21) 
Leonidas= ... 1 think, a lot of parents expect 4-5 hours a week at the Greek school to be enough to teach the kids Greek ... err. .. they don't speak Greek at 
home, others do, but generally they don't... that I would say is the biggest problem .... err. .. what I found interesting is in ... in the open day is that the parents 
are really shocked to find out that 1was born here. So it's almost as a very defeated attitude that. .. 
f= ... it's very ... ? Sorry ... 
Leonidas= ...defeated, say 'TTapa6ioouv 10 6TTAa8" they give up, because they think if you're born here you can't speak good Greek ... and that... that 1find 
frustrating but. .. but they say 'well, how did you learn Greek? You're born here. I was born here, I can't speak Greek like you. Why?'. They find that problem, 
they, they don't.., they can't... they don't realize that... they ... we've been brought with the attitude that to speak a foreign ... any language, you have to be 
clever ... and because we've brought up being very proud of our past... 0 Mtyac; AAt~avopo<;9, so on and so on ... Socrates ... and they can go on forever ... that 
to speak Greek, you have to be clever. .. to ... 
1= ... 1 see, I see ... 
Leonidas= and as a Cypriot as well, I think to a certain degree ... we have issues with our own identity. our Greek, our Cypriot, what are we ... and to speak 
Greek like a Greek person, not like a Cypriot, is another and is another crisis that I think Cypriots, some Cypriots have so, they see it as ... err." that they 
can't understand it baSically, ... they, they think that is ... 1th ink they see me as an example for the kids, so that's, that's good in that sense .. . 
(22) 
Leonidas=there aren't many well qualified ... I think the system should realize that something's going wrong. If you can't produce thousands of people like 

me, then something is wrong ... you know, I presume they get As at A-levels, at GCSEs but they still can't. .. what's point of it to be able really good essays in 

Greek that, probably it's been learnt parrot-fashion, E(val TTaTTayaAfcHlKa10, they can't produce the language now ... 

1= but on the other hand, the, their level of achievement in the Greek schools is quite high ... 

Leonidas= in terms of what? 

1= ...err.. .they're going for their GCSEs, A-Ieve/s ... a lot of. .. 

Leonidas= that's problematiC though 

I= ... going ... err... this is something that it conflicts ... 
Leonidas= yeah, it is conflicting because ... 
I= ... so it's very interesting to see what is underlining, you know...err... (laugh) ... from your...yourown beliefs and thoughts ... ! think this is what it matters 
after all. , . 
8 Greek expression ( paradidoun ta opla ) which means "to give up" 

9 (Megas Alexandros= Alexander the Great) 

10 (einai papagalistika=parrot-fashioned) 
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Teacher Interview extracts 
Leonidas= yes it's nice to get an A, it's nice to do ... to do whatever but what really matters is 'can you use the language?' and the exams don't necessary 
test that.. they are quite ... J think they're badly written exams ... 
1= ",and why /,11 add, is knowledge don't come back to the community, in a way 
Leonidas= which knowledge? 
1= the Greek knowledge, they gain let's say, " 
Leonidas=.. , if they gain 
1= so you said one is that probably" .they cannot really use the language" ,err" ,but do you think, if they can, will they come to become teachers in the Greek 
schools? 
Leonidas= probably not because they don't pay ... 1 mean, to be honest with you, I can't really afford to continue with the Greek school, cos I've got a family, 
I've got a mortgage, I've got expenses". I need to find ways to earn money and unfortunately the Greek school doesn't pay enough really." so, maybe that's 
another reason ... financial reasons ... 
Petros I (23) 
1= The first question is what does it mean to you to be a teacher at the Greek school? 
Petros= ... err ... it means a lot... if you ask ... if I haven't this belief-... err.,. that the Greek school really offers to the Greek children something 
very ... precious ... precious-I WOUldn't have been working for 14 years. Most of these years J was a head-teacher at these schools ... err ... but these 
children ... err ... they learn about their roots, they learn about their culture. If we weren't we-the teachers- here, both those who come from Greece and from 
Cyprus, these children wouldn't know "OOTE av ea TT~VOlvav oOn: av ea EPx6vTOuaav11u because these children live 3 different lives; one in the Greek 
school, one in the English all-day school and one in home. And most of the parents especially before they had very little time to devote to them and talk to 
them about the grandfather, grandmother, their village and their homeland ... because they came here and they were striving very, very hard [translated by 
the researcher] 
(24) 
Petros=1 think that while they [the students] are getting older in the Greek school and when we are talking, especially we, the older teachers, when the black 
hair start to become a little bit grey and then white, there is more appreciation and respect from the parents, both from parents and children, especially from 
the children. I don't. .. 1 don't make remarks, I just look at them. When I look at a student he immediately understands and I can see that. .. 
11 Greek expression ( oute an tha pigenan, oute an tha erxontousan) which indicates someone's state of confusion 
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7.4.b.2. Teachers' representations of their community school and their expectations of the school community 
Teacher Interview extracts 
Leonidas I (25) 
1= what are the official aims of this school? 
Leonidas= the official aims of the school are ... err ... 1think, the ... in first place is to teach Greek heritage and culture and to teach tradition ... etc ... principally 
around culture. There is, I think, a subsidiary aim to teach them, the Greek language as well. I personally disagree with that. .. but, as far as I know, those 
are the official aims of the ... lot of Greek schools ... 
f= why you disagree? 
Leonidas= because I think language is a big part of culture and tradition and if the kids actually communicate in Greek or learns more Greek there is a 
much, I feel personally, much stronger change that they would feel. .. more Greek. They, they feel Greek already ... but they express it in English. They say 
'I'm Cypriot, I'm Greek' ... but if you ask to say in Greek, they'll struggle ... [ ... ] ... 1 mean as ... as a British born Cypriot myself, I've been through the same 
education system and / ... 1 see how things work ... err ... but I've got. .. I've got. .. 1 know that in British research intends ... there is a long of talk now on ... people 
being something but not enable to speak a language actually ... and I think the Greek community, it's more Cypriot community, or both in Britain is a good 
example of that that the kids feel Greek but in their own way, and it's quite isolated I think ... 
1= I'm interesting in that, because is exactly what my theoretical understanding, you know, you said 'They feel Greek in their own way'... 
Leonidas= ... yeah ... to put them in Greece or Cyprus, they're foreigners 
/= ok, can you tell me about that because you talk in a way for a kind of hybridity lets' say... 
Leonidas=yeah, absolutely ... 
I=so it would be very interesting .. .it's exactly what I'm looking for so... 
Leonidas= it's something that...err. .. we discuss a lot. My wife is Greek from Germany. She was born in Greece, she was there till 13, 14 but then went to 
Germany ... 1 was shocked, first when I went to Germany, it's completely different. To a certain degree they lived in some kind of a ... it's almost like 
ghettos ... but everybody speaks Greek ... German as well, but their Greek is most definitely a mother tongue ... and they're more ... they're Greek in a way 
that's more ... err ... as Greeks are in Greece ... for Cypriots the same ... but in London, we .... we developed our own Greekness, if you like ... and most of it is 
expressed in English ... err ... and it's quite ... whether it's right or wrong I don't know, and I don't really care, to be honest with you I don't care Greeks could 
be Pontiac Greeks, Cypriot Greeks ... wherever. .. Asia Minor Greeks ... the Greeks are Greeks, wherever they are, but the difference is... err ... in anglophone 
countries like Britain, the fact that Greek isn't really used as ... for communication, is good enough to be Greek and speak English ... 
Petros I (26) 
1= what are the official aims of this school? 
Petros= ... err ... well as ... err. .. as far as it concerns my aim it is not only to read and write ... for me this is of ... err ... secondary importance but rather to meet 
up with other Greek children and know each other better. For me, it is the culture that matters; it is to learn their roots. And this is something that the Greek 
school teaches with the music and dance and the festivities we are doing ... err ... and there are so many children who were saved by the Greek school 
because there is somewhere to go and spend their Saturday without rambling around with the friends of the English school which would drive them in a 
w~ to something bad ... err ... they_get~lfv'ay from these peers and they are coming to the Greek environment [translated by the researcher] 
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7.4.b.3. Teachers' representations of their pupils at their community school and their expectations of them 
Teacher I Interview extracts 
Leonidas I (27) 
1= ... 1 reckon that you know your pupils pretty well, these ones ... what would you say are the three most important things you could say about them, about 

the sort ofpupils they are? 

Leonidas= they tend to be very different, they come from different backgrounds, although they are all Greek or Greek-Cypriots ... err ... they come from 

different socio-economic backgrounds ... some are very, horribly wealthy ... too rich ... they ... you know, they're spoilt... they have everything ... it's too much 

really. Others, come from more middle class or even quite poor background ... the interesting thing about this Greek school is that they all meet together. .. so, 

I forgot the question ... (laugh) 

1= (laugh) ... what kind ofpupils they are ... 

Leonidas= so ... they can be from very good pupils ... they're very good stUdents to very bad as well. .. 1don't think that the rich kids are good pupils and the 

poorer kids are bad pupils but that kind of [ ... ] and I had some very-very bright students from very expensive private high schools and you can tell that their 

education is quite different to ... err ... the comprehensive education of the ... average one let's say ... 

(28) 
Leonidas= ... 1 think on the one hand there is a respect for the Greek and on the other hand there is a lot of disrespect... err ... for example, I think some of the 
naughty kids can be very naughty in the Greek school ... err ... the parents will bring them to play so ... err ... there is a lot of bad examples because is the 
Greek school, that's what matters ... do you see what I mean? I think I'm accusing some of the parents now but I think one of the problems is the parents 
treat it as a child-minding service. 
1= child ... ? 
Leonidas= child-minding, oav Vl11T10vwVEfo12... they send their kids, they don't care what they do, what they learn but it's like an opportunity to go 
shopping ... and obviously they're sending messages ... 
(29) 

Leonidas= ... and I, I hate to say that some of the teachers actually [say] the kids are stupid ... they think they're a bit slow ... I've heard ... I often heard 

teachers say comments like "Arvo TOOJjJlo/JEva TO rrOJOlcl, O£V £fvaI 13" which ... 1 think you know what it means 'KOI/J1oIlEva14, ... 

1= yes KOlllloIlEva ...slow ... 
Leonidas= they're ... they're not slow ... they're really bright kids ... they do very, very well in English schools ... 
12 (san nipiagogeio= like a kindergarten) 

13 Greek expression (einai ligo tsimismena ta paidia= the children are slow) 

14 (tsimismena=slow) 
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Teacher Interview extracts 
(30) 
1= so what do you expect from the children as pupils in this school? What are your expectations? 
Leonidas=what I'd love is to see them communicate in Greek ... and it does happen ... it does happen ... on small occasions it happens ... err ... especially some 
of the kids seem to quickly, they [ ... ] and 'actually this guy is right, there is nothing wrong with speaking Greek' and a/l the years that... kids don't like coming 
to Greek schoof, they come and they hate it, they want to leave as soon as possible, but [ .. ] it's another langua~e, that's all it is. It's like learning French or 
German ... err. .. but there is a sort of ... [ ... ] it's our ... what they are continually told '£fvaI tSIK~ aou 11 YAwaaa1 , but they don't really ... they don't feel it I 
think ... they don't really feel like ... they, they ... often, another thing is... they often feel that in order to speak ... if they want to speak Greek like their parents or 
their grandparents, they pretend, they talk in a very archaic way ... they talk as if ... the way their grandparents speak, 'cos, I see it, is the only Greek they 
have contacts with ... it's typical to ... they don't have TV, radio ... they don't have contacts with the language ... it's the only one ... Greek for them is what their 
grand ... grand parents, or mainly their parents might use but mainly grandparents ... 
Petros (31) 
1= I reckon that you know your pupils pretty well by now, what would you say are the three most important things you could say about them, about the sort of 
pupils they are? Without mentioning names of course, how you would describe them as pupils in the Greek school? 
Petros= ... err ... they are grown children. I have the older children. The older children have ... err ... appreciation and respect... there's ... err ... love towards 
their fellow classmates and ... err. .. love towards the Greek school. These are the three basic [ ... J I could add a fourth, they are coming here in order to pass 
their exams because they are aware they have to continue their studies, to get a degree, to have a better life and ... err ... if we see in the last 5-10 years 
more and more they have ... err ... got seminal posts everywhere in hospitals and in the ... err ... governmental offices, we have lots in schools, teachers, 
lectures ... err. .. professors [said in English] ... 
1= in the universities ... 
Petros= yes, in the universities ... it is spreading ... the one that we still don't have is- I think- a member of parliament [said in English] ... err. .. although we had 
two candidates [said in English] now [translated by the researcher] 
(32) 
I= ... so what do you expect from children as pupils in this school? 

Petros:::!...1 don't mind if they won't pass their exams, I do mind if they [don't1 have a Greek identity ... this is the most valuable that we can give them but 

passing also the exams will be an extra qualification. I know lots of young people who entered the University ... err .... because of the Greek language. My 

second son, for example, entered the University because of the Greek language. Greek language is an extra thing. 

15 (einai diki sou i glossa= it is your language) 
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7.4.b.4. Teachers' hopes and fears for their pupils' academic development 
Teacher Interview extracts 
Leonidas 
(33) 
I=When you think about your pupil's academic life, what are your wishes and hopes for their future? 
Leonidas= I hope that... you know, my dream is for as many Greeks and Greek-Cypriots to go to university as possible ... err ... unfortunately, in today's world, 
a lot of kids some of the bright ones realize that they can earn a lot of money ... they can earn more money than an educated person does, working as a 
plumber or an electrician. I don't know if you know much about British society ... 
1= yes ... the ... 
Leonidas= but British people complain about... you know, English people complain about this as well and it's incredible, they leave school at 15-16 and 

they're earning thousands and thousands of pounds a week. 

1= are you afraid that this will be the case for the community? 

Leonidas=yeah, it is a case, it already ... it was in my generation .. .'cos, I guess, we came here as economic migrants, you know most Greek-Cypriots, 

Greeks ... err .... because I know some Greeks came here for different reasons but most Greek and Greek and Turkish-Cypriots came with that in mind ... they 

had to earn a living ... err .... and things haven't changed that much. Although we've integrated into the society, we have the option to earn lots of money 

doing something ... err. .. relatively easy ... people would take it and they know they're going to continue to ... the kind of money I earn, I might be re-trained as 

a plumber ... 1shouldn't say that but. .. 1... (laugh) 

Petros I (34) 
I=[what are your hopes and fears] as it concerns their academic future? 

Petros=Bright! [said in English] I can see ... 1can see that the community will continue and succeed academically and you will see so many more children 

going to universities to get a degree and ... err .... and these jobs with the clothing and restaurants etc ... one day, I don't know but I think after 20-30 

years ... err. .. fewer and fewer will be involved in these things. I believe they will be in academia ... [translated by the researcher] 
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7.4.b.5. Teachers' representations of their students as ethnic minority young people and their hopes and fears for their future 
Teacher I Interview extracts 
Leonidas I (35) 
I=How do you think your pupil's now, here is again a special question for you 'cos the only one who you're British born teacher, so how do you think the 
pupils feel as member of the Greek community in the UK? What would you say are the three most important things you could say about your pupils in 
relation to the fact that they are of Greek, Greek-Cypriot origin but they were born here? 
Leonidas=yeah, I think they feel very proud ... err ... if you forget language, they communicate the ideas in English of being really proud to be Cypriot, to be 
Greek ... err. .. they like the way we live, I think, generally ... err. .. they see as different to English and they distinguish from ... from being 
English ... err ... definitely proud ... 1 think in a ... to a certain degree because of some of the wealth that the Greek-Cypriot community is generated which is a 
good thing- at the end of the day, you do with your money is important because of some of that .... they can be a little bit. .. a bit material focused ... and 
everything is money, money, money ... and if you try to be the same, that's it, you made it. .. that's all you need ... but at the same and that in relation to be 
Greek is what they see ... they see a fair enough wealth around them ... which is ... 1 think is a good thing actually ... err ... but I think that's part of being Greek 
and I think they expect that to just carry on ... if that makes any sense .. . 
l=yeah .. .1 understand. And my final question is when you think about pupils' life in general, as children of a Greek, Greek-Cypriot origin who were born here 
what are your wishes and hopes for their future ... in general, not only academic, for their lives as second, third generation? 
Leonidas= it's difficult. .. to a certain degree I think definitely the idea of having a better understanding of the language and through that, somehow having 
closer ties with Greece and Cyprus 'cos the ties are quite ... 1 don't know if you know in Cyprus, English born Cypriots are called 'mopAou6Klo 16, 
1= I've heard that, in this school from another teacher ... 1 found it . .. 
Leonidas= you know, so there is... even Cypriots back home ... err ... they separate us ... you know, you are from Charles ... you know, Prince 
Charles ... everybody is a Charlie ... 
1= 'raapAouf)Kla' yeah ... 
Leonidas= (laugh) 
[... ] 

1= so they're going there and they call them 'raapAouola' ... do you ... 

Leonidas= it's quite ... it's quite aggressive as well. 

1= how do they feel about that? 
Leonidas= they don't like it...they don't like it so, it's a sort of ... and they say 'you don't speak Greek', 'cos the young kids there ... their English isn't as 
good ... they don't ... obviously they have their own develo~ment...err... so there is an isolation definitely ... what I am trying to say is .... what can I say is that 
16 (Tsarloudia= little Charlies) 
L 
Teacher I Interview extracts 
somehow I understand that Greek is our language but it's also just anybody's ... it's not. .. the problem with I think with many Greeks [ ... ]Greek is a very, very 

special language and it is but all languages are special, any language has something to offer and there ... there ... somehow it's distant because of that. .. 

1= so these are your fears probably ... 

Leonidas= it's more than fear, maybe I would like the kids to ... to the community to use the language more and it's a real life, that's what it is ... it's just 

another way of communicating and talking ... it's difficult, it's hard .. . 

Petros I (36) 
1= How do you think your pupils feel as members of the Greek-Cypriot community in the UK having In mind that they are children whose parents have 
Greek-Cypriot origin, they are Greeks and .. .err. .. but they were born and brought up here? What do you think, do they talk you about that? 
Petros= look, I don't need the children to tell me, I can see that everyday in the English school... 
1= what can you see? 
Petros=err ... in the English school they behave in the same way as the English children behave ... the English or the other English pupils or from other 
different ethnic backgrounds. They have ... they have to belong in the school's system and they have to act as the other children act...err .... and when I say 
as the other children act... .as the ones who are the disciplined and the reasonable, not the ones who are naughty because there are also this kind of 
children in the school ... err ... what I want to say is when they are in the Greek school, they think as the Greek children think, they think as we want them to 
think, they learn ... err ... they are clever children and they are aware of 'I am going to the Greek school' it's different from going to the English school ... the 
mentality is different, the environment is different. .. and although two children attend the same school their friendship would be different when they would be 
in the English school and different when they would be In the Greek school ... this is what I am noticing and it's very important ... ;t (Greek school] Is a friendly 
environment. .. friendly environment. 
(... } 
1= [. . .] when you think about your pupils' future, as children of Greek~Cypriot, Greek origin who were born and brought up here and are coming to the Greek 
school, what are your wishes and hopes for their future in general? 
Petros= They will always, always be Greeks. 
/= is this your hope? 

Petros=They will always be Greeks ... 1 can see that in my children who were going to the Greek school and the only words they knew In English was 'thank 

you', they didn't know English at all because both I and my wife ... 

1= were you talking to them in Greek at home? 
Petros= we were always talking in Greek at home and the children grew up and they knew Greek ... and now our grandchild ... 
I=do you believe that this is happening now? Do the children talk in Greek at home? 
Petros=no, no they don't talk but as far as there is a grandmother, a grandfather, an uncle and aunt In Cyprus and there are still some young parents who 
talk not all of them ... a few ... err .... they can say 5 words and the 2 might be Greek, this for me it is important because they don't speak Ell9lish all the time, 
LI 
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Teacher Interview extracts 
they speak a little Greek as well [ ... ] ... so the Cypriot, the Greek exists at home, and also with the food and music ... my children who are married now the 
most songs they listen to are Greek. And I am saying to my daughter in law and my son about my grandchild 'Greek, Greek!' and I insist to speak Greek to 
the child from now ... 
I=so you think that this helps? 
Petros=it helps, it helps and of course in some homes it happens to a large extent, in other to a smaller extent but as I said even in these homes which 
doesn't happen to a big extent as far as there is the Greek school to bring their children even for a limited amount of time ... err. .. it is of great importance 
and this has an impact on the home. 
I=so you said that your hope is to remain Greeks ... 
Petros=to remain Greeks 
I=to speak Greek ... 
Petros=to speak Greek .... to ... to ... err .... when they would be with English to behave well...with the English attitude .... err ... in a way which is acceptable by 
the people [said in English] but also to keep something Greek ... 
I=Greek values? 
Petros=yes .... it is our culture ... we must... must... 

[... ] 

1= and what about your fears? 
Petros=my fears are that if the 'KUlTplaK6,17 goes on .... 1 am talking about Cyprus now ... 
1= the political situation? 
Petros=the political situation if it goes on... err. .. and the north part of the island will be dived there would be many ... err. ... who would be very hurt and 
maybe .... they will not stop to be Greeks but this love towards their homeland won't continue because even if they will go to the south part they would feel as 
foreigners ... 'we are foreigners who came to the land our grandparent, our grand-grandparent were born ... we love our homeland but we are exiled from it' 
... [ ... ] there are children who want to buy something there because they haven't lived in the north part and they don't know the north since the occupation 
and how it was before and how it is now ... so they just know the south part ... err ... but they hear from the grandfather, grandmother, from us and they want so 
much to go there, even to live there so if this won't be possible there would be love towards the place but something will be missing ... [translated by the 
researcher] 
17 (Kypriako= a political/historical term used by Greeks and Greek -Cypriots to name the "Cypriot issue") 
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7.4.b.6. Analysis of findings 
As seen in section 7.4.b.1. (see extracts 18, 19,20, 21, 22, 23 and 24), both teachers 
sought to help the young people to gain awareness of their minority cultural background. 
However, they represented themselves as teachers in the Greek school in two very 
contrasting ways. On the one hand, the older Cypriot-born teacher, Petros (see extracts 
23 and 24) idealized Greek community schools and their teachers as offering a precious 
contribution to the minority community by teaching young people who are in between two 
cultures about their minority cultural background and helping them to overcome identity 
confusion. 
Moreover, Petros represented himself as a well-respected teacher because of his age 
and experience which is perceived as an important factor which increases appreciation 
and respect from both parents and children. In contrast, the younger British-born of 
Greek-Cypriot descent teacher, Leonidas (see extracts 18, 19, 20, 21, 22) criticized 
Greek community schools as a dysfunctional, rigid system maintained by the respectful 
established school authorities who have years of experience as being unable to help 
young people of Greek background who are second and third generation and mainly 
English speakers to learn how to speak the Greek language and identify with it. Thus, he 
thought that his own contribution as a good qualified language teacher who has been 
through the same system as a young person can help these young people to learn the 
Greek language. However, he acknowledged that this a difficult task because the young 
people show unwillingness to learn the Greek language and his age as well as his British 
born-status do not give him the authority to change things. The latest is also perceived by 
the parents in a dual way; on the one hand they are doubt his ability to teach Greek and 
on the other hand they see him as an example for their children. 
Moreover, as is evident in section 7.4.b.2. (25 and 26), the two teachers had recognised 
that the main aim of the community school is to preserve young people's minority cultural 
identity. Petros (see extract 26) agreed with that aim especially when it is actualised 
through cultural practices such as music and dance as well as through young people's 
interaction with other Greek peers in a "safe" Greek environment. In contrast, Leonidas 
(see extract 25) disagreed with that aim because he thought that the priority should be 
the learning of the Greek language since it is an important aspect of the culture itself and 
a defining characteristic of British- born young Greek -Cypriots people's sense of 
Greekness. This hybrid identity is characterised by three distinct elements as it regards 
these young people: (a) they feel Greek (b) they express that feeling in English and (c) 
they are not identified with their parents' or grandparents' homeland. 
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In section 7.4.b.3. (see extracts 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32) the two teachers talked about 
their own representations of their students and their expectations of them. The two 
teachers represented their students in very different ways and they held different 
expectations on them. Leonidas (see extract 27) described the Greek school as a place 
where young people from various socio-economic backgrounds can meet ranging from 
very wealthy to less privileged ones. Although he didn't think that socio-economic status 
has an impact on students achievement he mentioned that there were instances where 
students from very wealth backgrounds were also high achievers. He described (see 
extract 29) the young people in the Greek school as bright and achievers in the 
mainstream schools who, however, often are perceived as "slow" or even stupid by some 
teachers in the Greek school. In general, his students' behaviour is characterised mainly 
by disrespect, a behaviour underpinned by parents' attitude towards the Greek school as 
a kind of child-minding service (see extract 28). He hoped to see his students to be able 
to communicate in Greek and to not think of Greek as another foreign language (see 
extract 30). In contrast, Petros represented his students as mature, appreciative and 
respectful young people who have loving feeling towards their school and their fellow 
classmates. He also described them as being motivated to achieve academically and join 
an already well- established and successful community although he acknowledged that 
the most important achievement for him would be the preservation of their minority 
cultural identity (see extracts 31 and 32). 
In section 7.4.b.4. (see extracts 33 and 34) the two teachers talked about their hopes and 
fears for their students' academic development. They both agreed that their students 
have all the potential to enter higher education and they both hoped to see them following 
this path. However, Leonidas (see extract 33) thought that they might choose the easy 
way of making money by working as plumbers or electricians. In contrast, Petros (see 
extract 34) had no doubt that his students will break away from the traditional professions 
associated with the Greek-Cypriot community (e.g. clothing, restaurants) and follow an 
academic career. 
Finally, in section 7.4.b.5. (see extracts 35 and 36) the two teachers talked about their 
representations of their students as ethnic minority young people and their hopes and 
fears for their future in general. Leonidas (see extract 35) represented his students as 
enjoying the way they live in England although distinguishing themselves from the 
English people and feeling proud of their minority background, partly because of the 
community's association with wealth which has become a synonym of Greekness. He 
hoped his students to gain a better understanding of the Greek language which was 
perceived as a means of having closer ties with the homeland. As a second-generation 
British-born Greek-Cypriot himself, he empathised with his students whose distinct 
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identities are treated with ridicule in Cyprus something that makes them feel separated 
from the rest of the local community. Petros represented his students as adopting 
different patterns of behaviour in their English and Greek schools in order to fit in each 
school's system. In the Greek community school, specifically, he perceived them as 
behaving as Greeks and thinking in the way their teachers want them to think. He hoped 
that they will always keep their Greek identity while his fears were related to the political 
situation regarding a possible division of Cyprus, something that he perceived would not 
give these young people the opportunity to further connect with their grandparents" 
homeland. 
Table 30 provides a synopsis of teachers' representations in the Greek school. 
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Table 30. Teachers' perspectives: Greek school 
Teachers'representations . Leonidas Petros 
I-Position: The British-born teacher of I-position: The Greek-Cypriot -born teacher 
Greek-Cypriot descent 
Representations of themselves as -Being a good language teacher who can 
-Being a well-respected teacher because of his age and 
teachers in the community school help young people to learn and speak the Greek experience 
(See extracts in section language but his contribution is doubted because 
- Greek community schools and their teachers were 
7.4.b.1.) of his age and British-born status idealised as offering a precious contribution to the 
-Greek community schools were criticized as being a dysfunctional, minority community by teaching young people who are 
rigid system unable to help young people to learn how to speak the in between two cultures about their minority cultural 
Greek language and identify with it background and helping them to overcome identity 
-Being identified with his students and being a role confusion 
model to them 
Representations of their community Disagreement with the main aim of the school which was identified Agreement with the main aim of the school which was 
school and of their expectations as being the preservation of the minority cultural identity. Learning identified as being the preservation of the minority 
of the school community of the Greek language was perceived as priority. cultural identity. This was seen as being actuafised 
(See extracts in section 7.4.b.2.) through cultural practices such as music, dance and 
socialising 
Representations of their students in Young people as being from various socia-economic backgrounds, Young people as being mature, appreciative and 
the community school and of their high-achievers in the mainstream schools but perceived as "slow" respectful young people, motivated to achieve 
expectations of them by teachers in the Greek school. He hoped to see his students to be academically and join an already well- established and 
(See extracts in section 7.4.b.3.) able to communicate in Greek and make the language part of their successful minority community. His main hope was the 
minority cultural identity. Their behaviour is mainly characterised by preservation of their minority cultural identity 
disrespect 
Representations of their hopes and Young people as having all the potential to enter higher education Young people as having all the potential to enter higher 
fears for their students' academic but fear of choosing alternative professional options which offer education and certainty that they will do so and follow 
development easy-making financial earnings high-status professional careers 
(See extracts in section 7.4.b.4.) 
Representations of their pupils as ethnic Young people as enjoying living in England but not consider Young people in the Greek school were perceived as 
minority young people and their hopes an themselves as English. They were perceived as feeling proud of behaving as Greeks and thinking in the way their 
fears for their future in general their minority background, partly because of the community's teachers want them to think. He hoped that they will 
(See extracts in section 7.4.b.5.) association with wealth. Hope for the students to gain a better preserve their Greek identity but feared that a possible 
understanding of the Greek language which was perceived as a division of Cyprus will disconnect them from the 
means of having closer ties with the homeland where their distinct homeland 
identities are treated with ridicule. 
------­ -----­ - - ---­ -
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7.5. Parents' perspectives 
In this section, the parents in both schools talked through a multiplicity of positions and 
revealed their representations of (a) their children's community school and their 
expectations of the school's community (b) their expectations of their children as students 
at the community school and of their hopes and fears for their children's' academic future 
and (c) their children as ethnic minority young people and their hopes and fears for their 
future in general. 
7.S.a. Pakistani school 
In this section the perspectives of the two case study parents, Saba and Imran will be 
presented. First, their interviews extracts relevant to the above mentioned 
representations will be presented followed by their analysis. 
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7.5.a.1. Parents' representations of their children's community school and their expectations of the school community 
Parent 	 Interview extracts 
Saba 	 (37) 
1= My first question is .... what does it mean to you ... you know, as a parent ... that your child attends the X.[name ofschool] school ... 
Saba= because there's the ... 1...1 was aware for quite a lot of years, you know, that there is X .... but I didn't get chance to, you know ... send them ... but I knew 
that it's very important... . because ... uh ... they are the teachers who are there they are ... they're ... you know... first, I can say the first... then it's 
English ... because they speak English ... so they can ... umm... they are literate ... you know, they know the whole Islamic Studies and things ... they ... if there's 
any issue ... like ... uh ... umm... gambling or drink or things .... 1 ... 1 find it quite hard to answer or pacify my children .... you know, when there is a debate 
other ... same children ... age of children ... there, they debate, they talk to each other ... so they understand ... more than .... if I give a lecture or tell them and if 
there are other issues, like ... pregnancy or other issues we don't discuss at home ... but... they tell them ... there's a set of like ... uh ... religious teachers 
.... because our religion is very open ... we can talk about anything ... but, uh .... culturally Pakistani and Indian culture is different ... but the Islamic culture is 
different... it's very open ... so, we feel. .. you know, we don't feel comfortable when we want to talk to the children ... because of the culture ... in about anything 
we choose ... but in '" they way they tell them, teach them it's, uh ... real, you know, the Islamic ... the way Islam tell us .... so they tackle the issues ... and they 
learn ... not only the Arabic ... they learn the ... um... their ... what's happening nowadays ... they learn about the ... their religion more ... effectively ... instead of, 
jusLuh... you know, reading and trying to learn what the meanings are ... and understanding them ... so they understand more .... that's the more important 
thing .... when they will understand they will ... they will work out that this is right or this wrong ... they can ... because they discuss it, they know what's the 
positive, what's the negative ... so, it will be clear decision when they will took any step ... rather than just push, brainwashing them - don't do this, don't do 
that. ... so it wake make ... you know, it will make them more confident. ... more ... uh ... responsible for their actions ... 
/= and...uh, so .... what do you expect, you know, from this school? 
Saba= I expect them to help them to be a good, practical Muslim ... and ... in this century, according to the ... what's happening, what's the good for the ... this 
uh ... environment and what's good for their own, you know ... human being and for their ... for the community and for the whole world ... [laughsJ ... 1 just want 
them to be good, practical people ... people can benefit from them ... instead of.. .. 
(38) 
1== umm ... and.... err....now.. .in a way now to sum up ... if I'll ask you what do you think are the 3 most important things that this school ... the X. school ... offers, 
you know ... to the Pakistani community .... in this town .. . 
Saba== umm ... the most important thing, they are .... umm .... they are giving good understanding of the religion ... 

/= good understanding of religion ... 

Saba= umm ... good ... uh ... community bond ... because all the children are ... Muslim children .... and they from ... from different countries ... quite a lot of 

Children, Pakistani, Kashmiri but...even from the other. .. so they when ... they communicate and all, there are similarities ... although they were living in other 

countries ... and they're learning ... not the propaganda thing .... just the true, true and ... what do you call.... 

1= propaganda ... have you mean after what happened ... 

Saba= what's happening in the world ... yeah .... 
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Parent 	 Interview extracts 
1= after the 11m.. •the 9/11 ... 
Saba= yeah ... yeah ... 
1= yes ... 
Saba= so they are learning good .... they actually ... taking their good .... the nowadays what's happening .... uh ... umm ... about the 

Koran .... everything .... racism ... everything ....50 what our religion preach ... what the true preaching are ... not the propaganda ... not the people uh ... who are 

not...they think they are good Muslim or they believe they are ... uh ... religious .... more, but they are .... preaching too much strong or too .... not because they 

are preach moderate ... . 

1= hmm ... moderate .. . 

Saba= yeah ... not you know, too much ... uh... umm ... there's no pressure on the person ... 

Imran 	 (39) 
I=What does it mean to you that your children attend the X. school? umm ..... Why are you sending your child in this school? 
Imran=Basically ... to improve their knowledge of ... uh ... Islamic Studies ... uh ... and Urdu, as well ... which is their mother tongue ... so they're learning that 
and .... and just generally, so that they mix with other children ... you know, from the same community and ..... you know, it's a good thing .... umm ... and 
they're ... they're learning more about their culture, as well ... it's in additional thing to, you know their general schooL ... umm ... what they do at school 
anyway ... so, .... 1 think it's helped them to learn more about themselves and about their cultural background .... you know ... , 
1= So what do you expect from this school? What are your expectations? 
Imran= umm, well. ... to ... to teach them, you know, properly and umm .... increase their knowledge .... you know ... 
(40) 
Imran= The most important things? ... hmm ...... basically ... that they're learning, learning about their culture .... religion and it's also a ... meeting point for them 
every ... you know, once a week .... and meet other children in the same community, as well .... I suppose, and ... what's the third one ....... 1 suppose, I 
mean .... basically .... they just... you know, it's a good thing for them ..... 

1= What do you think they gain from this interaction with other children, ... from the same group .... what's the most important thing ... gained ... something many 

parents referred to .. . 

Imran= don't know ... really ... knowledge ... 1 dunno ... what else they ... they ... from the school ... 
1= from meeting children . .. other children . . . 
Imran= Oh, from meeting other children, well, I suppose ....... umm .... yeah ... they share their experiences ... I guess ... and ... you know, talk to each other 
and .... talk about each other and .... things ... and you know ..... they tell them what they've done and they tell them what they've done [Iaughs] .... you know, they 
learn about their culture and other things and .... 1 just think, it's good for them to mix with them, as well ... because at school, they've got other friends 
there .... they've got more friends ..... and they've also got the family, as we/l ... so it's just another ... outlet for them I suppose, to go and meet other people, you 
know ... and their families ... local. .. in their local community., . 
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7.5.a.2. Parents' expectations from their children as students in their community school and their fears and hopes for their academic future 
Parent Interview extracts 
Saba (41) 
1= so what do you expect from child as a student now, in the X. school? 
Saba=[laughs] I expect too much ... too much expectations [laughs] .... because the way we brought up, we used to ... study everyday, we would come back from 
school and finish our homework .... quite a lot of homework, everyday ... at least, 7 to 8 piece of work everyday from every subject.. .. so here's only ... not that 
much homework... you know, they don't take, keep forget whatever from school because of the ... too many other things around ... and ... uh ... 1 want them to 
come home and spend at least 2 - 3 hours ... at least 2 hours ... not playing ... everyday ... so, I want hem ... it'll be good if A-A helps them ... to ... you know ... every 
parent wants ... expectations are high ... and they want them ... their children to be good in their life .... 
1= In general, what do you hope he will achieve .. .in this school, I mean ... 
Saba= from this school .... just a good practical person ... good human being, without a ....what the positive or negative is ... be a responsible member of 
community ... 
I: and how do you think he should be ... at this specific school ... err.. .in a ...1 mean, err...how you will expect him to be .... you know, let's say to behave ... in the 
X. school ... 
Saba= oh, I want him to behave really, like ... gentleman ... because he's 15... just to help other children, who are under ... if somebody ... have underachieved 
or... be a responsible ... for his own actions and ... uh ... [laugh] 
(42) 
/= umm ... so, when you think now about ... your son as a student ... what are your wishes and hopes for his academic future? 

Saba: I always want him to be something like ... scientist, something to ... to do something which is ... everybody remember always .... 1 want him to be ... 1 was 

really good in science .... and I always wanted to .... 1 got married and I always wanted my own dreams ... I want them to be fulfilled .... [laughsj ..... but actually, 

he wants to be... he wanted to be a bowler or cricketer or... we don't think there's any future ... not really future ... they're wasting their time ..... ( ... J so we push 

him to be more academic ... at least, good education will lead to .... have more secure future .. . 

j: and if j'l/ ask you now the contrary ...what are your fears and worries .. .if you have any .... for his academic future? 
Saba= nowadays there are lots of drugs ... umm .... easily available ... around schools .... that's the first thing .... umm ... more ... uh ... lots of things on the Internet 
....we have Internet at home...we have parent control ... and school is there keep an eye on everything ... but the friends ... you can't control friends .... when you 
have very open-minded ... families are very open and they are discuss different things and uh .... culturally, we...we discourage .... we don't allow any 
relationships outside the ... before marriage or any anything and ... umm ... 1 just want him to involve anything, really ... 
1= so .... you talk about your fears in general ..... as it concerns his academic future .... specifically do you have any fears or worries? .... you know ... 
Saba= yeah ... maybe .... 1 have lots of fears .... uh ... maybe he will not achieve [ ... ] ... his .... sometimes they are really good .... but at the exams they don't show 
up .... their abilities ..... which fears me .... that maybe he'll not... he knows theseJl1ings ... but. .. in exams he may not be fully understand .... not fully putting his full 
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Parent Interview extracts 
attention .... in the work and he'll not get...achieve the results .... which his teacher thinks that he can get. ... good results in GCSE. .... if he puts his full 
potential. .... but if he didn't he'll not get. ... that's the only main worries .... maybe [ .... J[laughs] 
Imran (43) 
I=What do you expect from your children as pupils in the X. school? As students ... umm ... 

Imran= In which way ... what...what to achieve ... or how to behave or... 

1= yeah ... what do you want your children to achieve ... 
Imran= WeH... hopefully .... achieving .... umm ... Arub is going to do .... hopefully a GCSE this year in Urdu ... which is good because it's a couple of years 
early .... and also in Islamic Studies, as well... which she wouldn't have done at the other school. .. umm ... apart from, obviously Religious Education .... so 
that's ... that for me is a good thing and hopefully they can achieve ... ah ... good grade in that ... umm ... that means they'll another couple of exams...you know, 
another couple of umm ... GCSEs .... 50... 50 that's ... that's .... how we ... you know, we want them to achieve .... And also just general. .. general 
knowledge ..... about their culture and about their religion and things, as well .... you know, how to behave ... 
1= you said ... yeah ... 1'11 just ...how... how do you think your children should be at this school ... 
Imran=what's that. .. 
1= How do you think, they should ..... you know, be at the X. school ... a good pupil, you know ... 
Imran= Absolutely ..... well, yeah ... they do I mean .... they ... f mean, what they do at home ... alt children do at home ... they fight with their brothers and 
sisters ... or whatever ... when they're at school, they're very ... very polite and ... basically, do as they're told ... you know ... umm ..... they don't step out line 
and ... umm ... if they do, then ... then we know about it ... you know, so ... 
(44) 
I=So when you think about your children as students, what your wishes and hopes for their, let's say, academic future? 

Imran= well ... to achieve the best that they can .... you know ... umm .... whatever they're capable of achieving .... and hopefully, I don't know what... what line 

of... what field they want to go into as yet, but. .. 1 suppose early days at the moment, but. .... umm ... just do whatever they can ... 

Salima= encourage them 

Imran= yeah .... we'll obviously help as much as we can ... you know, if they need anything and we're there to support them .... 

I=and if I'll ask to imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries, if you have any, about their academic future? 
Imran= uh ... fears and worries .... well, I mean again fears and worries are there but hopefully they'll do their best and they'II ... they don't go... you know, pick 
up .... bad habits or bad things from other ... you know .... you know, what I mean ... drugs or anything like that... they're the only fears that you can have, 
really ... but otherwise we're very happy with our kids and hope fully they'll continue to behave properfy ..... and ... achieve ..... the you know, best they can ... 
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7.5.a.3. Parents' representations of their children as ethnic minority young people and their hopes and fears for their future 
Parent I Interview extracts 
Saba I (45) 
1= and ...my final two questions .... how do you think now your son .... feels as a member of the Pakistani community in the UK .... umm ... what you will say .. .for 
example .... are the 3 most important things, you know ... you will say about him in relation to the fact ... that ...uh .... his parents .... his father was born here, right 
.. ..but he is of Pakistani origin .. .Kashmiri origin .... you were also born in Pakistan .... he was born here ... how do you think he feels, you know, as a member of the 
Pakistani community .... 
Saba:: oh, he feels ... X. {name of town} boy ..... because .... umm ... 
1= he feels? ..sorry.. . 
Saba= you know like from X {name of town]. .. boy ... he was born here, his father was born here ..... so, he feels .... he's a ... but the thing he... umm ... 
(end of tape) 
1= okay ... so he feels ... 
Saba= yeah .... 
1= he feels respect for the rest of the people .. Jor the olders and ... 
Saba= he doesn't... .. he doesn't feel like we do ..... like, we don't call ... even if they're not relative ... they are [ ..... ] ... name ...we call them aunty or uncle ..... or .... big 
brother or .... umm ... big sister or ..... but we don't call them name .... he always ... he doesn't know that, but... .. he always go there and ..... uh .... give ... shake their 
hand and ask them .... and .... they quite happy with him ..... they all know that he's a .... his grandfather, his father ..... and .... now it's third-generation, they know 
him ... or they know whose son he is ..... so, he has great respect for the elder people and I'm quite .... but I want him to be involved in the community .... my 
husband ..... is not that much active in the community work ... he is working .... [ ... } ...... 
1= and now .... do you remember when 1 asked you about ..... your hopes and your wishes about his academic future .... 1 would like you now to tell me, you 
know ... when you are thinking about your son's life .... .in generaJ .... and again ... as ... you know, a boy .... who was born here .... in England .... but whose you know, 
his ethnic background is from Pakistan .... what are your wishes and hopes for his future ... 
Saba= umm ... 1 hope for him to be....uh... a good British Muslim and Pakistani as well ..... [laugh) ... combined everything ... combination of everything ... just 
generally, good human being ... .. 
1= and if I again ask you ... uh ... the opposite .... you know, if you have any fears and worries ..... .for his fife in general ... 
Saba= I just don't want him to get involved in anything .... which is wrong ... which is not good, which is not going to benefit him ..... or which is going to ... umm ... just 
I don't want him to involve anything ... which is not going to benefit anybody or him ... or be good for his .... family, when he'll grow up he'll have his family ... for his 
family to be not too much struggle .... and .... struggle in the this time and ... uh ... get greater education and educate life will be more .... easy for him ... [laugh] 
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Parent I Interview extracts 
Imran I (46) 
1= I've asked you before, you know, how do you feel living in the UK. ..and now I would like to think ... trying to build your children's' place ... posilion and I would 
like you think how do you think your children feel ... you know, as a member of the Pakistani community because of their origin ... because they were born here in 
the UK? What would you say are the three most important things you could say about the fact that your children, you know, are of Pakistani origin who were born 
and grows up in the UK? How do they feel? Do they talk you about it? 
Imran= uh ... yes ... 1 think ... 1 think they feel .... umm .... 1 dunno ... it is a difficult one ... 1 mean ... obviously, we have different cultural backgrounds ... and we're ...we're 
quite ..... not strict... not strict, but we'd like for our children to be more, sort of, in our cultural side, ... as opposed to the Western side ... of things ... so ... what they, I 
suppose .... they may feel a little bit uncomfortable .... umm ..... we don't let them go on trips where they'd have to away ... you know, for more than a day ... they have 
to do whatever they do ... things like that... they're not going to go out to discos and things like that...so it's basically, in that type pOint of view they might feel a bit 
restricted ... umm .... but other than that, I don't think we've got any .... any problems at all. ... it's just .... just purely .... just a cultural thing ... that... because we don't. 
you know ..... we don't. .. we don't want them ... that they don't smoke, don't drink .... cultural values ... that's the only ..... things they would ... they might say I wish I 
could .... you know. my friends are going there ... I wish I could go with the .... but other than .... as a boy, we got more freedom ... but.. .. umm ..... the girls 
definitely .... we ...... they do all their school activities ..... they play netball, they do all the sports and everything else ... umm ... but then, you know .... there's no 
clubbing or anything like that ..... 1 think that's the only thing ... other than that we don't.. .. they have no restrictions whatsoever. .. they do everything else that their 
school asks them ..... or whatever ..... and I think .... They·re pretty comfortable with themselves ..... yeah ... when they're not at school, they're wearing their other 
costumes ... you know, they come and they wear their Islamic dress ... when they're at school they wear, you know full uniform .... and ... umm .... that's it. ... 
I=So my final question .... again .....when you think about your children's life in general • .. . not only as students, you know, as children of Pakistani origin who were 
born here what are your wishes and hopes for their future?: Imagine your children in 20 years ... 
Imran= well .... I hope they·re .... they're good people and ... umm ... yeah ... you know, good Muslims ... look after their family, look after their own children ... lock after 
their parents .... look after us [laughs] ....... and they're ... they're ... you know, a close family uniLlike we are at the moment...we're very close .... with the rest of our 
family ... and ... you know, we can't say what they're going to achieve .... that's all in. you know, God's hands ... but we always .... everybody hopes for the best for 
their future ... and we just hope they work hard .... and you know, achieve ..... their best abilities, really 
I=Now if I'll ask you again imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries ... not about their academic ... about their life in general? 
Imran= life in general. .... 1 think it's going to very hard .... 1 think the way things are going at the moment... ..you know, it's ..... it's so expensive ..... and so 
difficult. .... you know, they just have to ..... you know, whereas in the older days ... 1 think. my wife never worked a day in life ..... whatever. ...... a lot of the women 
don't work ... but I think the new generation .... the children they're all going to have to work ..... they're all going to whether they get married ... and I think it's ... I 
think ... as a economical thing ... 1 think they just, you know .... things are going to be very difficult... .. you know, in that sense ...... I'm sure as you know, it's 
just.. .. things are getting more and more expensive .... jobs are getting difficult... .so generally. that sort of view .... 1 think. they've got a pretty .... uphill thing, you 
know .... you never know ... 
1= and in terms of their origin ... how do you think the future ... or how are you afraid ... of the future ... 

Imran= yeah ... in origin wise, you never know ..... I think the same thing happened in Kenya ... we were there for ... 

1= you had this experience ... 

Imran= 30 years ... or whatever ... they got fed and threw them out. .. whether they'll do the same thing here, you never know ..... 

1= are you afraid ... ? 

Imran= umm ... no ... what happens will happen, you know ... but... you never know ... you know ... not that they can be chucked out because they're born 

here ... they're British ... or whatever ... but. .. you do ... 1 suppose, you do have those sort of fears ... because they certainly in a minority aren't they ... and ... umm ... 
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7.5.a.4. Analysis of findings 
As seen in section 7.5.a.1. (see extracts 37, 38, 39, 40), both parents shared similar 
representations and expectations of their children's community school. Saba (see 
extracts 37, 38) expected from the school to help children to become good persons and 
Muslims who will benefit both their minority community and the wider SOCiety. Saba 
thought that the literate, English-speaking and moderate teachers of the community 
school can help children to achieve the above mentioned expectations and help parents 
in guiding their children towards a life in accordance with the community's moral, religious 
and cultural beliefs. She also expected from the school to help young people develop 
bonds with the Muslim community, learn their religion effectively and gain awareness of 
current issues (e.g. media propaganda and raCism) that affect their lives so they can be 
responsible and confident individuals. 
Similarly, Imran (see extracts 39, 40) represented the community school as a space 
where young people from the same background can meet, share their experiences and 
gain an understanding of themselves and of their minority cultural heritage whereas at the 
same time they supplement their mainstream education with the learning of the mother 
tongue, religious and cultural education. 
In section 7.5.a.2. (see extracts 41, 42, 43 and 44) Saba (see extracts 41 and 42) 
expected from her son- as a student in the community school- to become a good, helpful 
to others and responsible young person. By drawing on her own past experience as a 
hard-working student with high- expectations for her academic future which had never 
been fulfilled, she held high expectations of her son's academic future and had been 
enforcing him towards this direction because she believed that only education can ensure 
a secure future. Thus, she expected him to work hard and become a successful scientist 
whereas his own aspirations of becoming a cricketer were considered as a waste of time. 
She feared academic failure and involvement in modern life's dangers such as internet, 
drugs, bad peer influence as well as pre-marital sexual relationships which are not 
culturally accepted. 
Imran (see extracts 43 and 44) wished that his daughters will achieve whatever they can, 
gain a general knowledge about their culture and religion as well as norms of proper 
behaviour. He expected them to succeed in the GCSEs that they are taught at the 
community school and which can be useful for their mainstream education. 
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As seen in section 7.5.a.3. (see extracts 45 and 46) Saba (see extract 45) described her 
son as a third generation young person who is identified with his home town where his 
father was born. She represented him as a respectful young person who grows up in a 
close tied minority cultural community which appreciates him. She wanted him to become 
educated and a good British Muslim and Pakistani who will be more involved within his 
minority community while at the same time he will combine all of the aspects of his 
cultural identity. She feared his involvement in anything that might harm himself and his 
family. 
Imran (see extract 46) wanted his daughters to respect the values of their minority 
cultural background as opposed to the western ones something that he thought make 
them feeling uncomfortable and restricted. When the western cultural values do not 
oppose the minority cultural ones they can feel comfortable by combining them (e.g. 
wearing the school uniform at the mainstream school and Islamic dresses at home). He 
hoped that they would become good people and good Muslims who would look after their 
own families and paternal family as well, work hard and achieve whatever they can. His 
fear is that modern life's needs would demand from women to work even if they got 
married and try to find a job in a competitive society. Drawing on his own experience 
when he had to flee Kenya as a child due to political upset, he feared that the current 
political climate might force them out of Britain even though they are British citizens. 
Table 31 provides a synopsis of parents' representations in the Pakistani school. 
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Table 31. Parents' perspectives: Pakistani school 
Parents' representations 
Representations of their children's' community 
school and of their expectations of the 
school community 
(See extracts in section 7.5.a.1.) 
Representations of their children as students 
in the community school and of their hopes 
and fears for their academic future 
(See extracts in section 7.5.a.2.) 
Representations of their children as ethnic 
minority young people and their hopes and 
fears for their future in general 
(See extracts in section 7.5.a.3.) 
Saba 
I-position: 
-To help children to become good persons and good 
Muslims, responsible and confident individuals 
-Guiding their children towards a life in accordance 
with the community's moral, religious and cultural 
beliefs 
-To help young people develop bonds with the Muslim 
community and gain awareness of current issues that 
affect their lives 
-High expectations for academic achievement based 
on the belief that education can ensure a secure 
future 
-Being a good, helpful to others and responsible 
young person while avoiding involvement in modern 
life's dangers E1LcL9LJJturally_ unaccepted behaviour 
-A third generation, respectful young person who is 
identified with his home town and got appreciation 
from his close tied minority cultural community 
-Hope to be educated and a good British Muslim and 
Pakistani who will be more involved within his minority 
community while at the same time he will combine all 
of the aspects of his cultural identity. 
-Fear of involvement in anything that might harm 
himself and his family. 
Imran 
I-Position: 
-Community school as a space where young people from 
the same background can meet, share their experiences 
and gain an understanding of themselves and of their 
minority cultural heritage 
-Community school as supplementing mainstream education 
with the learning of the mother tongue, religious and cultural 
education 
-Academic achievement in community school was seen as a 
means to improve mainstream school's academic outcomes 
-To gain a general knowledge of culture, religion and norms 
of proper behaviour. 
- Feeling uncomfortable and restricted when they have to 
oppose to western way of life when the community values 
demands it 
-Hope to become good people and good Muslims who 
would look after their own families and paternal family. To 
work hard and achieve whatever they can. 
-His fear is that modern life's needs would demand from 
women to work and try to find a job in a competitive SOCiety. 
- Fear that the current political climate might force them out 
of Britain even though they are British citizens. 
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7.S.b. Greek school 
In this section the perspectives of the two case study parents, Katerina and Melina will be 
presented. First, their interviews extracts relevant to the representations under 
examination will be presented followed by their analysis. 
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7.S.b.1. Parents' representations of the community school and their expectations of the school community 
Parent Interview extracts 
Katerina 
(47) 
I=my first question is ... what does it mean to you that yourchifd, you know, attends the Greek school? 
Katerina=well, I think it's important... err... not because of... as I said we've had tutors at home ... err ... but I think there was something lacking 

...err... socially ... and just being part of.... err ... an ethnic group ... and ... err... 1felt also that because they don't go to, both of them attend the same school, is 

an open high school and there is not a lot of Greeks or... err... Cypriots in, in the schooL .. and I felt that was quite important. I mean, I know we go to Cyprus 

every year, if not twice a year and we still have links with the family but something was missing and that's why is important. .. is more cultural, picking up 

things just with talking with their peers ... 

1= the social .. .the social life with others of the same background ... 

Katerina= yeah ... yeah 

1= and so what do you expect from that school? What are your expectations? 

Katerina= my expectations ... I just think ... to give my girls a sense of belonging really ... err. .. to ... err...1haven't got great expectations ... err. .. but I just think, 

you know, they should know ... certain things that the Greeks do, Greeks, Greek-Cypriots do ... err ... just certain morals kind of... which, you know, although 

they know, it's actually put into practice and yeah, that's what I expect really. 

I;;:;; and is there anything would you like to change in the school? As a parent? 

Katerina= '" err ... as a parent. .. yeah, you know ... there is still a certain ... err. .. how can I put it? They're stili quite traditional and not forward thinking ... err. .. in 

certain things, although I have to say that ... I do want them to ... know about... celebration days, religion, culture but it's also good to change in ... modern times. 

You know, there is ... 1 know we commemorate ... err ... 1 don't know 'OXI' day with the war and ... it's going into polities now, and I'm not very well at, you know, 

talking politics ... but I know ... I don't. .. 1'11 use the words as simply as I can ... sometimes you think they've been brainwashed with ... historical backgrounds and 

this ... err... how can I put it? ..err ... quite, I wouldn't say racist but quite ... err ... 

1= . < .err ... ethnocentric kind of, probably ... 

Katerina= ... yeah, yeah .... 1 think they could be sort of more updated ... with their views and how they're going to get those across to the children. 

(48) 
1= What do you think are the three most important things that the Greek school offers to the Greek/Greek-Cypriot community? 
Katerina= err ... 1 think ... 1'11 use the word belonging ... 
1= ...belonging.. . 

Katerina= yeah ... 1 think that's important... err ... belonging in the sense that... they should guide our children to find out who they are but also to be in touch 

with ... err ... where they are ... err ... not as a separate entity ... err. .. that's my sort of try to clarify belonging ... and ... the aim is to offer them a good standard of 

Greek language, I'm saying ... that's the other thing ... err ... the third one, I'm not sure what the third one is ... 

1= it doesn't matter, you said .. . 
Katerina= ... but the family as well should be involved, as well ... not just the ... children ... I think that they're all linked. 
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Parent Interview extracts 
Melina (49) 
I=What does it mean to you that your child attends the Greek school? 
Melina= well, it's very important that they don't lose their language ... 1 mean, their father is Greek, and his first language and it's very important for them to 
continue even if it's ... their second language. Cause, obviously, when we go back to Greece they need to be able to communicate with their cousins and 
their ... grandparents over there ... err ... so, it's very important and ... because Socrates is very good at Greek, he did as a second ... he did year 1 in Greece, he 
learnt the basics ... and he's carried on doing very well. .. so .... you know, is very important. .. err. .. at first he didn't want to do his A Level, but we said 'no' ... 1 
mean, he got Aat his GCSE itself, you know ... and it seems that he's really enjoying it now. 
1= and so ... this is the reason also that you're sending your child in the school? 
Melina= yeah ... and also, you know, there is the Greek community .... 1think because of the Greek community, is much for them to ... you know, to be with 
other Greek children, make socialize with the Greek friends ... 
1= so to learn the Greek language 
Melina= of course, is the language 
1= and socialize with people from the community. So, what do you expect from his school? 
Melina= from the school? ... to ... err. .. you know, to teach children the [ ... ] to write, to communicate mainly, speech is very important ... because they tend not to 
teach them to speak, I mean, teachers always saying that the kids have to learn from home ... you know, the parents have to speak to them in Greek so they 
have ... but it's very important the language I think ... more than the grammar ... you know ... 
(50) 
1= What do you think are the three most important things that the Greek school offers to the Greek/Greek-Cypriot community? 
Melina= ... err ... what do you mean like language ... 
1= whatever is most ... 
Melina= obviously the grammar, for language ... err... and it's within your community, you don't have to travel miles to get to it...err ... and it's, it's a meeting 
place for all the Greek people ... err ... even though ... not a lot of Greek spoken here ... even with the parents, everyone speaks English, even the children 
themselves they speak English amongst each other ... err ... so it's really meant to ... to pick up the grammar and the basics of the Greek language ... err ... I 
think the speech, the language does come from home and unfortunately, because ... because of this ... you know, like the generations ... Iike ... if I'd married 
somebody that would also had been born over here the chances of our children to speak Greek would have been probably a lot lower because obviously you 
lose that, you know, that language, your natural. .. the first... our parents first language is Greek with our ... come more naturally sec ... second [ ... ] so with our 
children, we speak to them in English ... this is that. .. I think, eventually, we will lose all the language ... it's a shame really ... err ... but... but even learning the 
basics, cause what happens with me, I'm when I was at Greek school, I wasn't a particularly good student and ...1 forgot... you know, my grammar was 
terrible, things like that. .. when I got married my husband it's ... it's so to speak Greek and write Greek, all came back to me ... it was really quite amazing 
how ... even my grammar became really good, you know, because I remembered what I learnt at school. 
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7.S.b.2. Parents' expectations of their children as students in their community school and their fears and hopes for their academic future 
Parent Interview extracts 
Katerina I (51) 
1= so, what do you expect from your child as a pupil, you know, as a student in the Greek school? 
Katerina= ... err ... 1 just think that she, both of them really ... but they should ... err ... how can ... to be honest, the main and is very basic ... to actually want to go 
to ... err ... to Greek school and to participate ... and to do well ... it sounds very cliche but... I suppose to, let's say, forcing them to go and ... saying you 'you've got 
to go, because it's, you know, it's something that is good for you' ... but they should actually realize that it's something ... necessary ... their ... it's their 
background ... you know, they should know their ... their roots ... 
1= and what do you hope she will achieve there? 
Katerina= both ... err ... that what I've just said and also I would hope that she actually learns to speak Greek properly ... err ... and I know, it's not all to do with 
the school, is at home and again ... the guilt comes now, because we don't speak Greek so much at home, although we should ... err ... but I think and a good 
level of... a good standard of Greek, as opposed to dialect which again ... 1 do correct her, although I know it's important, you know, there's a difference 
between speaking Greek in a Cypriot way and, you know, from mainland but. .. err. .. ultimately I would like her to be able to communicate and express herself 
well in Greek 
1= and how do you think she should be at the Greek school? 
Katerina= ... err ... in, in what way? 

1= as a student, you know how she should behave, you know, in a way could you please describe for you the model of the student in the Greek school? 

Katerina= yeah, I don't think it should be any different to ... to how she is, you know, in her other school. .. err. .. mean I wish ... 1 just, I'd really love my girls to be 

good citizens ... you know, good people ... 

(52) 
I=so, when you think about your.. .let's say... children as a stUdents what are your wishes and hopes for their future, for their academic future? 
Katerina= [ ... ] we're now in the process of looking at universities and everything is ... err ... it's competitive ... such a competitive world down there that... I do 
feel, that they're ... the kids these days have such a lot of pressure to deal with ... err ... so, I'd like to find a balance in dealing with those pressures but to 
achieve what they want to ... academically as well. 
1= and if I'll ask you now, to imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries for their academic future if you have any... 

Katerina= yeah ... 1 do worry a lot about what the future holds for them ... err ... because we just live in a ... a SOCiety you can't ... while you try and plan, it's 

changing all the time of uncontrollable circumstances, whatever they maybe ... err ... I've just think I hope they achieve what they want to academically but... 

but also that ... that... I don't know whether is ... is a vicious circle, you know ... they should be happy and healthy first or ... well their achievements bring on those 

things, you know ... it's sort of everything together. 
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Parent Interview extracts 
Melina 
(53) 
1= so...err... what do you expect from your child as a pupil in the Greek school? 

Melina= I'd like him to go all the way to his AS and his A Level, get the best grade he ... you know he can ... err ... 1 know his capable of doing that sO... err. .. so 

it's just the matter of him attending the classes and enjoying his time here, which I think he is ... just trying to get, you know ... as good a grade as possible ... 

I= ... err... and ... how do you think he should be at his school ... would you like ... ? 
Melina= oh! ...err ... what he does normally in his English school ... obviously to behave, but yeah, he does behave ... he's not... 
(54) 
1= When you think about your child as a student what are your wishes and hopes for his academic future? 

Melina= yeah ... as I said I would like him to, obviously, to do the GCSEs fortunately and go to the university ... in order to be able to have a job that... you know, 

to be comfortably in his life later on. " 

1= and if f ask you now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries, if you have any, about his academic future? 

Melina= ... none really ... as long as he's ... err ... he's interested, because if he loses any ... if he loses that interest, you know, if he doesn't want to do it. .. I can't 

force him to do it... but, I like to think that, you know, if I. .. if I hurrying them at an earlier age ... err ... that's my only worry that, you know, if one day he [ ... ] 'I 

don't want to go to the university' ... but you know, you have to trying make them understand why they need to go, why ... but I think they see us as an example, 

that we've got to try go to university to ... to do something with our lives ... 
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7.5.b.3. Teachers' representations of their students as ethnic minority young people and their hopes and fears for their future 
Parent Interview extracts 
Katerina I (55) 
Katerina= ... err ... what she encounters ... umm ... she's saying that they ... there is no ambition ... it's just all very superficial ... err ... 1 don't know if this makes 
sense to you buLl think she does feel, sense of what I said before ... an onlooker ... err ... the way she is Cypriot, she knows and she loves learning what's, you 
know, history, even now the political situation cause she's doing A Level. .. err ... but she finds a bit of ... gaps ... and it's, it's ... it's gonna be a long process ... for 
her as well. 
I= ... err... and when you say gaps, I mean, in terms of hers, how she defines, let's say herself ... how she thinks about ... who she's is? 
Katerina= yeah ... that's growing up wherever, about what country you come from wherever ... ethnic group you belong to wherever ... yeah, that's part of 
growing up anyway ... but I think there's gaps in the sense of what. .. err ... what the community is offering her ... err ... whether she's in ... [ ... ] people that she can 
actually talk to about... have common interests, when people, you know, from the Cypriot community, Greek-Cypriot community. "err... that might come later ... 
I=When you think about, in this sense, when you think about you're her life in general, again as a child who is British born, her grandparents' origin is from 
Cyprus, what are your wishes and hopes for her future in general? 
Katerina= ... err. .. 
1= Imagine her in 20 years or when she grows up; how would you like to see her then? 
Katerina= with regards to her background ... ? 
1= hmm ...her life in general 
Katerina= yeah ... there are not ... [ ... JI think that I'd like to see her. .. err. .. all the questions she's asking herself to... sort of be clearer ... to have replies to 
thaLumm... not to lose the contact with her background ... I don't think she would anyway buLcause that's her ... the time ... she loves ... err ... she's very keen 
on ... on sort of taking life as a whole within ... she's like me actually, Julia ... I don't know ... I just hope that she is.... she is just satisfied and fulfilled in actually 
wants to do .,. 
1= if you imagine the contrary? If you have any fears and worries for her life in general? 
Katerina= I think with Julia ... she does ... her tasks high and my fear is that, she'll come to ... disappointment because her goal is so high ... err. .. she might 
be... be disappointed ... 
Melina I (56) 
1= .. .err... how do you think your child feels as a member of the Greek/Greek-Cypriot community in the UK? 

Melina= ... weILI mean, he knows ... he knows he's Greek ... that we're saying 'you're Greek, you're Greek' ... (laugh) ... err ... he knows ... he feels he is not 

English, obviously, but then a lot of his friends are English at school ... so, it's a multinational country, mUltinational ... 

1= if I ask you, well would you say of the three most important you could say about your son .. .err.. .in a relation to the fact that he's a child ... err...of Greek­

Cypriot/Greek origin and .. .err...he was born and grow up, brought up in UK. How .. .from, you know, from your the ways [ .. .]. .. err...how... something important 

you can identify, is there anything important you can identify? Has he talked to you about that? 

Melina= ... err ... not really ... 
I= ... err... he knows that his parents are coming from a Greek background and ... how does he feel about himself and his family from that background and, you 
know, at the same, his first language is English, he's grown up here ... what do you think that ... 
Melina= ... he comes ...... he knows he's Greek, and I think that's [ ... ] I think he's finding, you might find Greek stUdents that·· fee!. .. maybe English ... that 
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Parent Interview extracts 
maybe they say 'I'm English, I live in England' ... if you ask my son 'where are you from'".he ... 'Greece, I'm Greek' ... err ... 1 think he's proud that, you know, he's 

from a Greek background ... err ... 

I=When you think about, your child now like in general ... err... as a child again of Greek/Greek-Cypriot origin who was born here ... what are your wishes and 

hopes for his future? I mean, imagine himself, let's say in 20 years 

Melina= ... academically or ... as a person ... ? 

1= no, no as a person, again in relation to the fact that he's coming from a Greek-Cypriot background ... 

Melina= ... well, I'd like to think that, you know, maybe ... whether the Greek language carrying on I don't ... it depends who he'll settle down with ... which 
captures his interest or... she may be from somewhere, I don't, Italy and learn a fourth language ... I don't know really ... but I'd like to see him again, to think 
that, you'll carry on the Greek tradition, the Greek language ... err ... but it's more than like you that you want ... cause the English ... our English upbringing. It all 
depends on who you end up with ... it's like my case, my husband's from Greece and continue the Greek language, the Greek tradition ... where as I said if I've 
married, say with an English or even a Greek-Cypriot born in England, I'm sure I would have lost that language ... definitely, I'm sure ... because even at home I 
dO ... 1 keep saying that I have to speak them in Greek but my natural language of use is English, think, all right 'Speak to them in Greek' ... sometimes we 
speak half Greek. half English but it's just come more natural in English 
1= hmm ... and who would you like your child to become in the future, in general 
Melina= I'd like to be successful with whatever he does ... you know ... err... I'd like to be proud of him honestly, you know ... and him to be proud of himself 
actually [ ... ] a good job... err ... you know ... 
f= again I'ff ask you ... err... to imagine the contrary? Worries and fears about his life in general? 
Melina= ... err ... not really, I just want him to be happy ... happy and successful. .. settle down with a family ... 1 mean that's part of life, isn't it? Any mother wants 
her child ... err .. . 
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7.S.b.4. Analysis of findings 
As seen in section 7.S.b.1. (see extracts 47,48,49, 50), Katerina (see extracts 47 and 
48) didn't held great expectations from the school apart from giving the opportunity to her 
children to be part of their ethnic minority and cultural group which gives them a sense of 
belonging by participating in cultural practices and gaining an understanding of Greek 
morals and Greek language. However, she criticised the Greek school as being old­
I fashioned, brainwashing children with historical ethnocentric information whereas they 
I should guide the young people to ·find out who they are by including both the Greek and 
British aspect of their identities. For Melina (see extracts 49 and 50) the most important 
contribution of the school was the preservation of the Greek language- both spoken and 
written- which is threaten to be lost for the British-born Greek-Cypriots and is important 
for the enhancement of communication with family members in the homeland and 
socialisation with others of the minority community. 
In section 7.5.b.2. (see extracts 51,52,53 and 54), Katerina (51 and 52) expected from 
her children to have the keenness to go to the Greek school and realise its importance 
for learning about their minority cultural identity. She hoped that her daughter would learn 
to speak standard Greek as opposed to Cypriot dialect and expressed her guilt for not 
speaking Greek at home. In addition, she hoped that they would be able to cope with a 
modern world characterised by instability and with the pressures of the competitive high­
education arena in which she expected her to succeed. Melina (53 and 54) expected her 
son to achieve in his exams in the Greek school and enjoy his time there and felt 
confident of his potential to succeed in higher education. 
Finally, as seen in section 7.5.b.3. (see extracts 55 and 56), Katerina ( see extract 55) 
described her daughter as being an onlooker of her Cypriot background and finding 
difficult to find people from the minority community with whom she feels she has common 
interests and she feared of her lOSing contact with her background. Melina (see extract 
56) on the other hand, described her son as having a strong sense of minority cultural 
identity and he identifies himself as Greek rather than English, something that he is proud 
of. She hoped that he would continue to carry on the Greek tradition and language even 
if he gets married with a non-Greek, be happy, successful and with a family. 
Table 32 provides a synopsis of parents' representations in the Greek school. 
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Table 32. Parents' perspectives: Greek school 
Parents'representations 
Representations of their children's' community 
school and of their expectations of the 
school community 
(See extracts in section 7.S.b.i.) 
Representations of their children as students 
in the community school and of their hopes 
and fears for their academic future 
(See extracts in section 7.S.b.2.) 
Representations of their children as ethnic 
minority young people and their hopes and 
fears for their future in general 
(See extracts In section 7.S.b.3.) 
Katerina 
I-position: The British- born 
-Community school as giving the opportunity to the 
young people to be part of their ethnic minority and 
cultural group and have a sense of belonging by 
participating in cultural practices and gaining an 
understanding of Greek morals and Greek language 
- Community school as an old-fashioned institution 
which brainwashes children with historical 
ethnocentric information whereas they should guide 
them to find out who they are by including both the 
Greek and British aspect of their identities 
-To realise community school's importance for 
learning about their minority cultural identity and 
mother tongue 
-Being able to cope with a modern world 
characterised by instability and with the pressures of 
the competitive high-education arena in which 
achievement is expected 
-Being an onlooker of her Cypriot background and not 
bonding with people from the minority community 
-Fear of her losing contact with her background. 
Melina 

I-Position: The British-born 

Community school as playing a crucial role in the 
preservation of the Greek language which is threaten to 
be lost for the British-born Greek-Cypriots 
Academic achievement both in the Greek school and in 
higher education is expected 
-Having a strong sense of minority cultural identity and 
feeling proud of it. 
- Hope that he would continue to carry on the Greek 
tradition and language, be happy, successful and with a 
family. 
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7.6. Young people's interview schedule 
School: 

Date:__________________ 

Duration: 
Location: 
1. Background information 
1.1. First name: ______________ 
1.2. Sex: Male Female________ 
1.3. How old are you? ______ 
1.4. Where were you born? 
1.5. What is your background (ethnic)? ______ 
1.6. What generation are you? 
~ First (I was born overseas and I moved to the UK) 

~ Second (I was born in the UK) 

~ Third (my parents were born in the UK) 

~ Fourth (my grandparents were born in the UK) 

1.7. For how long you have been attending this school? ___ 
1.8. Where have your parents been born? State (if applicable) 
(If they have been born overseas how long they have been in the UK?) 
1.9. Are your grandparents living with you? ___________ 
1.10. Are they working within the community (What do they do for a living? e.g. tailor, 
shop-keeper, taxi-driver), _______________ 
1.11. Have you ever been in Pakistan/Cyprus? (Tell me about this experience; if not, 
would you like to go and why?) 
1.12. Mainstream School: (more info: is it multicultural? How many 
Pakistani/Greek-Cypriots pupils are in your classroom etc.) 
In this interview, I will ask you to recount situations in your community school and in your 
mainstream school. 
2. Young people's representations of their community school and of themselves 
as learners 
Let's talk about your community school ... 
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2.1. Could you please recount a typical day at your community school? 
2.2. If you look back, could you tell me about your first experiences, when you were 
younger, in this school? (Prompt: first day etc) 
2.3. If you try to recall, what was a day or moment in this school that you will never 
forget? (Choose the most important ones ... ) 
2.4. What does it mean for you to attend this school? (Prompt can you imagine how your 
life would be if you had never been here? What do you expect to achieve by coming 
here?) 
2.5. Imagine that I am talking to one of your teachers at this school, what do you think this 
teacher would say about you, about the sort of pupil you are? (Prompt: What do you think 
your teachers expect from you? How he/she would like you to be? What are your 
teachers in this school like? ) 
2.6. If you try to recall, could you please tell me a moment at the school that you have 
achieved something important for you? (Prompt: How did you feel then? How do you feel 
now?) 
2.7. Do you think that your participation in this school affected in any way your 
performance in your English school? Would you give me an example? (Prompt: Does it 
help you to improve in maths, English, science or anything else?) 
2.8. What do you enjoy more in this school? (Prompt: What does it mean to you to learn 
Urdu/Greek? Do you like the language courses or you prefer courses from your English 
curriculum, if available and why? What does it mean for you to speak at least 2 
languages? Which do you think is more important for your future? Is there anything you 
would like to change in the school? 
2.9. How difficult is attending the classes in this school? If I were to ask you to place the 
'difficulty of your school' along here (pointing to the length of the scale (1-10», where you 
would place it? This end means 'very difficult' or 'not very difficult'. Would you put the 
level of difficulty towards this or towards that end or somewhere in the middle? And why? 
2.10. When you think about what really matters for you as a student what are your wishes 
and hopes for the future? Would you give me a situation? (Prompt: Now, imagine the 
contrary, what are your fears and worries about your academic future)? 
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2.11. What do you think are the three most important things that this school offers to you? 
Let's talk about your English school .... 
2.12. If you look back, could you tell me about your first experiences, when you were 
younger, in the English school? Could you please recount that day for me? 
2.13. Imagine that I am talking to one of your teachers at your English school, what do 
you think this teacher would say about you, about the sort of pupil you are? (Prompt: 
What do you think your teachers expect from you? How he/she would like you to be? 
What are your teachers in the English school like? ) 
2.14. If you try to recall, could you please tell me a moment at English school that you 
have achieved something important for you? (Prompt: How did you feel then? How do 
you feel now? What do you expect to achieve by attending your that school? Is there 
anything you would like to change in this school?) 
2.15. How difficult is attending the classes in your English school? If I were to ask you to 
place the 'difficulty of your school' along here (pointing to the length of the scale (1-10)), 
where you would place it? This end means 'very difficult' or 'not very difficult'. Would you 
put the level of difficulty towards this or towards that end or somewhere in the middle? 
And why? 
3. Young people's representations of themselves as ethnic minority individuals in 
the school and communities contexts 
3.1. Imagine that you are sleeping and you have a dream of someone you have never 
seen before asking you "Who are you". What you would answer?18 (Prompt: Who are you 
with your potential and your shortcomings19? How you would describe yourself as a 
person? What short of person are you? The most important characteristics?) 
18 Vassiliou, V., and Vassiliou, G. (1973). The Implicative meaning of the Greek Concept 
of "Philotimo". Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology, VolA, 326-341. 
19 Deneve -Verhofstadt, F.M.L. (2003). The Psych adramatical social atom method: 
dialogical self in dialectic action. Journal of Constructivist Psychology, Vol. 16, 183-212 
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3.2. I reckon that your mother knows you pretty well by now. If I were to go up to her and 
ask her to tell me about you- about the sort of boy/girl you are, what do you thinks she 
would tell me?20 What do you think your mother hopes you will achieve at your 
community school? 
3.3. What about your father? What do you think your father hopes you will achieve at your 
community school?) [Provisional: Brothers/ Sisters?] 
3.4. Imagine that I am asking one of your classmates in the English school to describe 
you; what do you think he/she would tell about you? (Prompt: What is his/her ethnic 
background? What are the other young people in the English school Iike21 ? To be of a 
Pakistani/Greek background in my English school is... ) 
3.5. Imagine that I am asking one of your classmates in your community school to 
describe you; what do you think he/she would tell about you? What are the other young 
people in this school like22? To be of a Pakistani/Greek background in my community 
school is... ) 
3.6. How do you feel living in this country? (Prompt: In which ways do you feel different (If 
you feel different) with the British society? To be of a Pakistani/Greek background is.... In 
which ways do you feel similar (if you feel similar) with the British society? 
3.7. How to you think people in British society perceive (think of) Pakistani/Greek people? 
3.8. Imagine that we are meeting again after many years and we have another interview, 
who would you like to be then? (Who would you like to become in the future23?) 
20 Ravenette, A.T. (1977). Self description grids for children: three versions, procedures 

and analyses. Unpublished MS. 

21 Deneve- Verhofstadt, F.M.L. (2003). The Psychodramatical social atom method: 

dialogical self in dialectic action. Journal of Constructivist Psychology, Vol. 16, 183-212 

22 Deneve-Verhofstadt, F.M.L. (2003). The Psychodramatical social atom method: 

dialogical self in dialectic action. Journal of Constructivist Psychology, Vol. 16, 183-212 

23 Deneve-Verhofstadt, (2003). F.M.L. The Psychodramatical social atom method: 

dialogical self in dialectic action. Journal of Constructivist Psychology, Vol. 16, 183-212 
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7.7. Parents' interview schedule 
School: 

Date:._________________ 

Duration: 

Location: 

1. Background information 
1.1. First name: _________ Mother/Father 
1.2. Age:___ 
1.3. Name of student______ Age:___ 
1.4. Where were you born? State:___ (if applicable) 
1.5. What is your background (ethnic), _____________ 
(If you have been born overseas how long you have been in the UK?) 
1.6. Could you please give me a brief history of your family's settlement in the UK (main 
reasons for migration etc)? 
1.7. What generation are you? 
~ First (I was born overseas and I moved to the UK) 
~ Second (I was born in the UK) 
~ Third (my parents were born in the UK) 
~ Fourth (my grandparents were born in the UK) 
1.8. For how long your child has been attending the community school? 
1.9. What is your occupation? (What do you do for a living? e.g. tailor, shop-keeper, taxi­
driver) 
1.10. What is your spouse's occupation? 
1.11. Are you both working within the community? 
1.12. Did you attend a community school as a child? (Prompt: Tell me about your 
experience, memories) 
2. Representations of their children as participants in their community and English 
schools 
2.1. What does it mean to you that your child attends the community school? (Prompt: 
Why are you sending your child in this school? What do you expect from this school? Is 
there anything you would like to change in that school? ) 
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2.2. What is your child's level in the English school? Do you think that the community 
school should also aim to improve children's performance in the English schoo! by 
teaching maths, sCience, English? Why? ) 
2.3. What do you expect from your child as a pupil in the community school? (Prompt: 
What do you hope your child will achieve at this school? How should your child be at this 
school?) 
2.4. Could you please tell me about your contacts! relationships with teachers in the 
community school? (Prompt: Who is a good teacher for a community school?) 
2.5. Could you please tell me about your contacts! relationships with other parents, 
organizers in the community school? (Prompt: What should be the role of the parents?) 
2.6. What do you expect from your child's English school? (Prompt: Is there anything you 
would like to change in your child's English school?) 
2.7. What do you expect from your child as a pupil in the English school? (Prompt: What 
do you hope your child will achieve at that school? How should your child be at the 
English school?) 
2.8. Do you think that your child's participation in the community school affected in any 
way his/her performance in the English school? Would you give me an example? 
(Prompt: Does it help him!her to improve in his English school?) 
2.9. How do you feel that your child speaks 2 (or more) languages? Which do you think is 
more important for his! her future? Do you think that the learning of his/her mother tongue 
is important and why? 
2.10. When you think about your child as a student what are your wishes and hopes for 
his/her academic future? 
2.11. Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about 
his/her academic future? 
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3. Parents' representations of themselves and of their children as ethnic minority 
individuals 
3.1. How do you feel as a member of the Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot community in this 
town/city? (Prompt: Who are you? How do you feel living in the UK? In which ways do 
you feel different! similar with the British society? To be a Pakistani/Greek in the UK is... ) 
3.2. How do you think people in British society perceive (think of) Pakistani/ Greek 
people? 
3.3. How you could characterise the Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot community in this town? 
(Prompt: Do you attend the community's events, festivals, and celebrations? Are you 
involved in any other way in the community's life?) 
3.4. What do you think are the three most important things that the community school 
offers to the Pakistani/ Greek-Cypriot community in this town? 
3.5. How do you think your child feels as a member of the Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot 
community in the UK? What would you say are the three most important things you could 
say about your child in relation to the fact that is a child of Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot origin 
who was born and grows up in the UK? 
3.6. When you think about your child's life in general, as a child of PakistanilGreek­
Cypriot origin who was born here, what are your wishes and hopes for his/ her future? 
(Prompt: Imagine your child in 20 years or when she/he grows up; who would you like 
your child to become in the future?) 
3.7. Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about 
your child's future? 
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7.8. Teachers' interview schedule 
School: 
Date: 
Duration: 
Location: 
1. Background information 
1.1. First name: ________ Age:____ 
1.2. Where were you born? State: ___( if applicable) 
1.3. What is your background (ethnic)? 

(If you have been born overseas how long you have been in the UK?) 

1.4. What generation are you? 
... First (I was born overseas and I moved to the UK) 
... Second (I was born in the UK) 
... Third (my parents were born in the UK) 
... Fourth (my grandparents were born in the UK) 
1.5. What is your occupationl profession? 
1.6. Where have you been educated? ______________ 
1.7. For how long you have been a teacher in the community school? 
1.8. Have you been trainedl qualified in teaching and where (UK or home 
country?)_____________ 
1.9. Are you a volunteer or are you paid? ____________ 
2. Perceptions of themselves as teachers at a community school and as ethnic 
minority individuals 
2.1. What does it mean to you to be a teacher in this school? (Prompt: Would you please 
give me the main reasons for your decision to work here?) 
2.2. What are the official aims of this school? (Prompt: Do you agree with these aims? 
What do you expect from this school? Is there anything you would like to change in this 
school?) 
2.3. Could you please recount a typical day at the community school? 
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2.4. If you try to recall, what was a day or moment in the school that you will never forget? 
(Prompt: if many, choose the most important for you). 
2.5. Could you please tell me about your contacts with parents in the school? (Prompt: 
What should be the role of the parents? Level of involvement of parents in the school, 
relationships with teachers, school). 
2.6. Could you please tell me about your contacts/ relationships with the other teachers in 
the community school? (Prompt: Who is a good teacher for a community school?) 
2.7. Could you please talk to me about your teaching methods in the classroom? 
(Prompt: are they different from the English school and why?) 
2.8. How do you feel as a member of the Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot community in this 
town? (Prompt: Who are you? How do you feel Jiving in the UK? In which ways do you 
feel differenti similar with the British society? To be a Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot in the UK 
is... ) 
2.9. How do you think people in British society perceive (think of) Pakistani/Greek 
people? 
2.10. How you could characterise the Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot community in this town? 
(Prompt: Do you attend the community's events, festivals, and celebrations? Are you 
involved in any other way in the community's life? 
3. Teachers' representations of their students and their expectations for their cultural 
and academic development 
3.1. What do you expect from the children as pupils in this school? (Prompt: What do you 
hope your pupils will achieve here?) 
3.2. How do you rate your students' knowledge in Urdu/Greek? (Prompt: If you think that 
their knowledge of Urdu!Greek is poor/ excellent what do you think are the reasons?) 
3.3. What are the 3 most important issues in teaching pupils (whose first language is 
English) Urdu! Greek in this school or schools like this? If there are any problems how 
you deal with them? Which language do you think is more important for their future? Do 
you think that the learning of their mother tongue is important and why? 
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3.4. What do you think are the reasons for children for attending this school? 
3.5. How should the children be at this school? (Prompt: how do you expect them to be / 
a good pupil in this community school is ... ) 
3.6. Do your pupils talk to you about their experiences in their English school 
(relationships with teachers, other pupils etc)? (Prompt: Could you give me an example). 
3.7. Do you think that partiCipation in the community school affected in any way some 
children's performance in their English school? Would you give me an example? (Prompt: 
Does it help them to improve in their English school?) 
3.8. I reckon that you know your pupils pretty well. What would you say are the three 
most important things you could say about them, about the sort of pupils they are? 
3.9. When you think about your pupils' academic life, what are your wishes and hopes for 
their future? (Prompt: Imagine them in 20 years or when they grow up; do you expect 
them to achieve academically?) 
3.10. Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about 
their academic future? (Prompt: if you afraid that they will not achieve academically what 
are the main reasons?) 
3.11. What do you think are the three most important things that the community school 
offers to the Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot community in this town? 
3.12. How do you think your pupils' feel as members of the Pakistani/Greek-Cypriot 
community in the UK? What would you say are the three most important things you could 
say about your pupils' in relation to the fact that they are of Pakistani/Greek origin who 
were born and grow up in the UK? 
3.13. When you think about pupils' life in general, as children of a Pakistani/Greek origin 
who were born in the UK, what are your wishes and hopes for their future? (Prompt: 
Imagine them in 20 years or when they grow up) 
3.14. Now, imagine the contrary, what are your fears and worries (if you have any) about 
their future? 
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7.9. Interview schedule for the Inspector- Consultant of Greek schools 
1. 	 I have read the aims of KEA presented in your website. According to your opinion, 
what are the most important aim (s)? 
2. 	 Could you please give me a brief historical account of the Greek! Greek-Cypriot 
schools in the UK? 
3. 	 How has the history of the Greek/Greek-Cypriot communities had an impact of the 
way schools have developed? 
4. 	 I have noticed that there are many organisations responsible for Greekf Greek­
Cypriot schools and there is not a centralised type of administration. What do you 
think are the main reasons for that? 
5. 	 Do you think that the existence of different organisations may have an effect on the 
way the aims and curricula of the schools are constructed? (e.g. Church schools, 
GPA schools?) 
6. 	 What are the main challenges the schools face at present? 
7. 	 For how long you have been a consultant I inspector? 
8. 	 What does it mean to you to be a consultant- inspector of Greek/Greek-Cypriot 
schools? (Prompt: would you please give me the main reasons for your decision to 
work for this post?) 
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7.10. Consentforms 
University of Luton 
Dear Participant, 
My name is Evangelia Prokopiou and I am experienced in psychological research. I am 
now working at the University of Luton on a project about community schools and the 
young people who attend them. I will conduct an individual interview with you at a time 
and place convenient to you. You will decide the language you prefer for the interview. 
Our conversations will be recorded onto audio tape to make sure I don't forget anything 
that was said. 
The whole research procedure will strictly follow the British Psychological Code of 
Conduct and Ethical Guidelines. What you will tell me will be kept completely confidential, 
and to ensure anonymity any names or identifying features will not be included. No 
names or the name of the school will be used in any report of the study. Your 
partiCipation in this study is strictly voluntary and you may withdraw at any time. If you 
have any queries or further questions please do not hesitate to ask me. After the 
completion of this research I would be available to give you a debriefing of the findings. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Evangelia Prokopiou 
PhD Candidate, University of Luton 
Please indicate your consent by signing a copy of this letter and returning to me. 
I have read this letter and consent my participation. 
First Name: ______________ 
Signature:______________ 
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University of Luton 
Dear Parent, 
My name is Evangelia Prokopiou and I am experienced in psychological research. I am 
now working at the University of Luton on a project about community schools and the 
young people who attend them. 
I will conduct an individual interview with your child and our conversations will be 
recorded onto audio tape to make sure I don't forget anything that was said. The whole 
research procedure will strictly follow the British Psychological Code of Conduct and 
Ethical Guidelines. What your child will tell me will be kept completely confidential, and to 
ensure anonymity any names or identifying features will not be included. No names or the 
name of the school will be used in any report of the study. Your child's participation in this 
study is strictly voluntary and he/she may withdraw at any time. If you have any queries 
or further questions please do not hesitate to ask me. After the completion of this 
research I would be available to give you a debriefing of the findings. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Evangelia Prokopiou 
PhD Candidate, University of Luton 
Please indicate your consent by signing a copy of this letter and returning to me. 
I have read this letter and consent my child's participation. 
Student's First Name: _____________ 
Parent's First Name: ______________ 
Signature:,_________________ 
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